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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Hobsons Bay’s resident population is growing and changing. A housing strategy is needed to guide the future residential development in the
municipality to ensure that the right homes are being provided in the right places.
Hobsons Bay is home to 92,761 residents (2015) and the number of people living
in the municipality is forecast to increase over the next 20 years to just over
106,600 residents. In terms of housing, this is an additional 7,623 dwellings or
381 new dwellings per annum needed across the municipality by 20351.

State planning policy is to accommodate the majority of new housing through
infill development in established areas. The capacity of our suburbs to
accommodate additional housing varies across the municipality and potential
housing capacity needs to be addressed through a housing capacity assessment.

This population growth is increasing the demand for housing and supporting
infrastructure in the municipality. However, it is not just an increase in
population that is being experienced but also a change in the resident profile.
Hobsons Bay, like other areas of Greater Melbourne, has an ageing population
and an increase in smaller household sizes. These factors create different
demands on housing needs which must be planned for over the short and long
term.

A housing strategy is needed for Hobsons Bay to manage housing growth in
response to population changes and land use constraints. It is also required to
apply the New Residential Zones which were introduced in 2013 and reformed in
April 2017.

Hobsons Bay is a unique municipality with a diverse mix of residential, industrial
and commercial zoned areas. One of the key challenges of land use planning in
the municipality is balancing the competing demands of residential,
environmental, industrial and employment uses.
Hobsons Bay also has a number of land use constraints which can impact on
housing capacity. It is home to a number of State significant industries as well as
eight of the State’s Major Hazard Facilities, managing the interfaces between
industry and residential as well as the legacy of past industrial uses is a challenge.
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Note: The Background Report was drafted in 2016-17 using demographic and
development data from .id profiles (2011 ABS Census) and .id forecasts for the period
2015 to 2035. Since the report was drafted, some of the 2016 ABS Census data sets have

This background report has been prepared to provide the strategic evidence base
to devise a Housing Strategy for the municipality. The housing strategy will
provide a policy framework for managing housing over the next 20 years (2015 to
2035).
Housing is not just about bricks and mortar, it also has wider impacts on
community health and wellbeing. The overarching objective for the housing
strategy should be about planning housing for community health and wellbeing this means not just considering land use matters but also social, environmental
and economic impacts when planning for future housing.
The background report has been prepared following analysis of a number of key
policy documents and in conjunction with the review and update of a number of

been released. An addendum to this document has been prepared (Hobsons Bay Housing
Strategy, Demographic and Housing Needs – 2016 Census Updates) to highlight the key
demographic changes that have occurred in the municipality since the 2011 Census.

key strategic planning documents, including the Hobsons Bay Neighbourhood
Character Study, Heritage Study, Activity Centre Strategy and a new Integrated
Transport Plan. Community consultation undertaken in relation to housing has
also been considered as part of this report.

Hobsons Bay’s suburbs are under pressure to accommodate new medium and
higher density infill development. In general, there has been no pattern in the
location of new infill development in the municipality. The housing strategy has
the opportunity to realign new housing in more desirable locations.

The community values Hobsons Bay for its access to the coast, proximity to the
City, freeway network, natural open spaces, heritage and sense of community.
There are some community concerns in relation to housing and new residential
development, in particular, the impact on existing neighbourhood character, the
ability of existing infrastructure and services to keep up with demand, a decline
in housing affordability and ageing in place.

Hobsons Bay is also experiencing a decline in both affordable housing and
housing affordability, like many areas in Melbourne. Over nine per cent of total
households are in housing stress, particularly rental stress. There has been a
strong growth in housing stress in the municipality since 2001 as incomes have
not kept up with the increase in house prices. As the area becomes more
attractive and further gentrifies the likely trend is an increase in house and rental
prices that will put further pressure on housing stress in Hobsons Bay and
increase demand for affordable housing.

The background report identifies a number of housing needs in Hobsons Bay,
including:








more housing diversity
housing in better locations
more affordable housing and affordable living
housing which supports ageing in place
good residential amenity
housing which respects neighbourhood character
housing which is more energy efficient and promotes sustainable living

The existing housing stock in Hobsons Bay lacks diversity (choice in housing type)
in a number of suburbs, with the majority of new dwellings (around three
quarters) comprising of low scale separate houses of which over half are three
bedrooms. A range of housing types is important to create a mix of residents
within in a community.
Whilst the dominant household type within Hobsons Bay is family households
(couples with dependents), the emerging household type is smaller households
(lone persons and couples without dependents). There is a need for smaller
housing types (e.g. one and two bedroom dwellings) to accommodate smaller
households, particularly in the western part of the municipality where separate
houses dominate.

There are certain household types that are more vulnerable to housing stress
including: low income households, people with a disability, elderly residents and
single parent families.
Affordable housing refers to both market (private) housing and non-market
(social) housing. There is currently little opportunity for local governments in
Victoria to directly influence market (private) housing (purchases and rentals).
There are however opportunities for local government to explore to increase the
provision of non-market (social) housing. The Hobsons Bay Affordable Housing
Policy Statement (2016) defines the term ‘affordable housing’ and outlines
guiding actions that council can explore to support the implementation of
affordable housing.
Housing design and functionality is also a key policy area identified in this report.
Housing design impacts on the streetscape and neighbourhood character as well
as the functionality and energy efficiency of a home. With an increased pressure
for higher density infill development within Hobsons Bay, guidance and planning
controls around built form outcomes is important in preserving and enhancing
neighbourhood character. Hobsons Bay needs to plan for an ageing population,
the provision of housing which can support ageing in place is paramount.
Housing should not be built as a short term provision, the strategy needs to

encourage homes which can meet the changing needs of occupants over their
lifetimes (lifetime homes).
There is further scope to improve sustainability (including energy efficiency)
within residential buildings as well as promote more sustainable living, which not
only has environmental benefits through reducing greenhouse gas emissions, but
also health benefits, enhances community resilience and assists with affordable
living through reducing household expenditure on energy costs.
The key challenge for managing housing growth in the municipality is not just
about supply but also about ensuring that new housing is being provided in the
right location and are homes that match residents’ changing needs.
It is recommended that the housing strategy develops objectives and actions
around the following four key policy areas:
1)
2)
3)
4)

Key area one: Population growth and change
Key area two: Housing location, diversity and density
Key area three: Housing affordability and affordable housing
Key area four: Housing design, functionality and sustainability

One of the key outputs of the housing strategy will be a housing framework plan
to identify housing change areas to show where future housing can be located
and the preferred housing types and densities. The housing framework plan will
help guide the application of the New Residential Zones in Hobsons Bay.
The housing strategy needs to also include an implementation plan with
recommended actions for each of the key policy objectives as well as
recommended actions for monitoring and reviewing to ensure it remains
relevant and effective over the years.

GLOSSARY

GCCSA

Greater Capital City Statistical Area

ABS

Australian Bureau of Statistics

HBCC

Hobsons Bay City Council

Accessible Design

Housing design that is able to accommodate
wheelchair users in all areas

ILMS

Industrial Land Management Strategy

LPPF

Local Planning Policy Framework

MHF

Major Hazard Facilities

MSS

Municipal Strategic Statement

NATSEM

National Centre for Social and Economic
Modelling
The look and feel of a residential area

Active Transport

Non-motorised forms of transport involving
physical activity, such as walking and cycling

Activity Centre

Vibrant hubs where people shop, work, meet,
relax and often live

Adaptable Design

Housing that can be easily adapted to become an
accessible house if needed

BCA

Building Code of Australia

Neighbourhood
Character

BESS

Built Environment Sustainability Scorecard

Plan Melbourne

The Metropolitan Planning Strategy for
Melbourne

CHWP

Community Health and Wellbeing Plan

PPF

Planning Policy Framework

DCP

Development Contributions Plan

SDAPP

DHHS

Department of Health and Human Services

Sustainable Design Assessment in the Planning
Process

ERP

Estimated Resident Population – the ABS official
population of an area. It differs from (usually
higher than) actual census counts as it factors in
population missed by the census and population
overseas on census night. It is generally
considered a more accurate measure of
population size than census counts.

SEIFA

Socio-Economic Index for Areas produced
By the ABS

SLA

Statistical Local Area

SPPF

State Planning Policy Framework

SRA

Strategic Redevelopment Area

ESD

Environmentally Sustainable Design

Universal Design

Housing designed to meet the changing needs of
most home occupants throughout their lifetime

VIF

Victoria in Future

VPP

Victorian Planning Provisions

Walkable Catchment

An area mapped around a pedestrian destination
usually showing a 400m (5 minute) or 800m (10
minute) walk

WSUD

Water Sensitive Urban Design
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PART ONE: INTRODUCTION

1.0 What is a Housing Strategy?
A Housing Strategy is a planning document that guides appropriate future
residential development in an area. This ensures that we are planning for the
changing needs of residents by putting the right homes in the right places.
Planning for housing is not just about calculating how many additional homes are
needed, it is also about identifying what types of homes are required to match
resident’s needs and where these should be located. This requires understanding
what housing is required now and in the future through looking at how the
resident profile is expected to change over a given timeframe. It is also about
identifying the appropriate locations for new housing whilst preserving the
neighbourhood character of an area.
A housing strategy needs to include analysis of information and data from both
the past and what is expected in the future. For example, how the population has
changed and how it is expected to change. A housing strategy also needs to
consider the wider social, economic and environmental issues associated with
housing and sustainably accommodating an increased population. This assists
with planning for community infrastructure and services, as well as identifying
how much additional housing is needed and where new housing can be suitably
located.

Housing strategies are long term planning documents. The Hobsons Bay housing
strategy considers a 20 year forecast from 2015 to 2035.

1.1 Why is a Housing Strategy needed for
Hobsons Bay?
A housing strategy is an important tool for Councils as it helps identify how many
people need to be accommodated in an area.
Hobsons Bay needs a housing strategy to ensure that enough homes are
provided for residents in appropriate locations across the municipality. However,
it is not simply about the number of homes, it is also about ensuring they are the
right type of homes in the right places to provide a choice of housing that match
resident’s needs.
As with other metropolitan areas in Melbourne, Hobsons Bay is experiencing
increased housing demand due to a growth in population and an increase in
smaller household sizes, we also have an ageing population. State planning policy
is to accommodate the majority of new housing through infill development in
established areas.2
The need to accommodate an increasing population in our community can create
pressure on our suburbs. Hobsons Bay’s proximity to the CBD and two growth
corridors (Wyndham and Melton) has seen an increased focus on density,
bringing more growth to the municipality. Increased growth and development

2

Plan Melbourne 2017 introduced a target to deliver 70 per cent of new housing in
Melbourne’s established areas and 30 per cent in greenfield growth area.
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can provide the opportunity to support affordable housing as well as the ability
to attract services and infrastructure to our established municipality.
It is therefore important that Council strategically plans for population growth
over the short and long term.

housing being built. Residents highlighted the importance of new
development being in architectural harmony with what is already there
to avoid inappropriate development


A housing strategy is also required to address community concerns regarding
neighbourhood character, inappropriate development, accommodating an
increasing population, housing affordability and ageing in place.
Additionally, a housing strategy is needed to guide the implementation of the
New Residential Zones. The new zones were introduced into the Victorian
Planning Provisions3 to provide more certainty to the community and developers
as to where housing growth should be directed and areas where it should be
limited.

1.3 What’s important to the Hobsons Bay
community?
The community values Hobsons Bay for its access to the coast, proximity to the
central business district, freeways, natural open spaces, heritage and sense of
community. There are a diverse range of suburbs in the municipality and each
suburb has its own appeal valued by residents and its own suburb-specific
challenges.

Subsequent community engagement undertaken in 2016 for the drafting of the
Hobsons Bay 2030 Community Vision also identified these issues, including: no
over development/overcrowding and having improved transport options and
more services and facilities.
Preliminary community consultation on housing needs as part of this housing
strategy background report (undertaken late 2014) also identified key issues in
relation to:


affordability – whilst housing affordability (buying/renting) was
identified as a key reason for attracting residents to Hobsons Bay in the
first place, a number of suburbs are now or are becoming unaffordable
for many (especially in the eastern parts of the municipality). The issue
of support and housing options for those at risk of homelessness was
also raised



ageing in place – there are concerns around the lack of suitable
accommodation options for retirees/the elderly who are needing to
move to a smaller property (e.g. single level units) whilst remaining in

Community engagement on the Community Health and Wellbeing Plan
(conducted in 2013) identified a number of key issues that the community
identified in relation to housing, including:


housing/neighbourhood character – housing character is seen as an
important asset for residents with concerns over the design of new

urban development/population growth – while most residents seemed
to understand that urban development may be necessary for the
growing population in Hobsons Bay, the perception of a lack of planning
for the build design as well as to supply the supporting infrastructure
(roads, schools, parking, childcare, water pipes etc.) for increased
numbers coming to live in the area is what concerns residents the most

3

The New Residential Zones were introduced into the Victorian Planning Provisions in
2013 and reformed in April 2017. Refer to Section 8.4.
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the community and the preference for residents to be able to age in
place
The housing strategy should be drafted with consideration of these community
issues.

1.4 Council’s roles and responsibilities
Council has a role in planning to accommodate the changing nature of our
population and in ensuring development is appropriate and accessible for all.
Council has three key roles and responsibilities in relation to housing:
1) as a planning authority and a responsible authority
2) as a regulatory authority (Rooming/Boarding Houses)
3) as a community advocate
Planning/Responsible Authority
The key role of Council is to ensure that land is appropriately identified and
zoned for residential purposes. Council is required to work within the Local
Government Act 1989 and as a planning authority, within the statutory planning
framework (as stipulated by the Planning and Environment Act 1987) to set the
strategic policy framework for land use planning in the municipality.
As a responsible authority, Council’s role is to administer the local planning
scheme and to consider and make decisions on proposals and application in
regards to the use and development of land for net community benefit. Council
also has a role within the Public Health and Wellbeing Act 2008 to promote and
protect the health and wellbeing of residents. This is done through a range of
mechanisms including understanding the current and changing needs of the
community and the development of a Municipal Public Health and Wellbeing
Plan.

Regulatory Authority
Local governments also have a role as a regulatory authority for Rooming
Houses. A provision of the Public Health and Wellbeing Act 2008 requires
operators to register their rooming houses with the local council if they intend to
rent out one or more rooms to four or more people. The responsibilities of local
government span the departments of environmental health, building and
planning which are framed by different legislation.
Community Advocate
Local government has limited legislative ability to create substantial change in
these areas on their own. Working in partnerships across the municipality and
the region and advocating for community needs to higher levels of government is
an important role of Council.
The Hobsons Bay Advocacy Strategy (2014-18) identifies key priority areas for
advocacy, a number of these key priority areas relate to housing, including:








affordable housing
integrated transport
managing urban consolidation
Major Hazard Facility planning
landfill, waste and resource recovery
integrated water management
sustainable design provisions in planning schemes

There is also a fourth potential role for Councils – a direct provider of affordable
housing and housing services through the creation of a housing trust.
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1.5 How was the background report developed?

Figure 1: Structure of the Housing Strategy

The background report has been prepared following analysis of a number of key
policy documents and in conjunction with the review and update of a number of
relevant strategic planning documents, including the Hobsons Bay
Neighbourhood Character Study, Heritage Study, Activity Centre Strategy and a
new Integrated Transport Plan. Community consultation undertaken in relation
to housing has also been considered as part of this report.
The background report forms one of three volumes that will comprise the
Housing Strategy, as shown in Figure 1. This report identifies the key housing
needs and issues which need to be considered and addressed in the housing
capacity assessment and the housing strategy.
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PART TWO: HOUSING POLICY

Local Government

2.0 Housing policy context
Housing is affected by Commonwealth, State and Local policy, with each level of
government having different roles and responsibilities in relation to housing
(outlined in Table 1 Key roles and policies below). This section identifies the key
policies that the housing strategy needs to consider.
Table 1: Key roles and polices
Government Level

Roles and responsibilities

Relevant policies/Initiatives

Commonwealth
Government

The Commonwealth
Government does not have
a direct involvement in
housing provision but does
have an interest in
affordable housing.
One of the key roles of the
Victorian Government is to
provide statutory and
strategic guidance about
land use planning in Victoria
as well as managing public
housing.



Victorian
Government











National Affordable Housing
Agreement
Commonwealth Rent
Assistance

Victorian Planning Provisions
State Planning Policy
Framework
Plan Melbourne (2017-2050)
New Residential Zones
(amended April 2017)
Homes for Victorians:
Affordability, access and
choice (2017)
Better Apartments Design
Standards (2017)
Victorian Integrated Housing
Strategy (2010)

Plays an important role in
land use planning and
development. Housing
policy is most directly
influenced at the local level
through the provisions of
the local planning scheme.
Council also has a role in
supporting the facilitation
of affordable housing and
good housing design where
possible.
















Local Planning Policy
Framework (incl. MSS and
local planning policies and
Reference Documents)
Hobsons Bay 2030
Community Vision
Council Plan (2017-21)
Industrial Land Management
Strategy (2008)
Activity Centre Strategy
(2006)
Neighbourhood Character
Study (2002)
Heritage Study (Revised
2006)
Affordable Housing Policy
Statement (2016)
Economic Development
Strategy (2015-20)
Ageing Well Strategy (200717)
Disability, Access and
Inclusion Strategy (2013-17)

Community Greenhouse
Strategy (2013-30)
Integrated Water
Management Plan (201419)
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2.1 Commonwealth policy
The Commonwealth Government has traditionally played no formal role in land
use and development planning. It influences housing predominantly through its
control over the national economy. It sets monetary policy, taxation policy,
pension benefits, immigration levels and other broad economic policy. The
Commonwealth Government’s primary role in housing has been via legislation
and funding, with responsibility for actual housing provision devolved to the
States and Territories.
There were initiatives by the previous government that have since been
abolished including the National Rental Affordability Scheme and the National
Housing Supply Council. The current key initiatives include the National
Affordable Housing Agreement (NAHA) and the Commonwealth Rent Assistance.
The NAHA is a broad-ranging, ongoing housing agreement which commits a
significant amount of Commonwealth funding to the states and territories. The
agreement provides the overarching framework within which the
Commonwealth, states and territories work together to improve affordable
housing and homelessness outcomes for Australians.
The Commonwealth Rent Assistance is a non-taxable income supplement paid to
eligible people who rent in the private or community housing rental markets
(excluding a government housing authority such as housing commission).

2.2 1

State Planning Policy Framework

Land use policies in Victoria are established by the Victorian Government
through the Planning and Environment Act 1987. The Victorian Government has
a direct influence on housing – the policies set at the state level impact on
housing supply, location, design outcomes and affordability.
The State Planning Policy Framework which is included in the Hobsons Bay
Planning Scheme, seeks to ensure that the objectives of planning in Victoria are
fostered through appropriate land use and development planning policies and
practices which integrate relevant environmental, social and economic factors in
the interests of net community benefit and sustainable development.
The key policy for housing is Clause 16 (Housing) which contains requirements
around providing for housing diversity, integrated housing to meet community
needs, the provision of supporting infrastructure and access to services and the
provision of more affordable housing. It also requires new housing to be planned
for long term sustainability.
The other relevant policies include Clause 11 (Settlement), Clause 11.06
(Metropolitan Melbourne) and Clause 15 (Built Form and Heritage).

2.2 State planning policy

Clause 11.02 contains objectives on urban growth including planning to
accommodate projected population growth over at least a 15 year period and
provide clear direction on locations where growth should occur. Clause 11.03
(Activity Centres) identifies the role of activity centres in accommodating a
diversity of housing types at higher densities.

The Housing Strategy for Hobsons Bay must align with State planning policy,
including the State Planning Policy Framework (SPPF) and the relevant directions
and policies of the Metropolitan Planning Strategy (Plan Melbourne).

Clause 11.06 (Metropolitan Melbourne) enshrines the key objectives of Plan
Melbourne including policies relating to housing choice, integrated transport and
healthy neighbourhoods.
Clause 15.01-6 (Healthy Neighbourhoods) is about achieving neighbourhoods
that foster healthy and active living and community wellbeing. This includes
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designing neighbourhoods which are accessible to public transport stops,
amenities and public spaces.
Clause 18 (Transport) also contains requirements regarding integrating land use
and transport including encouraging higher densities near railway stations, public
transport interchanges, principal bus routes and key activity centres.

2.2.2 Metropolitan Planning Strategy - Plan Melbourne
Plan Melbourne is the Victorian Government’s metropolitan planning strategy,
guiding the way the city will grow and change over the next 35 years.
The Melbourne population has grown rapidly in the past decade and by 2051, it
is estimated that the city’s population could be 7.9 million. This growth will
require around 1.6 million additional dwellings. Melbourne’s population will also
be ageing. To address this demographic trend, the future housing supply will
need to take into account the changing needs of households for different types
of accommodation over a lifetime.
Plan Melbourne recognises that it is no longer sustainable to accommodate most
of the population growth by expanding outwards so focus will be on medium and
high density infill development in the existing urban area.
There is a target to locate at least 65 per cent of new housing in established
areas of Melbourne and no more than 35 per cent in growth areas. There is also
an aspirational target of accommodating 70 per cent of new housing in
established areas and 30 per cent in growth areas. The implications of what
these targets mean for the subregions are identified below.

The vision for Melbourne is A global city of opportunity and choice. Plan
Melbourne’s vision for the city is guided by nine principles. In terms of the
housing strategy, the key principles are:
Principle 5: Living locally-20-minute neighbourhoods
Creating accessible, safe and attractive local areas where people can access
most of their everyday needs within a 20-minute walk, cycle or local public
transport trip, will make Melbourne healthier and more inclusive.
Due to the specialised and diverse nature of work, many people will still need
to travel outside of this 20-minute neighbourhood for their jobs.
Principle 7: Strong and healthy communities
To remain a city of diverse, healthy and inclusive communities, Melbourne
needs to ensure its neighbourhoods and suburbs are safe and walkable.
Strong communities need affordable, accessible housing; local health,
education and community services; access to recreation spaces; and healthy
food.
To support those principles, seven outcomes have been set together with policy
directions to help achieve those outcomes. In planning for housing, the key
directions and policies are in regards to housing choice and healthy
neighbourhoods. These are contained in Outcomes Two and Five:
OUTCOME 2: Melbourne provides housing choice in locations close to jobs
and services.
In summary, it identifies that new housing needs to be well planned and
affordable. It needs to be in the right places, close to jobs and services.4

4

Plan Melbourne (2017-2050) - Summary
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To achieve this outcome, there are a number of directions and actions centred
around managing the supply and diversity of new housing, delivering housing in
better locations and increasing the supply of social and affordable housing.
In relation to affordable housing, Plan Melbourne identifies the increasing
homelessness and public housing demand issues with the intention to reform the
planning system to facilitate the delivery of more social and affordable housing.
Direction 2.3 contains policies relating to increasing the supply of social and
affordable housing5, however the detail on how this can be achieved is contained
in the Victorian Government’s affordable housing strategy – Homes for
Victorians, discussed in Section 2.2.4.
OUTCOME 5: Melbourne is a city of inclusive, vibrant and healthy
neighbourhoods.
The 20-minute neighbourhood concept underpins Outcome Five. Creating
neighbourhoods which give residents the ability to live locally – meeting most of
their everyday needs within a 20-minute walk, cycle or public transport trip of
home.
When planning for new housing, this emphasises the need of locating housing
growth to areas within proximity to activity centres and community facilities.
The Housing Strategy needs to deliver Plan Melbourne’s objectives. The
directions and policies relevant to the housing strategy, are outlined in Appendix
A.

Western Subregion
Plan Melbourne identifies six metropolitan subregions. Hobsons Bay is within the
Western Subregion along with the municipalities of Brimbank, Maribyrnong,
Melton, Moonee Valley and Wyndham.
Plan Melbourne specifies housing requirements for each region up to 2051. It is
projected that by 2051, around 385,000 net additional dwellings will be required
with 150,000 to 160,000 provided in established areas such as Hobsons Bay6.
Hobsons Bay is expected to contribute to this total dwelling requirement for the
Western Subregion, although there are no housing targets specified for each of
the municipalities.

2.2.3 Homes for Victorians: Affordability, access and choice
(2017)
Homes for Victorians is the Victorian Government’s affordable housing strategy.
The overall aim of the document is to make it easier for Victorians for find a
home. It introduces a number of new initiatives and reforms to address the
state’s housing challenges. These initiatives include inclusionary zoning and
streamlined decision-making processes for social housing proposals.
Although the Strategy recognises the growing appetite from local councils to
apply affordable housing provisions as part of both rezoning and permit
applications for major developments, the implementation tools remain
voluntary.
The Strategy includes a definition of affordable housing (refer Table 2). It is
expected that the planning system will be updated to include this definition7.

5

Direction 2.3: Increase the supply of social and affordable housing
Scenario 1: 150,000/Scenario 2: 160,000 net additional dwellings (2015-51), Plan
Melbourne (p. 47).
6

7 The timing of the release of the state affordable housing policy was unknown at the time
of drafting.
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Table 2: Affordable Housing definitions (Homes for Victorians)

Terminology
Affordable Housing

Public Housing

Community Housing

Social Housing

Description
Affordable housing is housing that is appropriate
for the needs of a range of very low to moderate
income households, and priced (whether
mortgage repayments or rent) so these
households are able to meet their other essential
basic living costs.
Housing owned and managed by the Directory of
Housing. The Government provides public
housing to eligible disadvantaged Victorians
including those unemployed, on low incomes,
with a risk of disability, with a mental illness or at
risk of homelessness.
Housing owned or managed by community
housing agencies for low income people,
including those eligible for public housing,
Community housing agencies are regulated by
the Government.
Social housing is an umbrella term that includes
both public housing and community housing. Its
provision usually involves some degree of
subsidy.

It informs the Council Plan (2017-21) and the Municipal Strategic Statement,
which both provide the strategic direction for how the organisation will work
over a four year period.
This section outlines the Local Planning Policy considered relevant for the
housing strategy.
Figure 2: Hobsons Bay City Council’s Planning Framework

2.3 Local planning policy and strategies
The Housing Strategy needs to be drafted in the context of the Local Planning
Policy. Hobsons Bay 2030 Community Bay is Council’s Municipal Public Health
and Wellbeing Plan (MPHWP) and is the overarching plan for Hobsons Bay City
Council (refer Figure 2), it sets the community’s vision and priorities for
improving health and wellbeing over a four year period.
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2.3.1 Hobsons Bay 2030 Community Vision and Council Plan
(2017-21)

Figure 3: Council’s six Priority Areas

There are six priority areas identified in Hobsons Bay 2030 Community Vision and
the Council Plan (refer Figure 3). Priority 1: Visionary, Vibrant and Accountable
Urban Planning is the key area in regards to the Housing Strategy.
The Council Plan contains four goals, with Goal 3 having the most relevance for
preparation of a Housing Strategy for Hobsons Bay:
Table 3: Council Plan goals

Goal
1. An inclusive and healthy
community

2. A great place
3. A well designed,
maintained and
environmentally
sustainable place
4. A Council of excellence

Description
Enhancing the health and quality of life of the
community through the equitable provision of
quality services and opportunities for greater
wellbeing
Ensure Hobsons Bay is a vibrant place to live,
work and visit
Manage future growth and development to
ensure it is well designed and accessible
whilst protecting our natural and built
environments
Be a leading and skilled Council that is
responsible, innovative and engaging in order
to deliver excellence in all we do

The Council Plan is updated every four years, in alignment with Council elections.
Given this the goals relevant to the Housing Strategy are also likely to change.
However, the key principles of ensuring Council is meeting the current and future
resident’s needs whilst also ensuring an integrated strategic planning approach is
undertaken will remain unchanged.
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The Housing Strategy has been drafted in line with the priorities and goals of the
Hobsons Bay 2030 Community Vision and the Council Plan.

Local Planning Policy Framework (LPPF)
Housing policy is most directly influenced at the local level through the provisions
of the local planning scheme – the Hobsons Bay Planning Scheme (HBPS). Local
land use policies are reflected in the Local Planning Policy Framework (LPPF) of
the Hobsons Bay Planning Scheme (HBPS). The LPPF includes the Municipal
Strategic Statement (MSS) at Clause 21 and Local Planning Policies at Clause 22.

2.3.2 Municipal Strategic Statement (MSS)
The Municipal Strategic Statement (MSS) sets out the vision for land use planning
in the municipality and includes key strategic planning, land use and
development objectives as well as the strategies and actions for achieving those
objectives. It forms part of the Local Planning Policy Framework (LPPF).
The MSS also provides an opportunity for an integrated approach to planning
across all areas of Council's operations. Together with the Community Health and
Wellbeing Plan 2013-2017 (CHWP) and the Council Plan 2013-2017, the MSS is
one of the Council's three key Strategic Planning Framework documents. It
provides for the spatial delivery of the Council's goals.
The MSS for Hobsons Bay is currently being updated and will need to align with
the objectives and recommendations of the Housing Strategy.

2.3.3 The Hobsons Bay Planning Scheme
The HBPS contains a number of local planning policies and reference documents
relevant to the Housing Strategy, these are provided in Appendix B. The Housing
Strategy will be a Reference Document in the HBPS and align with the MSS.

2.3.4 Industrial Land Management Strategy (2008)
The Industrial Land Management Strategy (ILMS) sets out the future directions
on how industrial land will be managed and developed in Hobsons Bay. It
identifies precincts surplus to industrial uses and potentially suitable for
redevelopment, these site are classified as Strategic Redevelopment Areas
(SRAs). The ILMS originally identified six SRA that were potentially suitable for a
residential land use. Since the ILMS was adopted, some of these sites have now
been rezoned, are undergoing a rezoning process, or have been identified as
unsuitable for a residential/sensitive land use due to land use constraints which
have emerged since preparation of the strategy. The SRAs are a major source of
housing supply in the municipality. A map showing the locations of the SRAs is
provided in Appendix C.
The ILMS is due to be reviewed and updated to reflect changes to planning
policy, the current and future status of the SRAs and Council’s economic
development strategy.

2.3.5 Neighbourhood Character Study (2002) (under review)
The Neighbourhood Character Study aims to ensure that residential
development respects and enhances the future preferred character of the
municipality. It describes the key characteristics and the preferred
neighbourhood character of each part of the municipality and translates these
variations in character into design guidelines which are to be used in formulating
and assessing development proposals.
The existing Neighbourhood Character Policy is reflected in Clauses 22.07 to
22.10 of the HBPS. The Neighbourhood Character Study is being reviewed to
assist in the implementation of the New Residential Zones. The Neighbourhood
Character Study is a key strategic document as it identifies preferred
neighbourhood character types and precincts and recommendations on any
variations to ResCode standards to be expressed through Schedules to the New
Residential Zones.
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2.3.6 Heritage Study Revised (2014) (under review)
The Hobsons Bay Heritage Study (revised 2014) amends the 2006 study. The
study identifies heritage places and precincts within Hobsons Bay and provides
the strategic basis for the application of statutory controls in the HBPS to protect,
conserve and manage the municipality’s heritage assets. The key statutory
controls in the HBPS are the heritage overlay, heritage policies and heritage
guidelines.
The study is supported by a set of Guidelines for Infill Development and a set of
Guidelines for Alterations and Additions in heritage areas which are incorporated
in the Planning Scheme at Clause 81. Both sets of guidelines recognise that good
quality and sensitive design in heritage areas of significant importance in
retaining the historic character of Hobsons Bay and emphasise the need to
design in context and have regard to the site and its surroundings to ensure that
new development responds positively to the historic context.
The heritage study identifies a list of contributory and non-contributory dwellings
for Hobsons Bay, the study is being revised to remain current and accurate.

2.3.11 Affordable Housing Policy Statement (2016)
The revised Hobsons Bay Affordable Housing Policy Statement was adopted in
2016 to include an updated definition of affordable housing and a range of
guiding actions for Council to work towards to support the implementation of
affordable housing, including:






8

land use planning
service provision
establishment of a Housing Trust
advocacy and leadership
building the evidence base and community understanding

Prepared by Essential Economics, Hansen Partnership and Martyn Group (June 2016).

partnering to maintain existing public housing

The Affordable Housing Policy Statement is discussed in more detail in Section
7.4.

2.3.7 Activity Centre Strategy (2006) (under review)
The Activity Centre Strategy was prepared in 2006 to provide direction and
guidance on the role of activity centres in Hobsons Bay. Since the preparation of
this strategy, there have been a number of key changes to planning policy and
the role of the activity centres in the municipality. The Activity Centre Strategy is
currently under review to reflect these policy changes and the key findings of the
housing strategy.
The Activity Centre Strategy Technical Report (June 2016)8 has identified the
important role that Hobsons Bay’s activity centres have in accommodating a
substantial portion of new residential infill development over the next 20 years.

2.3.8 Economic Development Strategy (2015-20)
The Hobsons Bay Economic Development Strategy outlines the key themes and
objectives that will guide Council’s work in supporting the short and long term
growth of the local economy. The Strategy aligns with Goal 2 of the Community
Health and Wellbeing Plan which aims to ‘create a well planned, vibrant and
sustainable place’. There is an important link between land use planning and
economic development, balancing the demand between residential, commercial
and industrial land uses across Hobsons Bay.

2.3.9 Ageing Well Strategy (2007-17)
Hobsons Bay has an ageing population which the housing strategy needs to plan
for. The Hobsons Bay Ageing Well Strategy9 guides Council’s work in service
provision, planning and advocacy for its residents over 55 years of age. One of

9

Ageing Well Strategy – Live well, Age well in Hobsons Bay (2007-17).
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the key strategic areas identified in the strategy is the importance of creating an
age friendly municipality where:10
… older residents are able to live in suitable and affordable housing,
move about their community safely and access affordable and flexible
services, facilities and physical infrastructure which meets their needs.
An age friendly community is a place which provides opportunities to enhance
quality of life as people age through inclusion and participation. The majority of
older people in Hobsons Bay equate ageing well to maintaining their
independence for as long as possible; ageing in their own homes, maintaining
their community connections and friendships, whilst having appropriate levels of
support. The implication of this on housing is that there is a need to ensure that
there is access to affordable and suitable housing in the community as residents
age.
One of the objectives of the Ageing Well Strategy is to advocate and facilitate
affordable housing outcomes which provide suitable options for residents as they
age.

2.3.11 Community Greenhouse Strategy (2013-30)
The Hobsons Bay Community Greenhouse Strategy has been developed to
support the reduction of greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions within the
municipality.
The strategy outlines a series of emission reduction actions that could assist in
achieving its ambitious target of becoming a zero net emissions community by
2030 and outlines the role of carbon offsets. Strategies to achieve these goals
include reducing energy use through sustainable design for new buildings, and
utilities conservation and efficiency works in existing buildings.

2.3.12 Integrated Water Management Plan (2014-19)
The Hobsons Bay Integrated Water Management Plan is a key strategic
document to guide Council’s water management activities. One of the priority
actions identified is to:
reduce nuisance flooding by increasing stormwater harvesting activities
and encouraging best practice stormwater management in new
developments

2.3.10 Disability, Access and Inclusion Strategy (2013-17)
Around 17 per cent of residents in Hobsons Bay have a disability which the
housing strategy needs to consider. Council’s Disability Access and Inclusion
Strategy sets out the four year plan for improving the life of Hobsons Bay
residents with a disability, their families and carers. One of the key directions is
to improve accessibility of built (including housing) and natural environment
beyond minimal accessibility compliance requirements, through encouraging
developers to provide accessible and universally designed homes.11

10

Ageing Well Strategy (2007-17), p.4.

Council plays a prominent role in land use planning and development and is
committed to promoting the inclusion of integrated water planning in new
developments (planned to be water efficient and use best practice stormwater
management).

11

Disability, Access and Inclusion Strategy (2013-17), Creating Opportunities for All, p.12.
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PART THREE: HOBSONS BAY STRATEGIC CONTEXT
3.1 Overview
Hobsons Bay is a coastal municipality located on the northern shore of Port
Phillip Bay between seven and 20 kilometres west of Melbourne CBD and is
home to 92,761 people (2015). Covering a total area of 66 square kilometres, it
shares boundaries with the Cities of Wyndham to the west and Maribyrnong and
Brimbank to the north. The municipality is bounded by the Westgate
Freeway/Princes Freeway to the north and west and is traversed east-west by
the national freight rail line. The area is well located for economic development
due to its proximity to Melbourne’s Central Business District and access to the
ports and airports (refer Figure 4).
Hobsons Bay is home to the vibrant and diverse suburbs of Altona, Altona
Meadows, Altona North, Brooklyn, Laverton, Newport (East and West),
Seabrook, Seaholme, South Kingsville, Spotswood, Williamstown and
Williamstown North. There are diverse characteristics between the communities
and suburbs with a distinction between the eastern and western part of the
municipality. The eastern part of the municipality is much older and more
established than the western part and has many areas of state and local heritage
significance. The municipality also has pockets of social disadvantage, particularly
the north west region.

‘beachside’ lifestyle, particularly to the beaches of Williamstown and Altona
which are the only beaches on the western side of Melbourne.

3.1 Diversity of land uses
Hobsons Bay has a diverse mix of residential, industrial and commercially zoned
areas. One of the key challenges of land use planning in the municipality is
balancing the competing demands of residential, environmental, industrial and
employment uses. The municipality is one of the most significant locations for a
number of major industries in Victoria and is home to eight of the State’s Major
Hazard Facilities. There are a number of sites formerly used for industrial
purposes that may now be suitable for a residential use. These sites are
identified as SRAs in the Industrial Land Management Strategy.12
Many areas of the municipality are highly constrained by industry (buffer
separation distances), potentially contaminated land, pipeline infrastructure
(above and below ground liquid and gas pipelines), rail corridors (passenger and
freight), foreshore flooding and various planning overlays. These land use
constraints are an important consideration when planning for housing in
Hobsons Bay.

The municipality has a number of environmentally significant areas, with over 20
kilometres of beaches and foreshore home to significant coastal wetlands,
several creek systems, remnant native grasslands, and important flora and fauna
habitats. The coastal features are a draw card for tourists and residents seeking a
12

Hobsons Bay Industrial Land Management Strategy (2008).
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Figure 4: Hobsons Bay Strategic Context Map
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3.1.1 Land use and economic development

Activity centres

Hobsons Bay is home to a vibrant and diverse business community, characterised
by activity centres, industrial precincts of state significant and a growing number
of home based businesses. The Hobsons Bay City Council Economic Development
Strategy (2015-20) identifies important linkages between economic development
and relevant strategic and land use planning policies.

There are a variety of activity centres across the municipality ranging from
shopping centres, traditional strip shopping and niche retail services. The Activity
Centre Strategy Technical Report (June 2016) includes a proposed hierarchy.

Businesses in Hobsons Bay employ approximately 31,107 people, with the top
employing industries being manufacturing, transport, postal and warehousing
and retail trade. While this number is comparable with the number of employed
residents within the municipality (38,369), only 30 percent of local jobs are filled
by residents.13
Although the local economy is supported by a variety of industry sectors, the
majority of economic output has traditionally been generated by high yield
manufacturing, particularly from the shipbuilding and motor vehicle industries.
However, the manufacturing industry is going through a period of significant
change and a national move away from traditional manufacturing.14 The Hobsons
Bay Industrial Land Management Strategy (2008) is due for review to ensure that
business needs and priorities are reflected in future strategic plans.
In many parts of Hobsons Bay, change in land use requirements is evident. In
traditionally working class areas which have undergone or are experiencing
gentrification such as Spotswood, Newport, Altona and South Kingsville, new
residents move in and demand for both residential and commercial property
continues to grow. Suburbs such as Altona North, Brooklyn, Laverton and
Williamstown North are also experiencing significant change, with the evolution
of the manufacturing industry and growth of other industry sectors resulting in
increased diversity of the economic landscape.

There are three activity centres identified as Major Activity Centres and
identified as major activity centres in Plan Melbourne, including:




Altona (Pier Street)
Williamstown (Douglas Parade/Ferguson Street & Nelson Place)
Altona North (Altona Gate Shopping Centre)

There are a total of 13 other centres which function as neighbourhood centres
(refer to Appendix C) and 20 micro centres in the municipality. Only nine of the
activity centres in Hobsons Bay are within a walkable catchment (800m) to a
train station although the Altona North Major Activity Centre has a bus
interchange.
Activity centres have a key role in accommodating extra dwellings to ensure that
residents have access to existing services and facilities. It is expected that the
types of residential development occurring in activity centres will be medium to
higher density formats. The Activity Centre Strategy Technical Report estimates
that around one third of the new dwellings required in Hobsons Bay by 2036 are
likely to be units or apartments, and a large share of these could be located in
activity centres, depending on the availability of suitable sites.

Tourism
Hobsons Bay also has a vibrant tourism industry. With its bayside location and
access to the beaches in western Melbourne (at Altona and Williamstown), the
foreshore is a draw card for seasonal visitors. There is also a tourist ferry which

13

Hobsons Bay City Council Economic Development Strategy (2015-20).

14

ibid, p.14.
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operates from Nelson Place pier in Williamstown offering leisurely return trips
directly to Southbank in the City.

Figure 5: Planning zones in Hobsons Bay (2016)

A major tourist destination in Hobsons Bay is the Museum Victoria’s
Scienceworks located in Spotswood since 1992, attracting more than 450,000
visitors to Spotswood each year.15 Emerging regional attractions include the
Substation in Newport and Seaworks in Williamstown which holds various
community events, shows and festivals.

1.6%

1.2% 0.1%

5.5%

Residential Land

10.4%

Industrial Land

36.9%

Other attractions in the municipality include the Newport Railway Museum and
the Altona Miniature Railway in Newport.

Public Purposel Land

17.1%

Service and Utility
Land
POMPS Land

3.2 Hobsons Bay Planning Zones
Around 36 per cent of the total land use in Hobsons Bay is zoned for residential
purposes. The second largest land use in the municipality is industrially zoned
(almost 30 per cent). Refer to Figure 5.
The third biggest land use in Hobsons Bay is open space which accounts for
around 17 per cent (which includes the Public Park and Recreation Zone, the
Public Conservation and Resource Zone and the Urban Floodway Zone).
However, the amount of unencumbered open space is 7.9 per cent which is in
line with the average amount in other middle ring municipalities of 7.1 per cent.

Open Space Land

27.3%

Commercial Land

3.2.1 Residential Zones
The current zones which allow for housing in Hobsons Bay are provided in Table
4.
Table 4: Amount of land suitable for residential use (June 2016)

Zone
General Residential Zone (GRZ)
Commercial 1 Zone (C1Z)
Mixed Use Zone (MUZ)
Comprehensive Development Zone (CDZ)
Total
15

Amount
Ha
2,077
62
12
5
2,156

%
96.3
2.9
0.6
0.2
100

ibid, p. 10.
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3.3 Land use constraints

3.4 Considerations for the Housing Strategy

Hobsons Bay is affected by a number of land use and environmental constraints
(including planning overlays) which may affect the provision of housing in the
municipality. These are summarised in Table 5 and will be addressed in more
detail in the housing capacity assessment.

Hobsons Bay has a diverse mix of land uses and numerous land use constraints. It
is important that planning for residential development balances the competing
demands of other land uses including industrial and environmental.

Table 5: Key land use and environmental constraints in Hobsons Bay

Planning Scheme

Industrial

Environmental

Various overlays
(including heritage)

Major Hazard
Facilities (MHF)
buffers

Landfill buffers (former
and active landfill sites)

Single Dwelling
Covenants

Industrial land buffer
distances

Foreshore flooding and
climate change

Contaminated land

High water tables
(specifically Altona)

Above and below
ground gas and oil
pipeline
infrastructure

16

An Advisory Committee was appointed by the Minister for Planning in 2016 to provide
advice on the way land use around MHF are managed. The advisory committee’s

There are many constraints in Hobsons Bay with the major ones being planning
for residential development in proximity to MHF16 and in planning for
development in proximity to existing pipeline infrastructure and within the
buffers of former landfill sites.
There is no state policy in relation land use planning within MHF buffers and
whilst the planning scheme requires that existing high pressure has pipelines be
protected by further encroachment by residential development, there is a gap
and inconsistency in policies for the individual pipeline operators.
Hobsons Bay has been advocating for guidance and support in these matters to
provide more certainty for the community about future development in these
areas. It is recommended that Council continues to advocate on these important
matters to provide more certainty on land use development in the municipality.
The known land use constraints in the municipality need to be considered as part
of the housing capacity assessment to help determine potential housing supply.
Furthermore, recommendations in the housing strategy need to acknowledge
these constraints and be guided by appropriate policy and strategic justification
to determine a preferred future outcome for residential development.

recommendations may have changes to the way MHF are considered in the planning
scheme although the report has not yet been released.
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PART FOUR: RESIDENT PROFILE
4.0 Resident Profile
An understanding of the resident profile is an important part of the Housing
Strategy. Understanding what population we currently have in Hobsons Bay, the
age structure, household types and how this is likely to change in the future
helps to plan for future housing provision.

Figure 6: Hobsons Bay suburbs

This section includes analysis of key information which helps to provide a
snapshot of the community, including:












population
migration
place of birth
age structure
households
average household size
SEIFA Index
housing tenure
household income
housing affordability
car ownership

The data used to analyse this information is obtained from .id profile and
forecasts which is based on ABS Census data (2011)17. Analysis is based on the
small areas census data for 11 suburbs as shown in Figure 6.

17

Data for the timeframe 2015 to 2035 was used at the time of drafting.
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4.1 Population
4.1.1

What is the population of Hobsons Bay?

At the last Census in 2011, the population of Hobsons Bay was estimated to be
87,395, representing a growth rate of 0.8 per cent over the previous five years.
This compares to 2.1 per cent for the Melbourne GCCSA.18

infill development. In many parts of the municipality, population change reflects
changes to household composition in the existing stock.
The population is forecast to increase over the next 20 years by around 17,000
people (refer Table 6).
Figure 7: Population changes in each suburb (2015-35)

By 2015, the population of Hobsons Bay had grown to around 92,761.19 Growth
rates are relatively consistent over this time period with only a minor peak in the
period 2017-22 when several SRAs are assumed to be developed.

Williamstown North - The Rifle Range
Williamstown
Spotswood - South Kingsville

Population growth has generally been below the metropolitan average and this
trend is predicted to continue.

4.1.2

Seabrook
Newport West

How is the population distributed?

The population of Hobsons Bay is distributed across 11 suburbs. However, the
population is not evenly distributed across the municipality, Altona Meadows has
the greatest population (19,166 people) and Brooklyn having the smallest
population (1,810 people) (refer to Figure 7 and Table 6).

18

Greater Capital City Statistical Area – a new spatial unit defined in the 2011 Australian
Statistical Geography Standard for the State capital cities.

2011

Brooklyn

Altona North
Altona Meadows

Altona - Seaholme

How is the population changing?

The growth rate of Hobsons Bay has changed little since 2001 and reflects its role
as an established suburban area within the greater Melbourne metropolitan
region. Aside from remnant parcels in Altona Meadows20, the supply of
greenfield land has largely been exhausted. Therefore, additions to the dwelling
stock can only occur through redevelopment of key strategic sites and small scale

2015

Laverton

Around half of all residents (44,939) live in just three suburbs of Altona
Meadows, Altona-Seaholme and Altona North.

4.1.3

2035

Newport East

-

5,000 10,000 15,000 20,000 25,000

Population
Source: Forecast .id (2014)

19
20

Source: profile.id (2015) Estimated Resident Population (ERP).
Golf club land.
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Table 6: Hobsons Bay Population Forecast (2015-35)

Area

Population (No.)
2011
87,391

Hobsons Bay City
Council
Altona-Seaholme
12,260
Altona Meadows
19,565
Altona North
11,975
Brooklyn
1,705
Laverton
4,637
Newport East
4,324
Newport West
7,900
Seabrook
5,219
Spotswood-South
4,337
Kingsville
Williamstown
11,037
Williamstown North
4,432
Source: Forecast .id (2014)

Change (2015-35)

2015*
89,621

2035
106,626

No.
17,005

%
19.0

13,245
19,166
12,528
1,810
4,876
4,360
8,209
5,016
4,489

15,261
19,463
19,766
2,046
5,798
4,345
9,256
4,650
7,824

2,016
297
7,238
236
922
-15
1,047
-366
3,335

15.2
1.5
57.8
13.0
18.9
-0.3
12.8
-7.3
74.3

11,377
4,544

13,323
4,893

1,946
349

17.1
7.7

*The 2015 forecast population data for Hobsons Bay obtained from forecast.id is slightly
lower than that referenced as the official population figure as the forecast data is not
based on the Estimated Resident Population (ERP).

4.1.4

Population changes in the suburbs

The forecasted population changes are not consistent across the suburbs as
shown in Table 6 and Figure 7. All suburbs will experience growth over the next
20 years with the exception of Seabrook (population decrease from 5,016 in
2015 to 4,650 in 2035 expected) and Newport East (from 4,360 in 2015 to 4,345
in 2035).
Table 6 outlines the expected population changes over the next 20 years as
changes in the total number of residents and as a percentage change. It is
important to understand the changes on both levels as the numbers show the

actual increase/decrease in the population but the percentage value shows the
significance of these population changes at the suburb level.
The suburbs expected to experience the greatest population growth (in
numbers) are:




Altona North (+7,238 persons)
Spotswood-South Kingsville (+3,335 persons)
Altona-Seaholme (+2,016 persons)

The expected population growth in Altona North and Spotswood-South Kingsville
is due to the location of large Strategic Redevelopment Areas (brownfield sites)
identified as potentially suitable for residential development.
The suburbs expected to experience the greatest percentage increases are:




Spotswood-South Kingsville (+74.3%)
Altona North (+57.8%)
Laverton (+18.9%)

Whilst the expected additional number of people in Laverton is only around 46
people per annum over the next 20 years, this actually represents a 19 per cent
increase from 2015 to 2035.

4.2 Migration
4.2.1

Who is leaving and who is arriving?

Migration to Australia and between areas is one of the most volatile components
of population change, as it varies considerably over time and space. An
examination of migration patterns is critical to understanding how populations
grow and change. Characteristics of migration in Australian cities include:


a high proportion of local moves (i.e. within the same suburb or
municipality)
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the dominance of outward moves in a sectoral direction (i.e. from inner
west to outer west)
strong links between life cycle events and age. Young adults (i.e. 18-34
year olds), are the most mobile age group. Thereafter migration tends
to decline with age, although there is a slight increase in the oldest age
groups which is probably related to health issues

Figure 8 shows the major migration flows to and from Hobsons Bay City Council
between 2006 and 2011.
Figure 8: Major net migration flows, SLAs in Hobsons Bay City Council (2006-11)

Sectoral outward movement is evident from the net outflow to Wyndham in
particular, and also within the municipality (from Hobsons Bay – Williamstown to
Hobsons Bay – Altona). The neighbouring municipality of Maribyrnong featured
prominently in the net inflows.
The net outflow to Wyndham was one of the largest recorded in Melbourne
between 2006 and 2011 and is strongly influenced by the number of greenfield
estates in Point Cook and Wyndham Vale, which are attractive to young families
seeking affordable home owning opportunities. Point Cook also abuts the
western boundary of Hobsons Bay, so some of these moves are local in nature. A
local move essentially enables people to retain ties with their local community,
and this can be important for families with children attending local schools.
Interestingly, there were significant net inflows from municipalities in the inner
east and south east – in this case the Cities of Melbourne and Port Phillip – into
the eastern part of the municipality. This is a relatively recent trend that reflects
relatively affordable housing stock, compared to housing stock in the eastern
region, in the Williamstown/Newport corridor that is highly accessible to the
CBD. Its outcome has been a gradual gentrification and refurbishment of the
housing stock in suburbs such as Newport and Spotswood.
Migration from overseas was also very strong, particularly into the west of the
municipality.21

4.3 Place of birth
Hobsons Bay is a culturally diverse municipality. According to the 2011 Census,
Hobsons Bay has 25,840 residents (31 per cent) who were born overseas, an
increase of 2,180 residents since 2006. The most common birthplace was the
United Kingdom, closely followed by India and Italy (refer Figure 9).
Source: ABS, Census of Population and Housing (2011)
21

However, Census figures relating to overseas migration are not net inflows, rather they
are the total inflow. This is because the Census is only applicable to people who are in the

country on Census night, and therefore those who have left the country are not included
in the statistics.
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The top 10 places of birth in Hobsons Bay represent two distinct waves of
migration – Post WWII European migration and more recent Asian migration.
Many of the European migrant communities experienced a decrease between
2006 and 2011 as many aged and moved out of the area or died. Small but
emerging communities included the Karen and Nepalese community.
Speaking a language other than English at home is quite common in Hobsons
Bay. The dominant languages were Arabic, Italian and Greek. Interestingly, the
proportion of population speaking these languages at home was higher than the
proportion born in countries where these languages are native. This suggests
that there is some language continuity between generations.

4.3.1



Figure 9: Place of birth (2011)
United Kingdom
India
Italy
New Zealand
Vietnam
Hobsons
Bay

Malta

Dominant groups

Analysis of the country of birth of the population in Hobsons Bay City in 2011
compared to Greater Melbourne shows that there was a slightly smaller
proportion of people born overseas, as well as a slightly smaller proportion of
people from a non-English speaking background.

a smaller percentage of people born in China (1.0 per cent compared to
2.3 per cent)

Greece
Greater
Melbourne

Philippines

Lebanon
China
0

1

2

Overall, 30.8 per cent of the population was born overseas, and 23.1 per cent
were from a non-English speaking background, compared with 31.4 per cent and
24.2 per cent respectively for Greater Melbourne.

Source: ABS, Census of Population and Housing (2011)

The largest non-English speaking country of birth in Hobsons Bay City was India,
where 2.8 per cent of the population (2,333 people) were born.

4.3.2

The major differences between the countries of birth of the population in
Hobsons Bay City and Greater Melbourne were:



a larger percentage of people born in Malta (1.6 per cent compared to
0.5 per cent)
a larger percentage of people born in Lebanon (1.2 per cent compared
to 0.4 per cent)

3

4

5

Emerging groups

Between 2006 and 2011, Hobsons Bay had almost 5,400 people arrive during this
period, increasing the number of people born overseas by 2,180 or 9.2 per cent,
and the number of people from a non-English speaking background increased by
1,964 or 11.3 per cent.
The largest changes in birthplace countries of the population in this area
between 2006 and 2011 were for those born in:


India (+1,639 persons)
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%





China (+313 persons)
Italy (-200 persons)
Myanmar (+190 persons)

A large number of these recently arrived residents settled in the Laverton area.
Recently arrived residents in Hobsons Bay are considerably younger than the
population of Hobsons Bay as a whole. Most of those who arrived were aged
between 25 and 34 years.
Hobsons Bay attracted a slightly different profile of recently arrived residents
than the Melbourne average. Much larger proportions of Indian, Karen and
Lebanese arrivals settled in Hobsons Bay. This may be driven by the fact that
there were already small, established communities from these countries in the
area.
Many recently arrived people are well educated, particularly skilled migrants.
Around 36 per cent of recently arrived residents had a Bachelor degree or higher.
Many are also studying here in Australia, either at TAFE or university. Despite this
level of education, fewer recent arrivals are working full time than the Hobsons
Bay population as a whole. Part time work is most common amongst recent
arrivals. Even though recently arrived people in Hobsons Bay are less likely to be
in full time employment, their incomes are slightly higher than the average for
the area.
The educational and employment experiences of humanitarian migrants,
however, are quite different. Less than half of this group have more than six
years of formal schooling and almost 90 per cent have low or no English
proficiency.22 These educational and language barriers make it very difficult for

these groups to access local education and employment opportunities,
particularly in the first few years after arrival.
The majority of recent migrants rent in Hobsons Bay in separate dwellings or
medium density housing. For instance, more than three-quarters of Indian-born
residents are renting in Hobsons Bay.23 Conversely, very large proportions of
many established culturally and linguistically diverse (CALD) communities either
own or are purchasing a house, including people born in Malta (94 per cent),
Greece (94 per cent) and Italy (93 per cent).24
Hobsons Bay’s existing CALD communities are ageing, whilst the municipality is
also welcoming newly arrived residents from different parts of the world. Priority
issues that Council has identified in addition to housing include employment and
education, language barriers, transport, access to facilities and aged care (for
more existing CALD communities).25

4.4 Disability and need for assistance
4.4.1

In the 2011 Census, around 17 per cent of residents in Hobsons Bay were
recorded as having a disability26 defined as:
Any limitation, restriction or impairment, which has lasted, or is likely to
last, for at least six months and restricts everyday activities.
In 2011, 5.2 per cent (4,382 residents) of the Hobsons Bay population selfreported a need for assistance due to disability or serious illness (refer Figure

22 Department

25

23

26

of Immigration and Border Protection data.
ABS, Census 2011.
24 ibid.

Residents with a disability

Hobsons Bay Multicultural Policy (2016-20).
Survey of Disability, Ageing and Carers, ABS Census (2011).
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10). This rate is slightly higher than the Greater Melbourne average of 4.5 per
cent.
Figure 10: Need for assistance, Hobsons Bay (2011)

4.4 Age structure
4.4.1

What is the age structure?

In 2011, the age structure of Hobsons Bay was largely similar to that of the
Melbourne GCCSA (see Figure 11). Hobsons Bay has larger proportions of older
adults (35-59 years) and also of pre-school aged children (0-4 years). In contrast,
the proportion of young adults (20-29 years) is much lower in Hobsons Bay,
particularly for the cohort 20-24 years (6.3 per cent in Hobsons Bay, 7.5 per cent
in Melbourne GCCSA). Hobsons Bay also has slightly lower proportions of school
aged children and teenagers (5-19 years).
Figure 11: Age structure, Hobsons Bay and Melbourne GCCSA (2011)
%
9
Hobsons Bay (C)
8

Melbourne GCCSA

7
6

5
4

Source: ABS, Census of Population and Housing (2011)

3
2

The majority of the need for assistance is due to old age, with most of those
needing assistance being aged over 65 years. In the 80-84 year old age group,
30.6 per cent needed assistance, and by age 85 this rose to 51.7 per cent. The
relationship between age and a need for assistance is quite strong, so as the
population of Hobsons Bay continues to age, the number of those needing
assistance is also expected to increase.

1
0

Source: ABS, Census of Population and Housing (2011). Data based on place of
usual residence.

In terms of housing, an increase in disability and need for assistance creates
more demand for housing which is designed using the principles of universal
design, enabling residents to age in place and for aged care facilities.
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4.4.2

How has the age structure changed?

Between 2006 and 2011, there were some significant changes to the age
structure of Hobsons Bay (refer to Figure 12) In common with many parts of
Australia, there were significant increases in the number of frail elderly persons
(85 years and over) as well as older baby boomers (50-64 years). However, the
age cohort which recorded the highest increase was 25-29 year olds, this is
interesting given that in Hobsons Bay this cohort comprised a much lower
proportion of persons compared to the Melbourne GCCSA. The suburbs with the
highest proportion of 25-29 year olds are Altona Meadows, Altona North, AltonaSeaholme and Laverton.
Figure 12: Change in age structure (2006-11)
Persons
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year olds reflects slower growth in recent years compared to the late 1990s
when greenfield sites were still being developed in Altona Meadows and there
was high in-migration of families.
Overall, these changes in the age structure indicate that, despite modest growth
rates, there is significant churn in the population of Hobsons Bay. This is
characteristic of established suburban areas that have developed over many
decades but it also reflects its location within the greater Melbourne
metropolitan area.
Suburb life cycles can be at different stages across the municipality and therefore
respond to different housing and demographic drivers. In other words, while
some parts of Hobsons Bay are ageing and are ripe for suburban regeneration,
other parts have undergone, or are going through a process of gentrification
based on their relative proximity to the CBD. Because housing needs change
depending on age, it creates challenges for service provision and policy
formulation, but also highlights the importance of fine grained spatial analysis to
determine the different population drivers across Hobsons Bay City.
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The age structure is different across each suburb (refer to Appendix D).

4.4.3

How will the age structure change in the future?

-400
-600
-800

An examination of future changes in the age structure is important for service
planning (planning for community services and infrastructure), as many are age
dependent, for example, childcare, schools, aged care etc. The forecast age
structure for Hobsons Bay for the period 2011, 2015 and 2035 is shown in Figure
13.

Source: ABS, Census of Population and Housing (2006 and 2011). Data based on
place of usual residence.
Hobsons Bay recorded a sharp decline in the proportion of school aged children
(5-14 year olds), but an increase in 0-4 year olds. The latter is related to
increased fertility and higher birth numbers across Australia. The decline in 5-14
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Figure 13: Hobsons Bay Age Structure (2011, 2015, 2035)

Figure 14: Forecasted change in age structure Hobsons Bay (2015-25 and 2025-35)
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Ageing Population

Growth is assumed to occur in all age cohorts, with slightly more growth forecast
for family age groups (30-39 year olds and 0-14 year olds) and retirees/elderly
persons (55-79 year olds). This is more apparent in Figure 14, which shows the
forecast change in age structure. This largely reflects an ageing in place process
with minimal net migration, but it also shows the movement of the large baby
boomer cohort into the upper ends of the age spectrum.

Hobsons Bay has an ageing population which needs to be considered when
planning for housing. It is estimated that the number of residents aged 65 years
and over will be 50 per cent higher in 2035 compared to 2011. There will also be
a 46 per cent increase in the number of frail elderly persons (aged 85 years and
over).

There is also some growth of families with children aged 0-14 years, reflecting
increases in the fertility rate as well as suburban regeneration. These concurrent
processes are typical of diverse areas undergoing suburban regeneration or that
have developed over longer periods of time.

Figure 15 shows the number of residents aged 65 years and over by suburb. The
suburb with the largest population of residents in this age group in 2011 was
Altona North (2,725 persons). Over the next 20 years, the largest increase in
residents is forecast to be in Altona Meadows which is expected to experience
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nearly a 100 per cent increase compared to 2011 (4,082 persons in 2035
compared to 2,054 in 2011).
Other suburbs which are forecast to experience a significant increase in the 65
years and over age group by percentage change include:




Seabrook (+176 per cent)
Spotswood-South Kingsville (+114 per cent)
Williamstown North (+82 per cent)

The incidence of disability increases with age. An estimated 8,335 (42 per cent)
of residents aged 55 years and over have a disability.27 In 2011, the number of
people aged 55 years and over was 21,192 people (nearly one quarter of total
population), this is forecast to increase by almost 40 per cent in 2035 (to 29,532
persons). An increase in residents with a disability will impact on the types of
housing required to meet resident’s needs.

Figure 15: No. residents aged 65 years and over (2011, 2015 and 2035)
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27

Research Summary – The Ageing Population in Hobsons Bay (Source: ABS 2010).
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4.5 Households
4.5.1

Current households and household type

In 2011, there were 33,847 households in Hobsons Bay. The total number of
households in 2015 has increased to around 34,932 (3.2% increase).
Analysing and understanding how households are changing is important as it has
a bearing on demand for housing types and community services/facilities.
Household types have been considered under six categories:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)

couples with children
single parent families
couples without children
lone person households
group households
other households

Household types can be identified as dominant and emerging. Dominant
household types is the category with the highest share of households at the 2011
Census, while an emerging household is that with the highest increase in
absolute numbers between 2001 and 2011.

Table 7: Hobsons Bay household types (2011, 2015 and 2035)

Household Type

Couples with children
Single parent families
Couples without
children
Lone person
households
Group households
Other family
households
Total households
Source: Forecast .id (2014)

2011

2015

2035

No.
11,006
3,678
8,320

%
32.5
10.9
24.6

No.
11,236
3,729
8,753

%
32.2
10.7
25.1

No.
12,866
4,241
10,984

%
30.6
10.1
26.1

8,599

25.4

8,909

25.5

11,247

26.8

1,374
869

4.1
2.6

1,407
899

4.0
2.6

1,549
1,140

3.7
2.7

33,847

100

34,932

100

42,027

100

Hobsons Bay has a housing profile that is very similar to the wider metropolitan
Melbourne area (refer Figure 16), possibly because the municipality
encompasses a range of housing styles and eras. The Melbourne metropolitan
area had a higher proportion of couples with children (35.0 per cent), but a lower
proportion of lone person households (23.4 per cent).

In 2011, the dominant household type in Hobsons Bay was couples with children,
totalling around one-third of the total (Table 7)28. Couples without children and
lone person households each comprised about one-quarter of the total. These
remain the dominant groups in 2015. Emerging types are identified in Section
4.5.4.

28

Note: Households are treated differently in the Census of Population and Housing and
forecast.id, and therefore the numbers are not directly comparable. The Census is a count
of households, whereas forecast.id is based on the Estimated Resident Population (ERP),

therefore the household numbers are adjusted to match the ERP rather than the Census
count. Therefore, the numbers presented in Table 7 and Figure 16 should be treated
separately.
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Figure 16: Share of household types, Hobsons Bay and Melbourne (2011)
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The decline in couples with children households and contrasting increase in
couples without children and lone person households is typical of established
suburban areas, particularly where there has been development over several
decades. In the case of Hobsons Bay, some suburbs in the west underwent their
main period of development as recently as the 1980s and early 1990s. The young
families that initially moved here are now much older and, as the children
mature and move away to form their own households, these original households
then become households comprising couples without children and lone persons.

20%

Although ageing of the population is characteristic of Hobsons Bay, it should also
be considered that couples without children can also consist of younger couples
yet to have children, and that lone person households, though they are
concentrated in older age groups, do occur at all ages.
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Figure 17: Household types, Hobsons Bay (2001-11)
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4.5.2

How have households changed?
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Figure 17 shows the change in household types over the period 2001 to 2011.
The number of couples with children households has remained relatively steady
since 2001, but the proportion has declined from 36.8 per cent in 2001 to 33.1
per cent in 2011.
Couples without children and lone person households have increased since 2001.
Lone person households increased from 7,177 in 2001 to 7,902 in 2011 (10.1 per
cent), while couples without children increased from 7,040 to 7,633 over the
same time period (8.4 per cent).
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Source: ABS, Census of Population and Housing (2001 and 2011)
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4.5.3

How are households changing?

The most prevalent household types in Australian cities are typically families –
couples with children and single parent households. However, social and
demographic changes have combined to change the housing mix.
In many areas, family households are declining in number, while smaller
households (couples without children and lone person households) are
increasing. From a housing perspective, the result is lower average household
size i.e. fewer people per dwelling. It is important to recognise that declining
household size tends to increase the demand for dwellings, even if the
population is stable or growing slowly.
This trend is evident in Hobsons Bay – the average household size in 2011 was
2.53 persons, compared to 2.61 in 2001 and 2.82 in 1991 (discussed further in
Section 4.6).

4.5.4

Emerging Households

Emerging households are those that are increasing in number. They provide
some insights into the types of community services that may be needed in
future. Service providers, policy makers and the housing industry understand the
different housing consumption patterns and servicing needs of ‘young’ and ‘old’
lone person households; similarly, couples with young children households are
likely to have quite different needs to empty nester households. Analysis is
presented for key emerging households using the groupings in Table 829.

Table 8: Emerging households

Children status

Young
households

Middle-aged or
maturing
households

Older households

No children at
home

Adults aged 15-44

Adults aged 45-64

Adults aged 65
and over

Children at home

Only children
under 15

Children of mixed
ages

Only children
over 15

Due to the significant number of household types when combined with the age
of the household, information is presented for the larger (family) household
types separately to the smaller household types.

Larger (family) households
Larger (family) households include couples with children and single parent
families.
The share of family household in Hobsons Bay (for 2011) is shown below in
Figure 18. As noted above, couples with children are the dominant household
type in Hobsons Bay, and within family households, couples with young children
(all under 15 years) are most prevalent (18.2 per cent of all households).
However, their shares of family households were slightly below the average for
metropolitan Melbourne.
The share of young single parent families is higher than the metropolitan
Melbourne average. Other family household types were much smaller in
number.

29

Couple families as recorded in the Census can include both same-sex and opposite sex
couples, though the former are typically small in number.
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Figure 18: Share of family household types by age (2011)
Hobsons Bay (C)
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households tend to be formed through death of a spouse, divorce, or children
leaving home. In contrast, the proportion of young couples without children was
similar to the Melbourne metropolitan average.

Melbourne metropolitan area
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Figure 19: Households by type – Hobsons Bay and Melbourne Metropolitan area (2011)
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Smaller households
Smaller households include couples without children and lone person
households.

Source: ABS, Census of Population and Housing 2011, .id

4.5.5

How will households change in the future?

In contrast to larger households, there was no household type that was clearly
dominant in 2011 (refer Figure 19). Older lone person households comprised the
largest share (9.3 per cent), followed by young couples without children (9.0 per
cent) and middle-aged lone person households (8.7 per cent).

Population and dwelling forecasts indicate that all household types are forecast
to record growth in the next twenty years (Figure 20). This growth is assumed to
occur despite the demographic trends discussed above, and relates to the
significant development opportunities identified in the municipality.

The proportion of older and mature aged lone person households was
considerably higher than that for the Melbourne metropolitan area. This partly
reflects an overall ageing of the Hobsons Bay population, as these types of

Lone person households and couples without children are forecast to experience
the most significant growth in total numbers (as shown in Figure 20 and Table 9).
Though these households tend to be associated with ageing populations, they
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can occur across the age spectrum – couples without children can include
younger couples yet to have children. The key issue is that it is smaller
households that are forecast to grow faster than larger households such as
families and group households. The implications of this on housing demand (and
housing types) are discussed in Section 5.6.
Figure 20: Households by type (2011, 2015 and 2035)

Table 9 shows the estimated breakdown in the growth in household types. The
greatest percentage increase from 2015 to 2035 is forecast in ‘Other households’
(nearly 27 per cent) and ‘lone person households’ (26 per cent). However, the
greatest increase in numbers will be in ‘lone person households’ where an
additional 2,338 households is expected and in ‘couples without children’ where
an additional 2,232 households is forecast by 2035.
Table 9: Additional household types (2015-35)

14,000
Household Type

12,000

2015

2035

11,236
3,729
8,753
8,909
1,407
899
34,932

12,866
4,241
10,984
11,247
1,549
1,140
42,027

10,000
8,000
6,000
4,000
2,000

2011
2015
2035

-

Couples with children
Single parent families
Couples without children
Lone person households
Group households
Other family households
Total households
Source: Forecast .id (2014)

Additional
households
No.
1,630
512
2,232
2,338
141
241
7,094

%
14.5
13.7
25.5
26.2
10.0
26.8
20.3

4.6 Average household size
4.6.1

Current average household size

The average household size in Hobsons Bay is forecast to decline. In 2011, the
average was 2.56 people and has decreased slightly to around 2.54 in 2015.
Source: Forecast .id (2014)

4.5.6

How many more households do we need to accommodate?

It is forecasted that over the next 20 years, an additional 7,094 households (355
households per annum) will need to be accommodated in Hobsons Bay, this is
around a 20 per cent increase from 2015 to 2035.

The size of households in general follows the life-cycle of families. Households
are usually small at the stage of relationship formation (early marriage), and then
increase in size with the advent of children. They later reduce in size again as
these children reach adulthood and leave home. Household size can also be
influenced by a lack (or abundance) of affordable housing. Overseas migrants
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and Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander persons often have a tradition of living
with extended family members which significantly affects household size.

A decrease in household size tends to increase housing demand despite the
stable population growth.

Household size in Australia has declined since the 1970s but between 2006 and
2011, the average household size remained stable for the nation as a whole.

Figure 21: Expected changes in average household size across the suburbs (2011-35)

An increasing household size in an area may indicate a lack of affordable housing
opportunities for young people, an increase in the birth rate or an increase in
family formation in the area. A declining household size may indicate children
leaving the area when they leave home, an increase in retirees settling in the
area, or an attraction of young singles and couples to the area.

4.6.2

How will average household size change in the future?

The average household size in Hobsons Bay is forecast to decrease over the next
20 years to around 2.51 in 2035 (refer Table 10). The decline in household size is
related to the ageing population, as well as social changes which will result in
smaller households.

Williamstown North - The Rifle
Range
Williamstown
Spotswood - South Kingsville
Seabrook
Newport West
2035
Newport East

2015
2011

Laverton
Table 10: Average household size in Hobsons Bay (2011-35)

Year

Average household size
(persons)
2011
2.56
2015
2.54
2025
2.53
2035
2.51
Source: Forecast .id (2014)
Figure 21 shows that all suburbs within Hobsons Bay are expected to experience
a decreasing average household size with the exception of:





Brooklyn
Altona North
Altona Meadows
Altona - Seaholme
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Source: Forecast .id (2014)

Altona – Seaholme
Altona North
Laverton
Spotswood – South Kingsville
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4.7 SEIFA Index of Disadvantage
The SEIFA Index of Disadvantage measures the relative level of socio-economic
disadvantage based on a range of Census characteristics. The index is derived
from attributes that reflect disadvantage such as low income, low educational
attainment, high unemployment and jobs in relatively unskilled occupations.

Williamstown is slightly skewed due to the high concentration of social housing
flats in the area.
Table 12: SEIFA Index for small areas in Hobsons Bay (2011)
Small Areas

2011 Index

Newport East

1087.4

A higher score on the index means a lower level of disadvantage. A lower score
on the index means a higher level of disadvantage.

Williamstown

1061.6

Newport

1059.6

In 2011, Hobsons Bay’s SEIFA score was 1001.7 (an increase from 997.8 in 2006)
which is the ninth most disadvantaged in metropolitan Melbourne. This ranks
below the average score for Greater Melbourne, Victoria and Australia but is
higher than the Western Region (refer to Table 11).

Williamstown North - The Rifle Range

1058.0

Newport West

1044.3

Seabrook

1030.8

Spotswood - South Kingsville

1023.5

Table 11: SEIFA Index (2011)

Altona - Seaholme

1019.0

Altona Meadows

981.2

Area

2011 Index

Brooklyn

946.8

Greater Melbourne

1020.3

Altona North

910.3

Victoria

1009.6

Laverton

891.3

Australia

1002.0

Hobsons Bay City

1001.7

Western Region

986.1

Source: ABS Census 2011

Source: ABS Census 2011
There is a significant amount of variation across the municipality as shown in
Table 12. In summary, the suburbs in the eastern side of the municipality are the
most advantaged (with five of the suburbs ranking higher than the Greater
Melbourne average) and the suburbs in the western, central and northern parts
of the municipality being the most disadvantaged.
The map in Figure 22 shows the SEIFA score (level of disadvantage) for Hobsons
Bay, the darker shades are the most disadvantaged. The score for the suburb of
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Figure 22: SEIFA scores by SA1, Hobsons Bay (2011)

4.8 Housing tenure
Hobsons Bay’s housing tenure data provides insights into its socio-economic
status as well as the role it plays in the housing market. For example, a high
concentration of private renters may indicate a transient area attractive to young
singles and couples, while a concentration of home owners indicates a more
settled area with mature families and empty-nesters. Tenure can also reflect
built form (housing type), with a significantly higher share of renters in high
density housing and a substantially larger proportion of home-owners in
separate houses, although this is not always the case.
In conjunction with other socio-economic status indicators in Hobsons Bay,
tenure data is useful for analysing housing markets, housing affordability and
identifying public housing areas.
Figure 23 shows the housing tenure in Hobsons Bay (2011) and Table 13 provides
a comparison with Metropolitan Melbourne. The majority of residents in
Hobsons Bay live in private market housing (around two-thirds) and tend to have
a higher rate of home ownership and a lower rate of mortgages compared with
metropolitan Melbourne, although the differences are not significant.
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Figure 23: Housing tenure (2011)

3.0%

0.5%

Table 13: Housing ownership within Hobsons Bay and Metropolitan Melbourne (2011)

Housing ownership

Renting - Social housing

Hobsons Bay
(%)
Home ownership, fully owned
35.0
Home ownership, with mortgage
31.4
Private rental
23.5
Public housing rental
3.0
Other arrangements
7.1
Source: ABS, 2011 Census of population and households

Renting - Not stated

Social housing

0.4%
6.2%

Private - Fully owned
Private - Mortgage
35.0%

23.5%

Renting - Private

Other tenure type

31.4%

Not stated

Source: Profile.id (2011)
Patterns of rental for the municipality are on par with those of metropolitan
Melbourne, with nearly a quarter of residents in private rentals; however this
pattern is not uniform across the suburbs. Brooklyn, Laverton and SpotswoodSouth Kingsville have higher proportions of renters and Altona North and AltonaSeaholme have high proportions of owners.

30

The legal definition is defined under Section 3 of the Residential Tenancies Act 1997 as
"a building in which there is one or more rooms available for occupancy on payment of

Metro Melb
(%)
31.5
35.3
23.1
2.9
7.2

There are around 1,250 social housing dwellings in Hobsons Bay with the
majority concentrated in Williamstown (6.4 per cent), Altona North (4.8 per cent)
and Williamstown North (4.6 per cent). Social housing is “peppered” across the
rest of the suburbs.
In 2011, 991 households in Hobsons Bay were living in social housing, accounting
for three per cent of total households. This was marginally higher than the
Greater Melbourne average of 2.9 per cent.

Rooming houses
A rooming house (or boarding house) is a building in which four or more people,
who are not related to the landlord, have separate agreements to pay rent.30
They can provide affordable housing for some disadvantaged and vulnerable
people (usually single people) in the community who find it difficult to access
housing in the private market. The ABS classes rooming/boarding houses as
homelessness as it is less secure tenure.

rent (a) in which the total number of people who may occupy those rooms is not less than
4.
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There are 1,131 registered rooming houses in Victoria.31 Within Hobsons Bay
there are 11 registered rooming houses (76 bedrooms although some rooms may
be occupied by two or more people).32 The number of unregistered rooming
houses in the State and Hobsons Bay is unknown.

Bay. Table 14 below outlines the breakdown of estimated homeless people in
Melbourne’s West:

4.8.2

Municipality
Brimbank
Hobsons Bay
Maribrynong
Melton-Bacchus Marsh
Wyndham
Total
Source: ABS Census 2011

Homelessness

An understanding of the levels of homelessness in an area provides an indication
of the severity of affordable housing issues and the inadequacy of housing stock
to meet the needs of vulnerable residents in the community.
The ABS defines homelessness as:
When a person does not have suitable accommodation alternatives they are
considered homeless if their current living arrangement:




is in a dwelling that is inadequate; or
has no tenure, or if their initial tenure is short and not extendable; or
does not allow them to have control of, and access to space for social
relations

The last census undertaken in 2011 estimated that around 22,789 people were
identified as being homeless in Victoria, an increase of over 5,000 people since
2006. The largest increases were in people sleeping rough in Victoria (improvised
dwellings, tents and sleepers out) and a sharp rise in the number of people in
severely overcrowded dwellings. There was also more than a quarter more
people in boarding houses in 2011 compared to 2006.33

Table 14: Homelessness Estimates Melbourne's West (2011)

Homelessness (2011)
1,120
212
706
322
420
2,780

%
40
8
25
12
15
100

The key categories of homelessness for Victoria (based on the ABS Census
Homeless Operational Groups) are: people living in severely crowded dwellings
(48 per cent), persons staying in boarding houses (43 per cent) and persons in
supported accommodation for the homeless (29 per cent).
At the municipal level, the key categories of homelessness in Hobsons Bay
differed from the regional estimates (refer to Figure 24). The majority of
homeless persons were: persons in supported accommodation for the homeless
(46 per cent), persons staying temporarily with other households (20 per cent)
and persons staying in boarding houses (18 per cent).

At the regional level, Melbourne’s West has 12 per cent of Victoria’s homeless
population. The 2011 census identified a total of 2,780 homeless people were
living in Melbourne’s West. Around 8 per cent (212 people) were in Hobsons
31

Rooming house futures: governing for growth, transparency and fairness, Victorian
Discussion Paper, AHURI (February 2015).

32

March 2016.
Sector briefing: 2011 Census night homelessness estimates (Nov 2012), Homelessness
Australia.
33
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Figure 24: Categories of homelessness in Hobsons Bay (2011)

3%
0%

13%

18%
46%

20%

Persons who are in
improvised dwellings,
tents or sleeping out
Persons in supported
accommodation for the
homeless
Persons staying
temporarily with other
households
Persons staying in
boarding houses
Persons in other
temporary lodging
Persons living in
'severely' crowded
dwellings

Figure 25: Median income by household size (2011)
$2,500
$2,000
$1,500
$1,000

$500
$0

1 person

2 persons

3 persons

Hobsons Bay

4 persons

5 or more
Total
persons households

Greater Melbourne

Source: ABS Census 2011, Homeless Operational Groups
Source: Housing affordability report, id (2016)

4.9 Household income
The overall income levels in Hobsons Bay are very close to the Greater
Melbourne median - $1,286 per week for all households, compared to $1,333
per week across the metropolitan area. However, median incomes vary across
the municipality.
Income levels also vary a bit by household size (refer Figure 25). One and two
person households were a bit lower than the average ($609 and $1,222 per week
compared to $630 and $1,275 respectively). Many of these households are
elderly and fully own their homes, but between 2006 and 2011, Hobsons Bay had
a significant increase in young couples without children and middle aged lone
person households in the area.

Among three and four person households, this trend reverses, and the
household incomes are a little higher than the Melbourne average. Particularly
for four person households with a median income of $2,151 in Hobsons Bay
compared to $2,022 in Greater Melbourne.
These four person households are almost entirely (86 per cent) couples with two
children. This indicates that families with children are generally a bit higher
income in Hobsons Bay, and the average income is primarily reduced by singles
and older couples. However, this varies across the municipality.
Before analysing what type of housing is affordable to these household sizes, it is
worth noting what types of dwellings they currently occupy. Although it might be
considered that one or two bedroom housing would be the norm for a lone
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person household, in fact in Hobsons Bay there are more lone person households
(3,366) in three bedroom dwellings than there are four person households
(3,211) and almost as many as three person households (3,427). This fact is most
likely due to ageing in place of lone person households (former families) in older
housing stock and the dominance of three bedroom separate houses across the
municipality.
The availability of more two bedroom dwellings may improve affordability,
particularly for the most vulnerable. In general, however, households seem to
prefer one extra bedroom, with the exception of five or more person
households, for whom there probably is not much stock with an extra bedroom.
In summary, incomes in Hobsons Bay are very close to the metropolitan average
although they do vary across the municipality. Smaller households (likely elderly
full home owners) and very large households have incomes a little below the
average, while three and four person households, representative of a recent
wave of more affluent migration into the area, have incomes slightly above the
metropolitan average for those household sizes.

4.9.1

Median house prices in Hobsons Bay

Historically, Hobsons Bay has been a relatively affordable location. This is
however changing. According to ‘A Guide to Property Values 2013’ house process
in Hobsons Bay increased from $190,500 in 2003 to around $565,000 in 2013
(see Table 15). Almost triple the amount. Wages growth however has not kept
up with this level of house price growth, growing by around 127 per cent over
the same period.34 This means that it has become increasingly more difficult to
purchase a home in Hobsons Bay.

on an automated valuation of all dwellings at June 2015. Based on sales for the
2014-15 financial year, the median was $605,000 for houses and $450,000 for
units. This was based on 1,887 sales.
The first quartile housing price is more indicative of the price likely to be paid by
first home buyers. For houses this is $457,905 while for units it is $352,227.
Table 15: Median house prices, Hobsons Bay (2014-15)

Number of bedrooms
0 or 1 bedrooms
2 bedrooms
3 bedrooms
4 or more bedrooms
Total all bedrooms

Median sale price
(2014/15)
$337,000
$480,000
$584,500
$720,000
$565,500

Number of listings
40
402
1,194
190
1,866

Source: Hometrack collected sales prices, 2014-15 financial year

Three bedroom houses are the mainstay of the housing stock in Hobsons Bay and
comprised 55 per cent of all dwellings sold in the municipality in 2014-15.

4.9.2

Median rental prices in Hobsons Bay

The median rent for houses in Hobsons Bay was $390 per week in June 2015, up
by $45 or 13 per cent from $345 in 2012. For units, the median price is $330 per
week, an increase of $30 (10 per cent) three years before. Table 16 shows the
median rents in Hobsons Bay for 2014-15 (by number of bedrooms).

The median price for houses in Hobsons Bay in June 2015 was $614, 024, up from
$534,126 in 2012, an increase of 15 per cent over three years. Unit prices
increased from $397, 566 to $440,454, an increase of 11 per cent. This is based
34

Housing Affordability, prepared by .id (February 2016), p. 21).
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Table 16: Median rents, Hobsons Bay (2014-15)

Number of bedrooms
0 or 1 bedrooms
2 bedrooms
3 bedrooms
4 or more bedrooms
Total all bedrooms

Median weekly rent
(2014/15)
$260
$330
$380
$505
$360

Number of listings
231
1,254
1,938
202
3,625

Source: Hometrack advertised rental data

4.10 Housing affordability and affordable housing
Housing affordability refers to the price to purchase or rent a dwelling in an area.
It is a term which refers to any household’s ability to pay for housing. Affordable
housing refers to housing which is affordable to households in the lower 40 per
cent of the income distribution scale, where rent or mortgage costs do not
exceed 30 per cent of the gross income. This is discussed in further detail in
Section 7.4.
The concept of “affordability” has an element of subjectivity to it. What is
affordable for one household may not be affordable for another, even keeping
disposable income stable. Some people prefer to pay less for housing and are
willing to trade off things like longer commutes and less space for the peace-ofmind of knowing they can manage the mortgage. Others may put a premium on
close proximity to work, transport and entertainment venues and be willing to
pay extra for this, seeing housing stress as a fact of life which enables them to
live in a desirable location.

(mortgage stress) and renters (rental stress) for low and medium income
households.
This section summarises the assessment of housing stress that was undertaken in
the housing affordability report for Hobsons Bay.35

4.10.1 Measuring housing stress
Households may define housing stress in different ways considering themselves
to be in housing stress or not dependent upon their own circumstances rather
than any official benchmark. However, to objectively define and measure
housing stress the NATSEM36 definition is used (the ‘30/40 rule’) as the most
appropriate indicator of housing stress.37
Housing stress definition
Housing stress as defined by NATSEM is those households with equivalised
household income in the lowest two quintiles (40 per cent) of all household
incomes in Australia, who are spending more than 30 per cent of their gross
household income on either rent or mortgage repayments.
It is also worth looking at the third quintile (40 per cent to 60 per cent
equivalised income) as these people may be paying housing costs in order to be
closer to work or maintain a certain standard of living. This group is termed
“Marginal housing stress”.
By definition, the concept of housing stress is only relevant to owner purchasers
and private renters, because outright owners, public housing tenants and many

In order to measure housing affordability and affordable housing, an
understanding of the levels of housing stress is required for both purchasers
35
36

Housing Affordability in Hobsons Bay, prepared by .id consultants (April 2016).
National Centre for Social and Economic Modelling (NATSEM).

37

Housing Affordability in Hobsons Bay, prepared by .id consultants (April 2016).
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in employer subsidised housing, pay less than 30 per cent of their income on
mortgage or rental costs.38

paying near median rents who will be struggling to afford to stay in Hobsons Bay.
A significant component of low income renters were single parent families.

For some households there is an element of choice involved in housing stress –
some households will choose to make larger repayments on a home loan, or pay
more in rent to live in a more desirable area. However, the element of choice is
less at the lower end of the income scale and within particular household types.

Figure 26: Housing stress, Hobsons Bay (2011)

4.10.2 Housing stress in Hobsons Bay
At the time of the 2011 Census, there were a total of 31,148 households in the
City of Hobsons Bay. Of these, 11,307 (36.3 per cent) fully owned their homes,
and are automatically assumed to not be in housing stress as they have no
mandatory or regular payments. Just over 1,000 households had an unusual
tenure type that cannot be covered by the following analysis, including life
tenure schemes and squatting. Figure 26 identifies the number of households
considered to be in housing stress.
Based on the NATSEM definition of housing stress, 9.4 per cent of households
(2,936) in Hobsons Bay were experiencing housing stress in 2011. This is lower
than the Greater Melbourne average of 11.2 per cent.
While housing stress is relatively lower in Hobsons Bay compared to Greater
Melbourne, the growth in the level of housing stress is cause for some concern.
The share of households in housing stress has increased significantly since 2001
from 6.8 per cent (refer Figure 27). Most of this growth occurred between 2001
and 2006, largely due to rental stress.
There is a component of about 1,944 low income households (6.2% of total
households, 22.4% of total renting households) in the private rental market,

Source: ABS Census of Population and Housing (2011)
Generally, high rent and high mortgage households are located in the eastern
part of Hobsons Bay. However, while there are more affordable rentals and
house prices in the western part of Hobsons Bay, some of these locations are
poorly serviced by public transport and access to activity centres. Households in

38

Housing affordability, housing stress & household wellbeing, AHURI, p. 10 (September
2012).
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these locations may be facing higher levels of housing stress due to greater
expenditure on transport costs (e.g. car ownership and maintenance).

Table 17: Housing stress in Hobsons Bay (2006 & 2011)36

The rising cost of houses and rents show no signs of abating and the forecasted
increase in population over the next 20 years, the likely trend is increasing
housing stress and a decrease in affordable housing.
Figure 27: Housing stress, Hobsons Bay (2001-11)

Source: ABS Census of Population and Housing (2006 and 2011)

Mortgage stress

Source: .id based on ABS Census of Population and Housing 2001, 2006 and 2011

Marginal housing stress
Marginal housing stress, which looks at middle income households, accounted
for 1,003 (3.2 per cent) households in Hobsons Bay in 2011 (refer to Table 17).
This was an increase of 11 per cent on the 2006 figure, with most of the increase
occurring in those who were renting. This is unusual, as the overall metropolitan
trend between 2006 and 2011 was greater increases in marginal mortgage stress.

In 2011, around 992 households in Hobsons Bay were in mortgage stress. As a
proportion of households with a mortgage, mortgage stress sat at 9.8 per cent in
2011 (3.2 per cent of total households). Mortgage stress increased from 8.0 per
cent in 2001, however the majority of the increase in mortgage stress had
occurred by 2006. Mortgage stress has been largely unchanged since 2006.
Mortgage stress in Hobsons Bay was most common amongst couples with
children and one parent households. Predominately, these households had
younger children, aged 0-14 years.
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The lowest level was in Williamstown North – The Rifle Range, at just 4.6 per
cent. This area has high income home buyers, but also a contingent of low
income renters in social housing, who are not subject to mortgage stress but may
be subject to rental stress.

Rental stress
In 2011, 22.4 per cent of households renting in Hobsons Bay were experiencing
rental stress. In number terms, this was 1,944 households. The rate of rental
stress in the area has increased since 2001, when 20.7 per cent of households
were in rental stress. Again, most of the increase occurred between 2001 and
2006.
Rental stress in Hobsons Bay was most common amongst lone person and one
parent households. The one parent families generally had younger children,
aged 0-14 years. The lone person households were mostly those aged over 45
years. This is of some concern as the effects of rental stress will be harder felt if
these households age and move onto the aged pension.
There were varying levels of rental stress amongst the small areas of Hobsons
Bay. The highest level was in Laverton, where 27.8 per cent of rental households
were in stress. This is unsurprising, as this area also had a high proportion of low
income households. While Laverton is often seen to be the most affordable
suburb in the LGA, it attracts large numbers of low income households, for which
the suburb is not as affordable as expected. Laverton has an unemployment rate
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of 12.9 per cent, more than double the municipal rate of 5.6 per cent. This can
also lead to the higher stress profile.
The lowest level was in Newport, at just 15.4 per cent. Despite this low level of
rental stress, this area was not the highest income suburb in Hobsons Bay,
meaning the housing options are well matched to residents’ incomes.
In the 10 years to 2014, the percentage of rental dwellings in Hobsons Bay that
were affordable to those eligible for Centrelink payments collapsed from 45 per
cent of available rental dwellings to just nine per cent of available dwellings. In
2014, there were a total of 685 dwellings for rent and of these, 63 were
affordable for these low-income households. While this figure has improved
slightly over the last couple of years, it has fallen significantly from a peak in
2005 when there were 229 affordable rental properties39 (see Figure 28).
Figure 28: Percentage of Affordable Rentals in Hobsons Bay, 2001-14 (4th Quarter)

45
40
35

Percentage

There were varying levels of mortgage stress amongst the small areas of Hobsons
Bay. The highest level was in Altona North, where 17.8 per cent of households
with a mortgage were in stress. Brooklyn was also similarly high, at 17.3 per
cent. This is unsurprising, as these areas also had high proportions of low income
households.

30
25
20

15
10
5
0

Source: Department of Health and Human Services 2015 quarterly data

Department of Health and Human Services, 2015 Rental reports.
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There is a market failure to deliver rental housing for Hobsons Bay residents in
receipt of lower incomes. This failure provides a basis for policy intervention by
state and local government.
As a consequence of a failure by the market to provide affordable housing for
those on lower incomes, the supply of non-market housing by Department of
Health and Human Services (DHHS) and the not for profit community housing
sector is vital.

4.11 Car ownership and access to public transport
The ability of the population to access services and employment is strongly
influenced by access to transport. The number of motor vehicles per household
in Hobsons Bay quantifies access to private transport and will be influenced by:


DHHS provides 986 public housing properties in Hobsons Bay40 however the
waiting lists are long, with an average waiting time of four years.
In September 2015, there were 4,612 applicants (not including potentially
partners or dependants) registered at DHHS offices in Footscray and Sunshine
seeking public housing (no specific data for Hobsons Bay is available). Of these
1,460 were priority or early housing applicants, meaning they are either
experiencing recurring homelessness and/or require supported housing
options.41
Estimates of the number of dwellings owned or managed by the community
housing sector suggest there are approximately 260 dwellings in the municipality
and all providers have high demand and long waiting lists.42
More information on affordable housing is included in Section 7.4.





age structure and household type, which determine the number of
adults present
access to public transport
distance to shops, services, employment and education
household income

Depending on these factors, car ownership can be seen as a measure of
advantage or disadvantage, or a neutral socio-economic measure, which impacts
on the environment and quality of life.

4.11.1 Car ownership
Analysis of the car ownership of the households in Hobsons Bay in 2011
compared to Greater Melbourne shows that 84.5 per cent of the households
owned at least one car, while 9.0 per cent did not, compared with 84.8 per cent
and 9.0 per cent respectively in Greater Melbourne (refer Figure 29).
Overall, 37.5 per cent of the households owned one car; 34.2 per cent owned
two cars; and 12.8 per cent owned three cars or more, compared with 33.9 per
cent; 35.5 per cent and 15.4 per cent respectively for Greater Melbourne.

40 DHHS
41

ibid

data request 2014.

42

This figure is derived from Council’s rates data base minus the public housing data
provided by DHHS.
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Total households

Figure 29: Car ownership – Hobsons Bay and Greater Melbourne (2011)
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two or more motor vehicles are more likely to be located in areas not well served
by public transport, where access to motorised transport is a necessity, and are
also more likely to be mature families with teenage or older children at home.
Car ownership varies across Hobsons Bay. The suburbs with the highest rates of
households owning two or more cars in 2011 include:43







Hobsons Bay (%)
Greater
Melbourne (%)
No motor 1 motor 2 motor 3 or more
vehicles vehicle vehicles motor
vehicles
No. of cars (2011)

Source: ABS Census of Population and Housing, 2001 and 2011 (Enumerated
data), Profile .id (2011)

In general, the spatial pattern of high car ownership relates to suburbs without
access to a train station (e.g. Seabrook and Altona Meadows) or wealthier
suburbs (e.g. Newport East and Williamstown).
Areas of low car ownership in 2011 include the following suburbs:44







4.11.2 Car ownership in Hobsons Bay suburbs
The ability of households in Hobsons Bay to access employment and services
(such as health, education and community) is strongly influenced by access to
transport. Consequently, households without a motor vehicle can be
disadvantaged if they are not in an area served by regular and reliable public
transport networks.

Seabrook (62.4%)
Williamstown North – The Rifle Range (53.8%)
Newport East (The Junction) (52%)
Altona Meadows (51.4%)
Williamstown (46.6%)
Newport West (45.5%)

Brooklyn (12.2%)
Altona North (11.8%)
Laverton (11.2%)
Altona-Seaholme (10.9%)
Williamstown (10.8%)
Spotswood-South Kingsville (10.6%)

There are train stations in Laverton, Altona, Seaholme, Williamstown and
Spotswood but not in the suburbs of Brooklyn and Altona North.

By and large, more established urban areas have better public transport options,
services and employment closer to or within residential areas. Households with

43

Source: Atlas.id (2011)

44

ibid
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Car ownership not only impacts on the road network (congestion) but also on
housing design and streetscapes. Housing designed for car ownership is
dominated by garages, driveways (cross-overs can present safety issues for
pedestrians and cyclists), as well as on-street parking which can impact on
amenity.

4.11.3 How has car ownership changed?
Figure 30 shows how car ownership in Hobsons Bay changed over the ten year
period from 2001 to 2011.
The greatest percentage increase from 2001 to 2011 was in households that
owned three or more motor vehicles which equated to a 20.5 per cent increase
(an additional 708 households). There was around a 6.3 per cent increase in
households owning one (additional 720 households) and a 5.7 per cent increase
in households owning two motor vehicles (additional 603 households).
The increase in car ownership could indicate that the homes being built are not
well located to public transport, or that the public transport service is not of a
high enough quality to encourage residents to use the train/bus rather than
drive.

Figure 30: Change in car ownership (2001-11)

25.0%
20.0%

Total households

Impact of car ownership

Change 2001 to
2011 (%)

15.0%
10.0%
5.0%
0.0%
-5.0%
No motor
vehicles

1 motor
vehicle

2 motor
vehicles

3 or more
motor vehicles

No. of cars (2011)

Source: ABS Census of Population and Housing, 2001 and 2011 (Enumerated data),
Profile .id (2011)
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4.12 Summary resident profile: considerations for the housing strategy
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Analysis of the resident profile highlights a number of key considerations
when planning for future housing needs in Hobsons Bay.

Existing resident profile


there are around 92,761 residents in Hobsons Bay (2015) with half of
these living in just three suburbs of Altona Meadows, Altona-Seaholme
and Altona North



the dominant housing type is larger family households (couples with
children)



around 30 per cent of residents are born overseas, and 23 per cent from
a non-English speaking background



in 2011, it was estimated that around 17 per cent of residents had a
disability with 5.2 per cent (4,382 residents) self-reporting a need for
assistance due to disability or serious illness



over two-thirds of households were purchasing or fully owned their
home and 24 per cent were renting privately (in 2011)





in 2011, Hobsons Bay’s SEIFA score ranked as the ninth most
disadvantaged municipality in metropolitan Melbourne. Some areas of
Hobsons Bay are more disadvantaged than others
around 9.4 per cent of households (2,936) in Hobsons Bay were
experiencing housing stress in 2011. The number of households in rental
stress (22.4 per cent) is higher than those in mortgage stress (9.8 per
cent)

Demographic trends


Hobsons Bay’s population is forecast to increase by around 19 per cent
by 2035, this represents an annual growth rate of 0.9 per cent.
Population growth has generally been below the metropolitan average
and this trend is predicted to continue



average household size is declining in Hobsons Bay – a declining
household size tends to increase demand for housing, even if the
population is stable or growing slowly



Hobsons Bay has an ageing population – evident through the increase in
the number of mature and older aged lone person households



smaller households (lone person households and couples without
children) are forecast to grow faster than larger households such as
families and group households



housing stress is expected to continue over the next 20 years due to the
continual increase in the cost of houses and rents and the forecasted
increase in population



car ownership has been increasing in the municipality. The greatest
increase was in the number of households owning three or more cars
which increased by 20 per cent from 2001 to 2011

Future housing needs


around an additional 17,005 residents need to be accommodated in the
municipality by 2035 (an extra 850 residents per annum). This equates
to around an extra 7,095 new households



due to the emergence of smaller household types and decreasing
household size there is expected to be a demand for smaller medium
and higher density housing formats



an ageing population is expected to increase demand for housing which
allows residents to age in place in the community



housing affordability and affordable housing is expected to continue to
decline increasing demand for more affordable housing options and
affordable living
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PART FIVE: EXISTING HOUSING

5.0 Existing housing

5.1.1

Understanding what existing housing we have in Hobsons Bay in terms of
quantity and type as well as the current housing issues, helps to identify how
much and what type of additional housing we might need in the future to
accommodate a changing resident profile.

Table 18 shows the number of dwellings in each suburb.

5.1 Housing stock

Hobsons Bay
Altona-Seaholme
Altona Meadows
Altona North
Brooklyn
Laverton
Newport East
Newport West
Seabrook
Spotswood-South Kingsville
Williamstown
Williamstown North
Source: Forecast.id (2014)

Figure 31 below shows the number of dwellings in Hobsons Bay from 2001 to
2015.45 The number of dwellings increased by 13.5 per cent from 32,352 in 2001
to 36,720 in 2015. This represents a growth rate of 312 dwellings per annum (7
per cent per annum).
Figure 31: Total number of dwellings in Hobsons Bay (2001-15)

2001
32,352

2011
35,595

Source: Forecast.id (2014)

45

2015
36,720

Location of existing dwellings

Table 18: No. dwellings per suburb (2011 and 2015)

Area

2011

2015

35,595
5,568
7,448
4,657
802
1,845
1,726
3,336
1,802
1,976
4,681
1,754

36,720
5,905
7,548
4,838
851
1,916
1,752
3,458
1,814
2,040
4,782
1,816

Almost two-thirds of all dwellings in Hobsons Bay are located in just four
suburbs: Altona Meadows, Altona North, Altona-Seaholme and Williamstown
(refer Figure 32).

Based on forecast data from .id (2014).
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Figure 32: Dwelling distribution in Hobsons Bay (2015)

Table 19: Housing type - occupied/unoccupied (2011)

Housing type

16%
Altona - Seaholme
37%

Altona Meadows

21%

Altona North
Williamstown
Other suburbs

13%

13%

Occupied private housing
Unoccupied private housing
Non private housing
Total housing

Hobsons Bay
(No.)
(%)
32,527
91.9
2,861
8.0
1,023
2.9
35,388
100

Greater Melbourne
(%)
91.2
8.6
2.9
100

The unoccupied/vacant dwelling rates did vary across the municipality with
Seabrook having the lowest rate (5.3 per cent) and Brooklyn the highest (11 per
cent).
In the forecast data compiled by .id, an occupancy rate of around 95 per cent is
applied (five per cent vacancy rate).

Empty Homes
Source: Forecast.id (2014)

5.1.2

Occupied/Unoccupied housing

Table 19 outlines the number of occupied and unoccupied private housing.46 The
number of unoccupied housing represents vacant housing (empty homes). In
2011, around eight per cent of the total housing stock in Hobsons Bay consisted
of vacant housing.
Although this is slightly lower than the rate for Greater Melbourne (8.6 per
cent),47 it still means that around 2,800 housing were vacant properties.
However, vacant dwellings are not necessarily permanently unoccupied. The
Census relates to a particular day and there only has to be no-one home on one
night for them to be classified as unoccupied.

46

Based on census data (2011) from profile.id.
The Victorian average for vacant dwellings is around 10.8 per cent (Source: Australian
Bureau of Statistics, Census of Population and Housing 2011. Compiled and presented in
atlas.id).

It is useful to ascertain how many homes may be empty/under-utilised in
Hobsons Bay over the long term (i.e. 12 months or more).
Empty Homes are an unutilised resource especially in areas where there is
demand for housing and the rates of homelessness are increasing. A study
undertaken in 2014 by Prosper Australia48 identified over 64,000 properties in
Melbourne that were sitting empty long term. The research was conducted for
the 2014 Speculative Vacancies Report and was based on the amount of water
consumed per household, where abnormally low water usage signals potentially
long term vacant properties (based on 0 litres or water per day to indicate
‘vacant’ and less than 50 litres of water per day to indicate ‘underutilised’).

48

Prosper Australia is a land policy lobby group located in Melbourne.

47
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In Melbourne, Docklands was identified as the suburb with the highest
speculative vacancy rate (17 per cent of properties not consuming any water
over the 12 month period of 2013). Altona featured in the top 20 of speculative
vacancies in the study coming in ninth place with a speculative vacancy rate of
4.4 per cent of properties not consuming any water. There was also a further 9.9
per cent of properties using less than 50 litres of water per day (indicating
underutilised homes). This is an estimated 770 homes in Altona that are empty
or underutilised.
The speculative vacancies for all suburbs in Hobsons Bay is outlined in the
Appendix E. It is estimated that in 2013, over 1,000 homes were empty and a
further 2,390 homes were underutilised over the 12 month period. This means
that around nine per cent (3,417) of all homes in Hobsons Bay are empty or
underutilised. Empty homes can negatively impact on housing affordability, this
is discussed further in Section 7.4.6.

5.2 Housing density and housing diversity
Achieving a mix of housing density and types (having a diverse range of housing)
in an area is an important objective of housing policy; this is to ensure that a
range of housing types are available for residents throughout their life stages.
There is a relationship between housing density and housing type e.g. suburbs
dominated by separate houses are often considered as low density and the
prevalence of apartments/units in an area can result in a high density area.
A mix of densities and housing types creates a mix of residents within a
community. A greater concentration of higher density dwellings is likely to attract
more young adults and smaller households, often renting. Larger, detached or
separate dwellings are more likely to attract families and prospective families.
The residential built form often reflects market opportunities or planning policy,

49

Dwellings per hectare (dph) as defined in the Residential Zones State of Play Report,
Managing Residential Development Taskforce (January 2016). Using a site density
measure (excluding roads etc).

such as building denser forms of housing around public transport nodes or
employment centres.

5.2.1

Housing densities

Housing density refers to the total number of houses within a certain area. There
is no standard in relation to housing densities in established areas in Victoria
although the following densities are used as a guide.49
Table 20: Housing density guidelines

Density
Low
Medium
High

Dwellings per hectare
(dph)
<25
25-75
>75

The average dwelling density in Hobsons Bay is around 16 dwellings per hectare50
which is considered low density (refer Table 22). However, densities and housing
types do vary across the suburbs. In general, housing densities are higher in the
eastern part of the municipality and lower in the central and western parts.
Appendix F shows examples of housing at different densities.

5.2.2

Housing diversity

The types of housing referred to in this background report are defined in
accordance with the ABS classification of housing (dwellings) as provided in Table
22.
Overall, the housing stock in Hobsons Bay currently lacks diversity (refer Table
21), although this does vary across the suburbs. In 2011, the majority of
dwellings in Hobsons Bay comprised of separate houses (approximately 75 per
cent), which is slightly higher than for Greater Melbourne (71 per cent), shown in

50 Based on an approximate calculation of the total gross area of land zoned for residential
use divided by the total number of dwellings (2016).
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Figure 33. Hobsons Bay also had a slightly higher percentage of medium density
dwellings (23 per cent) compared to Greater Melbourne (21 per cent) but much
lower high density type dwellings (around 1 per cent compared to 7 per cent for
Greater Melbourne).

Table 22: Classification of housing types (ABS Classifications)

Table 21: Dwelling type in Hobsons Bay (2011)

Dwelling type
Separate houses (Low density)
Medium density
High density

%
75.2
22.7
1.4

Figure 33: Dwelling type (2011)

80.0
Hobsons Bay

70.0

Greater Melbourne

Dwellings (%)

60.0

50.0
40.0
30.0
20.0
10.0
0.0
Separate
house

Medium
density

High
density

Caravans,
cabin,
houseboat

Other

Dwelling type
Source: Australian Bureau of Statistics, Census of Population and Housing 2006 and
2011. Compiled and presented in profile.id.
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Figure 34: Distribution of separate houses (2011)

Separate houses (Low density)

Separate houses account for around 75 per cent of all dwellings in Hobsons Bay
with a mixture of single and double storey dwellings. Separate houses normally
indicate a low density built form. Figure 34 shows the spatial distribution of
separate houses. In 2011, the highest proportion of separate houses was found
in:






Seabrook (94%)
Altona Meadows (90%)
Laverton (89%)
Altona North (81%)
Newport East (75%)

The suburbs with the highest proportion of separate houses therefore lack
diversity in housing stock.

Source: atlas.id 2011

Seabrook and Altona Meadows were largely developed in the 1980s and 1990s
and the role of these suburbs was to provide family housing in greenfield estates,
whereas Laverton’s development in the 1960s was primarily due to the
construction of Housing Commission dwellings for families.

A mix of housing types is important in a suburb to ensure households of various
size, composition and age have a choice of housing options. Areas with good
housing diversity would include a mix of separate, medium and high density
formats.

In contrast, the lowest proportion of separate houses in 2011 was found in:51




51

Brooklyn (61%)
Spotswood-South Kingsville (61%)
Williamstown (61.5%)

Williamstown North – The Rifle Range actually shows as the lowest proportion of
separate houses (51 per cent) but this figure is misleading, The built form of the Rifle
Range is predominantly single and double storey detached houses, however the majority

of garages are attached to the neighbouring properties therefore not meeting the criteria
of a ‘separate house’ as per the ABS classifications.
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Figure 35: Distribution of medium density houses (2011)

Medium density

Medium density development accounts for nearly 23 per cent of all housing
types in the municipality. Figure 35 shows the spatial distribution of medium
density houses. The areas with the highest amount of medium density
development include:






Williamstown North – The Rifle Range (43%)
Spotswood-South Kingsville (38%)
Brooklyn (32%)
Newport West (32%)
Williamstown (31%)

The suburbs of Spotswood - South Kingsville, Brooklyn and Newport West have
been undergoing changes over the years with single dwellings being replaced by
medium density infill development. The Rifle Range was developed in the 1990s
consisting of single and double storey houses in a compact urban form.
Medium density housing is more pronounced in the central and eastern parts of
the municipality with little medium density occurring in the western parts of
Hobsons Bay.

Source: atlas.id 2011

The majority of new infill development occurring in Hobsons Bay is medium
density housing and this trend is set to continue.
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Other dwellings (caravans, cabins and houseboats)

High density

There is currently very little high density housing in Hobsons Bay (just over 1 per
cent of total housing types). Only Williamstown, Altona and Newport have
apartments/flats over four storeys in height (refer Figure 36).52
In 2011, 1.4 per cent of Hobsons Bay’s dwellings were classified as high density
housing compare to 7.2 per cent in Greater Melbourne.
Figure 36: Distribution of high density houses (2011)

In 2011, around 0.4 per cent of the total Hobsons Bay population lived in this
type of accommodation (this is higher than for Greater Melbourne 0.2 per cent).
However, the number of residents living in caravan parks in Hobsons Bay has
since declined with the closure of the Half Moon Caravan Park in Brooklyn in
2015 and the expected future closure of the Hobsons Bay Caravan Park in
Williamstown North (which has 120 sites) due to the rezoning of the land to the
General Residential Zone.

Land use zones and densities
There are land use zones which allow for higher residential densities, these
include the Mixed Use Zone (MUZ), Commercial 1 Zone (C1Z), Comprehensive
Development Zone (CDZ), Activity Centre Zone (ACZ) and the Residential Growth
Zone (RGZ).
The amount of land zoned for these uses in Hobsons Bay is provided in Table 23.
Table 23: Land use zones for higher residential densities in Hobsons Bay (2016)

Zone
Mixed Use Zone (MUZ)
Commercial 1 Zone (C1Z)
Comprehensive Development
Zone (CDZ)
Activity Centre Zone (ACZ)
Residential Growth Zone
(RGZ)

Amount
12 ha (0.19%)
62 ha (0.95%)
5 ha (0.08%)

Notes

-

No ACZ in Hobsons Bay
No RGZ currently in
Hobsons Bay – RGZ
proposed as part of the
implementation of the
Housing Change
Framework Plan

Source: Atlas.id 2011
52

At the time this document was prepared.
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In addition to housing types and housing densities, an understanding of housing
size is useful to identify what existing housing stock there is in Hobsons Bay and
the trend for future housing requirements.

5.3.1

Housing size

Australia has some of the largest houses in the world. ABS Building Approvals
data on average floor size of new houses show that in 2000-01, the average floor
area of new houses in Australia was 227.5sqm, rising to 248sqm in 2008-09. This
trend was mirrored in Victoria, with figures of 217.3sqm in 2000-01 to 252.8sqm
in 2008-09. Growth in average floor size in Victoria was the highest of all States
and Territories and was almost double the national average53.
House sizes vary within Hobsons Bay, however the general trend with recent infill
development is that new housing being constructed is larger. However, the
extent of change in regards to the level of infill development in a suburb depends
upon a number of factors, the main ones being lot size, the age of housing stock
and any development constraints such as heritage overlays.
Suburbs with smaller lot sizes and newer housing stock are less likely to undergo
much housing change (e.g. Altona Meadows and Seabrook) than areas with
larger lot sizes and ageing housing stock (e.g. Altona, Altona North and Laverton).
A typical example of infill development in the municipality is the replacement of
older detached single level housings (not constrained by heritage) with multi
units, often double storeys with smaller gardens/private open space. Section 5.4
outlines further the types of infill development over the past 10 years.
Larger homes are typically less sustainable from an environmental perspective as
they tend to use more energy and consume more land.

53

Housing.id Report (2016), p.47.

5.3.2

Number of bedrooms

The number of bedrooms in a dwelling is an indicator of the size of housing, and
when combined with housing type information, provides insight into the role
Hobsons Bay plays in the housing market. For example, an area of high density
dwellings that are predominantly one to two bedroom are likely to attract
students, single workers and young couples, whereas a high density area with
dwellings that are predominantly two to three bedroom may attract more empty
nesters and some families.
In Australian cities, three or more bedroom separate dwellings are the most
prevalent and typically provide for larger households.
In combination with household type and household size, the number of
bedrooms can also indicate issues around housing affordability, overcrowding
and other socio-economic factors.
Figure 37: Number of bedrooms per dwelling (2011)

(%)

5.3 Housing size and number of bedrooms

60.0
50.0
40.0
30.0
20.0
10.0
0.0

Hobsons Bay
Greater Melbourne

Bedrooms per dwelling
Source: ABS, Census of Population and Housing, 2011 (Enumerated data)
Compiled and presented in profile.id
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In 2011, there were 32,527 occupied private dwellings in Hobsons Bay. Around
three-quarters of these were separate houses, primarily consisting of three
bedrooms (Figure 37).
Compared to metropolitan Melbourne, Hobsons Bay had a higher proportion of
separate houses (75.9% compared to 71.4%). The dwelling profile for Hobsons
Bay shows some similarities to that of the Melbourne metropolitan area (Figure
38). Separate houses, regardless of the number of bedrooms, dominate the
Hobsons Bay landscape, comprising 75.9 per cent of occupied private dwellings.
This compares with 71.4 per cent for Melbourne.
Figure 38: Housing types and number of bedrooms (2011)
Share

Hobsons Bay (C)

However, when the number of bedrooms are considered there are marked
differences. Separate houses in Hobsons Bay tend to have less bedrooms –
almost half contained three bedrooms and just 15.7 per cent (one in seven)
contained four or more bedrooms. The equivalent figures for Melbourne were
36.4 per cent and 24.9 per cent. These differences are largely explained by the
age of the dwelling stock and small block size in Hobsons Bay, particularly in the
east of the municipality.

5.4 How is the housing stock changing?
5.4.1

Melbourne (SD)

50%
45%
40%
35%
30%

Change in housing stock

Over the period 2001 to 2011, the greatest change in housing stock in Hobsons
Bay was in medium density housing (refer Figure 39). This is in line with the
Victorian Government’s urban consolidation policies and the type of infill
development experienced in the municipality as older housing stock is replaced
by units and townhouses.
An additional 2,062 dwellings were added to this housing type which is an
increase of 35 per cent. Separate houses increased by 1,085 dwellings (a four per
cent increase). High density housing only increased by 112 dwellings but this
represented a 29 per cent increase from 2001.

25%
20%
15%
10%
5%
0%
Small: 0-2 br Medium: 3 br Large: 4+ br Small: 0-1 br Medium: 2 br Large: 3+ br Other Dwelling
Separate house

Medium & High Density

Dwelling Type

Source: ABS, Census of Population and Housing (2011)
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Table 24: Change in housing type by suburb (2001-11)

Figure 39: Change in housing type (2001-11)

+2,500
Change from
2001 to 2011

No. of houses

+2,000
+1,500
+1,000
+500
0

-500
Separate
house

Medium High density Caravans,
density
cabin,
houseboat

Other

Housing type

Source: ABS, Census of Population and Housing, 2011 (Enumerated data)
Compiled and presented in profile.id
The change in housing types at the suburb level is shown in Table 24. All suburbs
experienced an increase in medium density housing types between 2001 and
2011 with the exception of Altona Meadows and Seabrook. These suburbs had
an increase in separate houses attributed to the development of greenfield sites
in this area.
The suburbs with the biggest change in housing types include Newport West,
Brooklyn, Altona North which have all experienced a loss of separate houses and
a gain of medium and high density residential development over the period 2001
to 2011.

5.4.2

Change in number of bedrooms

Over time however, there is a trend in Hobsons Bay for dwellings to contain
more bedrooms. Figure 40 shows the change in the number of bedrooms over
the ten year period from 2001 to 2011. The greatest increase was in houses with
four bedrooms which increased by 961 houses (25 per cent more than in 2001).
There was a decrease in the number of houses with none (studio)/one bedroom
(-2 per cent) and only a two per cent increase (105 houses) in the number of
dwellings with two bedrooms.
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Figure 40: Change in number of bedrooms (2001-11)



+1,200

No. of households

+1,000





Change from
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+800

the desire for space – to work from home, to provide a bedroom for
every child (including those in separated families) or the desire for a
spare room for visitors and family
higher developer profits from large format housing
increased affluence
the perception of increased capital gain from buying larger homes

+600
Figure 41: Change in housing type and the number of bedrooms (2001-11)
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Source: ABS, Census of Population and Housing, 2011 (Enumerated data)
Compiled and presented in profile.id

6,000

Figure 41 shows the change in housing type and in the number of bedrooms for
Hobsons Bay from 2001 to 2011. Regardless of the type of housing (i.e. separate
or medium/high density), those with three or more bedrooms increased their
share from 69.9 per cent in 2001 to 70.6 per cent in 2011.

2,000

While the total number of dwellings in Hobsons Bay increased by 6.7 per cent
over the ten years (from 2001 to 2011), dwellings with three or more bedrooms
increased by 7.9 per cent. In other words, larger houses increased at a faster rate
than total dwelling growth. This is part of the Australia wide trend towards larger
homes, a trend which may not be environmentally sustainable. Factors which
influence this trend include.54

54

4,000
0
Small: 0-2 br Medium: 3 Large: 4+ brSmall: 0-1 br Medium: 2 Large: 3+ br Other
br
br
Dwelling
Separate house

Medium & High Density
Dwelling Type

Source: ABS, Census of Population and Housing (2001-2011)

Housing.id report (April 2016).
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The increase in larger dwellings does mask some significant changes when the
type of dwelling is considered (Figure 42). Notably, there was a large decrease in
the number of three bedroom separate houses (-689 or 4.4 per cent), but the
number of four bedroom separate houses increased by 982 (23.9 per cent). This
is likely a result of home renovation (adding more bedrooms to an existing
dwelling) as well as demolition of older and sub-standard housing, and its
replacement with modern and larger dwellings with more bedrooms.
The number of medium density dwellings with three or more bedrooms almost
doubled over the ten years and increased their share from 4.7 per cent to 8.7 per
cent of dwellings.
Figure 42: Change in housing type by number of bedrooms (2001-11)

The trend away from smaller homes is interesting in light of declining average
household size and the increase in smaller households, particularly those
occupied by one person.
Despite the fact that medium density housing represented the greatest increase
in housing types in Hobsons Bay over the ten year period (2001 to 2011), the fact
that the majority of new housing types contained three plus bedrooms (suited to
family/group type households) means that the new housing stock is not meeting
the needs of smaller households seeking one/two bedroom homes.

5.5 Where has new residential development
been occurring?
Over the period 2004 to 201455, a total of 4,477 dwellings were constructed (407
per annum) in Hobsons Bay. Demolitions of existing dwellings equated to 1,161
which means that there was a total net gain of 3,314 additional new dwellings
which is an additional 301 new dwellings constructed per annum (refer Table 25).

Net change
1,500
1,000

Figure 43 shows that the rate of development has been greater from 2011 to
2014. The rate of construction of new dwellings over a five year period is much
higher, from 2010 to 2014 around an additional 353 new homes were
constructed in the municipality per annum.

500
0
-500
-1,000
Small: 0-2 Medium: 3 Large: 4+ br Small: 0-1 Medium: 2 Large: 3+ br Other
br
br
br
br
Dwelling
Separate house

The breakdown in the location of these new dwellings per suburb is provided in
Table 25 and Figure 44.

Medium & High Density
Dwelling Type

Source: ABS, Census of Population and Housing (2001 and 2011)

55

Residential building constructions obtained from Council’s rates data (Opteon data)
over the period 1/1/2004 to 31/12/2014.
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Figure 43: Net additional dwellings constructed (2004-14)

Table 25: Net residential dwellings constructed (2004-14)

Suburb

450
400

Additional Dwellings

350
300
250
200
150
100
50
0

2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014
Source: Dwelling constructions from Opteon data (1/1/2004 to 31/12/2014)

Hobsons Bay
Altona-Seaholme
Altona Meadows
Altona North
Brooklyn
Laverton
Newport East
Newport West
Seabrook
Spotswood-South
Kingsville
Williamstown
Williamstown North
*Seaholme accounted for 48
**South Kingsville accounted for 110

Net additional residential dwellings
constructed (2004-14)
No.
% Per Annum
3,314
100.0
301.3
643*
19.4
58.5
551
16.6
50.1
520
15.7
47.3
200
6.0
18.2
147
4.4
13.4
111
3.3
10.1
504
15.2
45.8
57
1.7
5.2
214**
6.5
19.5
250
117

7.5
3.5

22.7
10.6

The suburbs experiencing the highest rate of infill development were AltonaSeaholme, Altona North and Newport West (refer Figure 44). The construction of
new dwellings in Altona Meadows is attributed to vacant lots rather than the
demolishment and replacement of existing homes.
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Figure 44: Net additional dwellings constructed per suburb (2004-14)

Walkable catchments
The concept of ‘walkable catchments’ is often used in land use planning to
spatially define what is considered as an acceptable distance to activity centres
and public transport.

Williamstown North
Williamstown
Spotswood-South Kingsville

Walkability is simply a measure or an indication of how friendly/easy an area is to
walk. A walkable catchment is the distance in which access to a service/facility
can be reached and is accepted as a generally reasonable distance to walk.
Walkability is an important indicator of how accessible housing is to community
services, facilities and infrastructure.

Seabrook
Newport West
Newport East
Laverton
Brooklyn

There are numerous benefits of walkable/accessible neighbourhoods including
health (promotes active transport), economic and environmental benefits
associated with less reliance on private motorised vehicles.

Altona North
Altona Meadows
Altona-Seaholme
-
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Source: Dwelling constructions from Opteon data (1/1/2005 to 31/12/2014)

5.5.1 How well located is new housing in Hobsons Bay?
New housing should be located near to existing services and public transport
consistent with Direction 2.2 of Plan Melbourne and Clause 16 of the SPPF, which
also requires new housing to be located in or close to activity centres and at sites
that offer good access to services and transport.
Identifying where the existing housing stock is located in relation to key
community infrastructure and services is useful on two levels, firstly it provides
an insight as to where infill development has been occurring and secondly, it
provides guidance as to where future growth should be directed to ensure new
housing is located near to existing infrastructure and services.

The ‘rule of thumb’ for walkable catchments in planning policy is 800 metres
walking distance from a train station (also stipulated in Clause 56.03 of ResCode)
and 400 metres walking distance from an activity centre. This represents a ten
and five minute walk respectively. In general, people are likely to walk further for
higher order facilities and services.

Walkable catchments in Hobsons Bay
Walkable catchments have been determined around Hobsons Bay’s activity
centres based on the size, role and function of the centres (shown in Figure 45)
and should be used as part of the housing capacity assessment.
Figure 45 overlays the proposed walkable catchments for Hobsons Bay with the
locations of new dwellings constructed in the municipality between 2004 and
2014 (as discussed in Section 5.5). This indicates that the majority of new housing
that is being provided in the municipality is located outside of walkable
catchments to Hobsons Bay’s activity centres and public transport.
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5.5.2 Proximity to existing community infrastructure and services
The total number of dwellings within walkable catchments to activity centres and
train stations within Hobsons Bay has been estimated. The total number of
dwellings included in Table 26 excludes dwellings within the commercial and
mixed use zones and shop top housing, this will be detailed in the housing
capacity assessment.
Table 26: Total number of dwellings near to community services and infrastructure
(2015)

Location
Within 800m of a train
station
Within 400m of an activity
centre

Total No.
Dwellings

% of total in
Hobsons Bay

11,428

31

12,374

34

This means that the majority (around 25,290 dwellings) are located outside of an
800 metre walkable catchment to a train station. It is worth noting that the two
largest suburbs in the municipality Altona Meadows and Altona North (which is
also one of the Major Activity Centres) are not serviced by a train station,
although Altona North does have a bus interchange.
Housing which is located away from access to existing public transport and
community services and facilities is unlikely to support active transport and likely
to increase car dependency. This trend does not support health and wellbeing
within our communities and also has negative impacts on environmental
sustainability.

Table 26 estimates that less than one-third of all housing in Hobsons Bay is within
an 800 metre walkable distance to a train station and just over one third of all
housing is within a 400 metre walkable distance to an activity centre.
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Figure 45: Location of new residential infill development (2004-14)
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5.6 What housing do households live in?
The previous section identifies the household types in Hobsons Bay, this section
identifies the dominant and emerging household types, and looks at the types of
dwellings in which they live. The dominant household type is the category with
the highest share of households at the 2011 Census, while an emerging
household is that with the highest increase in absolute numbers between 2001
and 2011.
While there is little qualitative data on housing preference, Census data enables
detailed analysis of housing consumption by household type to show preferences
in the context of supply constraints where:



revealed preferences are what housing type households actually
live in (Census data)
expressed preferences are stated by individuals when surveyed as
to what sort of housing would they like to live in

This analysis uses Census data to identify the relationship between key dominant
and emerging household types and the housing they live in. The following
household types are analysed:
Table 27: Dominant and emerging households

Dominant Households

Emerging Households

Couples with young children
Couples with older children

Single parents with older children
Middle-aged lone person households
Older lone person households

5.6.1

Dominant households

Table 28: Couples with young children (2011)

Dominant household

Total in 2011

Trend

Typical housing
type (2011)

Couples with young
children

17.4%

The number has
declined over the
period 2001-2011
but remains
stable

Over 50% lived in
separate houses
with three
bedrooms

These households fall into three housing markets:





those early in housing career who are buying their first home and may
be spending large proportions of their income on housing costs
second and third home-purchasers moving to larger dwellings more
distant from the city centre that are more suitable to their changing
needs
those living in higher density dwellings, both renters and buyers, who
have just had their first child

The numbers of couples with young children households living in separate houses
with four or more bedrooms increased over the period 2001 to 2011 (refer Table
28). There was also an increase of these households living in medium and high
density houses with three or more bedrooms, this is not surprising given the
increase in the number of these types of housing in Hobsons Bay.
Given the stability in this household type, this suggests that there may have been
renovation of existing stock to adapt the requirements of modern living, or may
simply reflect a preference for more space.
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Increasing numbers of these households spur demand for children’s services and
diversify established areas. They also help maintain population levels, as their
household size is likely to grow in the short term.
Table 29: Couples with older children (2011)

Dominant
household

Total in
2011

Trend

Typical housing
type (2011)

Couples with older
children

10.4%

Little change in this
household type
over the 2001-2011
period but a shift
towards dwellings
with more
bedrooms

Around 92% live in
separate houses
(about 50% in
three bedrooms
and 35% with four
or more bedrooms)

Couples with older children (children over 15 years of age), share many
similarities to couples with young children but they are usually far more advanced
in their housing careers and in the suburban lifecycle. They are more likely to
have lived in the same house for a longer period of time as household mobility
tends to decline with age, but also as households become established within the
community their needs become more tied to what happens locally. Their service
needs are likely to be different due to their older age structure.

5.6.2

Emerging households

Table 30: Single parents with older children (2011)

Dominant household

Total in 2011

Trend

Single parents with older
children

6.4%

This household
type increased
by almost 30%
over the period
2011 to 2011

Typical housing type
(2011)
Around 81% live in
separate houses
(over 55% in three
bedroom houses,
around 17% in four
or more bedroom
houses)

Single parents with older children are one of the more significant emerging
household types in Hobsons Bay. This household type consists of single parents
with children aged over 15 years, and are created through family breakdown and
widowhood, and also through the maturing of children.
This household type is more advanced in their housing careers, have been in the
same house for some time and have a diverse range of service needs.
The housing preference for this household type is separate houses.
Table 31: Middle-age lone persons household (2011)

Over the period 2001 to 2011, there was a clear trend towards houses with more
bedrooms (refer Table 29). This is likely to be a result of home renovation, adding
new bedrooms to existing housing stock. There was a minor increase in the
number of couples with older children households living in medium and high
density housing.

Dominant household

Total in 2011

Trend

Middle-aged lone
persons households

8.7%

This household
type increased by
almost 40% over
the period 2001 to
2011

Typical housing
type (2011)
Around 36% live
in three bedroom
separate houses
and around 20%
in two bedroom
medium and high
density housing.
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Middle-aged lone person households (aged 45-64 years) are often not
considered in housing analysis, however, of all household types in Hobsons Bay,
they recorded the fastest growth rate over the period 2001 to 2011 (increasing
by almost 40 per cent).
This increase is partly the result of ageing in place of younger lone person
households, children leaving the home of a single parent (“empty nesters”), but
also due to family breakdown. This tends to create a smaller household unit
which might consist of one parent leaving the family home to live elsewhere.
Because of the large increase in this household type, their numbers increased in
most housing types. Regardless of housing type, the distinguishing feature for
middle aged lone person households in Hobsons Bay is that they are more likely
to occupy houses with fewer bedrooms. The need for extra bedrooms however,
is important for households that have been created through family breakdown
(for example, joint custody arrangements).

breakdown. Older lone person households (aged 65 years and over) are advanced
in their housing careers and are likely to have been in the same house for some
time. Migration data from the Census consistently shows that older people have
lower levels of household mobility, but reasons why an older person may or may
not move are complex but are likely to coincide with major life events.
Older lone person households living in three bedroom separate houses increased
significantly over the ten period (2001 to 2011). This has probably occurred in
two ways – firstly, through home renovation and secondly, by staying in the
family home after their children leave, or their spouse dies.
It is often assumed that older people downsize from their family homes to units
or retirement villages after the children leave home. However, the evidence does
not support this assertion. There are several reasons why older people may
remain in their family home, including:


Table 32: Older-lone person households (2011)

Dominant household

Total in 2011

Trend

Older lone person
households

8.9%

This household
type increased
by 11% over the
period 2001 to
2011

Typical housing
type (2011)
Over 40% live in
three bedroom
separate houses
(around 18% in 02 bedroom
separate house
and 16% in 2
bedroom medium
and high density)







financial – the cost of moving into more ’appropriate’ housing forms
may be prohibitive (including the associated transaction costs)
emotional – the emotional attachment to a family home
need for space – appropriateness of larger dwellings may be
underestimated. The extra bedrooms may be used as a home office, or
places for relatives, grandchildren and friends to stay
opportunity – few alternatives (more convenient housing forms) in the
region where established family and social networks exist
the “boomerang” syndrome – whereby children return to the family
home for periods of time before they move elsewhere in a permanent
home (these households alternate between being a family and nonfamily home)

This household type is created in similar ways to middle aged lone person
households – through ageing, widowhood, children leaving home and family
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5.7 Summary housing profile: considerations for the housing strategy
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Analysis of the housing profile highlights a number of key considerations
when planning for future housing needs in Hobsons Bay.



there is a preference to age in place and/or to remain within the
community

Existing housing profile



medium density infill development is occurring across all suburbs
although the highest rates of new residential development is in the
eastern and central parts of the municipality including Altona-Seaholme,
Altona North and Newport West



in 2015, Hobsons Bay had an estimated 36,720 dwellings, with around
half of these located in the suburbs of Altona Meadows, AltonaSeaholme and Altona North



the Speculative Vacancy report identified that over 1,000 homes
(around 3 per cent) were empty long term in Hobsons Bay (in 2013)





Future housing needs


around three quarters of the housing stock is dominated by separate
(low density) houses with almost half comprising three bedrooms

it is forecast that there will be an additional 7,623 dwellings by 2035,
this equates to around 381 new dwellings per annum



only around 1.4 per cent of dwellings were classified as high density
(three or more storeys) in 2011

more housing diversity is required to ensure households of various size,
composition and age have a choice of housing options



the dominant household type in Hobsons Bay will continue to be larger
family households but there will be an increase in smaller households
(lone person households and couples without children). The past
development trends for larger homes creates a potential mismatch in
housing types to meet the needs of residents in smaller households



there is expected to be more demand for homes which allow residents
to age in place



future housing needs to be better located to community infrastructure
and services



existing residential development rates over the period 2004-14 equate
to the construction of around 301 additional new dwellings per annum



the majority of new housing has been built outside of walkable
catchments to existing public transport (train stations) and activity
centres

Housing trends


the greatest increase to the housing stock is in the form of medium
density housing, predominantly two storey townhouses



an increase in the number of bedrooms (particularly in the number of
four bedrooms) following the Australian trend towards larger homes.
This is despite the fact that Hobsons Bay has a declining household size
and an increase in smaller household types
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PART SIX: FUTURE HOUSING NEEDS
6.0 Housing needs in Hobsons Bay
Assessing housing needs requires consideration of demographic changes to the
resident profile to understand the drivers of change as well as understanding the
housing preferences of the community (housing demand).

Figure 46: Forecasted number of additional dwellings in Hobsons Bay (2015-35)

2015
36,720

2035
44,343

Source: Forecast.id (2014)

Identifying
housing needs

Planning for
housing needs

Managing
housing
growth &
change

6.1 How much additional housing do we need?
An assessment of demographic changes and forecasted dwelling demand has
been undertaken in the previous sections, as identified it is estimated that an
additional 7,623 homes are needed in Hobsons Bay over the next 20 years. This
equates to an extra 381 new homes per annum to 2035.
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Table 33 outlines the change in dwellings required in each suburb from 2015 to
2035. The forecasted number of dwellings required are based on known SRA and
strategic redevelopment sites as well as forecasted household size. A vacancy
rate56 has been applied to the forecasted estimates based on the fact that not all
dwellings are occupied due to a number of reasons (e.g. awaiting sale, under
repair, derelict).
The largest changes are in the suburbs of Altona North (+55 per cent),
Spotswood-South Kingsville (+72 per cent) and Williamstown (+21 per cent),
driven by the SRA in these locations (refer Figure 47).
Although Laverton is only expected to gain an additional 361 dwellings over the
next 20 years, it actual represents a growth of almost 20 per cent which is the
highest in the municipality for a suburb without an SRA.
The capacity for Hobsons Bay to accommodate this expected demand will be
addressed in a housing capacity assessment.

A vacancy rate of around five per cent has been applied.
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Table 33: Forecast number of dwellings required (2015-35)

2015

2035

Change (2015-35)

Per
annum

Hobsons Bay
36,720
Altona-Seaholme
5,905
Altona Meadows
7,548
Altona North
4,838
Brooklyn
851
Laverton
1,916
Newport East
1,752
Newport West
3,458
Seabrook
1,814
Spotswood-South
2,040
Kingsville
Williamstown
4,782
Williamstown
1,816
North
Source: Forecast.id (2014)

44,343
6,666
7,965
7,514
973
2,277
1,839
3,951
1,865
3,516

No.
7,623
761
417
2,676
122
361
87
493
51
1,476

%
21
13
6
55
14
19
5
14
3
72

381
38
21
134
6
18
4
25
2.5
74

5,765
2,012

983
196

21
11

49
10

3,000

Additional dwellings (2015-35)

Area

Figure 47: Forecast housing growth (2015-35)

2,500
2,000
1,500

1,000
500
-

Source: Forecast.id (2014)
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6.2 What type of housing do we need?
This section identifies the types of additional housing that is needed in Hobsons
Bay through consideration of community consultation and forecasted
demographic changes over the next 20 years.

6.2.1 What housing needs and issues were identified by our
community and stakeholders?
This background report has been drafted in conjunction with a community and
stakeholder engagement process which identified housing needs and issues
relating to housing type, housing tenure and community impacts. Further details
regarding the consultation undertaken is provided in Appendix G.

Community consultation
Consultation with the community57 identified a number of housing issues in
Hobsons Bay, these are identified below.
Figure 48: Summary of community concerns

Urban development
pressures

Neighbourhood
character

Community
concerns

Housing affordability

Housing type

Urban development pressures
The Hobsons Bay community is concerned about the effects that population
growth will have on the municipality’s infrastructure, including traffic and car
parking. While most residents seemed to understand that urban development
may be necessary for the growing population, the perception of a lack of
planning to supply the appropriate infrastructure for increased numbers coming
to live in the area is what concerns residents the most.

Neighbourhood character
There is concern regarding the actual design of the new housing being built and
the impact on the existing neighbourhood character. Residents considered it is
highly important for new housing to be in architectural harmony with what is
already there, as well as avoiding the “monstrosity” of high rise buildings and
over-development of the area. Housing character is also seen as an important
asset for residents particularly in Williamstown and Newport.

Housing affordability
Whilst respondents who participated in the housing consultation identified
affordability as a key reason for moving to/living in Hobsons Bay (compared to
other areas within a similar distance to the CBD), some respondents noted that it
is now becoming too expensive to buy/rent in the area (particularly the eastern
suburbs of the municipality where there are better community services and
facilities). The issue of support/housing options for those at risk of homelessness
was also raised.

Housing type
Hobsons Bay has an ageing population and there appears to be a lack of suitable
accommodation options for retirees/the elderly who are needing to move to a

57

Including consultation on Hobsons Bay 2030 Community Vision (2017-21), the Hobsons
Bay Neighbourhood Profiles (various dates) and community and stakeholder consultation
on Stage One of the Hobsons Bay Housing Strategy (2014).
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smaller property (e.g. single level units) whilst remaining in the community and
the preference to age in place. The new housing stock which is being developed
in Hobsons Bay does not consider these requirements.

Stakeholder consultation
Preliminary consultation with key stakeholders58 identified a number of housing
concerns in Hobsons Bay, these are summarised below.

6.3 Where should new housing be located?
The location of housing is one of the most important considerations when
planning for future housing. New housing should be located in areas with
access/reasonable proximity to existing community infrastructure and services
consistent with urban consolidation principles and State policy.
What is community infrastructure and services?

Location/density of new dwellings
Comments regarding the location and density of new dwellings in proximity to
industrial land, Major Hazard Facilities and pipeline infrastructure were noted. In
particular, to protect existing industrial uses from residential encroachment and
to minimise population density in such areas.

Diversity/choice of new dwellings
Consultation undertaken with key real estate agents in the municipality gauged
an understanding of the market demand for housing in Hobsons Bay. The key
points included comments around housing choice and diversity including:






58

demand for single level living
demand for smaller units
preference for lower maintenance properties
no Body Corporate fees
more options for retirees wanting to downsize but remain in the
community

Community infrastructure and services refers to the public facilities, services
and places used by residents to meet their social needs and enhance
community wellbeing.
For the purpose of the housing strategy, community infrastructure and
services include access to existing public transport facilities (train station and
bus interchanges), activity centres which include shops/medical
facilities/cafes/libraries, as well as education and early years facilities.
In a metropolitan context, the location of new infill development in Hobsons Bay
meets the urban consolidation objectives of new housing being located in
established suburbs. However, on a municipal wide context, there appears to be
a mismatch between the need for new housing to be located within walkable
catchments to existing community services and infrastructure (i.e. activity
centres and public transport) and the actual location of where new housing is
being provided.
Data indicates that the majority of housing (around two-thirds) that has been
developed to date in Hobsons Bay has occurred outside of areas near to train
stations and activity centres. This trend is inconsistent with Direction 2.2 of Plan
Melbourne which requires future housing (medium- and higher-density
development) to be located near services and public transport and Clause 16 of

Stage One consultation on housing needs (October 2014).
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the SPPF, which also requires new housing to be located in or close to activity
centres and at sites that offer good access to services and transport.
Housing which is located away from access to existing public transport and
community services and facilities is unlikely to support active transport and likely
to increase car dependency. This trend does not support health and wellbeing
within our communities and also has negative impacts on environmental
sustainability.
The housing strategy needs to address this issue and realign the provision of
future housing growth with the direction of State planning policy, so that future
housing is provided in locations in or near to existing community services and
infrastructure.
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6.4 Future housing needs
Based on the analysis of the resident profile and the housing profile in the previous sections, the forecasted future housing needs that the
housing strategy should be planning for are outlined below.
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Housing diversity and size
The existing housing stock in Hobsons Bay is dominated by detached three
bedroom houses. With a declining household size due to a growth in smaller
household types, there is demand for smaller housing types i.e. one and two
bedroom dwellings across all suburbs but particularly in suburbs where there is a
very high proportion of low density separate houses. For example, Seabrook,
Altona Meadows and Laverton.
Despite the growth in smaller household types (lone person households and
couples without children), there has been an increase in the number of
bedrooms in new dwellings being constructed from 2001 to 2011. The trend of
larger dwellings being constructed is a mismatch with the emerging smaller
household types. Whilst it is acknowledged that smaller households do not
automatically occupy dwellings with fewer bedrooms, improving the supply of
different housing types is a critical determinant of the type of housing people can
live in.
In order to improve housing diversity and housing choice, a mix of housing
densities is required. Higher density housing marks a significant departure from
the historical pattern of development in Hobsons Bay. However, it is clear that
the demographic trends, such as an ageing population and declining average
household size, signals a move in this direction.
Whilst there is a forecasted demand in smaller household types, there will still be
demand for larger family sized housing to accommodate the largest household
type in the municipality - couples with children. Also, there is a deficit in the
number of three bedroom apartments that can cater for larger household sizes.
There is a need to balance housing diversity in all suburbs.

Housing location
There is currently no pattern to the location of residential infill development in
Hobsons Bay with the majority of new housing being constructed outside of
walkable catchments to train stations and key activity centres.

Future housing growth needs to be directed to areas which maximise access to
existing community infrastructure and services. This means encouraging medium
and higher density residential development within accessible areas where
appropriate.
For existing housing and housing expected to be accommodated in the SRA that
are not within walkable catchments to public transport, there is a need to ensure
that transport options are improved and provided in these areas to service
residents.
The location of future housing also needs to minimise potential conflicts with
existing industrial uses including consideration of existing pipeline infrastructure.

Housing affordability and affordable living
Hobsons Bay was traditionally regarded as an ‘affordable’ municipality however
the gentrification of the eastern and central parts of the municipality has eroded
housing affordability. The decline in affordability is affecting both renters and
home purchasers.
It is estimated that around 9.4 per cent of households (2,936) in Hobsons Bay
were experiencing housing stress in 2011. This includes almost 10 per cent (992
households) in mortgage stress and around 22 per cent (1,944 households) in
rental stress.
With the continual rise in the costs of housing and rents and the forecasted
increase in population over the next 20 years, the likely trend is a decrease in
affordable housing and an increase in housing stress.
There is a need for more diversity in housing options across the municipality. A
diversity of housing options can assist with housing affordability by providing
dwellings at various price points. This can enable renters and purchasers that
want smaller dwellings types or want to downsize to have a suitable alternative
in their suburb. There has been a market failure however in providing affordable
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housing for lower income residents, which is further explaining in the following
section (affordable housing).
There is a link between housing stress and affordable living. If the cost of living is
reduced so that a household has less expenditure on transport and utility costs
(e.g. gas and electricity) and more money to put towards rent/mortgage
payments, then this can assist with housing affordability. Therefore, the expected
increase in housing stress can indicate an increasing demand for homes that are
better located to public transport and are more energy efficient to assist with
affordable living.

Affordable housing
Around 6.2 per cent of households (2011) are in rental stress. With the cost of
private rental housing beyond the reach of many low income households in the
municipality, these households require greater assistance to avoid homelessness.
Due to the market failure to provide affordable housing, there is a demand for
more affordable housing types (non-market housing/social housing) in the
municipality to assist low income households in the rental market. Particularly
for vulnerable households identified as lone person households, one parent
households and people with a disability. Elderly residents (aged 60 years and
over) who do not fully own their own home (i.e. still paying off a mortgage) are
also vulnerable and are likely to be in housing stress.
Council’s Affordable Housing Policy Statement outlines Council’s role in
supporting affordable housing as well as that of the state and commonwealth
government.

Ageing in place

older age groups over the next 20 years, it is forecast that there will be 50 per
cent more residents aged 65 years and over by 2035.59 This increased growth in
older age groups and disabilities indicates a requirement to address the housing
needs and support services of older people.
Older people generally have a preference to age in place to maintain their
independence and community connections. The preliminary consultation
identified that the types of housing required for this demographic is generally
smaller (lower maintenance) and single storey living. Another important aspect
to providing housing which enables residents to age in place is to provide
housing which incorporates accessible/universal design.
The new housing stock which is being developed in Hobsons Bay is however
predominantly double storey townhouses. Furthermore, the majority of new
housing which has been constructed in Hobsons Bay over the last 10 years is
located outside of areas which are walkable to public transport and community
services.60 The housing trend is therefore not supportive of an age friendly
municipality.
In regards to housing design, there is currently no universal design requirements
for private housing in Victoria. The lack of universal design requirements in the
Victorian Building Codes means the majority of private residents are not
accessible. For example, bedrooms and bathrooms are commonly provided on
the second storey only which does not provide the occupant with the option of
living on one level if required.
Whilst there is a preference for people to age in place, there will still be a
proportion of residents that will need to access to retirement villages and nursing
homes for assisted care. It is therefore expected that demand will also increase
for these accommodation types.

Hobsons Bay has an ageing population in line with population trends in Victoria.
It is expected that within Hobsons Bay there will be a substantial increase in the

59

Forecast.id (2015 and 2035).

60

Refer to Section 5.5.1.
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Neighbourhood character
With a forecasted growth in new housing and medium to higher density housing
types, there is a need to ensure that new development does not adversely
impact on existing streetscapes and neighbourhoods and respects
neighbourhood character.
As residential areas in Hobsons Bay is predominantly low scale, any increase in
infill development can be perceived as a high impact on their streetscapes and
existing character by the community.
New residential development needs to be designed to a high quality and
appropriately respond to the neighbourhood character objectives and guidelines
as required in the draft Hobsons Bay Neighbourhood Character Strategy (2016).
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PART SEVEN: PLANNING FOR HOUSING NEEDS IN HOBSONS BAY
7.0 Planning for housing needs in Hobsons Bay
This section builds upon the housing needs identified in the previous section to
determine how housing needs can be planned for in the housing strategy.

Identifying
housing needs

Planning for
housing needs

Hobsons Bay 2030 identifies the linkages between housing and supporting
community infrastructure.
The social determinants of health approach to planning (see Figure 49)
recognises that wellbeing begins with environments that are supportive,
equitable and inclusive and includes elements such as accessible transport,
education, employment, housing, environment, sustainability, inclusive
communities, gender equity, safety, access to health care, and access to
community spaces. Access to housing is a basic human right however this does
not always occur.
Figure 49: Social determinants of health in Hobsons Bay

Managing
housing
growth &
change

Housing is more than bricks and mortar, it is also about accommodating and
integrating an increasing population and/or a changing population into the
existing urban environment and community. Planning for housing needs is not
just about land use, it is also about social, economic and environmental
considerations, therefore planning for and managing housing growth requires a
holistic approach.
Hobsons Bay 2030 Community Vision is the overarching plan for Council,
planning for housing needs in the municipality should align with this plan.61

61

The Municipal Health and Wellbeing Plan is updated every four years.
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When housing is planned for in this regard (with consideration of wider
community impacts), a holistic approach is taken which encompasses not just
land use but also social and environmental considerations.
The overarching objective for the Hobsons Bay Housing Strategy should
therefore be to plan housing for community health and wellbeing.

7.1 Overarching Objective: Planning Housing for
Community Health and Wellbeing

7.1.1

Key policy considerations for housing in Hobsons Bay

Based on the analysis of housing demand and housing issues identified for
Hobsons Bay, four key policy areas have been identified for consideration in the
housing strategy when planning for housing needs, as shown in Figure 50 and
summarised in Table 34.
Figure 50: Key policy areas for the Housing Strategy

There is an important role between housing and community health and
wellbeing. Asides from the basic function of providing shelter, there are many
aspects of housing that are associated with community/social wellbeing.
Research finds that housing and in particular the location of housing, significantly
affects various aspects of social wellbeing.62 Council has a role in planning
healthy communities to accommodate the changing nature of the local
population and in ensuring development is appropriate and accessible for all.
Planning housing for community health and wellbeing includes planning for
housing which provides for a range of people of different ages, backgrounds,
incomes, needs, different household types and which caters for residents at
various stages of life.
Council also has a role in planning healthy neighbourhoods, designing
neighbourhoods that foster active living. This includes ensuring the community
has access to supporting infrastructure and services including public transport,
active transport and employment.
In terms of built form considerations, planning for housing encourages universal
design, incorporates environmentally sustainable design principles and fits in
with existing neighbourhood character.

62

AHURI, Housing, housing assistance and social cohesion in Australia (2005).
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Table 34: Key policy areas - overview
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Key Policy Area One: Population Growth and Change
7.2 Overview
Hobsons Bay needs to plan for an increasing and changing population, this
includes planning not only for housing but also the supporting community
infrastructure and services within the municipality.

7.2.1 Planning for population growth
It is estimated that over the next 20 years the population will grow by an extra
17,005 residents, generating demand for an additional 7,623 new homes (381
new homes per annum) by 2035. Population growth will not be uniform across
the municipality. The highest growth is being driven by key Strategic
Redevelopment Areas in the north and west of the municipality. The remainder
of growth will be from smaller scale infill development across the suburbs.
The location and scale of new housing is a major consideration in planning for
population growth as it influences a number of land use, social, environmental
and economic factors. The location of housing also impacts on community
wellbeing and social cohesion. The location and scale of new housing growth
should be guided by a Housing Framework Plan in the housing strategy.
Over the period 2004 to 2014, an additional 3,316 new dwellings were
constructed; this is a rate of around 301 new homes being built per annum. It is
expected that the growth rate of new housing required from 2015 to 2035 will be
381 per annum.
Hobsons Bay has a diverse mix of residential, industrial and commercial areas.
One of the key challenges of planning for population growth in the municipality is
balancing the competing demands of residential, environmental, industrial and

employment uses. It is important that residential amenity and the operations of
existing industry and businesses are not adversely impacted by the provision of
new homes. There are a number of land use constraints in the municipality, most
associated with industry although there are other constraints including heritage
overlays and foreshore flooding.
Many of the land use constraints relating to industrial uses in Hobsons Bay
currently lack guidance in planning policy and present complex challenges which
can impede the provision of new housing. Hobsons Bay City Council has been
advocating to the State Government for better guidance around existing land use
constraints impacting Hobsons Bay including Major Hazard Facility buffers,
pipeline infrastructure and landfill buffers (Landfill BPEM).
The population is not only growing but also changing. Hobsons Bay has an ageing
population and a shrinking household size. It is estimated that by 2035, there will
be a 41 per cent increase in the number of residents aged 65 years and over
compared to in 2015 (50 per cent compared to 2011).
There will also be changes to the household types, whilst family households
(couples with children) will remain the most common household type in the
municipality, there is expected to be an increase in the smaller household types
(couples without children and lone person households). The impact on housing
provision is that smaller household sizes (fewer people per dwelling) create an
increase in demand for dwellings, even if the population is stable or growing
slowly.
Planning for new homes needs to match residents’ needs now and in the future,
for Hobsons Bay this means that new homes should allow for ageing in place and
housing diversity to cater for all household types.
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7.2.2 Planning for community infrastructure and
services

The use of Development Contribution Plans (to collect financial contributions for
development and community infrastructure) and Open Space Contributions are
the key mechanisms to collect contributions for new development.

A growing population places increased pressure on community infrastructure
and services and potentially the need for the upgrade of existing and/or the
provision of new infrastructure and services.

Development Contribution Plans

The Hobsons Bay community has concerns regarding population growth on
existing services. Council needs to plan ahead for accommodating additional
residents over the next 20 years to make sure that new infrastructure needed by
the community is provided when and where it is needed and that funds are
available to provide the infrastructure63.
Council prepared a draft Community Services and Infrastructure Plan (CSIP) in
2012 to provide the strategic framework for the provision and delivery of
community infrastructure64 to meet the needs of the municipality’s changing
population (2012-17). The CSIP was never adopted by Council.
It is important that Council has effective mechanisms in place to fund community
infrastructure/facilities, particularly in a rate-capping environment. As such,
Council may explore a range of innovative approaches to funding community
infrastructure/facilities in partnership with stakeholders such as state
government and external service providers to ensure that services can continue
to meet demand into the future.

Development infrastructure contributions help fund essential works and services
for communities including roads, parks, local sports and community facilities. In
order to raise contributions, Councils must have a Development Contributions
Plan (DCP).
A DCP is a mechanism used to levy new development for contributions as
allowed for under the Planning and Environment Act (1987). The Act
distinguishes between two types of infrastructure that can be levied and
collected through a DCP – development and community infrastructure.
Development infrastructure are items of infrastructure directly required by the
development, whereas community infrastructure are items of infrastructure used
for community and social purposes which the wider community can use.
DCPs are collected on a per dwelling basis (for residential) and on a per square
metre basis for non-residential uses.
An approved DCP is implemented through the Development Contributions Plan
Overlay (DCPO) and schedule. The DCPO indicates the area covered by the DCP
and the schedule indicates the levies that apply in a particular area. A DCP
identifies infrastructure to be provided.
Council currently has one DCP in place (DCPO1) for the Former Port Phillip
Woollen Mill strategic redevelopment area65. This is Hobsons Bay’s first DCP,

63

Development Contributions Guidelines, DTPLI (March 2007).
Community facilities in the CSIP included: Kindergartens, Maternal and Child Health
Centres, Childcare Centres, Community Meetings Spaces, Community Centres and Seniors
Centres.

65

Approved in April 2016.

64
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traditionally contributions have been made through conditions on planning
permits and voluntary agreements associated with planning scheme
amendments.
In order to prepare the DCPO in Hobsons Bay, Council requires a number of
important documents to inform and justify the development contribution,
including a Community Services and Infrastructure Plan (CSIP) and a Capital
Works Program (10 year period).

The new Infrastructure Contributions System could however replace the Public
Open Space contribution otherwise required by the Subdivision Act 1988.
The existing Hobsons Bay Open Space Strategy is from 2005 and is being updated
to help guide open space planning and contributions sought by council in the
future.

The Victorian Government is reforming the way that development contributions
are obtained. The Planning and Environment Amendment (Infrastructure
Contributions) Bill 201566 introduces a new system for levying infrastructure
contributions. The reforms aim to give developers and councils certainty about
the level of contributions required and the types of infrastructure the
contributions will fund.
The new Infrastructure Contributions System is first being rolled out to greenfield
growth areas and strategic development areas identified in Plan Melbourne. It is
expected that the new system will be rolled out more widely once the levy rates
have been determined although they will not replace existing DCP incorporated
into planning schemes.

Open space contributions
Open Space Contributions are different from Development Contributions. There
are a number of tools/mechanisms to collect open space contributions including
through a DCPO. However, the contribution cannot include the provision of land
for open space as this is generally triggered by Clause 52.01 (Public open space
contribution and subdivision) and section 18 of the Subdivision Act 1988 required generally when a residential property is subdivided into three or more
lots.

66

Introduced in June 2015.
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Key Policy Area Two: Housing Location, Density and Diversity
7.3 Overview

Housing and community infrastructure and services

Housing location, density and diversity are important considerations in planning
for housing as they determine how many additional new dwellings are provided,
the bulk and scale of new residential buildings, the additional number of
residents and mix of residents in an area and the ability of residents to access
community infrastructure and services. Housing location, diversity and density
also has wider impacts on:

Housing growth cannot be addressed in isolation to supporting community
infrastructure and services, such as access to public transport, shops, health
facilities, education and open space. The relationship between housing diversity,
density, location and infrastructure and services is highly important.




community infrastructure and services and open space
meeting residents needs across their life cycle and support ageing in
place

7.3.1 Housing location

Plan Melbourne is about ‘living locally’ by creating a city of 20-minute
neighbourhoods where people have safe and convenient access to the goods and
services they need on a day to day basis by travelling 20 minutes of where they
live by walking, cycling or public transport (refer Figure 51).67 The shift towards
active transport and a move away from car dependency means additional houses
should be directed to areas well serviced by public transport and services.
Figure 51: The 20-minute neighbourhood

Housing location is one of the most important considerations when planning for
future housing as it influences a number of land use, social, environmental and
economic factors, including: the provision of transport services and community
infrastructure, residential amenity, access to open space and to retail and
employment. The location of housing also contributes to community wellbeing
and social cohesion.
State planning policy is to encourage infill residential development in areas
located in or close to activity centres and at sites that offer good access to
transport and services.

67

Plan Melbourne, Direction 5.1: Create a City of 20-Minute Neighbourhoods.
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Active transport refers to non-motorised forms of transport (e.g. walking and
cycling) and has an important role in enabling households to access public
transport, particularly train services and a broad range of health, business and
recreational services within and between neighbourhood centres. The Integrated
Transport Plan currently being prepared for Hobsons Bay has an important role
in promoting and identifying active transport opportunities within the
municipality.
Housing density and diversity are key factors in attracting future community
infrastructure and services. There needs to be a certain number of people within
an area to create enough demand to make community infrastructure and
services operationally viable.
In response to the implementation of the New Residential Zones, Public
Transport Victoria (PTV)68 have clearly stated that Council’s need to carefully
consider the implications of locating the new residential zones, particularly in
relation to public transport services, as increased public transport infrastructure
will not be supported in areas zoned for low growth (e.g. the Neighbourhood
Residential Zone), therefore careful consideration should be given when applying
the minimal growth/low density zone69.
Decisions around directing more growth in an area versus improving public
transport infrastructure and services need to be weighed up appropriately.
Suburbs require diverse communities primarily to ensure that key community
infrastructure and services are supported and maintained. If an area has a
homogenous residential profile then it could result in the loss of some
community services, or place an increased pressure on certain services. For
instance, in an area with an ageing population with a high proportion of empty
nesters and ageing residents, there will be less demand for childcare services and
68 The policy and strategic functions of PTV are now the responsibility of a new transport
agency - Transport for Victoria (August 2017).

schools and a greater demand for say medical facilities and aged care facilities.
Therefore, this area may experience the closure and loss of services catering for
younger residents and be deficient in services required by an older population.
The regeneration of areas is much harder to address once services have been lost
as they are not easy to replace. For example, land previously used for schools
can be sold off for a non-educational use. This represents a loss of a community
facility which would be unlikely to be replaced if higher density/higher
population requires it in the future.

Infill residential development trends in Hobsons Bay
New dwellings should be directed to locations with access to existing public
transport infrastructure and services. However, the infill development trends in
Hobsons Bay over the past decade (2004-14) show that this has not been
occurring as the majority of new homes that have been built in Hobsons Bay
(around two-thirds) have been built in locations outside of areas walkable to
train stations and activity centres. This assessment is based on walkable
catchments which have been determined based on the level of public transport
and the size/role of activity centres70.
This means that the majority of new homes which are being provided in the
municipality are not supporting active transport and State planning policy infill
development objectives. The housing strategy provides the opportunity to redirect housing growth in better locations to existing public transport
infrastructure and community services through identifying housing change areas
and applying the new residential zones.
Equally important is the need to advocate for improvements/upgrades to public
transport to better service the existing population.

69 Reformed Planning Zones for Victoria, Integrating with Public Transport (Discussion
Paper), Public Transport Victoria October 2013.
70 As identified in Section 5.5.1.
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Hobsons Bay is an established municipality and large tracts of undeveloped land
are not available although there are significant brownfield (ex-industrial) sites.
As Hobsons Bay is an urban municipality with no greenfield sites, new housing
has to be absorbed into the existing urban fabric or on land converted for
residential purposes.
Opportunities to accommodate increased growth in the municipality are
confined to Strategic Redevelopment Areas (brownfield sites), in/near activity
centres and train stations (in line with State planning policy) and through infill
development opportunities throughout the suburbs.
There is a diverse range of suburbs in the municipality and not all have equal
access to public transport, community infrastructure and services. Furthermore,
the redevelopment potential of sites varies across the municipality due to
different land use constraints. These and many more factors come into play
when considering the location of future housing and will be addressed in more
detail in the housing capacity assessment and need to be supported by the future
Integrated Transport Plan for Hobsons Bay.

buildings. Density is dependent upon lot size, floor space ratio, building height,
street width and parking requirements. Density does not have to be synonymous
with height, higher density housing can be achieved without ‘high rise’.
Figure 52 shows a comparison between two different housing types in Hobsons
Bay, whilst the low scale streetscape in the Williamstown example might be
perceived as low density, when calculated on site area, it is actually the same
density as the Newport example which represents a new medium density infill
development.
Figure 52: Examples of housing densities with different housing types

7.3.2 Housing density
Housing density refers to the number of dwellings or number of people in a given
area. Many areas within metropolitan Melbourne are experiencing an increased
demand for medium and higher density housing. State policy identifies the need
for urban consolidation in established areas which means making more use of
infill development opportunities and directing higher density developments in
areas around train stations, good public transport and key activity centres.
Housing density and heights
Housing density can be a contentious issue within communities, firstly in regards
to height. Higher density housing is often associated with high rise
developments. Housing densities are however, not always a reliable measure of
built form intensity as a higher residential density does not always mean higher

Pearson Street, Williamstown
Density 50 dw/ha

Blackshaws Road, Newport
Density 50 dw/ha

Another issue with communities regarding densities is the concern that higher
densities mean more people placing more pressure on existing services and
facilities. This is particularly the case in an area which has traditionally been low
density in nature starts to experience redevelopment of higher residential
densities. For example, a single storey detached house is demolished and
replaced with double storey townhouses or three storey apartments.
This issue is even more compounded if the community perceives that community
services and infrastructure are not keeping up with demand from an increasing
resident population. However, as previously noted, housing density (and
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diversity) are also key factors in attracting future community infrastructure and
services.
Community concerns over higher residential density developments also relate to
the impacts on the existing streetscape and neighbourhood character of an area.
With the expectation that all established suburbs are to accommodate an
increasing population71 in the future, Hobsons Bay will experience more growth
in medium and higher density housing.
The importance of high design outcomes and built form standards are therefore
paramount to ensure that new development fits in with the context of the
existing neighbourhood character. Housing design is discussed further in Section
7.5.

Housing density in Hobsons Bay
Whilst the majority of housing in Hobsons Bay is low density detached housing,
there are some variations across the suburb. In general terms, the eastern part of
the municipality is denser than the western part but all areas of Hobsons Bay are
now experiencing increasing pressure to accommodate medium density housing
(i.e. semi-detached, double storey townhouses or apartments) and some areas
under pressure for high density housing (three or more storeys in height). Only
the suburbs of Williamstown, Altona and Newport currently have developments
of four or more storeys in height (refer to Section 5.2).

7.3.3 Housing diversity
A range of housing options are required to cater for the needs of a diverse and
changing resident base in Hobsons Bay. Housing diversity refers to the type of
dwellings that exist or are being built and is also linked to housing density, for
example, separate houses, townhouses, apartments, single level units etc. It is
also important to consider the number of bedrooms when discussing housing
diversity, as this in addition to the type of dwelling, provides an indication of the
mix/diversity of housing in an area. Housing diversity can also refer to a mix of
housing tenures.
A diversity of housing types helps respond to the needs of the community at
different stages of life. Neighbourhoods are constantly evolving primarily due to
changing household needs and preferences reflecting population and age
structure changes; this can be described as the ‘suburb life-cycle’. Figure 53
provides a framework for traditional household pathways and identifies points at
which needs may change.

The New Residential Zones affect housing diversity and building heights and
application of the new zones allow Council’s to direct where housing types and
densities should be provided in an area, giving more certainty for the community
and developers.

71 Plan Melbourne’s housing requirements include an aspiration target of achieving a
70/30 split of net dwelling additions with around 70% (1,080,000 dwellings) of the total in
established areas and 30% (470,000 dwellings) in growth areas.
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Figure 53: Suburb Life-Cycle Framework

Hobsons Bay like the rest of Melbourne has an ageing population. This is an
important consideration for the housing strategy. Plan Melbourne states that to
address this demographic trend, the future housing supply will need to take into
account the changing needs of households for different types of accommodation
over a lifetime.73
The Hobsons Bay Ageing Well Strategy74 identifies the need to create an age
friendly municipality where older residents are able to live in suitable and
affordable housing. As residents move through the suburb lifecycle, their housing
preferences will change due to changing needs and requirements.

Source: Housing.id report (2016)
The changing needs of residents impact on housing needs or preferences. For
example, a couple household occupying a smaller home may need to upsize once
they decide to have children, once the children become old enough to leave the
family home (creating empty nesters), there may be a need or a preference for
the mature couple to downsize to a smaller home.
Plan Melbourne acknowledges that housing diversity enables communities to
stay together by providing housing to meet the needs of people across their life
cycle and facilitating ageing in place.72

Supporting ageing in place

Older people generally want to remain independent and in control of how and
where they live, to maintain their independence and their community
connections and friendships. Feedback from community consultation on housing
needs also identified this housing requirement. The Aged Care Act 1997
introduced the concept of ageing in place to enable choice over housing and
level of care, allowing an older person to remain at home for as long as
possible.75 There will always remain a need for nursing homes and aged care
facilities in the community to accommodate older people who are no longer able
to live independently, however the preference for ageing in place needs to be
supported in housing policy.
The housing preferences for older people generally include single level living and
smaller houses (for lower maintenance) although the assumption that older
people necessarily require fewer bedrooms is not an accurate reflection of
market demand - a spare bedroom may also be a requirement to allow
relatives/grandchildren to stay or to allow space for a hobby/activity. Feedback
from consultation on housing needs with the community and local real estate

72

74

73

75

Residential Zones Standing Advisory Committee (2014).
Plan Melbourne, Policy 2.5.1: Facilitate housing that offers choice and meets changing
household needs.

Ageing Well Strategy (2007-17), p.4.
Ibid, p.10.
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agents noted an unmet demand for these housing types in the municipality (refer
Section 6.2.1).
Another important aspect to providing housing which enables residents to age in
place is to provide housing which incorporates accessible/universal design.
Accessible/universal designed housing however is not just for accommodating an
older population, homes designed in this regard are liveable for the majority of
the population, however there is currently no statutory requirement for homes
to be incorporate universal design standards. This is discussed further in Section
7.5.3.
Creating an ageing friendly municipality is not just about having access to
suitable housing types and options, it is also about having good access to
transport (public and community) and supports active transport to community
services and facilities (the ’20-minute neighbourhood’). Ensuring that a diversity
of housing types are provided in areas with good access to transport (e.g. around
train stations, serviced by buses) and are walking distance to shops/community
services is important to support an ageing friendly community.

Housing diversity in Hobsons Bay
Currently, there is a lack in the diversity of housing in Hobsons Bay (as identified
in Section 5.2) which is dominated by detached three bedroom dwellings. A lack
of housing diversity does not support residents as they move through different
stages of life, as this type of dwelling often only caters for a particular household
type. Furthermore, a lack of diversity also impacts on housing affordability. An
area with a mix of housing types also provides a mix of housing at different price
points.
Identifying housing change areas to direct housing growth in Hobsons Bay (for
the application of the New Residential Zones) has implications on housing
diversity. The housing change areas therefore need to be applied in a balanced
manner to allow a diversity of housing across all suburbs in the municipality.
Whilst there is an expectation and pressure on established neighbourhoods to
accommodate higher density infill development, there is also the need to protect
the loss of family sized homes with good sized gardens. Diversity is ensuring
there is a good mix of all housing types. This is addressed further in Section 8
(Managing future housing growth).
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Key Policy Area Three: Housing Affordability and Affordable Housing
7.4 Overview
Housing affordability is a key determinant in the role and function of housing in
the community. Housing affordability not only impacts on households but has
major implications on the wider economy and social cohesion within
communities.
Australia has been experiencing a decline in housing affordability. Home
ownership has long been the preferred tenure of both renters and owners.
However, achieving the ‘Australian dream’ of home ownership is now beyond the
reach of many households, particularly low-income households. The decline in
housing affordability has placed increased pressure on the need for more
affordable housing.
Hobsons Bay, like many areas around Melbourne, has experienced an increase in
housing prices and rents in recent years. The area is reasonably desirable given
its proximity to the CBD, access to freeways, open space and the coast. Hobsons
Bay was traditionally regarded as an ‘affordable’ municipality (compared to its
eastern suburb counterparts), however the gentrification of the eastern and
central parts of the municipality has eroded housing affordability.
Many residents in the municipality are experiencing issues with housing
affordability and there is a need for the housing strategy to identify potential
opportunities and actions to help improve housing affordability and to match
housing to resident’s needs.

and fiscal measures to address the issues are gaining little traction at the federal
level.
At the State level, there is an intention by the Victorian Government with the
introduction of the Homes for Victorians affordable housing strategy, (and in the
Plan Melbourne), the need to improve housing affordability with potential
mechanisms to increase the supply of social and affordable housing supply.
However, the implementation tools remain voluntary and current policy in the
Victorian Planning Scheme is only around ‘encouraging’ affordable housing
rather than the inclusion of specific planning mechanisms to increase supply.
There is currently little opportunity for local governments in Victoria to directly
influence private market housing (private purchases and rentals). There are
however opportunities emerging for local government to explore to increase the
provision of non-market housing (social housing).
This section has been drafted with consideration of a housing affordability
report76 and the Hobsons Bay Affordable Housing Policy Statement.77 The
housing strategy needs to align with Affordable Housing Policy Statement which
includes a definition of affordable housing (non-market housing) and private
housing (market housing), as well as potential actions for Council to explore to
support the implementation of affordable housing in the municipality.

There is a need for an increase in supply for both affordable market and nonmarket housing. Whilst housing affordability is very important, housing policy
76

Housing Affordability, Hobsons Bay City Council, .id (April 2016).

77

Affordable Housing Policy Statement, Hobsons Bay City Council (2016).
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7.4.1 Why housing affordability is important

7.4.2 Who is affected by housing affordability?

Housing affordability is important as it impacts on households, the economy
(national, regional and local), social equity and social cohesion within
communities. Housing is one of the universal determinants of community health
and wellbeing.

Housing affordability affects everybody who needs to rent or purchase a home
but there are groups/household types more impacted by affordability than
others. The vulnerable groups/households that are considered more ‘at risk’ to
housing affordability are identified in Section 7.4.6.

The causes of affordability problems are complex and diverse and are affected by
various external factors such as, household income, housing supply and demand,
house prices/rents, interest rates and demographic changes.78 Because housing
is a long-term provision, housing markets are inherently slow to adjust to
changing demands.

Table 35 below provides a breakdown on the housing and tenure types impacted
by affordability.

Housing affordability is typically considered a social issue and is given limited
attention in many economic development strategies. However, a lack of
affordable housing can impact on the local economy. If housing is no longer
affordable for lower income workers and ‘key workers’, then this will have an
impact on the productivity of a place because the local economy needs lower
income workers and key workers to function.79
Housing affordability has a role in social equity and social connectivity in
communities. There is a metropolitan-wide trend for increasing polarisation of
suburbs by income as those with higher incomes are moving to areas of high net
worth with better access to existing transport infrastructure and services.
Whereas, those with lower incomes are being pushed out to the fringes or areas
with poorer access to community infrastructure and services. Areas traditionally
seen as low income have been/are being gentrified by those on higher incomes
as they seek to access amenities and employment. This creates polarisation of
communities.

78

Housing affordability: a 21st century problem, AHURI (September 2007).

Table 35: Housing scale and tenure types

Housing Scale
Market Housing
(Private)

Tenure Types
Home Ownership
Private Rental

Non-Market
Housing

Public/Social
Housing

Community
Housing

Temporary
Housing/
Homelessness

Rooming/
Boarding Houses

Emergency &
Crisis Shelters

79

Description
Private market dwellings that are either fully
owned or being purchased with a mortgage.
Private market dwellings that are for rent by a
private landlord.
Public or social housing that is owned or leased
by the Department of Health and Human Services
that are available to rent to low income
households.
Housing managed by not for profit organisations
that are registered as either housing associations
or housing providers by the Victorian Registrar of
Housing under the Housing Act 1983.
A dwelling in which four or more people, who are
not related to the landlord, have separate
agreements to pay rent. ABS defines rooming
houses as a form of homelessness due to the less
secure form of tenure.
Short-term housing managed by not-for-profit
organisations. Includes women’s refuges, youth
refuges and major crisis supported
accommodation services.

Housing Affordability, Hobsons Bay City Council, .id (April 2016).
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7.4.3 What is the difference between ‘Housing
Affordability’ and ‘Affordable Housing’?
There is a difference between ‘housing affordability’ and ‘affordable housing’. In
summary, housing affordability refers to the price to purchase or rent a dwelling
in an area whereas affordable housing refers to housing which is affordable to
people on low and moderate incomes.

7.4.4 Affordable housing definition
Affordable housing definition (Hobsons Bay Affordable Housing Policy
Statement):
Market and non-market affordable housing that is occupied by households in the
lower 40 per cent of the income distribution scale including key workers.
Affordable market housing (private housing)

Affordable housing is currently not defined in the State Planning Policy
Framework and confusion in terminology has been a feature of submissions to
Tribunals and Panels by developers and their advisers.

Private home ownership where the purchasers mortgage costs do not
exceed 30 per cent of the gross income of the occupant.
Rental housing that is owned and managed by private individuals or
corporations and where rent does not exceed 30 per cent of the gross
income of the household.

Housing Affordability
Housing affordability refers to the price to purchase or rent a dwelling in an area.
It is a term which refers to any household’s ability to pay for housing. Measuring
‘housing stress’ is a way to determine housing affordability.
Housing stress is a specific term which refers to households having trouble
meeting their financial obligations whether it’s rent or mortgage payments.
Housing stress is not the same as housing affordability, but it can provide some
insight into it.

Non-market housing (social housing)
Rental housing that is owned and managed by the Director of Housing.
Rental housing that is owned and managed by a not for profit housing
organisation.
Affordable market and non-market housing provide
housing choices, which are of appropriate size, liveable, accessible and
incorporating the principles of universal design, secure in tenure and located
in good proximity to employment services and critical infrastructure such as
transport

Affordable Housing
Affordable housing is different to housing affordability in that it refers to housing
that is targeted for particular income groups. A definition of affordable housing
as contained in the Hobsons Bay Affordable Housing Policy Statement (2016) 80 is
provided in Section 7.4.4.

80

The Victorian Government’s affordable housing strategy (Homes for Victorians) includes
a definition for affordable housing (refer Table 2 in Section 2.2.4), this was released after
the Hobsons Bay policy statement was adopted by Council. Council’s policy statement

are
managed under tenant selection and rent setting policies that ensure
occupants do not pay more than 30 per cent of their income on rent
and are

may need to be revised to align with any definition that may be included in the Victorian
Planning Provisions.
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delivered and managed by not for profit organisations in a manner intended
to implement the aims of Council’s Municipal Public Health and Wellbeing
Plan as amended from time to time.

7.4.5 The role of government in affordable housing
In Australia, funding for affordable housing supply is largely the budget
responsibility of the Commonwealth and State governments through:




welfare programs, principally the Commonwealth Rent Assistance
taxation policies that include negative gearing
direct supply of low-income housing through state housing authorities

In addition, in Victoria, there is a not for profit community housing sector with
dwellings values at over $2.5 billion including 19,000 dwellings81 either owned or
under management. This sector operates as an alternate service provider to
State government.

Commonwealth Government
The National Australian Housing Agreement (NAHA) guides the Commonwealth’s
partnership agreements with the states about social housing.
The Coalition of Australian Government (CoAG) Affordable Housing National
Leading Practice Guide and Tool Kit highlights the importance of ensuring that
affordable housing impacts are addressed by the planning system in a variety of
ways, including:


81
82

ensuring that development processes (particularly large scale urban
renewal and redevelopment projects) offset their impact on the
availability of low-cost housing

Community Housing Federation of Victoria, Better Asset Management (July 2015).
DHHS (2015) Public housing waiting and transfer list (September 2015).



ensuring that planning systems provide for greater housing diversity to
achieve social mix and to support economic prosperity
enabling planning authorities to use planning mechanisms to facilitate
new affordable housing for low and moderate income people82

However, there is a lack of legislation or regulation to action the guidelines.

Victorian Government
At the State level, the Victorian Government provides public rental housing to
low income households. There are around 64, 500 public housing dwellings in
Victoria (as of June 2014)83.
However, within planning policy in Victoria, there are currently no mechanisms
within the planning framework (pursuant to the Planning and Environment Act
1987) to directly increase the supply of affordable housing stock. There are a
number of policies within the SPPF that relate to the provision of affordable
housing, namely in Clause 16 (Housing) and Clause 11 (Settlement). Whilst these
State policies set the intention for planning to address affordable housing, they
do not explicitly provide for the use of specific planning mechanisms to protect
existing supplies of affordable housing, or require contributions to or inclusion of
affordable housing or social housing stock.
Plan Melbourne and Homes for Victorians
The introduction of Plan Melbourne and the affordable housing strategy (Home
for Victorians) signals an intent from the Victorian Government to strengthen the
role of planning in delivering affordable housing. It includes a number of new
initiatives and reforms such as inclusionary zoning and streamlined decisionmaking processes for social housing proposals, however the implementation
tools remain voluntary.

83

Key Statistics Victorian Housing & Tenancy, Tenants Union of Victoria Ltd (January
2015).
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Whilst the affordable housing strategy includes a definition of affordable
housing, there is still no definition of the term “affordable housing” in the
Planning and Environment Act 1987 or the SPPF.

Local Government
All councils in Victoria have policy, regulatory and direct roles in housing. Council
is already active in the planning, regulation and delivery of affordable housing in
the municipality, as set out Appendix H.
Council has also adopted an updated Affordable Housing Policy Statement (2016)
which sets out guiding actions that the Council can explore to support the
implementation of affordable housing. The full version is provided in Appendix I.
Council is also part of the Western Region Affordable Housing Working Group.
The Group has been established to inform a shared policy position and
partnerships to advocate to the state and/or federal government on the need to
increase the supply of affordable housing throughout the region.

7.4.6 Housing affordability issues in Hobsons Bay
Historically, Hobsons Bay has been a relatively affordable location for housing
although this has changed over the years. Housing costs in the middle ring
suburbs (approximately 10 to 20 kilometres from the CBD) such as Hobsons Bay
have increased significantly. Over time, this increase has resulted in an increase
in market house prices and private rentals which household incomes have
struggled to keep up with, therefore decreasing housing affordability in Hobsons
Bay.
The impact of rising house prices can be profound as more affluent households
move into middle and lower income neighbourhoods84. Furthermore, low-

84

income households are most likely to move out of gentrifying areas losing
diversity of residents.
While housing in the outer western municipalities such as Wyndham and Melton
is currently affordable compared to Hobsons Bay, the housing is often located
away from community infrastructure, public transport, services and employment.
As a result, the benefits of affordable housing are offset as residents become
more car dependent and endure longer commutes to employment.
With the rising cost of houses and rents showing no signs of abating and the
forecasted increase in population over the next 20 years, the likely trend is
increasing housing stress and a decrease in affordable housing.
In order to maintain the diversity of residents who have traditionally lived in
Hobsons Bay and to improve housing affordability, a range of interventions and
advocacy is required in the housing strategy to ensure the municipality’s housing
stock caters for households across the socio-economic spectrum.
The main planning policy response to address affordability has been in terms of
providing a diversity of (market) housing options. Often ‘diversity’ has translated
into the provision of smaller (one and two bedroom) apartments that are sold at
a lower price range. This response has not assisted low income households who
still struggle to pay market rents, especially households which require larger
dwelling types. Therefore, in order to address housing affordability, actions are
needed for both market (private) housing and non-market (social housing).

Key housing affordability issues in Hobsons Bay
The key housing affordability issues identified in Hobsons Bay include the:


proportion of residents/households that are in housing stress and
declining rental affordability

Hobsons Bay Affordable Housing Policy Statement (2016).
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proportion of residents/households that are vulnerable in the housing
market
economic implications and impacts on key workers
rates of homelessness and issues with rooming houses
high proportion of empty homes in the municipality

In 2011, around 9.4 per cent (2,936) of households in Hobsons Bay were
experiencing housing stress, with more than 22 per cent of renting households in
housing stress and almost 10 per cent in mortgage stress.85
There has been a growth in housing stress in the municipality since 2001 where
housing stress increased by around 945 households (between 2001 and 2011), an
increase of 45 per cent. Most of this growth occurred between 2001 and 2006,
largely due to growth in households experiencing rental stress. As the area
becomes relatively more attractive and further gentrifies, there is a risk that
escalating house and rental prices will put further pressure on housing stress in
Hobsons Bay.86
Households experiencing housing stress usually need to make compromises on
areas of expenditure in order to meet housing costs. Severe housing stress leads
to a constant juggle of household expenditure in order to meet mortgage/rent
payments. Failure to make these housing payments can lead to homelessness.
Generally, high rent and high mortgage households are located in the eastern
part of Hobsons Bay. Most of the dwellings which are affordable confined to the
western suburbs of Altona Meadows and Laverton.

Vulnerable residents/households
It is important to understand the residents/households that are likely to be
vulnerable in the housing market to better direct strategies and policies to assist.
Table 36 identifies the most vulnerable residents in Hobsons Bay as elderly
residents (people aged 60 years and above who do not fully own their own
home), people with a disability, those on low incomes, , and single parent
families.
Table 36: Hobsons Bay residents vulnerable to the housing market

Group
Elderly residents (over 60 years)
People with a disability
Low income households
(<$63,000)
Newly arrived migrants
Single parent family households
Unemployed
Indigenous

Hobsons Bay Residents (2011)
No.
%
15,909
19.0
14,825*
17.1
13,400
47.7**
5,390 since 2006***
3,597
2,353****
390

11.1
5.6
0.5

*Survey of disability, ageing and carers, ABS (2009)
** Based on the total number of households who stated their income (28,108).
***Department of Immigration (Settlement Data)
****ABS Data 2012

Economic implications

A key issue in Hobsons Bay is the decline in rental affordability. There is a clear
component of around 1,800 low income households in the private rental market,
paying near median rents who will be struggling to afford to stay in Hobsons Bay.
A significant component of low income renters were single parent families.

As previously noted, the availability of affordable housing impacts on the
economy. If employees are unable to afford to live close to work then the
impacts include:

85

86

As identified in the analysis in Section 4.10.2.



local industries facing additional costs and impacts on competitiveness
(e.g. job retention, recruitment costs, etc.)

Housing affordability, Hobsons Bay City Council prepared by .id consultants (April 2016).
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workers facing additional costs in the form of transport or housing,
resulting in a fall of disposable income
workers may change their place of work to be closer to home, further
reducing the labour force pool available

This issue is most pressing for Hobsons Bay strategic industries which are
expected to drive employment growth.
Hobsons Bay has a significant industrial base, including significant petrochemical
plants and refineries in Spotswood and Altona North. However, more recent
years have seen an overall decline in manufacturing activity and a diversification
in the economic base towards freight and logistics, construction and services.

Another important element in attracting and retaining workers is the cost of
travel and the ability of the municipality to provide a range of convenient journey
options to a larger number of passengers so that a variety of trip types and areas
are serviced by public and active transport. Almost 80 per cent of residents in
Hobsons Bay travel to work by car and the difference in costs between private
and public transport is significant. For example, the annual cost of owning and
operating a medium size car is $10,000 compared to the cost of an annual Myki
pass ($1,521), this is without factoring in the overall costs of car dependency to
the community particularly in relation to health and environmental outcomes.87
Figure 54: Employment by industry in Hobsons Bay (2013-14)

Hobsons Bay largest employers include Manufacturing (9,686 people or 22.0%);
Transport, Postal and Warehousing (6,997 people or 15.9%); and Construction
(5,345 people or 12.2%). In combination these three industries accounted for
22,028 people in total or 50.1 per cent of the workforce.
Compared to Greater Melbourne, Hobsons Bay had a much greater share of
employment in Manufacturing and Transport, Postal and Warehousing. This
reflects Hobsons Bay traditional strengths in industrial activities (see Figure 54).
Over the past decade, there has been strong job growth in Construction (+2,177
persons); Transport, Postal and Warehousing (+2,138 persons); and Health Care
and Social Assistance (+1,076 persons).
While there was a sharp decline in manufacturing employment over this period,
it remains a dominant employer in Hobsons Bay.
The ability to attract skills and labour in these industries will be a key
requirement for the Hobson’s Bay economy as it continues to transform. Housing
affordability is one consideration to attract and retain skills.

87

Key workers
Another key consideration in regards to the local workforce and housing is the
impact on key workers. Key workers can be defined as employees providing an
essential service (e.g. teachers, police, nurses). As key workers find themselves

Hobsons Bay Integrated Transport Plan, draft background report (2016).
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unable to buy housing, further demand is placed on providing private rental and
this demand translates to higher rents.

that Health Care and Transport are likely to be the most at risk to rental price
growth in Hobsons Bay.

Housing affordability analysis for Hobsons Bay’s strategic industries

Table 38: Change in average wages in Hobsons Bay (2004-14)

An analysis of incomes shows that most strategic industries have incomes above
the Hobsons Bay average individual income level of $66,207 per year (refer Table
37). Out of all the strategic industries, Health Care and Transport are likely to be
the most at risk to rental price growth with incomes below the Hobsons Bay
average.
Table 37: Average wage per worker (2015)

Average annual wage
per worker
Manufacturing

70,401

Construction

71,812

Transport, Postal and Warehousing

57,692

Health Care and Social Assistance

54,963

Total Industries

66,207

Source: National Institute of Economic and Industry Research (NIEIR) ©2015.
Compiled and presented in economy.id by .id, the population experts
Table 38 shows the change in average wages of all Hobsons Bay workers
between 2004 and 2010. The average income of all workers increased by around
0.8 per cent per year between 2004 and 2010. Income growth improved has
since improved to 1.4 per cent per year between 2010 and 2014. The strategic
industries have performed relatively well compared to the average across all
industries.
Further investigations reveal that wages have fallen behind rental growth making
it harder to rent in Hobsons Bay (albeit still affordable). This analysis again shows

2004-10

2010-14

Manufacturing

0.7%

2.3%

Construction

1.2%

1.9%

Transport, Postal and Warehousing

-1.6%

1.9%

Health Care and Social Assistance

3.3%

-3.9%

Total Industries

0.8%

1.4%

Source: National Institute of Economic and Industry Research (NIEIR) ©2015.
Compiled and presented in economy.id by .id, the population experts

Employment self-sufficiency
Self-sufficiency measures the proportion of workers in the local area who also
live in the Local Government Area or region. It indicates the level at which the
local residents meet the labour requirements of the local industries or
businesses.
In 2011 29.6 per cent of Hobsons Bay City’s workforce were local residents. This
means 70.4 per cent of the Hobson’s Bay workforce live outside of Hobsons
Bay. In terms of the strategic industries, Health Care and Social Assistance and
Safety has a relatively high share of workers who live in Hobsons Bay. This
highlights the preference of workers to live locally, meaning that they will be
more impacted by changes to house prices and rents in Hobsons Bay.
Transport, Postal and Warehousing however has a very low self-sufficiency
meaning that the Transport sector in Hobsons Bay relies on labour from other
areas of Melbourne.
Table 39 identifies the levels of self-sufficiency for each industry in Hobsons Bay.
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Table 39: Self-sufficiency by industry (2016)

This analysis also highlights that Hobsons Bay plays an important regional role,
providing a range of job opportunities for the wider western subregion. This
means that the housing needs for Hobsons Bay workforce is also dependent on
housing supply outside of Hobsons Bay.

Homelessness
Homelessness is an issue which needs to be addressed at the broader level with
proactive measures that prevent homelessness in the first place. Around eight
per cent of the total number of homeless people in Melbourne’s West were in
Hobsons Bay (in 2011)88.
LeadWest89 has identified key actions to try to address the issues of
homelessness in Melbourne’s West. This includes investing in strategies that
focus on transition points and life events and investment in services that can
intervene early to prevent homelessness. In addition, there is a need for
improved funding support for specialist homelessness services within the region
as well as an increase in the supply of affordable housing and specialist housing
models that link accommodation and support critical to reducing homelessness.
In relation to homelessness, LeadWest have a target of a five per cent annual
average reduction in rate of homelessness in Melbourne’s West. 90
The priority actions to achieve this include:




implement new and innovative partnerships and ways to encourage and
stimulate the supply of well-located and affordable housing
increase labour force participation and employment rates across
Melbourne’s west
reduce the incidence of family violence

Source: Housing affordability, .id (2016)

88
89

As identified in Section 4.8.2.
Housing and Homelessness – Western Agenda, LeadWest (2012-16).

90 The LeadWest Western Agenda document (2012-16) is currently being updated so the
targets/actions are expected to change.
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Rooming Houses
Rooming houses are classed as a form of homelessness due to their insecure
tenure.91 Council has a regulatory role in the operation of rooming houses. It is a
legal requirement (under the provision of the Public Health and Wellbeing Act
2008) that operators of rooming houses need to register the rooming house with
the local council and they must meet various building regulations and health and
safety regulations (such as overcrowding, cleanliness and hygiene). All registered
rooming houses are now listed on the public register92. There are 11 registered
rooming houses within Hobsons Bay.
A building permit is required to change a domestic dwelling (class 1a - Building
Code of Australia) to a rooming house (class 1b - Building Code of Australia).
There are also requirements through the Premises Standards of the Disability
Discrimination Act 1992 that rooming houses need to be accessible to enable
people with disabilities to be accommodated.
Whilst rooming houses have traditionally accommodated disadvantaged and
vulnerable people, there is evidence that this profile is changing with other
sections of the community such as international and domestic students,
travellers, low-income earners and some type of key workers93, turning to
rooming houses as a cheaper accommodation option as private rental costs rise.
Tenancy mix can be an issue in rooming houses as they house some of society’s
most excluded and vulnerable individuals, often on a legally insecure or ‘nontenured’ basis. There is often a high turnover of tenants and some
neighbourhood disturbance and complaints to local councils.94 Councils have a
responsibility to carry out inspections of any properties to make sure they are
safe, properly registered and meeting the minimum standards.95

Whilst the current number of registered rooming houses in the municipality is
relatively low in Hobsons Bay, there has been a rather high proportion of
prosecutions which have been a burden to Council’s resources.
There has also been a number of unsuccessful prosecutions primarily due to the
existing legal framework which makes it difficult to get powers of entry to the
property to collect the necessary evidence.

Empty Homes
Empty homes is an issue which can impact on affordable housing. Hobsons Bay
has around 1,000 homes (almost three per cent) that are empty and a further
2,390 homes that were underutilised in 2013.96
There can be various reasons for why owners leave homes empty but in many
cases, it is due to speculative capital gain by property investors, termed ‘Buy to
leave’ properties. The problem is compounded in areas highly sought after by
foreign investors who leave homes vacant and derelict after purchasing, as many
just buy for capital gain. Because ‘Buy to leave’ properties are not for rent, they
are not included in the short-term vacancy measures reported by real estate
firms (as these are only based on ‘available for rent’ advertised dwellings). If they
were included, then the vacancy rates would be much higher than what is stated.
There are many disadvantages to empty homes, not only do they create more
housing demand, fuel the ‘under supply’ of housing and impact on affordability
but they also impact on an area. Homes left vacant for a long period of time can
become unsightly if not maintained and attract crime/vandalism which impacts
on the neighbourhood. Empty homes can also impact on the values of other
property in the street.
Empty homes is therefore an issue which needs to be addressed. In the UK the
Government released a strategy in 2011 to tackle empty homes ‘Laying the

91

94

92

95

Based on ABS classifications of homelessness.
Statewide Rooming House Register.
93 ibid

ibid
The Minimum Standards were introduced under the Residential Tenancies Act.
96 As identified in Section 5.1.2.
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Foundations: A Housing Strategy’. The national strategy outlined a number of
incentives and disincentives to help tackle the empty homes issue, including:





giving Councils local flexibility to charge up to 50 per cent extra tax/rates
on property that has been unoccupied/unfurnished for two or more
years
giving the New Homes Bonus for local authorities for long-term empty
homes that are brought back in to use
exercising Compulsory Acquisition power - under section 17 of The
Housing Act 1985 which allows local authorities to acquire under-used
or ineffectively used property for residential purposes if there is a
general housing need in the area (often used as a last resort for Councils
but it does provide an option to get a home back into use)

In Australia, there is no policy within the housing agenda regarding the issue with
empty homes, in order to fully address this issue there would require taxation
reforms (e.g. the introduction of a vacancy tax) in relation to land and property.
With the housing affordability crisis and increases in homelessness, having empty
homes within our cities is unacceptable.
There is an opportunity for the housing strategy to address this issue as part of
the housing affordability agenda.

7.4.7 What can be done to improve housing
affordability and affordable housing?
As previously identified, the impacts of housing affordability extend beyond
individual households to the wider community and economy. Through Council’s
Municipal Public Health and Wellbeing Plan and the Council Plan, Hobsons Bay
City Council is committed to improving the health and wellbeing of the Hobsons
Bay community. In terms of housing affordability and affordable housing, there
are a number of options which council can pursue. These options/actions are
presented in Table 40 below.

The options identified are separated into market (private) housing and nonmarket (social) housing.

Options/Actions – Market (private) housing
Whilst it has already been established that Council has little direct influence in
the private housing market, there are opportunities for the housing strategy to
address housing affordability in market housing as outlined in Table 40 below.
Table 40: Actions to address housing affordability for market (private) housing

Market Housing
Action
Increase housing diversity
(housing types) across the
municipality

Encourage infill development in
well located areas

Encourage environmentally
sustainable design within new
dwellings
Increasing the supply of houses
through reducing the number of
empty homes

Description
Increasing housing diversity across the
municipality in terms of housing types and
the number of bedrooms is important as it
encourages the supply of housing at
different price points, this allows
opportunities for first home buyers and lowmiddle income households to access private
market housing.
New housing which is well located to public
transport facilities and existing services and
community infrastructure promotes active
transport and reduces the expenditure
associated with owning a car.
Housing which incorporates
environmentally sustainable design reduces
household expenditure on utility bills,
promoting affordable living.
Empty homes are a wasted resource and
can negatively impact on housing
affordability as they fuel an ‘under supply’
of housing. It is estimated that around nine
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Advocate for the return of the
National Rental Affordability
Scheme (NRAS)

per cent (3,417 homes) in Hobsons Bay are
empty or underutilised. There is an
opportunity for Council to advocate to the
State government on this issue and to
investigate mechanisms/incentives to bring
empty homes back on the market.
The NRAS scheme was a mechanism
introduced by the Federal and State
governments to address the shortage of
affordable private rental housing to allow
low and moderate income households to
rent at a rate at least 20 per cent below the
market value rent. The scheme played an
important role in preventing homelessness
by providing secure housing to many people
at risk. The scheme was abolished in 2014.
Council should advocate to the Federal
government to reintroduce the scheme or a
similar tool to reduce market rents for those
at risk to prevent homelessness and take
the pressure off the demand for social
housing.

This is particularly pertinent in the absence of new funding streams for delivering
affordable housing from commonwealth and state governments. Council should
therefore be open to exploring a range of innovative approaches to funding and
delivery of affordable housing in partnership with stakeholders such as the state
government and affordable housing providers.
The housing strategy should be guided by the actions contained in the Hobson
Bay Affordable Housing Policy Statement.

Options/Actions – Non-Market (social) housing
A number of land use planning levers could potentially be utilised to encourage
and facilitate the development of affordable housing. In the absence of an
accepted statewide Inclusionary Zoning approach, Council needs to explore other
ways to facilitate the incorporation of affordable housing into development
proposals.
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Key Policy Area Four: Housing Design, Functionality and Sustainability
7.5 Overview
Housing design, functionality and sustainability considers the built form aspects
of housing. Built form considerations are an important part of the housing
strategy as they impact on neighbourhood character, residential amenity,
functionality, liveability and environmental sustainability associated with
residential land uses.
Another key consideration for housing is the role of waste management. Waste
management and resource recovery is an important service for residents. The
way housing is designed, particularly for higher density developments can impact
on this function.
Housing design and sustainability impacts on community health, wellbeing,
liveability and the built and natural environment, it is therefore an important
consideration when planning for future housing needs.
Housing design can be considered under three key areas:
1) Housing design, heritage and neighbourhood character – refers to the
look and feel of a place in response to various public and private
elements including building heights, landscaping, front fences, building
siting (i.e. setbacks) and building materials as well as areas with heritage
values.
2) Housing design and functionality – relates to external and internal
amenity such as overlooking, access to sunlight, private open space,
noise etc. and the internal layout, design and functionality of a building

including accessible, adaptablity and universal design. It also includes
consideration of waste management and resource recovery.
3) Housing and sustainability – is about conserving energy, water and
waste through the design and construction of homes, as well as
promoting more sustainable living for communities.
Some of the built form aspects of housing and housing design which impact on
neighbourhood character and amenity can be considered in the schedules to the
New Residential Zones.

7.5.1 Housing design and the planning scheme
(ResCode)
Residential development must consider the residential development provisions
of the planning scheme, this includes the objectives and standards set out in
ResCode.97 ResCode applies to the construction or extension of one or more
dwelling up to and including four storeys in height (excluding basement).
ResCode requirements are contained in Clause 54 (one dwelling), Clause 55 (two
or more dwellings), Clause 55.07 (Apartment Developments of four storeys or
less) and Clause 56 (residential subdivision) of the Victorian Planning Provisions.
Residential developments (apartments) that are up to four storeys are assessed
under ResCode. Developments of five or more storeys are exempt from the

97

ResCode brings all the objectives and standards for housing together (incorporated) into
the Victorian planning scheme and Victorian Building Regulations.
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requirements of ResCode but are required to be assessed against Clause 58
(Apartment Developments).
The residential development provisions are underpinned by key measures to
respect neighbourhood character and amenity. All new residential development
applications must meet all objectives of Clause 54 and 55 which aim to achieve
residential development that:




respects neighbourhood character
protects amenity
is more sustainable

The objectives contain standards which should normally be met. Council can vary
some of the standards in Clause 54 and 55 by using a schedule to a residential
zone (the suite of new residential zones) or a schedule to the Neighbourhood
Character Overlay. Any changes to these schedules need to be strategically
justified.

Better Apartment Design Standards and Guidelines

Urban Design Guidelines for Victoria
The Urban Design Guidelines (the ‘Guidelines’) aim to create neighbourhoods
that foster community interaction and make it easy for people of all ages and
abilities to live healthy lifestyles and engage in regular physical activity.
The Urban Design Guidelines for Victoria provide advice on:
 the design of public spaces
 building design in relation to a building’s interface with public spaces
 the layout of cities, towns and neighbourhoods.
The Guidelines were introduced in August 2017 and replace: Guidelines for
Higher Density Residential Development (2004); Activity Centre Design
Guidelines (2005); and Safer Design Guidelines for Victoria (2005).
The Guidelines are a reference document in all planning schemes through the
SPPF.
The Guidelines are structured around six elements of design consideration:
 urban structure

The Better Apartment Design Standards were introduced (in April 2017) to
improve the liveability and sustainability of apartments across Victoria. There are
a total of 16 design standards relating to siting and building arrangement,
building performance and dwelling amenity.



movement network



public spaces



public transport environs



buildings

The standards apply to all apartment developments except for the Building
Setback standard, which only applies to apartments of five stories or more.
The Apartment Design Guidelines for Victoria were introduced to provide
assistance to applicants, architects, building designers and planners for designing
and assessing apartment developments.



objectives in the public realm

Under each element is a series of objectives.

Minimum Garden Area Requirements
A minimum garden area requirement has been introduced into the
Neighbourhood Residential Zone and the General Residential Zone. The
requirement has been introduced to protect the open green character of
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neighbourhoods. The mandatory requirements apply to land greater than 400
square metres as follows:
Table 41: Minimum garden area requirements

Lot Size (sqm)
400-500
501-650
Above 650

Minimum garden area (%)
25%
30%
35%

Schedules in the New Residential Zones
The New Residential Zones allow councils the ability to insert multiple schedules
to specify further application requirements based on the local context. The
schedules allow the specification of different standards to Clause 54 (single
dwellings) or Clause 55 (Two or more dwellings) for:









minimum street setbacks
site coverage
permeability
landscaping
side and rear setbacks
walls on boundaries
private open space
front fence height

The schedules also allow other specifications based on the zone type, this is will
be addressed in the revised and updated Hobsons Bay Neighbourhood Character
Study.

7.5.2 Housing design, heritage and neighbourhood
character
Hobsons Bay is a diverse municipality with housing stock representing all eras.
The eastern parts of the municipality have older housing stock than the western
side. The community values the character of their neighbourhoods and there is
some concern regarding inappropriate development impacting on existing
character, particularly in the eastern parts of the municipality where there are
higher development pressures and significant heritage areas.
One of the key challenges of the housing strategy is to respect existing heritage
areas and preserve neighbourhood character whilst also planning for housing to
accommodate an increasing population. With the expectation for established
neighbourhoods to accommodate more infill development and more higher
density development, it is imperative that new residential development is
designed to a high quality and appropriately responds to neighbourhood
character. Well-designed homes have good urban design which respects and
enhances existing neighbourhood character.
Neighbourhood character is addressed in several ways in the residential
development provisions including the requirement for a design response and
meeting the objectives and standards (in ResCode Clauses 54.02 and 55.02) in
relation to:







street setback
building height
side and rear setbacks
site coverage
private open space
front fence height
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As identified in Section 6.2.1, there is community concern regarding higher
density development negatively impacting on existing streetscape and
neighbourhood character.
Neighbourhood character and amenity are often the major factors in
determining whether a permit should be granted, and they are often the main
points of contention in the community. The key design issues for residential
development in Hobsons Bay include:98





Table 42: Neighbourhood character types in Hobsons Bay

Character Type
Garden Court

Garden Suburban

domination of frontages by garages, hard surfaces and driveways
intrusions into the ‘backyard zone’
inadequate space for canopy trees and unsympathetic landscaping
unenforceable provisions on side setbacks

Summary Description
Spacious residential areas in a
garden setting (informal,
generally curving street pattern
with courts/cul-de-sacs)
Spacious residential areas in a
garden setting (formal street
pattern, generally modified
grid)

Other design issues adversely impacting on neighbourhood character include:





the way pitched roofs and semi-basement car parking are
accommodated
interfaces with parks and laneways
double crossovers
use of colour and materials

A review of the Hobsons Bay Neighbourhood Character Study has been
undertaken, the revised study identifies 28 precincts and six neighbourhood
character types (refer Table 42).99
Neighbourhood character in Hobsons Bay is predominantly Garden Court and
Garden Suburban although in the eastern parts of the municipality, the character
is a mixture of Inner Urban and Urban Contemporary. There are also residential
areas adjacent to the waterfront in Altona, Seaholme and Williamstown
identified as Waterfront Suburban. The precincts are identified in Figure 55.

98

From Community Consultation on the Issues and Opportunities Report (August 2014).

Inner
Urban/Garden
Suburban
Inner Urban
Urban
Contemporary

Waterfront
Suburban

99

Built form-dominated older
residential areas located in a
garden setting.
Built form-dominated older
residential areas
Built form-dominated
residential areas with minimal
garden space (generally
narrower streets)
Residential areas located along
the waterfront areas where
extensive redevelopment has
resulted in a mix of large
dwellings with upper levels that
take in water views

Suburbs
Altona
Altona Meadows
Seabrook
Seaholme
Altona
Altona Meadows
Altona North
Brooklyn
Laverton
Newport
Seaholme
South Kingsville
Spotswood
Williamstown
Williamstown North
Newport
Williamstown
Williamstown
Newport
Williamstown
Williamstown North
Altona
Seaholme
Newport
Williamstown

Hobsons Bay Residential Design and Character Review (July 2016).
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Figure 55: Revised Neighbourhood Character Precincts (2017)
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Neighbourhood Character Precinct Guidelines
Draft neighbourhood character precinct guideline brochures are being prepared
for all the precincts identified in Hobsons Bay. The brochures will identify the
neighbourhood character type, the preferred character statement and
recommendations on schedules for the new residential zones.
The Neighbourhood Character Study and the precinct brochures will ensure that
the design of future residential development meets the neighbourhood character
objectives and assist in alleviating the current design issues experienced in
Hobsons Bay.

Neighbourhood Character Overlay
The Neighbourhood Character Overlay (NCO) is a tool applied strategically to
areas where the application of the residential development standards
consistently fail to meet the objectives for the neighbourhood character in a
particular area. It should also be applied to areas displaying characteristics that
need to be protected or changed to achieve a preferred character or where
aspects of character in an area need to be translated into the provisions of the
NCO. The Neighbourhood Character Study has identified four areas of special
character in Hobsons Bay and it is recommended that additional work be
undertaken to investigate the potential application of the NCO.

Review of the Hobsons Bay Heritage Study
The Hobsons Bay Heritage Study (the Heritage Study) has been informed by a
number of heritage studies including the Williamstown Conservation Study 1993
and the Altona, Laverton and Newport Districts Heritage Study 2000. The
Heritage Study is a constantly evolving document that requires continuous
review. In January 2010 Amendment C68 to the Hobsons Bay Planning Scheme
was approved by the Minister for Planning to correct anomalies within the
Heritage Study and remove properties incorrectly listed as contributory. The
current review builds on Amendment C68 by adding properties incorrectly listed
as non-contributory onto the contributory list. The review of the Heritage Study

will ensure it accurately reflects heritage conditions and identify clusters of
contributory buildings, places and precincts which impact on development
opportunities.

7.5.3 Housing design and functionality
Housing design and functionality is an important aspect of housing. Homes
should not be built as a short term provision but built with consideration of
occupants needs within the community.
Homes that are well-designed provide good internal and external amenity
impacts and are versatile to meet the changing needs of occupants over their
lifetimes (‘Lifetime Homes’) and contribute to health and wellbeing.
Another key area of housing design which needs to be considered based on the
fact that Hobsons Bay has an ageing population, is older persons housing. This
section explores the current planning policy regarding housing design and
functionality in relation to:





residential amenity
waste management and resource recovery
lifetime homes (accessible, adaptable and universal design)
older persons housing

Residential amenity
There is no formal definition of ‘residential amenity’ but in basic terms, it is
about the pleasantness of a place or area.
Residential amenity impacts are covered in Clause 54.04 (one dwelling) and
Clause 55.04 (two or more dwellings) in ResCode, where objectives and
standards in regards to:
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side and rear setbacks
walls on boundaries
daylight to existing windows
overshadowing of private open space
overlooking of private open space and habitable room windows

The residential development provisions (ResCode) are primarily concerned with
addressing residential amenity impacts in relation to access to daylight
(borrowed light), restricting overshadowing and protecting overlooking/privacy
to the private open space areas and habitable room windows. Residential
amenity however also includes other factors such as the internal layout of a
dwelling and the size of the rooms, as well as environmental conditions such as
noise and odour/air quality. These matters go beyond the remit of ResCode.

For example, a new house which is proposed to have three bedrooms and be
targeted towards families should have appropriately sized living areas (e.g. living
room and kitchen), private open space and storage areas to provide amenity and
functionality for the reasonable requirements of a family. If in order to achieve
the extra bedroom results in compromising the size of the living areas then this
could indicate that there is an overdevelopment of the site. This can happen
when financial profits are driving the development rather than consideration of
the end user and the amenity and needs of the future occupants.
In some instances, households which lack appropriate storage space (either in
the home or through a garden shed) use the garage space for storage, forfeiting
a place to park the car. The knock-on effect of this is that more cars end up
parked on the street which were not originally accounted for when the dwelling
was planned and constructed.

Internal amenity
Reverse living
The internal amenity of a residential dwelling is often compromised when lot
yield size or site constraints apply impacting on outlook, access to daylight,
privacy, noise, room sizes and functionality. This is an issue with apartments
(particularly high rise) leading to the development of apartments which provide
poor residential amenity for the occupants.
This issue has been acknowledged by the Victorian Government with the
introduction of the Better Apartments Design Standards and Guidelines100 into
the Victorian Planning Provisions, to help address issues around internal design,
amenity and functionality.
Internal amenity issues however are not just related to apartment developments,
other housing types can also be subject to poor internal amenity. The internal
layout and size of rooms should provide sufficient space, storage and amenity for
the housing type and size.

100

Within Hobsons Bay, there has been an increase in the number of applications
for new housing with ‘reverse living’ arrangements (where the kitchen and living
areas are located on the upper floor(s) and the bedrooms are on the ground
floor). These types of developments are adopting ‘balcony open space’ which
under the planning scheme is a lower area requirement and generally an
indication that the developer is pushing the limit resulting in an
overdevelopment of the site.
Whilst reverse living arrangements can be acceptable in some instances for
example where there is a view, or an opportunity for greater surveillance
adjacent to open space and parkland, these types of dwellings do not support
accessible homes/universal design requirements. However, with the introduction
of minimum garden area requirements into both the Neighbourhood Residential

Apartment Design Guidelines for Victoria (April 2017).
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Zone and the General Residential Zone, it is expected that the number of
applications for reverse living arrangements will be reduced.
Room sizes
Another common issue is that in dwellings with two or more bedrooms, the
second, third or fourth bedrooms are not often given the same amount of
thought in terms of the size, layout and configuration as the master bedroom. In
some instances, there is also an issue with habitable rooms relying on borrowed
light (rooms with no natural sunlight). The third (or fourth) bedrooms are often
the smaller (box rooms) to be used as a nursery or a study which can be perfectly
suitable to the requirements of many occupants, as long as other rooms/areas
have not been compromised in order the ‘squeeze’ in an extra bedroom.

building regulation but remains solely in the planning system. Local planning
authorities in the UK have the ability to identify the size, type, tenure and range
of housing that is required in particular locations, reflecting local demand. This
places local planning authorities in a better position to address any mismatch in
housing needs versus housing provision.
As demand for housing continues to increase within established suburbs like
Hobsons Bay and land values increase, there is likely to be more applications for
dwellings with reduced internal spaces. This could compromise the amenity and
functionality of dwellings. There is an opportunity to explore the preparation of
guidelines and other options to better match resident’s needs and preferences to
housing types.

Non-residential uses in residential zones
Whilst the Better Apartment Design Standards include minimum internal room
dimensions for apartments, these are not mandatory. There are no minimum
standards in relation to room sizes within other (non-apartment) private
dwellings in Victoria.. The Building Regulations 2006 (which adopts the National
Construction Code) contains minimum standards for the design and construction
of buildings including requirements for ceiling heights for habitable and nonhabitable rooms, natural light, ventilation and some sound insulation but not for
room sizes.
Within the UK, the importance of internal space (Space Standards) has been
acknowledged through the planning system as a ‘material planning
consideration’. This is to address the mismatch between dwelling demand and
dwelling supply, particularly high demand areas (e.g. London). The standards101
deal with internal space within new dwellings and sets out the requirements for
the Gross Internal Floor Area and dimensions for key parts of the home, notably
bedrooms, storage and floor to ceiling heights. The space standard is not a
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Technical housing standards – nationally described space standard, Department for
Communities and Local Government (UK) (March 2015).

Within residential areas, there are a range of non-residential uses that can be
accommodated and which provide services to the local community (e.g. medical
facilities, place of worship).
There are a number of non-residential uses which do not require a planning
permit in a residential area (Section 1 uses). The introduction of the Residential
Growth Zone (RGZ) has also liberated the types of non-residential uses that can
be included in a residential area (e.g. Section 1 uses now includes shops and
Section 2 now includes offices).102
There can however be a number of amenity issues associated with such uses in a
residential area which can also impact on neighbourhood character. For example,
traffic and parking issues and noise on neighbouring properties from the
operation of the non-residential uses.
Some local councils are managing this issue through the inclusion of a local policy
for applications requiring a planning permit for a non-residential use (Section 2
102

Conditions apply.
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uses). The policies contain objectives relating to managing any impacts on
residential character and amenity.

Waste management and resource recovery
Housing design particularly where it relates to increasing density can affect what
waste and resource recovery services are provided and how, by whom and how
they are used by housing occupants.
Limitations with reference to higher density housing with multi-storeys and often
those with mixed used developments, include bin storage space, kerbside bin
presentation space, and access of roads and buildings by collectors and access to
and knowledge of waste systems by occupants.
The location of street furniture and trees, on street parking, power and light
poles and overhead wires may affect waste and resource recovery collections.
Occupational health and safety of the collector and the building manager, if there
is one, is essential. Also how the service is provided including the frequency and
time of collection and how a combined waste and recycling system is managed
by a body corporate for example may affect the occupants’ enjoyment of living in
a place.

Housing design and waste management in Hobsons Bay
The current practice of influencing housing design to consider waste and
resource recovery is through Statutory Planning applications. Internal feedback is
sought and provided on development proposals on a variety of issues including
waste and resource recovery. The process is undefined and relies largely on the
awareness of the Statutory Planner to refer a development proposal that they
think might have issues for waste and resource recovery and may need a waste
management plan or where a waste management plan has been provided.
Additionally, an internal weekly Statutory Planning application report is reviewed
to determine if there are any applications that should be referred for review of
waste and resource recovery management plans.

Development proposals including waste management plans are assessed to
determine the adequacy in number of bins, the collection frequency, storage
space, kerbside presentation space, potential conflicts with street infrastructure
including trees, poles, overhead wires and on street parking, width and swept
paths of roads or laneways, and access to and knowledge of waste systems by
occupants. Also how the service is proposed to be provided and managed by
who, including the time of collection and how a combined waste and recycling
system are to be managed.
Assessments of waste and resource recovery provisions in a development are
most often provided prior to a planning permit being issued.
Table 43 shows the number reviews of waste management plans for
developments of varying size and nature, but predominantly including an
element higher density housing, that have been completed over the last five
years.
Table 43: Number of reviews of waste management plans in Hobsons Bay (2011-16)

Financial Year
2011-12
2012-13
2013-14

No. of waste management
plan reviews
12
15
24

2014-15
2015-16 (as of 4 May 2016)

30
30

Table 43 shows there is a growth in the number of Statutory Planning
applications requiring a review of waste and resource recovery provisions for
proposed developments.
Along with the increasing growth in number of applications, there is an
increasing number of developments that Council is unable to service with its
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waste and resource recovery service due to the higher density nature of the
development.
This means that building developers and operators propose and engage a private
waste and resource recovery collection provider to service the development.
Council ensures that how the private services are provided are reviewed and
authorised through the review of the waste management plan for the proposed
development particularly with respect to preserving the amenity of the area and
enjoyment of the development by its occupants.
There is potential that the increasing number of high density developments and
the number of private waste and resource recovery operators may have
detrimental effect on particular neighbourhoods due to an increase in vehicle
movements, noise from the use and collection of bins, and bins in public
thoroughfares and streets. The extent of this impact is unknown and currently
being managed through reviews of waste management plans for proposed
developments.
There is currently limited State and local policy relevant to planning for waste
and resource recovery in housing particularly high density developments.

Metropolitan Waste and Resource Recovery Group (MWRRG)
The Metropolitan Waste and Resource Recovery Group (MWRRG) are delivering
the “Improving Resource Recovery in Multi-Unit Developments” (IRRM) project
working with eleven of the 31 member councils, including Hobsons Bay.
The project will recommend other planning and non-planning tools to give
statutory weight to waste and resource recovery.
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Livable Housing Design Guidelines, p.10 (2012).
Housing of the future: The livable and adaptable house factsheet, Australian
Government (www.yourhome.gov.au), p. 455.
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As per the Council’s Waste and Litter Management Plan (2012-17), Council is
researching opportunities to develop a waste and resource recovery service to
higher density housing. The first step of which will be a discussion paper which
will have consideration to the legal framework of which Council can operate such
a service, whether it should and what the costs and format of such a service
might entail.

Lifetime Homes
Homes should be designed as a long term provision. Lifetime homes is about
designing homes which can meet the changing needs of occupants over their
lifetimes.
There is a 60 per cent chance that a house will be occupied by a person with a
disability at some point over its life.103 Longer life spans and higher proportions
of older people in our community make it more likely that every home will be
required to respond to the needs of a person with a physical limitation whether
they are the primary resident or a visitor.104
As the needs of individuals are specific to their personal circumstances there is
no single solution to designing a home to meet changing needs, however several
approaches exist:105


Accessible homes – designed to meet the needs of people requiring
higher level of access from the outset, and usually designed and built
with a specific person’s needs in mind. An accessible house meets
Australian Standard AS1428.1-2001 (Design for access and mobility) and
is able to accommodate wheelchair users in all areas of the dwelling.

105 Housing of the future: The livable and adaptable house factsheet, Australian
Government (www.yourhome.gov.au).
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Adaptable homes – designed to meet the changing needs of most home
occupants throughout their lifetime but are not initially accessible
however, can be easily adapted to become an accessible house if
needed. An adaptable home meets AS4299-1995 (Adaptable housing).
Universal (Liveable) homes – designed to meet the changing needs of
most home occupants throughout their lifetime without the need for
specialisation. This is based on principles not rules through technical
standards. There are no compulsory requirements to provide universal
design.

The terms accessible, adaptable and universal design are often used
interchangeably but there are differences between the three meanings as
outlined below.

Accessible design in housing

areas and not private housing. Table 44 outlines where the current access and
mobility standards apply.
In addition to laws and regulations governing construction, Australia has rightsbased disability discrimination legislation that covers access to premises. The
Commonwealth Disability Discrimination Act 1992 (DDA) is administered by the
Human Rights Commission, specifically in the Disability (Access to Premises –
Buildings) Standard 2010. Section 23 of the Disability Discrimination Act 1992
(DDA) makes it unlawful to discriminate on the grounds of disability in providing
access to or use of premises that the public can enter or use.
The Disability (Access to Premises – Buildings) Standard 2010 (Premises
Standards) commenced on 1 May 2011, Schedule 1 of this standard is known as
the Access Code for Buildings. The Premises Standards are minimum
requirements and designing beyond the minimum is encouraged.
Table 44: When the Accessible Standards apply (BCA classifications)

Accessible design refers to design which meets the needs of people requiring
higher level access and is usually designed and built with a specific person’s
needs in mind. Accessible design is different to universal design because it is
based on rules not principles.106 Accessible design is concerned with fulfilling a
set of measurable requirements (technical standards) as prescribed in legislative
requirements such as the Building Code of Australia. There is a suite of Accessible
Standards (AS1428) relating within the Building Code of Australia (BCA) but in
relation to housing, the key Standard is AS1428.1 – Design for access and
mobility.
Australian Standard AS1428 provides minimum design requirements for new
building work, to enable access for people with disabilities e.g. access ways and
circulation space for people in wheelchairs. It determines access and movement
in public buildings. The Standards only apply to public buildings and common

106

Apply
Public buildings
Common areas in Class 2 buildings
(flats/apartments). Only applies to new
buildings and not those that undergo
some upgrades or renovations
Class 3 buildings (accommodation for
long term or transient living for a
number of unrelated persons e.g. large
boarding/rooming houses, hostels,
hotels, specialist accommodation such
as accommodation for the aged etc.)
Class 9 buildings (health care, aged care
etc.)

Do not apply
Class 1a buildings (private single
dwelling)
Internal parts of a sole occupancy
unit in a Class 2 building
(flats/apartments)

Welcome – Design Ideas for Accessible Homes, p.5 (2002).
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In 2002, the Victorian Building Commission produced the ‘Welcome – Design
Ideas for Accessible Homes’ guide was based on the Australian Standards for
accessible homes. The guide presents ideas for improved access including
requirements around space, layouts and finishes.
In regards to the Victorian Planning Scheme, there is an accessibility objective
within Clause 55.05-1 (On-Site Amenity and Facilities) of the planning scheme
(Standard B25) which states that the dwelling entries of the ground floor of
dwellings and residential buildings should be accessible or able to be easily
accessible to people with limited mobility.
Some local council’s (through a local planning policy) require a certain
percentage of Sole-Occupancy Units (SOUs) at the planning permit stage to be
accessible or adaptable including requirements for circulation space and that at
least one state government (South Australia) requires Class 2 developments of
more than 20 SOUs to provide access to and within 5 per cent of SOUs. This
would include AS1428.1 compliant circulation at and through doorways107.

accommodate varying degrees of physical ability over time108. The adaptable
housing standard was intended as a guideline for new homes for older people
and people with disabilities.

Universal design in housing (Liveable homes)
Universal design refers to design which meets the changing needs of most home
occupants regardless of age, ability or cultural background, throughout their
lifetime without the need for specialisation.
Universal design is different to accessible design, accessible design is concerned
with providing access in accordable with specific technical standards whereas
universal design focuses on inclusive features that does not stigmatise or
separate users and ensures that the experience of a building is shared by as
many people as possible. There are seven universal design principles, these are
outlined in Table 45:109
Table 45: Universal design principles

Adaptable design in housing

Principles

Definition

An adaptable designed home is one that is designed to be used by most people
but has provision for further modifications should they be required by the
occupant as they age in place. For example, ensuring that there is the scope in a
multi-level house to allow for the future installation of vertical lifts or staircase
lift should they be required. Other modifications include for example, introducing
grab rails in bathrooms and increasing lighting levels in response to vision
impairment.

1. Equitable use

The design is useful and marketable to people with
diverse abilities.
The design accommodates a wide range of
individual preferences and abilities.
Use of the design is easy to understand, regardless
of the user’s experience, knowledge, language
skills, or current concentration level.
The design communicates necessary information
effectively to the users, regardless of ambient
conditions or the user’s sensory abilities.

2. Flexibility in use
3. Simple & intuitive use

4. Perceptible information

There is an Australian Standard for building homes with adaptable design,
AS4299-1995 – Adaptable Housing, provides guidance for designing houses to
107

Guideline on the application of the Premises Standards version 2 (2013), p. 68.
Housing of the future: The livable and adaptable house factsheet, Australian
Government (www.yourhome.gov.au).
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Universal Design factsheet, DTPLI.
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5. Tolerance for error

The design minimises hazards and the adverse
consequences of accidental or unintended actions.
6. Low physical effort
The design can be used efficiently and comfortably
and with a minimum fatigue.
7. Size & space for
Appropriate size and space is provided for
approach and use
approach, reach, manipulation, and use regardless
of user’s body size, posture, or mobility.
Source: The Centre for Universal Design, NC State University (1997
Housing which incorporates universal design (also referred to as ‘liveable
homes’) can be used by all people to the greatest extent possible regardless of
their age and ability. They are built to meet the changing needs of residents
across their lifecycle and allows people to age in place.
There is a misconception that universal housing is obtrusive and unattractive
only benefitting a minority of the population and that it will increase costs and
impact on affordability. However, universal housing has many benefits. Homes
which are designed with comfort, safety and ease of access as core design
features benefit everyone, including people with disabilities, an ageing
population, people with temporary injuries and families with young children.
Universal housing also promotes social cohesion as it provides lifetime homes
within communities.

household needs through: adaptable internal dwelling design and universal
design.
The lack of universal design requirements in the Victorian Building Codes means
the majority of private residents are not ‘liveable homes’. There are however
‘Liveable Housing Design Guidelines’ which a number of Councils are using to
promote the benefits of and to encourage incorporation of universal design
within new private residential development.

Liveable Housing Design Guidelines (2012)
The ‘Liveable Housing Design Guidelines’ were published in 2012 by Liveable
Housing Australia112 as a way to encourage developers to incorporate
inexpensive universal design elements in to new homes in Australia. The
guidelines provide technical advice and guidance on the key living features that
make a home easier and safer to live in for all people of all ages and abilities. The
guidelines were developed and endorsed by industry, community and the
government. The Guidelines include performance levels ranging from basic
requirements through to best practice in liveable home design.
The basic requirements focus on seven core design features including:


There are also cost benefits – incorporating universal design features and fittings
during construction reduces the need for later retrofitting and assists with
marketability of properties. It is estimated that it is 22 times cheaper to
incorporate liveable design principles into new housing than retrofitting later110.
There is currently no universal design regulation for private housing in Victoria.
However, Clause 11 (11.06-2 Housing Choice) in the SPPF now includes a
strategy111 to facilitate diverse housing that offers choice and meets changing

110
111

Livable Housing Design Guidelines (2012), p. 10.
Clause 11 updated in March 2017.







a safe continuous and step free path of travel from the street entrance
and/or parking area to a dwelling entrance that is level
at least one, level (step free) entrance into the dwelling
internal doors and corridors that facilitate comfortable and unimpeded
movement between spaces
a toilet on the ground (or entry) level that provides easy access
a bathroom that contains a hobless (step-free) shower recess
reinforced walls around the toilet, shower and bath to support the safe
installation of grabrails at a later date

112 Livable Housing Australia is a partnership between community and consumer groups,
government and industry.
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a continuous handrail on one side of any stairway where there is a rise
of more than one metre

The Liveable Housing Design Guidelines are applicable to Class 1a (private
dwellings), Class 1b (boarding house, guest house, hostel), Class 2 (apartments)
and Class 4 buildings (a dwelling in a building that is Class 5, 6, 7, 8 or 9). The
Guidelines should only be applied to the parts of the building classes not covered
by Disability Standards and the Building Code of Australia (Volume 1 and 2).

Universal design and the Hobsons Bay Planning Scheme
Given that there is no requirement in the Victorian Planning Provisions for
private housing to comply with universal design standards, local Councils can
only encourage developments to include universal design.
There is scope for Councils to prepare information and guidance material for
applicants of residential developments to educate and encourage the benefits of
incorporating universal design principles.
Banyule City Council produced guidelines in 2013 based on the ‘Liveable Housing
Design Guidelines’ and an assessment criteria requiring/encouraging applicants
of residential developments to prepare plans to demonstrate compliance of
incorporating the guidelines into their development. For one or two dwellings,
the submission is voluntary, for three to nine dwellings a minimum of one
dwelling should incorporate the guidelines and for 10 or more dwellings a
minimum of 20 per cent of dwellings should incorporate the guidelines113.
The Liveable Housing guidelines are supported by Clause 21.06 (Built
Environment), Objective 4 – Housing Change of the Banyule Planning Scheme
which states ‘Encourage design that meets the needs of people with impaired
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Livable Housing Design Guidelines, Banyule City Council (2013).

mobility and other special needs, or can be adapted to meet such needs’ and
Clause 55.05-1 Accessibility objective of ResCode.
Currently within Hobsons Bay, applicants for certain types of residential
developments (depending upon the nature of the proposal, the location and how
many new dwellings is proposed) are encouraged to consider accessibility and
universal design early on in the design phase.
In relation to applications for 20 or more dwellings, a Social Impact Assessment
(SIA) is required to be provided by the applicant. The SIA guidelines114 includes
requirements about the accessibility of the proposed development (e.g. for
people with a disability) along with information about the likely demographic
profile of the potential residents. There is currently no supporting information or
guidance material in relation to accessible/universal/adaptable design to assist
applicants in the preparation of a SIA or to encourage consideration of these
principles early in the design stage.
Whilst there is a request in some types of referrals and where an SIA is required
to encourage developments with accessible/universal/adaptable design
principles, there is currently no internal follow-up process to monitor whether
the recommendations are actually incorporated into the development. It is
therefore unknown how effective the request for incorporating ‘lifetime home’
features and fittings is and there is an opportunity to provide further education
material for developers during the application process and to improve the
internal process to follow-up on how many new developments have
implemented the recommendations. Follow-up is especially important where a
developer states in an SIA that they are receptive to considering incorporating
such design features within their proposed development.

114 Hobsons Bay City Council, Preparing Social Impact Assessments Applicant Guidelines
(2011), p. 6.
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Hobsons Bay has an ageing population and around 17 per cent of the population
has a disability, this creates a demand for housing which can cater for residents
of all abilities. The Hobsons Bay Disability, Access and Inclusion Strategy includes
a key direction to improve access of housing beyond minimum accessibility
compliance requirements115. Housing should therefore be encouraged to
incorporate universal design principles.

Older Persons Housing
Hobsons Bay has an ageing population (like many other municipalities in
Melbourne), it is estimated that the number of residents aged 55 years and over
will be almost 40 per cent higher in 2035 compared to 2011. From a housing
perspective, there is a concern that there is a mismatch (shortfall) in the type of
homes suited to older persons as the majority of the existing housing stock
would require significant modification and cost to be made accessible and
useable to ageing residents.
There is no specific land use term for housing which accommodates older people
(aged 55 years and over) and no specific housing type. Whilst the preference for
many older residents is to age in place within their own home, this may not be an
option for the older residents requiring some form of care or assistance. This can
range from:


minimal care/assistance with a high degree of independence of
residents such as independent living units and retirement villages
 accommodation which offer some level of care/assistance such as
serviced apartments, retirement villages and low care hostels
 accommodation providing maximum care/assistance to residents such
as nursing homes
Older persons housing have different needs to conventional housing. The
location and design of older persons housing is particularly important. New
housing intended for older/ageing residents should be located in residential
115

Disability, Access and Inclusion Strategy (2013-17), p.12.

areas which are within reasonable walking distance to public transport, shops,
community facilities and open space/recreational areas to encourage social
cohesion within the community. The design of this housing type should be
catered towards the needs of this demographic profile.
In terms of the housing strategy, supporting an age friendly municipality requires
three key components:
1)

Housing diversity – ensuring there is a diversity of housing across
Hobsons Bay to enable residents to downsize to a more suitable type of
home within their community

2)

Housing location – ensuring that housing is well located with access to
community services and infrastructure including public transport

3)

Housing design - encouraging housing that is accessibly and universally
designed to accommodate residents as they age in place.

There is currently no specific guidelines or standards in relation to the siting
(location), internal layout and design of aged persons housing. Aged persons
housing is classed as Class 3d (accommodation for the aged) and Class 9c (an
aged care building) in accordance with the BCA classifications.
The public access to these facilities as well as the communal areas are covered by
the Premises Standards (2010) but not the individual living areas (sole-occupancy
units). The Access Code (Table D3.1 – Requirements for access for people with a
disability) also contains requirements regarding the ratio of accessible SoleOccupancy Units (SOUs) that are required in Class 3 and Class 9c buildings. The
Access Code for Class 9c buildings are focused on the needs of people with a
disability and not specific aged persons116.
In response to accommodating an ageing population, a number of Councils in
Victoria have prepared individual local policies and guidelines to guide the
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Guideline on the application of the Premises Standards version 2 (2013), p. 73.
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provision of older persons housing. In 2004, Mornington Peninsula Shire
developed a good practice guide for housing developments for older people117.
The guidelines were prepared to form part of the planning application
assessment for development applications of six or more beds and units for older
people (55 years and above). Macedon Ranges Shire Council also prepared a
Good Practice Guide for Older Persons Housing (2004) and an Older Persons
Housing Policy (2004). The purpose of the guide and policy is to guide applicants
at the earliest stage of the planning application process and to assist planners
with assessing such applications.
Other councils such as Glen Eira and Hume have included an aged persons
housing policy within their planning scheme118. The policies include objectives
around preferred locations, amenity, design and car parking requirements for
aged persons housing.
Currently within Hobsons Bay there are 10 aged care facilities providing a mix of
high and low care beds and two retirement villages. There is a current proposal
for a new (90 bed) aged care facility on part of an SRA on Kororoit Creek Road in
Williamstown North and another aged care facility is proposed on VicTrack land
adjacent to the Williamstown North train station. There is expected to be further
applications for aged persons housing in the municipality.

7.5.4 Sustainable Design and Sustainable Living
Residential buildings are a major contributor of greenhouse gas emissions. It is
estimated that around nine per cent119 of total greenhouse gas emissions in
Hobsons Bay are from residential buildings.
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Mornington Peninsula Shire, Housing Developments for Older People Good Practice
Guide (May 2004).
118 Clause 22.10 – Aged Persons Housing Policy (Glen Eira Planning Scheme) and Clause
22.07 – Aged Accommodation and Services Local Policy (Hume Planning Scheme).
119 Data from Low Carbon West Strategy, Arup (2012).

Greenhouse gas emissions are linked to climate change. Climate change impacts
are felt by all with increased incidences of extreme flooding, fire, heat and
drought events. Major heatwaves can increase the risk of heat stroke,
aggravating heart related conditions and can result in loss of life. They can also
lead to power outages and transport disruptions. Responding to climate change
can lead to reductions in the burden of ill-health, enhance community resilience,
and improve air quality by reducing pollution120.
Hobsons Bay is a low lying coastal municipality and is vulnerable to climate
change-induced sea level rise. The need to address potential mitigation measures
that reduce the likelihood of adverse climate change events such as sea level rise
is critical. Actions that can help mitigate climate change impacts such as
sustainable housing and promoting sustainable living are required.
The municipality is also experiencing an increase in infill development, this not
only increases the demand for water supply but also increases the coverage of
hard surfaces reducing permeability and resulting in more stormwater run-off,
and increasing the risk of flooding.
Plan Melbourne identifies that the Melbourne of 2050 will need to be a lowcarbon city designed to cope with the effects of climate change. Urban areas will
be designed to encourage more active modes of transport and reduce car
dependency and buildings will be designed to improve energy efficiency121.
In addition to the built-form impacts of greenhouse gas emissions from
residential buildings, the location of housing can impact on sustainable
outcomes, for example, locating housing near to a train station or bus
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DELWP, Climate Change and Victoria
http://www.climatechange.vic.gov.au/action/community-health-andwellbeing#sthash.xwdycdir.dpuf
121 Plan Melbourne Summary (2017-50), p.13.
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interchange and other community services, such as health and employment
centres reduces car dependency.
Opportunities to improve sustainable design and enable more sustainable living
therefore exist at three main levels in planning:
1) planning for land uses and settlement patterns which integrate with
existing infrastructure and services to achieve sustainable outcomes
2) incorporating Environmentally Sustainable Design (ESD) into residential
buildings
3) promoting the inclusion of integrated water planning in new
developments
There are opportunities in the housing strategy to achieve sustainable outcomes
in relation to housing (new and existing). The consideration of directing and
locating housing and future population growth to areas with suitable access to
existing public transport infrastructure and community services and employment
centres is a key policy basis for the housing strategy.
Plan Melbourne (Direction 2.1) also reinforces sustainable outcomes through
using the city structure to manage growth, with the inclusion of initiative policy
(Policy 2.1.2) to facilitate an increased percentage of new housing in established
areas to create a city of 20-minute neighbourhoods close to existing services,
jobs and public transport.
Whilst directing future housing growth to areas with existing infrastructure and
services is a key policy basis for the housing strategy, it is important that those
infrastructure and services are maintained or upgraded to ensure capacity to
serve a growing population. There is scope to align broader sustainability

planning in Hobsons Bay with planning the housing strategy. For example,
constraint mapping from electricity providers may identify areas where the
electrical grid is at capacity, there is an opportunity in these areas to promote
solar panels/energy to reduce the peak load in summer and avoid black outs.
The housing strategy presents opportunities to improve the environmental
efficiency of new residential buildings. In its role as a planning and building
regulator, Council has an opportunity to influence the design of new
developments to be more sustainable. Up to 70 per cent of the energy efficiency
of a building is determined by its design.
The benefits of ESD buildings are not confined to the environment, but also have
a wider range of health, social and economic benefits122. Sustainably designed
homes improve the energy efficiency of buildings which not only assists in
reducing greenhouse gas emissions but also helps reduce utility bills, promoting
affordable living.
Council also has a prominent role in promoting the inclusion of integrated water
planning in new developments to help improve the management of water. Plan
Melbourne includes a direction (Direction 6.3) to ‘Integrate urban development
and water cycle management to support a resilient and liveable city’.
New housing should have consideration of best practice stormwater
management in accordance with Council’s Integrated Water Management Plan
including the use of rainwater tanks, stormwater harvesting systems or passive
irrigation systems to reduce stormwater run-off and better manage water
resources.
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Advisory Committee and Panel Report, Environmentally Efficient Design Local Policies
(April 2015), p. 18.
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Planning policy



There is no one specific policy in the State Planning Policy Framework (SPPF) to
address sustainability and housing.



There is a requirement in Clause 56 (Residential Subdivision) to ensure that
subdivision design appropriately provides for integrated water management. The
Urban Stormwater Best Practice Environmental Management Guidelines123 also
set out standards for stormwater management. Incorporating these standards in
new developments can reduce the risk of nuisance flooding and improve water
quality at local beaches and in local waterways.
Current ResCode requirements in Clauses 54, 55 and 56 do not cover all ESD
principles. Policy statements in relation to sustainability are broadly scattered
throughout the SPPF. Clause 15.02-1 (Sustainable development – Energy and
resource efficiency) is the most specific policy relating to energy efficiency in
design with the key objective of:
To encourage land use and development that is consistent with the
efficient use of energy and the minimisation of greenhouse gas
emissions.
The strategies identified to achieve this policy objective enshrine the importance
of considering both the location of urban development and the actual design of
buildings, including:


123

promote consolidation of urban development and integration of land
use and transport
support low energy forms of transport such as walking and cycling

Environmental Protection Authority, Urban Stormwater Best Practice Environmental
Management Guidelines 1999.
124 Environmentally Efficient Design Local Policies, Advisory Committee and Panel Report
(April 2015), p. 45.

ensure that buildings and subdivision design improves efficiency in
energy use
improve efficiency in energy use through greater use of renewable
energy

The Victorian Planning Provisions currently has a limited role to play in achieving
sustainable development for new residential developments. One of the key
issues is that the strategic directions contained within the policy framework only
applies to developments that require a planning permit, so excludes single
dwellings.124
The effectiveness of local councils to encourage ESD would be improved if there
was clearer guidance and requirements in the SPPF. In the absence of a
coordinated Statewide approach, a number of local Councils in Melbourne have
prepared their own local policies to achieve more sustainable outcomes.
The Environmentally Efficient Design Advisory Committee (2014) supported the
use of local policies until such time as a Statewide approach is developed.125 On
19 November 2015, the Minister approved the gazettal of the ESD policies in the
six council’s local planning schemes. The local policies have a two year sunset
clause with the assumption that after this time, the State will have introduced a
statewide policy on ESD. However, many councils are continuing to prepare their
own local ESD policies following the success of the first group of councils.

The role of planning and building
There is an overlap between the role that planning and the building systems play
in ESD. However, the building regulatory system is generally not involved at the
initial design stage of development where many of the key opportunities of
125 Environmentally Efficient Design Local Policies, Advisory Committee and Panel Report
(April 2015).
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incorporating ESD into buildings occur. The involvement of planning at the early
stages is therefore important to encourage early consideration of sustainable
design initiatives.
The building system has played a significant role in implementing sustainability
through the building approval process. Unlike the planning permits, a building
permit is required for all buildings.
The Building Code of Australia (BCA) contains energy efficiency provisions that
are to be met in satisfying the legislated energy ratings. The energy objectives for
Classes 2 to 9 (Classes 2, 3, 4 and 9 relate to residential buildings) is “to reduce
greenhouse gas emissions”. The heating and cooling loads of sole occupancy
units of a Class 2 building or a Class 4 (part residential) must collectively achieve
an average rating of not less than 6 stars and individually achieve an energy
rating of not less than 5 stars, using the house energy rating software.
For single dwellings (Class 1), multi-dwellings (Class 2) and boarding house, guest
house, hostel etc. (Class 3), the Victorian Variations for Energy Efficiency in the
BCA includes the objective “to reduce greenhouse gas emissions and conserve
water by efficiently using energy and water”. Single dwellings must also either
have a rainwater tank connected to all sanitary flushing systems, or a solar water
heater system installed.
The building regulations have an important role to ensure that developments
that do not require a planning permit also achieve a minimum energy rating.
The building regulations however do not cover the wider area of environmental
sustainability (e.g. indoor environment quality), they only deal with the thermal
energy rating of the building envelope.
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One of the key weaknesses is that the building regulations do not include
standards relating to the orientation or internal layout of buildings (Clause 54.035 – Energy efficiency protection and Clause 54.05-3 – Solar access to open space),
meaning that the opportunity to site and orientate buildings and the location of
habitable rooms and private open space to maximise solar access and reduce
fossil fuel energy is lost.
There is an opportunity to advocate for a review to the Building Regulations to
determine whether they can achieve more in terms of sustainability.126

Hobsons Bay Community Greenhouse Strategy (2013-30)
In November 2007, the Council committed to reducing greenhouse gas emissions
from its own operations to become carbon neutral by 2020 and assisting the
local community to do the same by 2030. Possible options to achieve these goals
include reducing energy use through sustainable design for new buildings, and
utilities conservation and efficiency works in existing buildings.
The Council’s Community Greenhouse Strategy (2013-30) identifies community
greenhouse gas emissions for the baseline year of 2006. Whilst the categories of
‘Industry’ and ‘Freight’ were the largest sources of emissions for Hobsons Bay,
‘Residential buildings’ and ‘Residential travel’ were the next largest sources.
Subsequent data for 2012 greenhouse gas emissions127 identifies that nine per
cent of greenhouse gas emissions were from residential buildings and a further
11 per cent of emissions are from residential transport (see Figure 56). These
emissions are forecast to increase by 2030 due to projected employment,
population and demographic changes.
With around 20 per cent of total greenhouse gas emissions attributed to
residential activity (residential buildings and residential transport), there is a

In line with the findings from the Environmentally Efficient Design Local Policies

Advisory Committee (p.74).
127

Data obtained by Arup as part of the Low Carbon West Strategy (2012).
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significant opportunity to reduce greenhouse gas emissions from these uses
through improving the energy efficiency of homes and through reducing car
dependency as the main mode of transportation.
Figure 56: Hobsons Bay Greenhouse Gas Emissions (2012)

Residential Buildings

1% 1% 0%
7%

Non-Residential Buildings

9%

7%

Residential Transport

Given that up to 70 per cent of the energy efficiency of a building is determined
by its design, there needs to be recommendations and actions to acknowledge
the opportunity for Council to influence the design of new developments to be
more sustainable.

Industrial Processes

Whilst the Community Greenhouse Strategy contains actions in relation to
reducing emissions from residential travel, there is scope to consider the
importance of locating new residential development in proximity to existing
public transport infrastructure and services.

Municipal Waste

Sustainable Design Assessments

Commercial/Industrial Waste

On 24 April 2007, the Council endorsed the use of the Environmentally
Sustainable Design (ESD) assessment tools - Sustainable Tools for Environmental
Performance Strategy (STEPS) and Sustainable Design Scorecard (SDS)128. As of
March 2015, the STEPS and SDS tools have been combined and replaced by the
Built Environment Sustainability Scorecard (BESS) online tool.

Freight

11%

reduce the upfront cost of energy efficient products such as hot water systems,
solar energy and household appliances. This action however, does not address
the incorporation of energy efficient design elements into new residential
buildings.

64%

Agriculture
Source: Low Carbon West Strategy (2012), Arup
The current Hobsons Bay Community Greenhouse Strategy identifies possible
opportunities and actions to reduce greenhouse gas emissions arising from
residential travel (primarily through the promotion of active transport, travel
change behaviour programs and the development of an Integrated Transport
Plan) but overlooks the opportunity to encourage energy efficiency within new
residential buildings.
The strategy recommends a key action in relation to residential buildings, being:
3.3.1: Bulk purchasing and direct marketing of low carbon products, which would
128

STEPS was for residential buildings and SDS for non-residential buildings.
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The BESS tool is within the Sustainable Design Assessment in the Planning
Process (SDAPP) framework. The SDAPP framework identifies ten key sustainable
design criteria that need to be addressed by applicants. These include129:






indoor environment quality
energy efficiency
water resources
storm water management
building materials







transport
waste management
urban Ecology
innovation
ongoing building and site
management

In Hobsons Bay, planning permit applicants are required to submit a SDA for the
following types of proposed residential development:


all new multi-unit or mixed use applications with 10 or more dwellings

However, HBCC has not formally subscribed to the SDAPP Framework and the
internal processes and procedures currently in place to request, inform
applicants and to fully assess SDA reports are still being developed.
Given the wider environmental, economic and social benefits of incorporating
ESD, it is a key policy area which Council should be strengthening and including
within goals and objectives relating to Sustainability. The Environmentally
Efficient Design Local Policies Panel Report130 identified the costs and benefits of
sustainability in planning. In addition to the environmental benefits, there are
associated social and economic benefits including:




129

improved living and working conditions for building occupants resulting
from improved internal amenity (e.g. access to natural light, good
ventilation, improved air quality, lower levels of noise etc.)
affordable living due to reduced running costs
resilience to a warming climate with amenity and health benefits

Note that whilst the SDAPP framework covers materials, the BESS tool does not. SDAs
that only use the BESS tool will not address materials.

In order for HBCC to effectively influence ESD in buildings and to reduce
greenhouse gas emissions from the residential sector, commitment to necessary
ESD tools and sustainable design assessment frameworks is required.
For example, the current threshold of 10 or more residential dwellings to trigger
an SDA may need to be lowered given that the majority of infill development
occurring in Hobsons Bay is smaller scale medium density housing (e.g. 2 to 4
dwellings on a lot). Lowering the threshold will enable smaller scale infill
development to be captured.
This is also important from a Water Sensitive Urban Design (WSUD) perspective,
some other councils expect STORM reports or MUSIC assessments (stormwater
modelling tools) for everything larger than one dwelling. The cumulative impacts
of HBCC not monitoring stormwater management at these smaller scale infill
sites could become an issue, particularly given that drainage in many parts of the
municipality is already near or at capacity.
The importance of the role of incorporating ESD into new residential buildings
should be embedded into Hobsons Bay’s sustainability policies. There is also now
the opportunity to develop a local policy in relation to ESD.

ESD in existing housing
The majority of homes in the municipality were constructed prior to any ESD or
minimum energy rating requirements. With sustainable technologies becoming
more accessible to households (e.g. solar panels), there are opportunities for
existing homes to minimise greenhouse gas emissions.

130 Environmentally Efficient Design Local Policies, Advisory Committee and Panel Report
(April 2015), p.63-68.
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As part of Council’s commitment to assist the community to reduce carbon
emissions to zero by 2030, Hobsons Bay has developed a number of initiatives
and programs to assist households such as the solar panel bulk buy program,
offering an energy advice line and providing on-line resources to assist
households to live more sustainably.
Council should continue to explore opportunities to assist existing households to
maximise the energy efficiency of their homes and to reduce their electricity bills.
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PART EIGHT: MANAGING FUTURE HOUSING GROWTH AND CHANGE

8.1 Overview

Figure 57: Managing housing growth and change overview

Determining how housing growth and housing change needs to be managed in
Hobsons Bay over the next 20 years is a fundamental consideration of the
housing strategy.
The two key considerations in regards to planning for housing needs that the
housing strategy should identify are:
i)
ii)

Where additional housing can go
What type of housing change is required

8.2 Where can additional housing go?
Determining the location of future housing in Hobsons Bay is one of the key
outputs of the housing strategy. There are a number of factors that need to be
considered when determining location:





identifying how much additional housing is required to meet forecasted
demand over the next 20 years
identifying land use constraints that can impact on housing provision
protecting existing neighbourhood character and heritage areas
maximising access to existing public transport and community facilities
and services

8.3 What type of housing change is required?
Councils are required to identify Housing Change Areas in housing strategies to
identify where future housing growth can occur and what housing types are
appropriate in those areas. The key considerations in determining the level of
change required include:


ensuring a diversity of housing types and tenures across the municipality
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understanding the housing demand in each suburb
determining the capacity/opportunities for areas to accommodate
housing change

range of housing types including single storey houses, double story
townhouses and apartments with a three story height limit.


The Housing Change Areas need to align with the reformed New Residential
Zones that were introduced into the Victorian planning scheme on 13 April
2017131.
Identifying the location and housing change areas will be addressed as part of the
housing capacity assessment and a housing framework plan as part of the
housing strategy.

8.4 Application of the New Residential Zones
The introduction of the New Residential Zones into the Victorian planning
scheme requires housing strategies to make recommendations on where the
three new zones are to be applied across the municipality. The three new
residential zones are:




Neighbourhood Residential Zone (NRZ) – for areas identified as having
specific neighbourhood, heritage, environmental or landscape character
values that distinguish the land from other parts of the municipality or
surrounding area. Housing will be limited to predominantly single
dwellings with a maximum of two storeys.
General Residential Zone (GRZ) – for areas where growth and housing
diversity is anticipated. The housing expected in this zone will evolve
over time to provide more diverse forms of housing, but not at the
expense of existing open garden character. This zone can cater for a

Residential Growth Zone (RGZ) – this zone is for areas identified as
suitable for increased residential development, such as urban renewal
sites, and locations offering good access to services and transport
including activity centres.

On 13 June 2014, all residentially zoned land in Hobsons Bay was rezoned to the
General Residential Zone (GRZ1 and 2) as a transitionary measure until the
necessary strategic background work was completed to implement the three
new zones.
The housing strategy is one of the key strategic planning documents that will be
used to justify the application of the new residential zones in Hobsons Bay.
Multiple schedules can be applied to each of the three new zones to allow
Council’s to tailor the zones to the local area where considered necessary,
through including additional requirements for development. Any changes to the
existing ResCode standards however need to be strategically justified.

8.4.1

Criteria for applying the New Residential Zones

Identifying housing change areas and the application of the new residential zones
requires sound strategic justification, this will be detailed further in the New
Residential Zones Implementation Report.

131

The new Victorian Government New Residential Zones on 1 July 2013 and were
reformed in April 2017following recommendations from the Managing Residential Zones
Standing Advisory Committee (May 2016).
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PART NINE: SUMMARY
The background report has identified the key housing needs and issues that
should be considered in the housing strategy and housing capacity assessment to
ensure that future residential development in Hobsons Bay is appropriately
managed and planned for over the next 20 years.
The background report proposes that actions in regards to the following housing
themes be developed in the housing strategy along with an implementation plan:
1)
2)
3)
4)

Key area one: Population growth and change
Key area two: Housing location, diversity and density
Key area three: Housing affordability and affordable housing
Key area four: Housing design, functionality and sustainability

A housing capacity assessment is also required to identify how much new
housing can be accommodated in Hobsons Bay based upon the land use
constraints and opportunities.
The next steps are to develop the Housing Strategy (including the Housing
Framework Plan) to manage future housing change in the municipality which can
support the implementation of the new residential zones.
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Appendix A: Key Directions and Policies – Plan Melbourne
Direction
Policy
OUTCOME 2: Melbourne provides housing choice in locations close to jobs and
services
2.1 Manage the supply 2.1.1 Maintain a permanent urban growth boundary
of new housing in the
around Melbourne to create a more
right locations to meet
consolidated, sustainable city
population growth
and create a
sustainable city
2.1.2 Facilitate an increased percentage of new
housing in established areas to create a city of
20-minute neighbourhoods close to existing
services, jobs and public transport
2.1.3 Plan for and define expected housing needs
across Melbourne’s regions
2.1.4 Provide certainty about the scale of growth in
suburbs
2.2 Deliver more
2.2.1 Facilitate well-designed, high-density residential
housing close to jobs
developments that support a vibrant public
and public transport
realm in Melbourne’s central city
2.2.2 Direct new housing and mixed-use development
to urban renewal precincts and sites across
Melbourne
2.2.3 Support new housing in activity centres and
other places that offer good access to jobs,
services and public transport
2.2.4 Provide support and guidance for greyfield areas
to deliver more housing choice and diversity
2.2.5 Require development in growth areas to be
sequenced and staged to better link
infrastructure delivery to land release
2.3 Increase the
2.3.1 Utilise government land to deliver additional
supply of social and
social housing
affordable housing
2.3.2 Streamline decision-making processes for social
housing proposals

2.3.3

2.3.4
2.4 Facilitate decisionmaking processes for
housing in the right
locations

2.4.1

2.4.2

2.5 Provide greater
choice and diversity of
housing

2.5.1

Strengthen the role of planning in facilitating
and delivering the supply of social and
affordable housing
Create ways to capture and share value uplift
from rezonings
Support streamlined approval processes in
defined locations

Facilitate the remediation of contaminated land,
particularly on sites in developed areas of
Melbourne with potential for residential
development
Facilitate housing that offers choice and meets
changing household needs

2.5.2 Provide a range of housing types in growth areas
OUTCOME 3: Melbourne has an integrated transport system that connects
people to jobs and services and goods to market
3.3 Improve local
3.3.1 Create pedestrian-friendly neighbourhoods
travel options to
support 20-minute
neighbourhoods
3.3.4 Locate schools and other regional facilities near
existing public transport and provide safe
walking and cycling routes and drop-off zones
OUTCOME 4: Melbourne is a distinctive and liveable city with quality design and
amenity
4.4 Respect
4.4.1 Recognise the value of heritage when managing
Melbourne’s heritage
growth and change
as we build for the
future
OUTCOME 5: Melbourne is a city of inclusive, vibrant and healthy
neighbourhoods
5.1 Create a city of 20- 5.1.1 Create mixed-use neighbourhoods at varying
minute
densities
neighbourhoods
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5.1.2

Support a network of vibrant neighbourhood
activity centres
Improve neighbourhoods to enable walking and
cycling as part of daily life

5.2 Create
5.2.1
neighbourhoods that
support safe
communities and
healthy lifestyles
OUTCOME 6: Melbourne is a sustainable and resilient city
6.1 Transition to a
6.1.1 Improve energy, water and waste performance
low-carbon city to
of buildings through environmentally
enable Victoria to
sustainable development and energy efficiency
achieve its target of
upgrades
net zero greenhouse
gas emissions by 2050
6.2 Reduce the
6.2.1 Mitigate exposure to natural hazards and adapt
likelihood and
to the impacts of climate change

consequences of
natural hazard events
and adapt to climate
change
6.3 Integrate urban
development and
water cycle
management to
support a resilient and
liveable city
6.7 Reduce waste and
improve waste
management and
resource recovery

6.3.2

Improve alignment between urban water
management and planning by adopting an
integrated water management approach

6.7.2

Improve waste and resource recovery systems
to meet the logistical challenges of mediumand higher-density developments
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Appendix B: Local Planning Policies and Reference Documents
Clause 22 – Local Planning Policies
Clause 22.01 – Heritage Policy
Clause 22.04 – Altona Meadows Urban Design Policy
Clause 22.06 – Mixed Use Policy – Altona Activity Centre
Clause 22.07 – Hobsons Bay West Neighbourhood Character Policy
Clause 22.08 - Hobsons Bay North Neighbourhood Character Policy
Clause 22.09 - Hobsons Bay South Neighbourhood Character Policy
Clause 22.10 - Hobsons Bay East Neighbourhood Character Policy
Reference Documents
Industrial Land Management Strategy (June 2008)
Hobsons Bay Activity Centre Strategy (2006)
Heritage Study Amended (2014)
Hobsons Bay Neighbourhood Character Study (2002)
Incorporated Documents (Schedule to Clause 81.01)
Construction and extension of one dwelling on a lot between 300sqm
and 500sqm (1 May 2014)
Port Phillip Woollen Mill Development Contributions Plan 2015-25 (2016)
Guidelines for the Alterations and Additions to Dwellings in Heritage
Areas in Hobsons Bay (2006)
Guidelines for Infill Development in Heritage Areas in Hobsons Bay
(2006)
Kororoit Creek Road, Williamstown North Level Crossing Removal
Project Incorporated Document (June 2017)
Laverton Rail Upgrade Project (September 2008)
M1 Redevelopment Project (October 2006)
Medical Centre and Pharmacy at 196-200 Hall Street, Spotswood (July
2010)
Outer Suburban Arterial Roads - Western Package Incorporated
Document (June 2017)
Point Gellibrand Coastal Heritage Park Master Plan (Revised July 2003)
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Appendix C: Location of SRAs and Activity Centres
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Appendix D: Age Structure – Hobsons Bay’s Suburbs

Age Structure Hobsons Bay: West
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Appendix E: Speculative Vacancies for residential properties in Hobsons Bay (2013)132
Suburb

Total Dwellings

Vacant
(0L/day)

Ratio (%)

Underutilised
(<50L/day)

Ratio (%)

Altona
Altona Meadows

5,392
7,594

237
195

4.4%
2.6%

533
375

9.9%
4.9%

Altona North
Brooklyn

4,871
903

108
39

2.2%
4.3%

300
106

6.2%
11.7%

Laverton
Newport

2,275
5,579

56
163

2.5%
2.9%

159
385

7.0%
6.9%

Seabrook
Seaholme*

1,751
803

10
20

0.6%
2.5%

33
44

1.9%
5.5%

South Kingsville
Spotswood

929
1,127

58
32

6.2%
2.8%

95
88

10.2%
7.8%

Williamstown
Williamstown North**

5,964
520

129
14

2.2%
2.7%

316
31

5.3%
6.0%

2.8%

2,390

6.6%

Total
36,385
1,027
*Seaholme appears to have already been included in the ‘Altona’ total dwellings

**Williamstown North appears to have already been included in the ‘Williamstown’ total dwellings. These have been excluded from the Total calculations.

132

Source: Speculative Vacancies 7 (2014), Prosper Australia.
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Appendix F: Example of housing densities in Hobsons Bay
Low Density
<25dph

Woods Street, Laverton (14 dw/ha)

Pollard Court, Altona (18dw/ha)

Tait Street, Newport (22dw/ha)

Birmingham Street, Spotswood
(34 dw/ha)

Civic Parade, Altona (46 dw/ha)

Pearson Street, Williamstown (50 dw/ha)

Mason Street, Newport (58 dw/ha)

Arthurs Way, Williamstown (67 dw/ha)

Blyth Street, Altona (70 dw/ha)

Kororoit Creek Road, Williamstown
North (146 dw/ha)

Mason Street, Newport (181 dw/ha)

Pier Street, Altona (209 dw/ha)

Medium Density
25-75dph

High Density
>75dph
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Appendix G: Community and Stakeholder Consultation
Overview
Consultation on the Hobsons Bay Housing Strategy (Round One consultation) was
undertaken from 8 October to 5 December 2014 and focused on housing needs.
Consultation included:








internal workshop with key departments across Council
workshops with the Council Advisory Groups
community consultation consisting of a short housing needs survey
(online and hardcopy)
quick poll online at Participate Hobsons Bay on housing diversity in
Hobsons Bay
consultation stalls across key shopping centres
meetings with local real estate agents
letters to all key stakeholders

Council Advisory Groups
Consultation with the Council Advisory Groups focused on a workshop on
determining the most important considerations when planning for housing in a
neighbourhood. The results of the workshop exercise varied from group to group
although there were some consistencies in priorities, for example, when
considering location, all groups identified that new dwellings must be located
near existing public transport as the highest priority.
Housing needs survey
A total of 387133 responses to the survey were received which representation
from all suburbs within Hobsons Bay, although the majority are from Altona (18.3
per cent), Williamstown (17.8 per cent), Altona Meadows (15.8 per cent) and
Brooklyn (12.1 per cent) and the majority of respondents own/are purchasing
their home (78 per cent).

Overall, respondents living in Hobsons Bay are happy living here for a variety of
reasons, the key reasons being that it is close to the bay, it is/was affordable, it is
close to the city and has public transport. The reasons why residents live here did
however vary from suburb to suburb, reflecting the diverse range of suburbs in
the municipality.
The majority of respondents (69 per cent) are living in the type of house they
want to live in although just over half are planning on moving house within the
next 10 years. The main reasons for people needing to move in the future are to
either:




move to a bigger property - upsize (31 per cent)
move to a smaller property - downsize (21 per cent)
move to a different location (20 per cent)

For those planning on moving, the majority (nearly 64 per cent) were planning on
staying in Hobsons Bay.
Consideration of how people’s housing needs might change over the next 10
years is also an important consideration. Some of the key requirements
respondents included were:



needing a property with lower maintenance, more bedrooms, cheaper
household costs and less bedrooms
most residents stated that they were planning on staying in the same
location although they may need to move closer to the train station, to a
quieter location or be closer to shops/services

Online quick poll
There were 89 responses to the online quick poll which asked ‘How would you
rate the variety of housing in Hobsons Bay?’ This question was asked to gauge

133

The total number of responses was 390 however, two were from residents outside
Hobsons Bay that were not considering moving to the municipality, and one was an
uncompleted survey which was posted back.
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how people perceive housing diversity in Hobsons Bay. The results were as
follows:




Consultation stalls
Consultation stalls were set-up at key shopping centres (listed below). Officers
from were present to assist with enquiries and to hand out postcard surveys:




Pier St Market, Altona on 11 November 2014 (10am-1pm)
Central Square Shopping Centre, Altona Meadows on 13 November
2014 (10am-1pm)
Altona Gate Shopping Centre, Altona North on 14 November 2014
(10am-1pm)
Coles Shopping Centre, Williamstown on 18 November 2014 (10am1pm)

Consultation with real estate agents
Meetings with key local real estate agents provided some insight into the market
demand for housing in the municipality. The following agents were consulted:
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Wayne Sweeney, Williamstown Office (22 October 2014)

The key points included:
Very good – there’s a wide variety of housing types (44 per cent)
Good – there’s some variety of housing but it could be improved (39 per
cent)
Poor – there’s a lack of housing types (17 per cent)

Despite the fact that around 75 per cent of all dwelling stock in Hobsons Bay
comprises detached single storey dwellings134, the majority of the 89
respondents believe that the current diversity of housing in Hobsons Bay is very
good. However, it is not known who these respondents were as the registration
process at the time to use Council’s Participate website did not require collecting
data (e.g. gender, demographics etc.).






Mancini, Altona Office (9 October 2014)
Ray White, Laverton Office (13 October 2014)







demand for single level living
demand for smaller units
preference for lower maintenance properties
no Body Corporate fees
more options for retirees wanting to downsize but remain in the
community

Affordability was a key issue also noted during this round of consultation. Whilst
respondents identified affordability as a key reason for moving to/living in
Hobsons Bay (compare to other areas within a similar distance to the CBD), some
respondents noted that it is now becoming too expensive to buy/rent in the area
(particular the eastern suburbs of the municipality). There is also the issue of
support/housing options for those at risk of homelessness and the provision of
social housing.
Letters to all key stakeholders
Responses from key stakeholders mostly related to considerations regarding
housing densities near to land use constraints, including APA gasnet (pipeline
infrastructure), Department for Transport, Planning and Local Infrastructure
(ports and industry buffers) and Mobil (Major Hazard Facility buffers).
Summary
The results and feedback/outcomes from the Round One consultation provide a
snapshot of current and future housing needs in Hobsons Bay and are consistent
with the outcomes of other previous relevant consultations undertaken.
A factsheet (provided below) on the Round One consultation summary was
prepared in January 2015 and made available online at

Source: http://profile.id.com.au/hobsons-bay/dwellings.
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http://participate.hobsonsbay.vic.gov.au/housing and hard copies were available
at Council offices and Hobsons Bay’s libraries.
Along with demographic forecasts, development activity data, a housing capacity
analysis and information from previous relevant consultation responses, this
information will be used to inform the drafting of the Housing Strategy.
Round Two consultation will allow further opportunity for the community and
key stakeholders to be consulted on the draft Housing Strategy.
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Appendix H: Summary of Council activity in relation to affordable housing
Area
Direct Services

Activity










Regulation

Housing Supply

Financial Support
Strategic
Planning













subsidised home care, personal care, respite care and maintenance services funded by State and Commonwealth government under Home
Aged Care Service programs
rates discounts for pensioners
rate rebates for Veterans Affairs Gold Card TPI and War Widow entitlement holders
consideration of applications to defer or waive rates on the grounds of hardship under section 170 or 171 of the Local Government Act 1989
community services for the aged, including community buses
meeting space (e.g. shopfront) for the Half Moon Caravan Park residents
Planned Activity Groups for aged and low-income residents
delivered meals for aged and low-income residents
funding for low-income resident services, including:
o crisis intervention service
o Western Community Legal Service
o emergency relief
o Gateway support (basic needs)
registration of rooming houses under the Residential Tenancies Act 1997
inspection of rooming houses to ensure compliance by proprietors with minimum privacy, security, safety and amenity standards under the
Public Health and Wellbeing Health Regulations (2009) and the Residential Tenancies (Rooming House Standards) Regulations
universal design
Council has “nomination rights” for low-income aged housing at Walker Close, Altona North and Blyth Street, Altona. (A nomination right is a
common mechanism in the housing sector whereby the holder of the nomination right has the right to place a specific individual as a tenant
in a dwelling)
Council has control of the re-zoning and release of land suitable for residential use
changing land use of Council assets to support affordable housing
purchase of sites with possible future housing land use
ensuring there is adequate land zoned for residential development to provide an ongoing supply of new housing
providing for an efficient metropolitan layout that enables people to access housing and also participate in employment and social
opportunities without unreasonable commutes
encouraging housing types and diversities at different price points
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Statutory
Planning
Advocacy and
Research



identifying housing air space development in the Altona, Williamstown and Newport Parking Strategies
using the Opportunities Study to identify any more privately owned and Council owned sites available for affordable housing (currently under
preparation)
 Housing Strategy (currently under preparation)
 influencing housing location and design through planning zones and overlays
 including affordable housing requirements on planning permits
 housing is a key priority of Council’s adopted Advocacy Strategy
 initiator of Western Region Affordable Housing Forum
 recent submissions to:
o Victorian Tenancy Review
o Victorian Better Apartments Discussion Paper
o ALP Affordable Housing Discussion Paper
o Senate Inquiry into Affordable Housing
 research papers:
o Housing in Hobsons Bay Fact Sheet
research
o DHHS housing affordability reporting
o Id analysis of 2006 and 2011 Census data
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Overview
1.0

Introduction

The Hobsons Bay Housing Strategy Background Report (updated December 2017 1) was drafted in
2016/17. The Background Report identifies the key demographic and housing trends for the
municipality to help guide future residential development in the municipality.
The Background Report was based on demographic and development data from .id profiles (2011
ABS Census) and .id forecasts for the period 2015 to 2035. Since the Background Report was drafted,
the 2016 ABS Census data has been released 2.
The drafting of the Background Report included an in-depth analysis of key data. Although it was
based on 2011 Census data, an initial assessment of the 2016 Census data indicates that the key
housing needs and trends for Hobsons Bay are still in line with those identified in the Background
Report. For this reason, it is unnecessary to undertake a complete review and update of the data and
analysis undertaken in the Background Report.
Instead, an addendum to the document has been prepared to highlight the key demographic
changes and updates that the Housing Strategy needs to consider to satisfy that the 20 year strategy
is in line with the trends identified in the latest 2016 Census data.
1.1

Addendum structure

This addendum includes the following parts:


Section 1: data analysis of the key areas 3:
o population changes
o place of birth
o age structure
o households
o housing tenure
o housing stock
o housing density and diversity
o development trends





Section 2: assessment of demographic
trends and housing needs (2011 and
2016)
Section 3: assessment of housing
trends and housing needs (2011 and
2016)

1

The Housing Strategy Background Report has been updated to reflect policy changes that have happened at
both the State and local level since the report was finalised. Demographic or statistical data has not been
updated.
2
Note: not all the 2016 ABS Census datasets had been released at the time of drafting.
3
Note: 2016 ABS Census data on Migration was still not available at the time of drafting the addendum.
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1.2

Key Trends

In terms of planning for future housing, the following key trends in Hobsons Bay have been
identified:


declining household size – emergence of smaller household types



increase in medium density housing and four bedroom dwellings



ageing population

Hobsons Bay has a range of household types. Although the dominant household type is couples with
children and this is expected to continue to be the most common type in the future, the forecasts
identify an emergence/strong growth in smaller household types over the next 20 years (i.e. an
increase in lone person and couples without children households).
An emerging trend over the past 15 years is for dwellings to contain more bedrooms despite the
increase in medium density housing types. There is a trend away from smaller homes despite the
forecasted decline in household size and the increase in smaller household types.
In terms of housing demand, there is a continued need for family-sized homes but also an increasing
need for smaller medium and higher density housing formats. A diverse range of housing (in terms
of density and number of bedrooms) is required across the municipality.
Hobsons Bay needs to plan for an ageing population, there is expected to be an increasing demand
for housing which allows residents to age in place in the community.
Over the past decade, the majority of new dwellings have come from infill development rather than
urban renewal sites. Over the next 10-20 years, it is expected that a major source of new dwelling
supply will come from key strategic redevelopment areas.
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Section 1: Data analysis
2.0

Population

2.1.1

What is the population of Hobsons Bay?

In 2016, the Hobsons Bay population was 93,392 4. This represents a growth rate of 1.38 per cent
over the previous five years. This is higher than the growth rate of 0.8 per cent recorded over the
period 2006 to 2011.
The Background Report identifies that population growth has been below the metropolitan average
and this trend is predicted to continue. The growth rate of Hobsons Bay (2011-16) has been about
half of that of the Melbourne GCCSA 5 (2.6%).
2.1.2

How is the population changing?

The population is forecast to increase by around 20 per cent over the next 20 years (2016-36), (see
Figures 1 and 2 and Table 1).
Figure 1: Population changes in each suburb (2011-36)

Williamstown North - The Rifle Range
Williamstown
Spotswood - South Kingsville
Seabrook
Newport West
Newport East

2036

Laverton

2016
2011

Brooklyn
Altona North
Altona Meadows
Altona - Seaholme
-

5,000

10,000 15,000 20,000 25,000
Population

Source: forecast.id (2017)

4
5

ABS ERP (2016) – profile.id.com.au/hobsons-bay
Greater Capital City Statistical Area
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Table 1: Hobsons Bay population forecast (2011-36)
Area

Population (No.)

Change (2016-36)

Hobsons Bay City Council

2011
87,391

2016*
93,390

2036
112,642

No.
19,252

%
20.6

Per annum
963

Altona-Seaholme
Altona Meadows
Altona North
Brooklyn
Laverton
Newport East
Newport West
Seabrook
Spotswood-South Kingsville

12,260
19,565
11,975
1,705
4,637
4,324
7,900
5,219
4,337

13,277
20,141
12,916
1,945
5,050
4,608
8,822
5,439
4,790

15,031
20,302
20,926
2,179
7,533
4,618
9,694
4,847
8,841

1,754
161
8,010
234
2,483
10
872
-592
4,051

13.2
0.8
62.0
12.0
49.2
0.2
9.9
-10.9
84.6

88
8
400
12
124
0.5
44
-30
203

11,037
4,432

11,810
4,591

13,656
5,013

1,846
422

15.6
9.2

92
21

Williamstown
Williamstown North
*Source: forecast.id (2017)

It is expected that by 2036, the population of Hobsons Bay will be around 112,642 6. The Housing
Strategy is therefore planning for approximately an additional 19,252 people over the next 20 years
(963 additional residents per annum).
Figure 2: Population forecasts (2011-36)
80.0%

10,000

70.0%

8,000

60.0%
50.0%
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40.0%

4,000

30.0%

2,000

20.0%
10.0%

-

0.0%

-2,000

-10.0%

No. persons

% change

Source: forecast.id (2017)

6

Forecast.id (2017)
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All suburbs will experience growth over the next 20 years with the exception of Seabrook (refer
Figure 2). The suburbs expected to experience the greatest population growth (in numbers) are:
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.

Altona North
Spotswood-South Kingsville
Laverton
Williamstown

The suburbs expected to experience the greatest percentage increases are:
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.

Spotswood-South Kingsville
Altona North
Laverton
Williamstown

Three of the suburbs expected to experience the most amount of growth (Altona North,
Spotswood-South Kingsville and Williamstown) are due to the location of large strategic
redevelopment areas (brownfield sites) identified for residential development.
Laverton is expected to experience the third highest levels of growth in Hobsons Bay. This is
attributed to the fact that there are infill opportunities in the suburb due to the ageing housing
stock.

Population forecasts – Summary
Population (ABS 2011)

Population (ABS 2016)

The Housing Strategy identified 92,761 existing
residents in Hobsons Bay (ERP).
The population growth rate over the period
2006-11 was 0.8 per cent.
Population growth identified as less than half
of the metropolitan average (2.1 per cent).
Forecasted that an additional 17,005 residents
need to be accommodated by 2035 – 850
people per annum.
Suburbs expected to experience the most
amount of growth by 2035 (no.):
- Altona North
- Spotswood-South Kingsville
- Altona-Seaholme
- Williamstown

The 2016 data identifies the existing resident
population in Hobsons Bay is 93,392 (ERP).
The population growth rate over the period
2011-16 was 1.38 per cent.
Population growth identified is about half of
the metropolitan average (2.6 per cent).
Forecasts that an additional 19,252 residents
need to be accommodated by 2036 – 963
people per annum.
Suburbs expected to experience the most
amount of growth by 2036 (no.):
- Altona North
- Spotswood-South Kingsville
- Laverton
- Williamstown
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3.0

Place of birth

3.1

Place of birth (2011-16)

Between 2011 and 2016, the number of people born overseas increased by 1,185 people (4.6 per
cent), and the number of people from a non-English speaking background increased by 659 (3.4 per
cent). This is about half of the total number of people born overseas that was recorded between
2006 and 2011 (2,180 people) 7.
The United Kingdom and India continue to be the most common birthplace (refer Figure 3) since
recorded in the 2011 ABS Census, however New Zealand has overtaken Italy as the third most
common birthplace.
Figure 3: Birthplace (2016)

The largest changes in birthplace countries of the population in this area between 2011 and 2016
(refer Figure 4) were for those born in:





7

New Zealand (+333 persons)
India (+233 persons)
China (+204 persons)
Pakistan (+170 persons)

Housing Strategy Background Report, Section 4.3 (2017).
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Figure 4: Change in birthplace (2011-16)

Place of Birth – Summary
Place of Birth (2006-11)

Place of Birth (2011-16)

Around 31 per cent of residents (25,840) were
born overseas
Most common birthplace: UK, India and Italy

Around 30 per cent of residents (27,024) were
born overseas
Most common birthplace: UK, India and New
Zealand
Around 23 per cent from a non-English
speaking background
Largest changes in birthplace:
- New Zealand (+333)
- India (+233)
- China (+204)
- Pakistan (+170)

Around 23 per cent from a non-English speaking
background
Largest changes in birthplace:
- India (+1,639)
- China (+313)
- Italy (-200)
- Myanmar (+190)
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4.0

Age structure

4.1

Age structure (2016)

In 2016, the age structure of Hobsons Bay was largely similar to that of Greater Melbourne (refer
Figure 5). The notable difference is that there was a larger percentage of persons aged 35 to 64
years and 0 to 9 years and a smaller proportion of younger persons aged 10 to 19 years and 20 to 34
years.
Overall, 18.4 per cent of the population was aged between 0 and 15, and 14.8 per cent were aged 65
years and over, compared with 18.3 per cent and 14.0 per cent respectively for Greater Melbourne.
Figure 5: Age structure, Hobsons Bay and Melbourne (2016)

In terms of service age groups (see Figure 6), the age structure differences between Hobsons Bay
and Greater Melbourne are more apparent. Hobsons Bay has an older population (from ‘Parents and
homebuilders’ to the ‘Elderly aged 85 and over’) and a lower proportion of residents in the younger
age cohorts (aged 34 years and below).
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Figure 6: Age structure – service age groups (2016)

4.2

How has the age structure changed? (2011-16)

From 2011-16, the main changes in age structure was increases in the 5 to 9 years (16%) and 55 to
59 years (15%) age groups, as shown in Figure 7. However, in terms of percentage change, it was the
65 to 69 years (20%) and the 85 years and over (17%) age groups that showed the greatest change.
The largest age group in 2011 was 40 to 44 year olds (8 per cent of total population) and in 2016, the
30 to 34 year olds were the predominant age group (8.2 per cent of total).
Figure 7: Change in age structure (2011-16)
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4.2.1

Ageing population

Hobsons Bay has an ageing population. The number of residents aged 65 years and over increased
by around 13 per cent between 2011 and 2016 and the number of frail elderly persons (aged 85
years and over) increased by just over 20 per cent.
4.3

How is the age structure expected to change?

Figure 8 and 9 shows the expected change in age structure between 2016 and 2036. Growth is
expected in all age cohorts.
In terms of the service age groups, the greatest increases are expected in the 35 to 49 years and 70
to 84 years age cohort.
Figure 8: Change in age structure – Service age groups (2016-36)
4,500
4,000

No. Persons

3,500
3,000
2,500
2,000
1,500
1,000
500
0 to 4
years

5 to 11 12 to 17 18 to 24 25 to 34 35 to 49 50 to 59 60 to 69 70 to 84 85 and
years
years
years
years
years
years
years
years
over
years

Service Age Groups (Years)

Source: forecast.id (2016)

In terms of the changes within the five year age groups, there is expected to be slightly more growth
for family age groups (30-39 years and 0-14 year olds) and retirees/elderly persons (55-79 year olds).
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Figure 9: Change in age structure – Five year age groups (2016-36)
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4.3.1

Ageing population (2016-36)

The number of residents aged 65 years and over is expected to increase by around 44 per cent by
2036 compared to 2016. The number of frail elderly persons (aged 85 years and over) is forecast to
increase by around 37 per cent.
The Background Report identified that for the period 2011 to 2035, that the number of residents
aged 65 years and over and the number of frail elderly persons would be over 50 pent and 46 per
cent respectively.

Age Structure – Summary
Age Structure (2006-11) and 2035

Age Structure (2011-16) and 2036

In 2011, the age structure of Hobsons Bay was
largely similar to that of Melbourne, except:
- Higher proportion of 35-59 and 0-4
year olds
- Lower proportion of 20-29 and 5-19
year olds

In 2016, the age structure of Hobsons Bay was
largely similar to that of Melbourne, except:
- Higher proportion of 35-64 and 0-9
year olds
- Lower proportion of older
children/teenagers (10-19 year olds)
and young adults (20-34 year olds)
In general, Hobsons Bay has an older
population compared to Greater Melbourne
Planning for an ageing population. In 2016,
there were around 13,807 residents (14.8%)
aged 65 years and over and 2,053 elderly

In general, Hobsons Bay has an older
population compared to Greater Melbourne
Planning for an ageing population. In 2011,
there were around 12,186 residents (13.9%)
aged 65 years and over and 1,690 elderly
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residents aged 85 years and above (1.9% of
total).
Forecasted change in age structure (2015-35) –
growth expected in all age cohorts with slightly
more growth forecast for family age groups
(30-39 years and 0-14 year olds) and
retirees/elderly persons (55-79 year olds).

5.0

Households

5.1

Household size

residents aged 85 years and above (2.2% of
total).
Forecasted change in age structure (2016-36) –
growth expected in all age cohorts with slightly
more growth forecast for family age groups
(30-39 years and 0-14 year olds) and
retirees/elderly persons (55-79 year olds).

In 2016, the average household size was 2.56 which remains unchanged compared to 2011.
However, changes did occur across the suburbs (see Table 2). Around 25 per cent of households
containing only one person (lone person households), compared with 23 per cent in Greater
Melbourne (see Figure 10). The dominant household size being two persons per household.
Figure 10: Household size in Hobsons Bay and Greater Melbourne (2016)

Since 2011, some suburbs have experienced an increase in average household size and some a
decrease or no overall change (see Table 2).
Analysis of household size correlates to household types which is discussed in Section 5.2.
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Table 2: Change in average household size by suburb (2011-16)
Suburb
Hobsons Bay City
Altona - Seaholme
Altona Meadows
Altona North
Brooklyn
Laverton
Newport East
Newport West
Seabrook
Spotswood - South Kingsville
Williamstown
Williamstown North - The Rifle Range
5.2

2011
2.53
2.31
2.66
2.60
2.28
2.70
2.60
2.47
2.94
2.28
2.45
2.59

2016
2.53
2.31
2.59
2.58
2.26
2.72
2.73
2.53
2.96
2.39
2.49
2.55

Change
No change
No change
Decrease
Decrease
Decrease
Increase
Increase
Increase
Increase
Increase
Increase
Decrease

Expected change in household size

It is forecast that the average household size in Hobsons Bay will decline from 2.56 (2016) to 2.51 by
2036.
5.3

Household types (2016)

In 2016, there were 34,193 households in Hobsons Bay, an increase of around five per cent from
2011 (see Table 3).
Couples with children remain as the dominant household type accounting for almost a third of total
households. Households types in Hobsons Bay are very similar to the wider metropolitan Melbourne
area (see Figure 11).
Table 3: Household type (2011 and 2016)
Household Type
No.
Couples with children
Single parent families
Couples without children
Lone person households
Group households
Other family households
Visitor only households
Other not classifiable
households
Total households
Source: profile.id (2016)

2011
%

10,303
3,597
7,631
7,901
1,237
475
271
1,111

31.7
11.1
23.5
24.3
3.8
1.5
0.8
3.4

Greater
Melbourne
(%)
33.6
10.4
23.5
22.3
4.5
1.4
0.9
3.4

32,523

100.0

100.0

No.
11,197
3,690
7,876
8,101
1,128
507
223
1,471
34,193

2016
%
Greater
Melbourne
(%)
32.7
33.5
10.8
10.1
23.0
22.9
23.7
22.0
3.3
4.7
1.5
1.4
0.7
0.9
4.3
4.5
100.0

100.0

Change
2011-16
(%)
2.7
0.3
0.8
0.6
-0.3
0.1
-0.1
1.1
5.1
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Figure 11: Household type (2011 and 2016)

5.4

Change in household types (2011-16)

Figure 12 shows the changes in household types between 2011 and 2016, the greatest change was
in the number of ‘Couples with children’ households (+894). However, as a percentage, the
household types in 2016 were very similar to in 2011.
The change in household types are not uniform across the municipality. In many areas, family
households are declining in number, whilst in others they are increasing. This is examined further in
Appendix A.
If household types are categorised into ‘larger households’ (e.g. couples with children and one
parent families) then they account for around 44 per cent of total household types. The ‘smaller
households’ (e.g. couples without children and lone person households) account for about 47 per
cent of the total.
The Background Report identifies that it is the ‘smaller household’ types (lone persons and couples
without children) that are forecast to grow faster than larger households8. This correlates with the
expected decline in the average household size in Hobsons Bay over the next 20 years 9.

8
9

Housing Strategy Background Report (2017), Section 4.5.5.
Ibid, Section 4.6.
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Figure 12: Change in household type (2011-16)

5.5

Expected change in household types (2016-36)

By 2036, there is expected to be 44,348 households in Hobsons Bay. Figure 13 below shows the
change in household type over the 20 year period. The greatest increase is expected in lone person
households (+2,702 households) and couples without children (+2,618 households).
Although couple families with children households are expected to decline from the period 2016 to
2036, this household type will still remain the most dominant in Hobsons Bay.
Figure 13: Change in household type (2016-36)
3,000

No. Households

2,500
2,000
1,500
1,000
500
Couple
families with
children

Couples
without
children

Group
households

Lone person
households

One parent Other families
family

Source: forecast.id (2016)
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5.6

Household types and dwelling demand

The change in household types may be in response to the type of new dwellings that are being
provided or are available in an area and not necessarily what is driving the type of housing in the
market. For example, if more four bedroom dwellings are being provided then that will attract
larger family sized households, conversely, if smaller one and two bedroom dwellings are being
provided then this will increase the number of smaller households (e.g. lone persons and couples
without children).
Analysis of the change in average household size, household types and number of bedrooms per
dwelling between 2011 and 2016 has been undertaken (see Appendix A).
Overall, the change in the number of bedrooms per dwelling aligns with the changes in household
types in each suburb (e.g. where there was a decrease in lone person households there was also a
decrease in one and two bedroom dwellings), however there are some notable exceptions:
•

•

•

•

•

•

Altona Meadows – experienced a decrease in average household size attributed to an
increase in the number of couples without children. The increase in the number of two
bedroom dwellings reflects this change although not the increase in the number of
dwellings with four or more bedrooms.
Altona North – experienced a decrease in average household size. Whilst a more diverse
and even mix of dwellings with two, three and four or more bedroom dwellings was
provided over the five year period, there was a loss in the number of one or fewer
bedrooms.
Brooklyn – this suburb also experienced a slight decrease in average household size
probably attributed to an increase in the number of lone person households. There was a
loss of dwellings with one or fewer bedrooms but an increase in the number of two beds.
Laverton – experienced an increase in average household size with an increase in the family
households (number of couples with children), however in regards to dwellings, there was a
loss in the number of four bedroom houses.
Williamstown – the number of couples with children and couples without children
households both increased between 2011 and 2016, however the biggest increase in
dwellings were for four or more bedrooms, with a loss of one and two bedrooms.
Williamstown North (The Rifle Range) - despite a decrease in the average household size,
only dwellings with four or more bedrooms were provided.

Whilst the data summarised in Appendix A shows what has happened over the last five years in
terms of household changes and dwelling stock provided, what it does not show is the ‘true’ demand
for housing based on the housing needs due to social changes occurring amongst the existing
residents.
The Housing Strategy Background Report identified this matter through the community consultation
that was undertaken and the subsequent feedback that was received from both residents and real
estate agents. For example, more opportunities for ageing residents to downsize within the
community. The provision of three and four bedrooms does not meet this demand.
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The Background Report identifies that average household size in Hobsons Bay is forecast to decline
over the next 20 years due to an ageing population as well as social changes10. Whilst this decline
may not be uniform across the municipality, in terms of planning for future housing, a diversity of
housing formats with a mix of bedrooms is important to cater for a range of household types and
remains to be the key objective of the housing strategy.

Households – Summary
Households 2011 and 2035

Households 2016 and 2036

In 2011, the average household size was 2.56
and it was forecast to decline to 2.51 in 2035
Couples with children were the dominant
household type in Hobsons Bay (31.7%)
The smaller household types (‘Couples without
children’ and ‘Lone person households’)
accounted for almost half of all household
types (47.8%)
Household types in Hobsons Bay in 2011 were
similar to Greater Melbourne
Couples with children is expected to decline by
2035 to around 30.6%
By 2035, the greatest increases are expected to
be in lone person households (26.8%) and
couples without children (26.1%)

In 2016, the average household size was 2.56
and it was forecast to decline to 2.51 in 2036
Couples with children were the dominant
household type in Hobsons Bay (32.7%)
The smaller household types (‘Couples
without children’ and ‘Lone person
households’) accounted for almost half of all
household types (46.7%)
Household types in Hobsons Bay in 2016 were
similar to Greater Melbourne
Couples with children is expected to decline
by 2036 to around 30.5%
By 2036, the greatest increases are expected
to be in lone person households (26.3%) and
couples without children (26.5%)

6.0

Housing tenure

6.1

Housing tenure (2016)

Analysis of the housing tenure of the population of Hobsons Bay City in 2016 compared to Greater
Melbourne shows that there was a larger proportion of households who owned their homes; a
smaller proportion purchasing their homes; and a similar proportion who were renters (see Table 4
and Figure 14).
Table 4: Housing ownership within Hobsons Bay and Metropolitan Melbourne (2011 and 2016)
Housing ownership
Home ownership, fully owned
Home ownership, with mortgage
Renting - private
Renting – social
Other arrangements
Source: profile.id (2016)

10

2011
Hobsons Bay
Metro Melb
(%)
(%)
35.0
31.5
31.4
35.3
23.5
23.1
3.0
2.9
7.1
7.2

2016
Hobsons Bay
Metro Melb
(%)
(%)
32.7
29.0
31.6
34.3
25.0
25.8
2.9
2.6
7.9
8.3

Housing Strategy Background Report (2017), Section 4.6.
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Figure 14: Housing tenure (2016)

Source: profile.id (2016)

6.2

Change in housing tenure (2011-16)

Figure 15 shows the change in housing tenure for 2011 to 2016. The largest changes in housing
tenure categories for the households in Hobsons Bay were:




Renting - Private (+913 persons)
Mortgage (+595 persons)
Fully owned (-208 persons)

The total number of households in Hobsons Bay City increased by 1,672 between 2011 and 2016.
Figure 15: Change in housing tenure (2011-16)

Source: profile.id (2016)
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Housing tenure – Summary
Housing tenure (2006-11)

Housing tenure (2011-16)

Around two-thirds of residents live in private
market housing
Higher rate of home ownership and lower rate
of mortgages compared with metropolitan
Melbourne
Around 3 per cent of households were in social
housing which was slightly higher than the
metropolitan average

Around two-thirds of residents live in private
market housing
Higher rate of home ownership and lower rate
of mortgages compared with metropolitan
Melbourne
Around 3 per cent of households were in social
housing which was slightly higher than the
metropolitan average

7.0

Housing stock

7.1

Total dwellings (2011 and 2016)

In 2016, there were 37,183 dwellings in Hobsons Bay, this is an increase of around five per cent
since 2011 (see Table 5). In terms of growth rate, this is around an additional 359 new dwellings per
annum over the five year period (1 per cent per annum). This compares to a growth rate of 0.8 per
cent per annum between 2006 and 2011 (271 dwellings per annum).
Table 5: Total dwellings (2011 and 2016)
Dwelling type

Occupied private
dwellings
Unoccupied private
dwellings
Non private dwellings
Total dwellings

Hobsons Bay
(2011)
(No.)
(%)
32,527
91.9
2,861

8.0

1,023
35,388

0.1
100

Greater
Melbourne
(%)
91.2

100

Hobsons Bay
(2016)
(No.)
(%)
34,195
92.0
2,988

8.0

1,073
37,183

100

Greater
Melbourne
(%)
90.7

Change
2011-16
(%)
4.9

100

5.1

Source: profile.id (2016)
7.2

No. dwellings per suburb (2011 and 2016)

Figure 16 shows the increase in dwellings per suburb between 2011 and 2016. All suburbs
experienced an increase in the number of dwellings over the five year period with the greatest
increases in Altona-Seaholme, Altona North and Newport West. The least amount of change
occurred in Seabrook.
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Figure 16: No. dwellings per suburb (2011 and 2016)
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Source: profile.id (2016)
7.2

Total dwellings by 2036

By 2036, the total number of dwellings in Hobsons Bay is forecast to be 46,391 (refer Table 6) which
is an additional 8,849 new dwellings expected over the next 20 years (443 new homes per annum).
This compares to a total of 44,343 dwellings estimated by 2035 in the Background Report (381 new
dwellings per annum).
7.3

Expected change in total dwellings (2016-36)

Table 6 and Figure 17 show the forecast changes to the total number of dwellings in each suburb
from 2011 to 2036.
Table 6: Hobsons Bay dwelling forecast (2011-36)
Area
Hobsons Bay City Council
Altona-Seaholme
Altona Meadows
Altona North
Brooklyn
Laverton
Newport East
Newport West
Seabrook
Spotswood-South Kingsville
Williamstown
Williamstown North
Source: forecast.id (2016)

Dwellings (No.)

Change (2016-36)

2011
35,595

2016
37,542

2036
46,391

No.
8,849

%
23.6

Per annum
442.5

5,568
7,448
4,657
802
1,845
1,726
3,336
1,802
1,976

6,039
7,717
4,981
902
1,967
1,748
3,543
1,807
2,100

6,895
8,185
7,863
1,042
2,923
1,854
4,040
1,815
3,902

856
468
2,882
140
956
106
497
8
1,802

14.2
6.1
57.9
15.5
48.6
6.1
14.0
0.4
85.8

42.8
23.4
144.1
7.0
47.8
5.3
24.9
0.4
90.1

4,681
1,754

4,922
1,816

5,919
1,953

997
137

20.3
7.5

49.9
6.9
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The total number of dwellings is expected to increase by just under a quarter by 2036. As identified
previously, the greatest areas of housing growth is forecast to occur in Altona North, SpotswoodSouth Kingsville and Laverton.
Figure 17: No. dwellings per suburb (2011, 2016 and 2036)
Williamstown North
Williamstown
Spotswood - South Kingsville
Seabrook
Newport West
2036

Newport East

2016

Laverton

2011

Brooklyn
Altona North
Altona Meadows
Altona - Seaholme
-

1,000 2,000 3,000 4,000 5,000 6,000 7,000 8,000 9,000

No. of Dwellings

Housing stock – Summary
Housing stock 2011 and 2035

Housing stock 2016 and 2036

The total number of dwellings in 2011 was
35,388
The growth rate between 2006 and 2011 was
around 0.8% per annum (271 dwellings per
annum)
A total of 44,343 dwellings estimated by 2035
(381 new homes per annum)

The total number of dwellings in 2016 was
37,183
The growth rate between 2011 and 2016 was
around 1% per annum (359 dwellings per
annum)
A total of 46,391 dwellings estimated by 2036
(443 new homes per annum)
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8.0

Housing types

8.1

Housing diversity – dwelling type (2016)

In 2016, there were 24,152 separate houses in the area, 12,040 medium density dwellings and 637
high density dwellings.
Analysis of the types of dwellings in Hobsons Bay show that the number of separate houses (low
density) has declined from 75 per cent in 2011 to 65 per cent in 2016 with an increase in medium
and high density housing (refer Table 7 and Figures 18 and 19). This is in line with the infill
development opportunities being realised across the suburb.
Table 7: Dwelling type (2011 and 2016)
Dwelling type
Separate houses (low density)
Medium density
High density

2011
(%)
75.2
22.7
1.4

2016
(%)
65.0
32.4
1.7

The greatest change to dwelling type since 2011 can be seen when compared with Greater
Melbourne. In 2011, Hobsons Bay had a higher proportion of separate houses compared to Greater
Melbourne but in 2016, this trend reversed. There is a much greater proportion of medium density
housing in Hobsons Bay compared to Greater Melbourne (32.4 per cent versus 22.9 per cent)
although much less high density (1.7 per cent versus 10.1 per cent).
Figure 18: Dwelling type (2016)
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Figure 19: Change in dwelling type (2011-16)
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8.2

Distribution of separate, medium and high density housing (2011 and 2016)

Figures 20 to 25 spatially show the distribution of the three housing density types across Hobsons
Bay (Source: http://atlas.id.com.au/hobsons-bay).
Figure 20: Separate houses – low density (2016)

Figure 21: Separate houses – low density (2011)
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Figure 22: Medium density (2016)

Figure 23: Medium density (2011)
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Figure 24: High density (2016)

Figure 25: High density (2011)
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8.3

Number of bedrooms per dwelling

In 2016, three bedroom dwellings were the most common accounting for just over 50 per cent of
total dwelling stock (refer Table 8). This was higher than the Greater Melbourne average of 40 per
cent (refer Figure 26).
Table 8: Number of bedrooms per dwelling (2011 and 2016)
2016
Number of
bedrooms

0 or 1 bedrooms
2 bedrooms
3 bedrooms
4 bedrooms
5 bedrooms or
more
Not stated
Total households

Source: profile.id (2016)

No.

%

1,182
6,795
17,734
5,351

3.5
19.9
51.9
15.6

909
2,224
34,195

2011
Greater
Melbourne
%

No.

%

6.0
19.5
40.1
23.0

1,243
6,557
17,508
4,765

3.8
20.2
53.8
14.7

2.7

4.8

744

2.3

6.5
100.0

6.8
100.0

1,707
32,524

5.2
100.0

Greater
Melbourne
%

Change
(2011-16)
No.

5.5
19.3
43.8
22.0

-61
+238
+226
+586

4.3

+165

5.1
+517
100.0 +1,671

%
-5%
4%
1%
11%
18%
23%
5%

Analysis of the number of bedrooms in Hobsons Bay compared to Greater Melbourne shows that
there was a lower proportion of dwellings with two bedrooms or less, as well as a lower proportion
of dwellings with four or more bedrooms.
Overall, 23.3 per cent of households were in dwellings with two bedrooms or less, and 18.3 per cent
of four or more bedroom dwellings, compared with 25.4 per cent and 27.7 per cent for Greater
Melbourne respectively.
Figure 26: No. of bedrooms per dwelling (2016)
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8.3

Change in number of bedrooms per dwelling (2011-16)

Figure 27 shows the changes in the number of bedrooms per dwelling in Hobsons Bay between 2011
and 2016. The greatest change was in the increase in the number of four bedroom dwellings which
increased by 11 per cent over the five year period. There has been a decline in the number of
dwellings with one or less bedrooms over the same period (five per cent decrease).
The Background Report 11 identified a trend in Hobsons Bay (over the period 2001-11) for dwellings
to contain more bedrooms despite the increase in medium density housing types. There is a trend
away from smaller homes despite declining average household size and the increase in smaller
households.
Figure 27: Change in no. of bedrooms per dwelling (2011-16)

11

Housing Strategy Background Report (2017), Section 5.4.
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Housing density and diversity - Summary

Housing density and diversity (2011)

Housing density and diversity (2016)

Separate houses (low density) accounted for
around three quarters of the total housing
stock

Separate houses (low density) accounted for
around two thirds of the total housing stock.
This decrease represents the amount of infill
development that has been occurring over the
past five years
Medium density housing accounted for around
a 33 per cent of total housing stock
Around 1.7 per cent of total housing was high
density. There has been little change in the
amount of high density development reflective
of the preference for more medium density
housing formats in Hobsons Bay.
Around 50 per cent of all dwellings had three
bedrooms
Dwellings with four or bedrooms accounted for
around 18 per cent of total dwellings
Dwellings with two or fewer bedrooms
accounted for around 23 per cent of total
dwellings

Medium density housing accounted for around
a 20 per cent total housing stock
Around 1.4 per cent of total housing was high
density

Around 54 per cent of all dwellings had three
bedrooms
Dwellings with four or bedrooms accounted for
around 17 per cent of total dwellings
Dwellings with two or fewer bedrooms
accounted for around 24 per cent of total
dwellings
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9.0

Residential development

9.1

New dwellings constructed (2007-17)

Over the 10 year period, a net additional 3,311 new residential dwellings were constructed in
Hobsons Bay (331 dwellings per annum). The recent rate of development over the last five years has
been much greater, from 2012 to 2017, 402 new dwellings per annum were constructed.
Figure 28: Net additional residential development (2007-17)
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Source: Opteon data (1/4/2007 to 1/4/2017)

Figure 28 shows the proportion of these 3,311 new dwellings per annum with the highest amount
being constructed in 2016.
Figure 29 and Table 9 shows the distribution of these new dwellings per suburb. The suburbs which
experienced the highest amount of residential development include:




Altona-Seaholme (678 per annum)
Altona North (641 per annum)
Newport (590 per annum)

The growth in these suburbs can be attributed to the infill opportunities available, for example, the
demolition of an existing house and replacement with medium density units and townhouses.
Altona has also had a number of high density apartment developments completed over the past few
years. The construction of dwellings in Altona Meadows is attributed to vacant lots rather than the
demolishment and replacements of existing homes.
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Figure 29: Net additional dwellings constructed per suburb (2007-17)
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Table 9: Net additional dwellings constructed per suburb (2007-17)
Suburb

Hobsons Bay
Altona-Seaholme
Altona Meadows
Altona North
Brooklyn
Laverton
Newport
Seabrook
Spotswood-South Kingsville
Williamstown
Williamstown North

Net additional residential dwellings constructed
(2007-17)
No.
%
Per Annum
3,311
100.0
331.1
678
20.5
67.8
359
10.8
35.9
641
19.4
64.1
225
6.8
22.5
196
5.9
19.6
590
17.8
59.0
16
0.5
1.6
254
7.7
25.4
278
8.4
27.8
74
2.2
7.4

*Seaholme accounted for 25
**South Kingsville accounted for 79
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9.2

Forecast residential development (2016-36)

Residential development forecasts assume the number of dwellings in Hobsons Bay will increase by
an average of 443 dwellings per annum to 46,391 in 2036 12 (from 37,183 in 2016).
Figure 30 shows the residential growth expected in each suburb. All suburbs are expected to
experience growth in the existing housing stock but the rate of increase varies significantly. As
identified previously, Spotswood-South Kingsville and Altona North are forecast to experience the
most growth due to the location of large strategic redevelopment areas in these suburbs driving
development.
Figure 30: Hobsons Bay - Forecast residential development (2016-36)
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1,000
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Source: forecast.id (2016)

Residential development – Summary

12

Residential development 2011 and 2035

Residential development 2016 and 2036

Between 2004-14, 3,314 net additional
dwellings constructed in Hobsons Bay (301
dwellings per annum)
The suburbs with the highest amount of growth
from 2004-14 included:
- Altona-Seaholme
- Altona North
- Newport
Forecasted residential development by 2035
was 44,343 (381 new homes per annum)

Between 2007-17, 3,311 net additional
dwellings constructed in Hobsons Bay (331
dwellings per annum)
The suburbs with the highest amount of
growth from 2007-17 included:
- Altona-Seaholme
- Altona North
- Newport
Forecasted residential development by 2036 is
46,391 (443 new homes per annum)

Based on forecast.id data (2016).
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Section 2: Demographic trends and housing needs
The demographic trends and future housing needs identified in the Housing Strategy Background
Report are summarised in Figure 31.
Figure 31: Demographic trends and housing needs (Housing Background Report)

The addendum identifies that there are no notable differences between the 2011 and 2016 ABS
Census data in regards to the existing resident profile and demographic trends.
In terms of future housing needs, it is expected that the Housing Strategy needs to plan for around
an additional 19,252 residents by 2036 13 which is an additional 8,217 households.

13

Based on forecast.id data (2016).
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Section 3: Housing trends and housing needs
The housing trends and future housing needs identified in the Housing Strategy Background Report
are summarised in Figure 32.
Figure 32: Housing trends and housing needs (Housing Background Report)

The addendum highlights some key changes in the existing housing profile although the housing
trends are still in line with those identified in the Housing Strategy Background Report.
In 2016, there were 37,183 dwellings in Hobsons Bay. An additional 359 new dwellings were
constructed over the five year period. The growth rate has increased over the five year period
between 2011 and 2016 to one per cent, compared to 0.8 per cent between 2006 and 2011.
Housing diversity has increased over the past five years, as evidenced through the decrease in
separate houses (10 per cent decrease) and increase in medium density developments (10 per cent
increase). There was minimal change in the amount of high density housing that has been
constructed.
However, despite the increase in housing density, the supply of four bedroom dwellings continues.
As identified in the Housing Strategy Background Report, there is a trend away from smaller homes
despite declining average household size and the increase in smaller households. There is a need for
smaller one and two bedroom dwellings to add to diversity in the housing stock.
In terms of future housing needs, it is estimated that an additional 8,849 new dwellings are required
by 2036 (443 per annum) 14.

14

Based on forecast.id data (2016).
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Appendix A: Change in average household size,
household type & number of bedrooms (2011-16)
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Altona - Seaholme

Hobsons Bay City

Suburb

Table A: Change in average household size, household types and number of bedrooms (2011-16)
2011

2016

Change

2.53

2.53

No
change

2.31

2.31

No
change

Change in household types

Change in number of bedrooms per dwelling
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Altona Meadows
Altona North

2.66

2.59

Decrease

2.60

2.58

Decrease

40

Brooklyn
Laverton

2.28

2.26

Decrease

2.70

2.72

Increase
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Newport East
Newport West

2.60

2.73

Increase

2.47

2.53

Increase

42

Spotswood - South Kingsville

Seabrook
2.94
2.96
Increase

2.28
2.39
Increase

43

Williamstown North - The Rifle
Range

Williamstown
2.45
2.49
Increase

2.59
2.55
Decrease
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
A Housing Strategy has been prepared for Hobsons Bay to manage housing
growth in response to population changes in the municipality over the next 20
years1.
The Housing Strategy Background Report (Volume One) identified the need for a
Housing Framework Plan and a housing capacity assessment to be undertaken to
identify where future housing growth can occur and help determine the potential
supply of additional housing in Hobsons Bay. This comprises Volume Two of the
Hobsons Bay Housing Strategy.
Housing demand has been identified in the Housing Strategy Background Report
as an additional 8,849 new dwellings (443 new dwellings per annum) in Hobsons
Bay by 2036. This is based on an anticipated increase in population of over
19,000 residents by 2036 with the majority of this anticipated growth from the
expected residential developments in the Strategic Redevelopment Areas (SRAs).
State planning policy is to accommodate the majority of new infill development
in established areas.
Planning for housing is however not just about supply but also about location
and diversity. The Background Report also identified that the location of housing
is one of the most important considerations when planning for future housing.
A set of criteria has been used to determine housing locations and to guide the
level of housing change across the suburbs to manage housing in Hobsons Bay.

2) Housing Framework Plan to manage housing growth and change
3) Housing Capacity Assessment
Criteria to determine Housing Change Areas
Hobsons Bay is affected by a number of land use and environmental constraints
(e.g. Major Hazard Facility buffers, foreshore flooding, heritage overlays) as well
as accessibility constraints (e.g. not all suburbs have good access to existing
public transport and services). These constraints must be considered when
determining potential housing capacity.
A set of criteria based on four key components has been developed to help guide
where new housing should be encouraged:
i)
ii)
iii)
iv)

Strategic Context
Environment and Amenity
Accessibility
Character/Built form

Housing Framework Plan
The Housing Framework Plan identifies the appropriate housing change areas
based on the four criteria identified, as well as consideration of the estimated
housing demand across the suburbs in response to expected demographic
changes.

This document contains three key components:
Three housing change areas are identified:
1) Criteria used to determine the Housing Change Areas




Limited Change Areas
Moderate Change Areas

1

Based on the latest 2016 ABS Census data and .id forecast data which considers potential
demographic and development changes up to 2036 only.
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Substantial Change Areas

The housing change areas align with the New Residential Zones introduced by
the Victorian Government in 2013 and further reformed in 2017.

Although supply for additional housing is not expected to be an issue in the
municipality, the location of new housing needs to be appropriately planned.

Housing capacity assessment

The spatial distribution of new dwellings constructed in Hobsons Bay does not
align well with the location of the municipality’s activity centres.

A Housing Capacity Assessment has been prepared to identify to identify the
potential capacity for the supply of new housing d in the municipality over the
next 20 years, based on an assessment of land use constraints and opportunities,
and to meet estimated demand..

The Housing Strategy presents an opportunity to better align future housing
growth and change in appropriate locations, as identified in the Housing
Framework Plan.

A housing capacity model was prepared by .id consultants2. The capacity
assessment identified four opportunities for housing supply:
i)
ii)
iii)
iv)

strategic redevelopment areas and sites
activity centre catchments
other infill development
shop top housing in commercial areas (Commercial 1 Zone in
activity centres)

The housing capacity assessment conservatively estimates that Hobsons Bay has
development sites/opportunities to provide a net gain of approximately 16,281
dwellings. Based on estimated housing demand of 443 new dwellings per annum
(over the next 20 years), this represents around 37 years of supply.
Around 60 per cent of housing opportunities have been identified within activity
centres and key opportunity sites with the remainder (40 per cent) potentially
available from other infill opportunities.

2

Prepared in 2016 and updated in April 2018 to align with the Reformed Residential Zones
will need updating with ref to 2019 update to align with final proposed zoning..
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GLOSSARY
Activity Centre

Vibrant hubs where people shop, work, meet, relax and
often live

Active Transport

Travel methods involving physical exercise such as
walking and cycling

Cadastre

Map data which shows land parcel and property
boundaries

IN3Z

Industrial 1 Zone

Activity Centre

SUZ1
SUZ2

The likelihood of land to be redeveloped

HBCC

Hobsons Bay City Council

ILMS

Industrial Land Management Strategy

Active Transport

SUZ3

Travel methods involving physical
exercise such as walking and
Special Use Zone (Schedulecycling
3)

Special Use Zone (Schedule 2)

Cadastre
SUZ5
PPRZ

Special Use Zone (Schedule 4)

Developability
HBCC

Map data which shows land parcel
and
property boundaries
Special Use Zone (Schedule 5)

Public Park and Recreation The
Zonelikelihood of land to be

redeveloped
Public Conservation and Resource Zone

PCRZ
Infill development

Vibrant hubs where people shop,
work, meet, relax and often live

Special Use Zone (Schedule 1)

SUZ4
Developability

Industrial 3 Zone

New residential development which occurs in
established areas

UFZ

MHF

Major Hazard Facilities

PUZ1

SRA

Strategic Redevelopment Area (as identified in the
Industrial Land Management Strategy 2008)

PUZ2 MHF

Public Use Zone 2

PUZ3 SRA

Public Use Zone 3

New residential development
which occurs in established areas

PUZ4

Public Use Zone 4

Major Hazard Facilities

Public Use Zone 5

Strategic Redevelopment Area (as
identified in the Industrial Land
Management Strategy 2008)

Strategic Redevelopment Site

Development of 10 or more dwellings

Walkable Catchment

An area mapped around a pedestrian destination
usually showing a 400m (5 minute) or 800m (10 minute)
walk

PUZ5

ILMS
Infill development

General Residential Zone (Schedule 1)
PUZ7

GRZ2

Public Use Zone 1

Strategic Redevelopment Site

Public Use Zone 6

PUZ6
GRZ1

Hobsons Bay City Council
Urban Floodway Zone

Walkable Catchment

Public Use Zone 7

General Residential Zone (Schedule 2)

GRZ3

General Residential Zone (Schedule 3)

RGZ1

Residential Growth Zone (Schedule 1)

MUZ

Mixed Use Zone

CDZ1

Comprehensive Development Zone (Schedule 1)

RDZ1

Road Zone 1

C1Z

Commercial 1 Zone

C2Z

Commercial 2 Zone

CA

Commonwealth Land

Industrial Land Management
Strategy

Development of 10 or more
dwellings

An area mapped around a
pedestrian destination usually
showing a 400m (5 minute) or
800m (10 minute) walk
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1.0 INTRODUCTION
The Hobsons Bay Housing Strategy determines the most appropriate locations
across the municipality to accommodate additional new housing and what is the
preferred level of housing change.
To inform this, a Housing Framework Plan and a Housing Capacity Assessment
have been prepared and form part of the Housing Strategy.
The Housing Framework Plan identifies where future housing growth and change
can occur across the suburbs with consideration of a range of land use
constraints and opportunities. The framework plan proposes three levels of
housing change to guide future housing growth over the next 20 years:




Limited Change Area
Moderate Change Area
Substantial Change Area



outlines the criteria used to determine the levels of housing change
across Hobsons Bay through identifying constraints and opportunities

Part Two: Housing Framework Plan


identifies appropriate Housing Change Areas in a to manage housing
growth and change in Hobsons Bay

Part Three: Housing Capacity Assessment


assessing the potential additional number of dwellings that could be
accommodated across the suburbs based on the Housing Framework
Plan (housing supply)

Figure 1: Structure of the Housing Strategy

The Housing Change Areas align with the three New Residential Zones that were
introduced by the Victorian Government in 2013 and reformed in March 2017.
The three residential zones impact on the type and densities of housing that can
be developed in areas and therefore, have a bearing on housing capacity.
The housing capacity assessment estimates the potential supply of additional
housing (housing supply) in the municipality based on the levels of housing
change identified in the Housing Framework Plan.
Identifying housing capacity is an important consideration in planning for housing
growth and change over the next 20 years in Hobsons Bay.
Structure of this document
This document contains three key components:
Part One: Criteria to determine the Housing Change Areas

10

PART ONE: CRITERIA FOR ASSESSING HOUSING CHANGE AREAS
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2.0 CRITERIA FOR IDENTIFYING HOUSING CHANGE AREAS
A number of considerations need to be taken into account to determine the appropriate locations for new housing and the preferred level of change. A set of criteria has
been developed to help guide the appropriate level of housing change across the suburbs, these are shown in Figure 2 below. Consideration of all four criteria is important
as, for example, some areas may have great access to a train station but be constrained by strong heritage values or small lot sizes.
Figure 2: Criteria for identifying housing change areas
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STRATEGIC CONTEXT
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2.1

CRITERIA ONE: STRATEGIC CONTEXT

This section assesses the strategic context to be considered, including:

2.1.1

Overview of Hobsons Bay

Hobsons Bay is a coastal municipality located on the northern shore of Port
Phillip Bay between seven and 20 kilometres west of Melbourne CBD. Covering a
total area of 66 square kilometres, it shares boundaries with the Cities of
Wyndham to the west and Maribyrnong and Brimbank to the north. The
municipality is bounded by the Westgate Freeway/Princes Freeway to the north
and west and is traversed east‐west by the national freight rail line. The area is
well located for economic development due to its proximity to Melbourne’s
Central Business District and access to the ports and airports (refer Figure 3).
Hobsons Bay is home to the vibrant and diverse suburbs of Altona, Altona
Meadows, Brooklyn, Laverton, Newport, Seabrook, Seaholme, South Kingsville,
Spotswood, Williamstown and Williamstown North. There are diverse
characteristics between the communities and suburbs with a distinction between
the eastern and western part of the municipality. The eastern part of the
municipality is much older and more established than the western part and has
many areas of state and local heritage significance.





Overview of the municipality of Hobsons Bay
What are the existing land uses (Zones)?
Are there Strategic Redevelopment Areas (SRAs) or
other large sites for redevelopment?

The municipality has a number of environmentally significant areas, with over 20
kilometres of beaches and foreshore home to significant coastal wetlands,
several creek systems, remnant native grasslands, and important flora and fauna
habitats. The coastal features are a draw card for tourists and residents seeking a
‘beachside’ lifestyle, particularly to the beaches of Williamstown and Altona
which are two of the three beaches on the western side of Melbourne.

Diversity of land uses
Hobsons Bay has a diverse mix of residential, industrial and commercially zoned
areas. One of the key challenges of land use planning in the municipality is
balancing the competing demands of residential, environmental, industrial and
employment uses. The municipality is one of the most significant locations for a
number of major industries in Victoria and is home to eight of the State’s Major

14

Hazard Facilities. There are a number of sites formerly used for industrial
purposes that may now be suitable for a residential use (subject to further work).
These sites are identified as Strategic Redevelopment Areas (SRA) in the
Industrial Land Management Strategy3.

However, the manufacturing industry is going through a period of significant
change and a national move away from traditional manufacturing5.

Many areas of the municipality are highly constrained by industry (buffer
separation distances), potentially contaminated land, pipeline infrastructure
(above and below ground liquid and gas pipelines), rail corridors (passenger and
freight), foreshore flooding and various planning overlays (detailed further in
Section 2.2). These land use constraints are an important consideration when
planning for housing in Hobsons Bay.

In many parts of Hobsons Bay, change in land use requirements is evident. In
traditionally working class areas which have undergone or are experiencing
gentrification such as Spotswood, Newport, Altona and South Kingsville, new
residents are moving in and the demand for both residential and commercial
property continues to grow. Suburbs such as Altona North, Brooklyn, Laverton
and Williamstown North are also experiencing significant change, with the
evolution of the manufacturing industry and growth of other industry sectors
resulting in increased diversity of the economic landscape.

Local economy

Activity centres

Hobsons Bay is home to a vibrant and diverse business community, characterised
by a network of activity centres, industrial precincts of state significant and a
growing number of home based businesses. The Hobsons Bay City Council
Economic Development Strategy (2015‐20) identifies important linkages between
economic development and relevant strategic and land use planning policies.

There are a variety of existing activity centres across the municipality ranging
from shopping centres, traditional strip shopping and niche retail services. The
municipality’s three activity centres identified in the State Government’s
metropolitan planning strategy Plan Melbourne 2017‐50 are: Altona Beach
(Altona), Williamstown (Douglas Parade/Ferguson Street and Nelson Place) and
Altona Gate (Altona North). 6

Businesses in Hobsons Bay employ approximately 31,107 people, with the top
employing industries being manufacturing, transport, postal and warehousing
and retail trade. While this number is comparable with the number of employed
residents within the municipality (38,369), only 30 per cent of local jobs are filled
by residents4.
Although the local economy is supported by a variety of industry sectors, the
majority of economic output has traditionally been generated by high yield
manufacturing, particularly from the shipbuilding and motor vehicle industries.

Tourism
Hobsons Bay also has a vibrant tourism industry. With its bayside location and
access to two of the three beaches in western Melbourne7 (at Altona and
Williamstown), the foreshore is a drawcard for seasonal visitors. There is also a
tourist ferry which operates from Nelson Place pier in Williamstown offering
leisurely return trips directly to Southbank in the City.
Other major tourist attractions include Scienceworks and Seaworks.

3

Hobsons Bay Industrial Land Management Strategy (2008).
Hobsons Bay City Council Economic Development Strategy (2015‐20).
5 ibid, p.14.
4

6

The Hobsons Bay Activity Centres Strategy 2019 presents a detailed and forward looking
vision for the existing and future activity centres comprising the Local Activity Centre
Network
7 There is also a small beach at Werribee South.
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Open space
Open space contributes significantly to the character and quality of life in
Hobsons Bay. Whilst open space accounts for the third largest land use in the
municipality, the majority of this land is encumbered/constrained.
Encumbered open space refers to land that is constrained in some way from
being developed for the purpose of passive or formal recreation, e.g. rail
corridors, easements for utilities, wetlands, conservation areas.
The amount of unencumbered/unrestricted open space in Hobsons Bay is just
under eight per cent. 8

2.1.2

Other planning considerations

Many areas of Hobsons Bay are affected by various planning scheme overlays.
An overlay is a tool in the planning scheme that has implications on development
(design outcomes). Land affected by an overlay does not necessarily prevent
development but they may constrain development in various ways.
The planning overlays in the Hobsons Bay Planning Scheme are listed in Appendix
A and discussed further in the other three criteria.

8

Open Space Strategy Discussion Paper (2016).
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STRATEGIC CONTEXT

Figure 3: Hobsons Bay Strategic Context
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2.1.3

Existing Land Use Zones

The current land use planning zones in Hobsons Bay are shown in Figure 4 and
Table 1.
Around 37 per cent of the total land use in Hobsons Bay is zoned for residential
purposes. The second largest land use in the municipality is industrially zoned
(almost 30 per cent).
Table 1: Land use in Hobsons Bay (February 2018)
Land Use
Residential

Industrial
Open Space
Public Purpose
Land

Service and Utility
Port of Melbourne
Planning Scheme
(POMPS)
Commercial
Commonwealth
Land
Total

Zones
General RZ1,
GRZ2, GRZ3,
RGZ1, MUZ, CDZ1
IN1Z, IN3Z, SUZ2,
SUZ3, SUZ4, SUZ5
PPRZ, PCRZ, UFZ
PUZ2, PUZ3,
PUZ4, PUZ5,
PUZ6, PUZ7,
SUZ1, RDZ1
PUZ1
PPRZ, SUZ1,
SUZ2, SUZ3, SUZ4
C1Z, C2Z
CA
All

Sq km
24.50

Ha
2,450

%
38.1

16.81

1,681

26.1

11.39
6.68

1,139
668

17.7
10.4

However, the amount of unencumbered open space is 7.9 per cent which is in
line with the average amount in other middle ring municipalities of 7.1 per cent.9
Figure 5 shows the distribution of open space across the municipality.

Existing Residential Zones
Land currently zoned residential (GRZ and RGZ) is shown in Figure 6.
In addition to the residential zones, there are other zones which also allow a
residential use, these include the Commercial 1 Zone (C1Z) and the
Comprehensive Development Zone (CDZ).
Within Hobsons Bay, there are existing zones that allow for higher residential
densities, as outlined in Table 2.
Table 2: Land use zones for higher residential densities in Hobsons Bay
Zone

Notes

Mixed Use Zone (MUZ)

Located at the northern end of Pier Street
(Altona), at the Former Port Phillip Woolen
Mills, Nelson Place (Williamstown) and on
Melbourne Road (Spotswood).
Located on the former school site on
Blackshaws Road (Altona North)
Generally in activity centres
Located at the Stonehenge development,
Kororoit Creek Road (Williamstown North) and
Precinct 15: Altona North Strategic Site
No ACZ in Hobsons Bay

3.56
0.58

356
58

5.5
0.9

Residential Growth Zone (RGZ)

0.80
0.03

80
3.4

1.2
0.1

Commercial 1 Zone (C1Z)
Comprehensive Development
Zone (CDZ)

64.35

6,435

100

Activity Centre Zone (ACZ)

The third biggest land use in Hobsons Bay is open space which accounts for
around 18 per cent (which includes the Public Park and Recreation Zone, the
Public Conservation and Resource Zone and the Urban Floodway Zone).

9

Hobsons Bay Open Space Strategy Discussion Paper (2016).
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LAND USE ZONES

Figure 4: Existing Land Use Zones in Hobsons Bay (2019)
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OPEN SPACE

Figure 5: Open Space
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RESIDENTIAL LAND

Figure 6: Residential Land
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2.1.4

Strategic Redevelopment Areas and Sites

Strategic Redevelopment Areas (SRAs)
Strategic Redevelopment Areas (SRAs) are large tracts of land originally identified
in the Hobsons Bay Industrial Land Management Strategy (ILMS) for
redevelopment. The sites include redundant industrial land suitable for an
alternative use, some of which were considered suitable for a residential use.
The location of these SRAs are shown in Figure 7.
The SRAs that have already been rezoned to a accommodate residential use
include Precinct 15 (Altona North Strategic Site), part Precinct 20 (Former Port
Phillip Woollen Mills) and part Precinct 16 (Caltex site) and part Precinct 13
(Kororoit Creek Road). The remainder of Precinct 16 is yet to be rezoned.

Strategic Redevelopment Sites
Strategic Redevelopment Sites are identified as redevelopments with 10 or more
dwellings proposed. The main sites have been identified on Figure 7, this is not
an exhaustive list of sites as applications for developments on this scale regularly
change.

22

STRATEGIC REDEVELOPMENT AREAS & SITES

Figure 7: Strategic Redevelopment Areas & Sites (March 2018) Needs updating?
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ENVIRONMENT & AMENITY
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2.2

CRITERIA TWO: ENVIRONMENT AND AMENITY

This section assesses the environment and amenity issues to be considered,
including:

2.2.1

Overview

Hobsons Bay is affected by a number of land use and environmental constraints
which must be considered when determining potential housing capacity. Land
that is constrained can impede/restrict the delivery of residential development.
These constraints are summarised in Table 3.
Table 3: Key land use and environmental constraints in Hobsons Bay






Are there any industrial interfaces?
Is the area within a Major Hazard Facility buffer?
Are there known poor amenity issues? (e.g. dust and
odour)
Are there flooding issues?

Planning Scheme

Industrial

Environmental

Various overlays
(including heritage)

Major Hazard
Facilities (MHF)
buffers

Landfill buffers
(former and active
landfill sites)

Single Dwelling
Covenants

Industrial land buffer
distances

Foreshore flooding
and climate change

Contaminated land

High water tables
(specifically Altona)

Above and below
ground gas and oil
pipeline
infrastructure

Air quality and odour
issues (specifically
Brooklyn)

There are also some bushfire prone areas covering grasslands in the municipality
although they do not apply to residential land. If any residential development
was to occur in a bushfire prone area then the new dwellings would be subject to
a minimum construction standard (under the Building Regulations) which
requires landowners to build to a minimum Bushfire Attack Level (BAL) of 12.5
(ember protection). This requirement is triggered under an application for a
building permit.
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2.2.2

Industrial Constraints

encroachment of sensitive uses or the intensification of existing sensitive uses in
the area.

Industrial land

Potentially contaminated land

Industrially zoned land (IN1Z and IN3Z) is the second biggest land use in the
municipality and is where a number of state significant industries are located
(refer Figure 8). Much of the eastern boundary of Hobsons Bay also has an
interface with the Port of Melbourne.

Due to the past and present industrial activity in Hobsons Bay, there are a
number of sites that are potentially contaminated. For example, on land that was
previously used for industry, landfill sites and former/current service stations.

A number of significant industries are located in the Special Use Zone (SUZ),
including:





SUZ2 – Petroleum Refinery Area (Mobil on Millers Road/Kororoit Creek
Road, Altona)
SUZ3 – Petrochemical Complex Area (includes Qenos and Dow Chemical,
Altona)
SUZ4 – Altona Special Industrial Area
SUZ5 – Marine Engineering Area (Nelson Place, Williamstown)

Balancing the competing demands of industry and residential uses is challenging
‐ ensuring residential areas are not negatively affected by amenity issues (e.g.
noise and odour) and that the operation of existing industry is not compromised
by residential encroachment.
Whilst there are recommended buffer distances in the planning scheme at Clause
53.10 for industrial proposals potentially impacting on the amenity of nearby
sensitive uses, there is no policy regarding the prevention of sensitive uses
encroaching on existing industry (reverse buffers).10
Hobsons Bay is also affected by Ministerial 14 (Ports Environs). The area to the
east of Hall Street in Spotswood is covered by the port environs policy. This is to
ensure that the operations of the port in this area are protected from the

10

Potentially contaminated land can constrain new residential development
proposals. There are options for developing sensitive uses on potentially
contaminated land but this depends on the outcome of the environmental audit
and upon the extent of remediation works involved. The cost implications can
make some remediation/clean‐up exercises prohibitively expensive. The
remediation costs may also drive the densities required on site, for instance, in
order to make a development financially feasible, a higher density needs to be
achieved.

2.2.3

Major Hazard Facilities (MHF)

Hobsons Bay is home to eight of the State’s 38 Major Hazard Facilities (MHF).
These are adjacent to/located near to residential uses (refer to Figure 9).
Generally, MHF are industrial land uses that store, handle or process large
quantities of hazardous chemicals and dangerous goods, including petroleum
products. They are therefore subject to potential low frequency‐high
consequence incidents to surrounding sensitive uses.
The MHF are regulated by the Occupational Health and Safety Regulations 2017
and licences must be granted by WorkSafe Victoria to operate an MHF. Whilst
there is a stringent regulatory framework for these facilities, there is very limited
government policy and direction to guide land use planning around MHFs in

With the exception of the planning controls that apply to the SRA.
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Victoria. Due to the nature of MHF and the potential societal risk they pose,
there is concern by MHF operators and WorkSafe in regards to any proposed
increases in the number of people living within proximity to these facilities.
Aside from Clause 13.07‐2S relating to the minimising of exposure of people and
property to risk associated with MHF, there are no tools in the planning scheme
with which to directly manage this.
An Advisory Committee was appointed by the Minister for Planning (2016) to
provide advice on the way land use buffers around MHF are determined and
implemented. The Government’s Response to the Advisory Committee’s
recommendations released in January 2018, includes support for a Particular
Provision to manage sensitive uses around MHF. Further work on implementing
such tools is yet to be completed.
WorkSafe provide advice on land use planning near a MHF and recommend
buffer distances that are expressed as inner and outer advisory areas. Whilst
there is no statutory requirement for planning or responsible authorities to refer
applications for any proposed use or development of land close to an MHF to
WorkSafe11, land use planning in Hobsons Bay adheres to these inner and outer
advisory areas and Council refers any application or proposed amendment to
WorkSafe for comment.

these areas. The approximate extent of these buffers are shown in Figure 9. The
inner and outer advisory areas may be subject to change.
The MHF buffers affect around 1,336 residential properties (around 3.6 per cent
of total dwellings) in the municipality (in 2015).

Pipeline Infrastructure
The presence of pipelines can involve constraints for development. There are a
total of 43 pipelines (below ground (gas) pipelines and above ground (liquid)
pipelines) that traverse the municipality. These are concentrated mainly to the
north and east of the municipality. These pipelines are leased by 13 different
operators from Energy Safe Victoria (ESV) who is the technical regulator of
pipeline infrastructure.
The planning scheme (Clause 19.03‐6) requires that existing transmission‐
pressure gas pipelines be protected from further encroachment by residential
development. However, pipelines are regulated by their own legislative
framework and operators have their own guidelines in terms of buffer
requirements of new development in proximity to existing pipeline
infrastructure.

The inner and outer advisory areas (MHF buffers) impact on existing residential
areas and in general, there can be no intensification of residential uses within

11

Apart from section 55 of the Planning and Environment Act 1987 that requires certain
industrial developments to be referred to WorkSafe.
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INDUSTRIAL AREAS

Figure 8: Industrial and Special Use Zone Land
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MAJOR HAZARD FACILITY BUFFERS

Figure 9: Major Hazard Facilities
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2.2.4

Environmental constraints

Foreshore flooding and climate change
The eastern and southern boundaries of Hobsons Bay have an abuttal with the
coast. The municipality has been prone to coastal inundation resulting from
natural low‐lying characteristics. Many sites are low lying and have been
identified as sites that have been impacted by the highest king tide recorded in
the Port Phillip Region (1.61 Australian Height Datum).
Figure 10 shows the current sea level flood extent (foreshore flooding).12
Clause 13.01‐2S (Coastal inundation and erosion) in the SPPF requires that in
planning for possible sea level rise, an increase in 0.2 metres over the current 1 in
100 year flood levels by 2040 may be used for new development in close
proximity to existing development (urban infill).
The suburbs of Altona and Seaholme are particularly susceptible to flooding and
are impacted in parts by the Land Subject to Inundation Overlay, Special Building
Overlay and foreshore flooding.
To more accurately understand the impact of coastal flooding due to climate
change and predicted sea level rise, a third pass assessment of Port Phillip Bay is
required. In the absence of this work, a “bathtub” approach is applied which may
show areas that are not actually affected by sea level rise.

High water tables
It is known that some parts of Altona are affected by a high water table. This has
implications on housing development as it restricts for example, the inclusion of
basement parking. There is however no mapping currently available to show
areas which may be affected by this.

12

Land Subject to Inundation (LSIO)
The purpose of the LSIO is to identify land in a flood storage or flood fringe area
affected by the 1 in 100 year flood or any other area determined by the
floodplain management authority (Melbourne Water). It is also to protect water
quality in accordance with State Environmental Protection Policies.
The LSIO applies to land affected by flooding associated with waterways and
open drainage systems (also known as floodplains). In Hobsons Bay, the LSIO
applies to key waterways including: Kororoit Creek, Cherry Creek, Cherry Lake,
Altona Coastal Park, Laverton Creek, Skeleton Creek, Stony Creek, Truganina Park
and Cheetham Wetlands.
The extent of the LSIO is shown in Figure 11 and affects some residential areas.

Special Buildings (SBO)
The SBO applies to urban areas identified by the Water Authority (Melbourne
Water) as prone to overland flooding in a severe storm exceeding the design
capacity of the underground drainage system. The intention of the SBO is to
protect all future buildings in the area from flooding by setting appropriate
conditions and floor levels to address any flood risk to developments.
In Hobsons Bay, the SBO affects residential land in a number of areas across the
municipality including: Seaholme and the western part of Altona (between
Maidstone Street and Grieve Parade); along Millers Road and some residential
areas south of Blackshaws Road in Altona North; residential pockets in
Williamstown North, Newport (southern boundary) and some land west of
Melbourne Road in Spotswood. Refer Figure 11.

Source: Melbourne Water, current sea level flood extent (2013).
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Landfill buffers
Hobsons Bay has a number of sites which were formerly used as landfill and is
affected by the Environmental Protection Agency’s (EPA) Landfill Best Practice
Environmental Management (BPEM) guidelines.
The Landfill BPEM contains recommendations about risk management and
planning decisions in the buffer areas of both closed and operational landfills
across Victoria, to identify/mitigate potential methane gas migration.
Land affected by the Landfill BPEM guidelines does not necessarily impede future
development. Should landfill gas be detected at a site then there are remediation
options available. However, consideration of the potential contamination/landfill
gas issues could have some bearing over the intensity of development of certain
sites (i.e. remediation costs could drive up the densities required to make a
development financially feasible).

residential areas/land zoned for a residential use in Williamstown, Newport and
Spotswood/South Kingsville (refer Figure 12).

Environmental Significance (ESO)
The purpose of the ESO is to ensure that development does not affect identified
environmentally significant areas. An ESO applies along the Kororoit Creek
corridor but does not impact on residential areas (refer Figure 12).
Council’s Biodiversity Strategy 2017 identified areas where a more detailed
vegetation assessment should be undertaken to determine whether an
Environmental Significance Overlay is required. Many of the sites are located in
in industrial areas and are not residential.

As the responsible authority for determining planning decisions, Council is
required to consider the EPA’s guidelines when performing its role under the
Planning and Environment Act 1987. A framework for managing land within
potential landfill buffer areas in Hobsons Bay is being drafted to guide permit
applicants in addressing Council’s responsibilities under the BPEM guidelines.

Environmental Audit (EAO)
The EAO applies to sites that are known to be contaminated or may be
potentially contaminated. Potentially contaminated land is land used or known
to have been used for industry, mining or the storage of chemicals, gas, wastes
or liquid fuel13.
The EAO is a tool which ensures that land potentially contaminated is suitable for
sensitive uses such as housing. In Hobsons Bay, there are EAOs covering

13

Ministerial Direction No.1: Potentially Contaminated Land (2001).
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FORESHORE FLOODING

Figure 10: Foreshore Flooding
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LAND SUBJECT TO INUNDATION

Figure 11: Land Subject to Inundation Overlay (LSIO) & Special Building Overlay (SBO)
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ENVIRONMENTAL OVERLAYS

Figure 12: Environmental Audit Overlay (EAO), Environmental Significance Overlay (ESO)
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ACCESSIBILITY
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2.3

CRITERIA THREE: ACCESSIBILITY

This section assesses the accessibility issues to be considered, including:

2.3.1

What is accessibility?

Housing location is one of the most important considerations when planning for
future housing. State planning policy is to encourage infill residential
development in areas located in or close to activity centres and at sites that offer
good access to transport and services.
Plan Melbourne’s 20 minute neighbourhood vision is about living locally, with
people being able to safely and conveniently access services and goods needed
on a daily basis by travelling 20 minutes of where they live by walking, cycling or
public transport (refer Figure 13).
Figure 13: The 20 minute neighbourhood – living locally





Does the area have a train station?
Does the area have a bus interchange?
How close is the nearest activity centre? (i.e. are shops
and services within a walkable distance?)

(Source: Plan Melbourne, 2017)
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In order to identify potential opportunities for future housing supply, it is
important to factor in the accessibility of our neighbourhoods.
Defining ‘good access’ can be open to subjectivity but in land use planning it is
generally about being within reasonable walking distance (explained further in
Section 2.3.2) to community facilities and services.
In terms of the housing capacity assessment, accessibility refers to how easy it is
for residents to access transport (train station and bus interchange) and activity
centres.14
This section includes analysis of walkability to transport and activity centres in
Hobsons Bay to measure accessibility constraints.

2.3.3

Transport

There is also a disparity between access to public transport across the
municipality. Hobsons Bay’s largest suburbs – Altona Meadows and Altona North
– are not serviced by a train station.15

Rail
Freight and passenger rail services run through Hobsons Bay. There are two train
lines and ten rail stations16 in Hobsons Bay (three in Williamstown/ Williamstown
North), as shown in Figure 14. The frequency and service span vary considerably.
The typical weekday service for the Werribee Line (Werribee service) is every 12
minutes peak and every 20 minutes off peak. For theWerribee Line (Laverton via
Altona Loop) and Williamstown Line the service level is every 22 minutes peak
and every 20 minutes off peak. This places Hobsons Bay’s train lines at the lower
end of frequency times, with other metropolitan lines providing five/10 minute
peak time services, e.g. services to/from Dandenong and Frankston.
There are 28 pedestrian rail crossings in the municipality and 13 at‐grade
crossings which present accessibility constraints for motor vehicles, pedestrians
and cyclists. Three of these at‐grade crossings have been earmarked for grade
separation ‐ Altona (Kororoit Creek Road), Williamstown North (Ferguson Street)
and Laverton (Aviation Road).

Buses
Public Transport
Whilst Hobsons Bay appears to be well serviced by public transport, the
operation and reliability of the train network and a lack of connectivity between
the different transport modes (particularly bus and train and train and bicycle) is
a source of concern for the community.

Bus services are more focussed on providing movement across Hobsons Bay,
although most routes travel beyond the municipality. There are 13 metropolitan
bus routes, one SmartBus service and two night bus services.
There are several key public transport hubs in Hobsons Bay, with close
integration between train and bus services, including Laverton (eight bus and one

14

Excluding micro‐centres as defined in the Activity Centre Strategy (2016).
Further information on public transport in the municipality is outlined in the Hobsons
Bay Integrated Transport Plan (2017‐30).

16

Aircraft Station in Laverton is part within Hobsons Bay and part Wyndham.

15
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area.

While commuter and recreational routes are reasonably well‐established in parts
of the municipality, there is a lack of ‘neighbourhood routes’ to fill the gap
between these different forms of travel.

Frequency for bus services is a particular concern in Hobsons Bay, especially as it

Walking

train), Newport (three bus and one train), Altona (three bus and one train), as
well as Altona North (Altona Gate) which has six bus routes passing through the

is main public transport option available to those living in Altona Meadows and
Altona North. Weekday peak frequencies on several routes is 40 to 45 minutes,
and more than half of the 14 routes provide off peak frequencies of 40 or 60
minutes. Service levels deteriorate considerably on weekends, when many
services run at 60 to 80 minute intervals and some routes do not operate on

Pedestrian footpaths run alongside most of Hobsons Bay’s local road network,
which extends for around 430 kilometres. The municipality also has over 50
kilometres of off‐road shared trails. Additionally, most of Hobsons Bay’s arterial
roads are served by either a shared trail or footpath.

Sundays. Notably, several of these reduced bus services operate through car

Some suburbs are more conducive to walking than others. Table 4 shows the

dependent neighbourhoods such as Seabrook and Altona Meadows.

WalkScore17 rating for Hobsons Bay. While these scores do not provide a

Active Transport
Active transport refers to travel methods involving physical exercise such as
walking and cycling.

Cycling

definitive analysis of each location, they do provide an indication of the relative
walkability of each neighbourhoods.
Williamstown ranked the highest for walkability and Altona Meadows and
Seabrook were rated as the least walkable suburbs in the municipality.
Table 4: WalkScore walkability rating for Hobsons Bay suburbs

Hobsons Bay has over 50 kilometres of off‐road shared trails, including the
Federation Trail, Skeleton Creek Trail, Laverton Creek Trail, Kororoit Creek Trail,
Cherry Lake Trail and Coastal Trail. The latter also provides access to the
Westgate Punt ferry service, which joins up with the Port Melbourne and
Docklands trail on the eastern bank of the Yarra River. The municipality also has
around 30 kilometres of on‐road bike lanes, both on local and arterial roads.
Hobsons Bay’s shared trail network caters to recreational, exercise and some
commuter cyclists, as well as many different types of pedestrians such as dog
walkers, parents with prams, walking groups, and joggers.

17

Data sources from www.walkscore.com. WalkScore is a US‐based website that has

compiled walkability scores for neighbourhoods across the world.
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PUBLIC TRANSPORT

Figure 14: Train Stations and Principle Bus Lines
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2.3.4

Activity centres



a diversity of housing choice in a walkable area

What is an Activity Centre?

Activity centres and transport

Activity centres are locations that combine activities such as retail, offices,
entertainment, community, education, medical services and higher‐density
housing. An activity centre can be a large shopping centre or a small strip of
shops.

Figure 15 shows the location of the activity centres to the train station in
Hobsons Bay. Two of the three Major Activity Centres have access to train
stations (although Williamstown Activity Centre is just outside of the walkable
catchment to the train stations).

Hobsons Bay has many different activity centres ranging in size and type. The
largest centres which are identified in Plan Melbourne as Major Activity Centres
are: Altona, Altona North and Williamstown.

Activity centres and housing

The Hobsons Bay Activity Centre Strategy Technical Report 2016 identifies these
Major Activity Centres as well as 17 Neighbourhood Activity Centres and 16
micro centres located throughout the municipality (as shown on Figure 15).
Plan Melbourne identifies the importance of activity centres in accommodating
growth across Melbourne and that activity centres have the capacity to continue
to grow and diversify the range of activities they offer18.
Diversification will give communities access to a wide range of goods and
services, provide local employment and support local economies and the
development of 20‐minute neighbourhoods. In many activity centres, this growth
will include housing, particularly at higher densities19.
Plan Melbourne identifies three key ingredients which contribute to vibrant
activity centres. These are as follows:


18

Activity centres therefore have a key role in accommodating extra dwellings to
ensure that residents have access to existing services and facilities.
The Hobsons Bay Activity Centre Strategy (2019) identifies that activity centres
are becoming increasingly important for new residential development. The
ongoing decline in household sizes, changes in lifestyle and the community’s
strong desire to preserve the neighbourhood character of established residential
areas means that activity centres will need to accommodate increasing demand
for diverse housing options through medium and higher‐density apartment type
living.
Thus, activity centres will comprise an increasing share of Hobsons Bay’s
additional housing supply, particularly through infill and mixed use development.
The location of these centres are important when considering the opportunities
for future housing. The next section discusses the location of the existing centres
in terms of ‘walkability’.

well serviced transport options (including public transport)
a wide mix of land uses

Direction 1.2, Plan Melbourne (2017‐50).

19Policy

1.2.1, Plan Melbourne (2017‐50).
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ACTIVITY CENTRES

Figure 15: Activity Centres and Train Stations
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2.3.2

Walkability

Walkability is simply a measure or an indication of how friendly/easy an area is to
walk. A walkable catchment is the distance in which access to a service/facility
can be reached and is accepted as a generally reasonable distance to walk.
Walkability is an important indicator of how accessible housing is to community
services, facilities and infrastructure. There are numerous benefits of
walkable/accessible neighbourhoods including health (promotes active
transport), economic and environmental benefits associated with less reliance on
private motorised vehicles.

Dwellings in walkable catchments
The total number of dwellings within walkable catchments to train stations and
activity centres within Hobsons Bay has been calculated, as well as the total
number of dwellings within an activity centre (on land zoned commercial 1 and
mixed use). The totals are provided in Table 5.
An assessment of the location of infill development has been undertaken in
Section 2.4.8.
Table 5: Total number of dwellings near to community services and
infrastructure (2015)

Activity
centre

Figure 16 shows the walkable catchments for Hobsons Bay based on an 800 and
400 metre catchment distance from train stations and activity centres (Figure
15). The catchments have been mapped based on actual walkable distances i.e.
not as the crow flies to better reflect accessibility.20

Public
Transport

Walkability

The ‘rule of thumb’ for walkable catchments in planning policy is 800 metres
walking distance from a train station (also stipulated in Clause 56.03 of the
Hobsons Bay Planning Scheme) and 400 metres walking distance from an activity
centre. This represents a 10 and five minute walk respectively. In general, people
are likely to walk further for higher order facilities and services.

Total No.
Dwellings
11,428

800m of a train station
400m of a bus
interchange
400m of an activity centre
Within an activity centre
(C1Z & MUZ)
Shop top housing

% of total in
Hobsons Bay
31.0

605

C1Z

12,374
626

1.6

C1Z

34.0
1.2

MUZ

197

MUZ 0.5

C1Z
MUZ

204
197

C1Z 0.54
MUZ 0.56

Public transport within walkable catchments
Table 5 identifies the following in regards to public transport and walkable
catchments in Hobsons Bay:


less than one‐third of all housing in Hobsons Bay is within an 800 metre
walkable distance to a train station

20

The housing capacity assessment undertaken uses smaller catchment distances of 400
metres and 200 metres around activity centres to conservatively estimate potential
dwelling opportunities.
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around 25,290 dwellings are located outside of an 800 metre walkable
catchment to a train station. The two largest suburbs in the municipality
Altona Meadows and Altona North (which is also one of the Major
Activity Centres) are not serviced by a train station although there is a
bus interchange at Altona Gate (Altona North)
less than two per cent of total dwellings were within 200 metre of a bus
interchange

Activity centres within walkable catchments
Table 5 identifies the following in regards to activity centres and walkable
catchments in Hobsons Bay:




nine of the activity centres in the municipality are within a walkable
catchment (800m) to a train station
just over one‐third of all housing is within a 400 metre walkable distance
to an activity centre
around 1.7 per cent of all dwellings are located in the Commercial 1
Zone (C1Z) and Mixed Use Zone (MUZ) of which around 1.1 percent is
shop‐top housing
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WALKABILITY

Figure 16: Walkable Catchments
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CHARACTER/BUILT FORM
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2.4

CRITERIA FOUR: CHARACTER/BUILT FORM

This section assesses the key character/built form issues considered, including:

2.4.1

Overview

The character and built form within Hobsons Bay varies across the suburbs,
attributes such as the age of housing stock and the lot sizes have a bearing on the
opportunities and constraints for future housing change.
This section assesses the criteria of character and built form.

2.4.2 Heritage
Hobsons Bay has a diverse range of housing stock representing all eras. The
eastern parts of the municipality have older housing stock than the central and
western side, subsequently there are many areas in the eastern parts that are
affected by heritage overlays.
There are two key purposes to the Heritage Overlay (HO), firstly to conserve and
protect heritage buildings from inappropriate alterations/removals and to ensure
that infill development respects existing heritage areas.







21

Is there strong heritage or neighbourhood character
values?
Are there any existing Design and Development
Overlays?
How diverse is the existing housing stock?
Does the area have ageing housing stock/larger lots
available? (opportunities for redevelopment)
What type of housing change/new residential
development has been occurring? (indication of
residential demand)

Dwellings identified as ‘contributory’ are deemed to have significant local heritage value
and the loss or demolition of such buildings are not usually supported.

In Hobsons Bay, the majority of HOs for residential areas (houses) are located in
the eastern part of the municipality. Williamstown, Newport East, pockets of
Williamstown North, Newport West and Spotswood are covered by HOs (refer
Figure 17).
Dwellings within the HO consist of contributory and non‐contributory
dwellings21.

2.4.3 Neighbourhood character
There is a mix of neighbourhood character types in Hobsons Bay, however the
predominant type is Garden Court and Garden Suburban.22 In the eastern parts
of the municipality, the character is a mixture of Inner Urban and Urban

22 Refer

to Hobsons Bay Neighbourhood Character Study (2019) for more information on
the six neighbourhood character types identified in Hobsons Bay.
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Contemporary with some areas identified as Waterfront Suburban in Altona,
Seaholme and Williamstown.
The Neighbourhood Character Study (2019) identifies certain residential pockets
as having particularly intact neighbourhood character which is worthy of
protection (areas of special character). These areas are recommended as Limited
Change to protect the special character and shown on Figure 18.
Additional controls to protect the special character areas can include the
application of the Neighbourhood Character Overlay (NCO). An NCO triggers a
permit in the case of building demolition and a single dwelling being built.
There are currently no NCOs in Hobsons Bay.

2.4.4 Design and Development
The Design and Development Overlay (DDO) is a planning tool applied to land
requiring specific design and built form considerations.
Figure 19 shows the types and locations of existing DDO in Hobsons Bay. In
regards to residential development, the key overlays for consideration relate to
foreshore building heights including:



DD04 which applies a foreshore height limitation of two storeys to land
adjoining the coast
DDO8 which applies a foreshore height limitation of three storeys to
some pockets of land in Williamstown and Williamstown North

A summary of the DDOs and their purpose is provided in Appendix A.
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HERITAGE

Figure 17: Heritage Overlays
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SPECIAL NEIGHBOURHOOD CHARACTER AREAS

Figure 18: Special Neighbourhood Character Areas
(Source: Neighbourhood Character Study 2019)
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DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OVERLAYS

Figure 19: Design and Development Overlays*
*Refer to Appendix B for further description.
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2.4.5

Other planning considerations

Single Dwelling Covenants (SDC)
A Single Dwelling Covenant is an ongoing, private agreement between land
owners established usually at the time an original land subdivision was being
created, to achieve a particular urban form outcome or residential environment.
Council is not a party to the agreement except in some instances where Council
is a stakeholder/player23.
There are known SDC within Seaholme, the Rifle Range (Williamstown), Altona
and Altona Meadows. However, the presence of SDC should not override the
strategic planning for an area24.

The Housing Strategy Background Report (and addendum) identifies that around
two thirds of total housing comprise separate houses (low density) and around a
third is medium density housing.
However, housing diversity is not uniform across the suburbs. In general, the
housing types in the suburbs in the eastern parts of Hobsons Bay are much more
diverse than compared to the suburbs in the western parts.
Housing diversity for each suburb is analysed in the Housing Change Area maps
in Section 3.0.
Figure 20: Housing diversity (2016)

Single Dwelling Covenants (SDC) prohibit anything other than a single dwelling
being built on the subject site. There are however mechanisms within the
Planning and Environment Act 1987 for the removal or variation of these
covenants25.
Sites affected by SDC are often not identified until a permit application is
received for the site.

2.4.6

Existing housing diversity

Housing diversity varies across the municipality with a mix of separate houses,
medium density and high density housing as shown in Figure 20.

23

For example, The Range, Williamstown.
Recommendations from the Residential Zones Standing Advisory Committee – Stage
One Overarching Issues Report (June 2014) regarding single dwelling covenants.

24

25

Either through a planning permit application or planning scheme amendment
application, although the process can be lengthy.
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The average dwelling density in Hobsons Bay is around 16 dwellings per hectare26
which is considered low density27 (refer Table 6).

The map in Figure 22 shows the average housing densities in areas surrounding
activity centres in Hobsons Bay (based on walkable catchments of 800 metres
from the train station or 400 metres from the edge of the commercial zone for
centres with no train station).

Table 6: Housing density guidelines28

Table 7: Average housing densities in Hobsons Bay (2015)

2.4.7

Density
Low
Medium
High

Existing housing densities

Dwellings per hectare
(dph)
<25
25‐75
>75

However, densities and housing types do vary across the suburbs as shown in
Table 7. Overall, housing densities are higher in the eastern part of the
municipality compared to the western parts, especially in Newport and
Williamstown (Newport East is the densest) where lot sizes are generally smaller.
Housing densities are also high in the Mixed Use Zone in Altona.
Examples of different housing densities is provided in Figure 21.
Densities are expected to be higher in areas closer to activity centres (due to
State government policy driving urban consolidation to activity centres) and in
Mixed Use Zones (which allows for a higher residential density).

26

Based on an approximate calculation of the total gross area of land zoned for residential
use divided by the total number of dwellings.
27 Note: For growth areas, there is a minimum density of 15 dwellings per net developable
hectare with an aim to increase to 20 dwellings per hectare (Clause 11.02‐3).

Suburb
Altona ‐ Seaholme
Altona Meadows
Altona North
Brooklyn
Laverton
Newport East
Newport West
Seabrook
Spotswood ‐ South
Kingsville
Williamstown
Williamstown North
Hobsons Bay

Total Area
(ha)
385
497
342
53
121
75
161
102
111

Total No.
Dwellings
5,905
7,548
4,838
851
1,916
1,752
3,458
1,814
2,040

Average
housing density
15.3
15.2
14.2
16.2
15.8
23.5
21.5
17.8
18.3

255
100
2,201

4,782
1,816
36,720

18.3
18.8
16.7

28

Dwellings per hectare (dph) as defined in the Residential Zones State of Play Report,
Managing Residential Development Taskforce (January 2016). Using a site density
measure (excluding roads etc).
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EXAMPLES OF HOUSING DENSITIES

Kororoit Creek Road, Williamstown North
(146 dw/ha)

Figure 21: Examples of different housing densities in Hobsons Bay
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HOUSING DENSITIES

Figure 22: Average housing densities in walkable catchments from activity centre/train station (2016)
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2.4.8

Infill development trends (housing change)

An understanding of past development trends provides a useful insight into
potential housing opportunities.
This section identifies the trends in infill residential development in Hobsons Bay
over recent years.

Infill development trends
The infill developments trends in Hobsons Bay has predominantly been the
replacement of separate houses with medium density housing (such as units and
townhouses), this is helping to increase housing diversity.
Figure 23: Change in housing types (2011‐16)

Infill development (2007‐17)
An analysis of Council’s rates and building data has been undertaken to identify
how many new residential developments have been constructed between 2007
and 2017.
Over the period 2007 to 201730, a total of 4,477 dwellings were constructed (407
per annum) in the municipality. Demolitions of existing dwellings equated to
1,161 which means that there was a total net gain of 3,311 additional new
dwellings which is an additional 331 new dwellings constructed per annum
(refer Table 8).
The recent rate of development has been much greater, from 2012 to 2017,
around an additional 402 new dwellings per annum were constructed in the
municipality31 (refer Figure 24).
The breakdown in the location of these new dwellings per suburb is provided in
Figure 25.
The suburbs experiencing the highest rate of new housing growth include:




Altona‐Seaholme
Altona North
Newport West

The Background Report (addendum)29 identifies that the proportion of separate
houses decreased from 75 per cent in 2011 to around 65 per cent in 2016, whilst
the amount of medium density increased from 22 per cent to 32 per cent over
the same period. There was just a slight increase in high density housing (three or
more storeys) from 1.4 per cent to 1.7 per cent.

29

Hobsons Bay Housing Strategy Background Report Addendum (December 2017), p.28.
Residential building constructions obtained from Council’s rates and property data
(provided by Opteon) over the period 1/4/2007 to 1/04/2017.

30

31

This section has been updated in accordance with the Hobsons Bay Housing Strategy
Addendum (December 2017).
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Suburb

Hobsons Bay
Altona‐Seaholme
Altona Meadows
Altona North
Brooklyn
Laverton
Newport East
Newport West
Seabrook
Spotswood‐South
Kingsville
Williamstown
Williamstown North

Net additional residential dwellings
constructed (2007‐17)
No.
%
Per Annum
3,311
100.0
331.1
678
20.5
67.8
359
10.8
35.9
641
19.4
64.1
225
6.8
22.5
196
5.9
19.6
58
1.8
5.8
532
16.1
53.2
16
0.5
1.6
254
7.7
25.4

Net additional dwellings

Figure 24: Net additional dwellings constructed (2007‐17)32

Table 8: Net residential dwellings constructed (2007‐17)

450
400
350
300
250
200
150
100
50
0
2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017

Figure 25: Net additional dwellings constructed per suburb (2007‐17)
278
74

8.4
2.2

27.8
7.4

(Source: Opteon data (1/4/2007 to 1/4/2017)

Williamstown North
Williamstown

*Seaholme accounted for 43 so Altona had an additional 62 dwellings per annum.
**South Kingsville accounted for 113.

Spotswood‐South Kingsville
Seabrook
Newport West

The construction of new dwellings in Altona Meadows is attributed to vacant lots
rather than the demolition and replacement of existing homes.
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32

Note: Dwellings constructed for 2017 is low as it is not a full year’s data.
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Brooklyn has also been experiencing a high rate of infill development over recent
years. Although only around seven per cent of new housing growth has occurred
in Brooklyn, this proportion is significant given that it is the smallest suburb in
Hobsons Bay.
Comparing the total number of dwellings in the municipality (as of 2017) with the
total constructed over the last decade (2007‐17) shows more clearly the scale of
recent infill development across the suburbs (refer Figure 26). Around one
quarter of the total housing in Brooklyn has been from recent construction.

Figure 26: Total housing (2017) vs recent construction (2007‐17)
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Total constructed (2007‐17)

New homes %
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Infill development, location and walkability
The location of the new additional housing within Hobsons Bay (2004‐14) has
been mapped in conjunction with the walkable catchments used in .id’s
assessment (refer Table 9).

Proximity to public transport and activity centres

Table 9: New dwellings by location (2004‐14)
Location

Just over one quarter (29.8 per cent) of all new additional dwellings constructed
between 2004 and 2014 were located within activity centre catchments. Pier
Street, Altona had the highest number of approvals of all the activity centres,
accounting for 73.5 per cent of the total. Most of these approvals were for
apartments in the Mixed Use Zone.
The spatial distribution of new dwellings constructed does not align well with
proximity to activity centres. This primarily reflects the incremental nature by
which land for new housing becomes available in an established urban area.

Proportion (%)

Activity centres
Pier Street

Table 9 and Figure 27 shows the distribution of new dwellings constructed in
Hobsons Bay between 2004 and 2014. New dwellings were scattered throughout
the residential areas of the municipality with slightly heavier concentrations in
locations with major development sites, e.g. Pier Street Altona, or where there
have been a large number of infill developments on existing residential blocks
e.g. two or three for one replacements. These types of incremental infill
developments have been more common in Newport West and Altona North in
recent years, particularly as the housing stock ages and older residents move
away, freeing up the land for redevelopment.

Total

244

7.4%

Somers Parade

15

0.5%

Central Square

49

1.5%

Altona Gate

86

2.6%

Borrack Square

61

1.8%

The Circle

39

1.2%

100

3.0%

Newport Junction

81

2.4%

Challis Street

24

0.7%

Spotswood

58

1.8%

Vernon Street

23

0.7%

Williamstown Central – Douglas Pde

75

2.3%

Williamstown Central – Nelson Place

30

0.9%

Williamstown North/The Range

101

3.1%

Total in activity centres

986

29.8%

Laverton Station/Aviation Road

(Source: housing.id, Analysis of housing consumption and opportunities 2016)
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LOCATION OF INFILL DEVELOPMENT

Figure 27: Location of Infill Development (2004‐14)
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PART TWO: HOUSING CHANGE AREAS
(HOUSING FRAMEWORK PLAN)
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3.0

HOUSING CHANGE AREAS

3.1

What are Housing Change Areas?

Figure 28: Housing Change Areas and New Residential Zones

In order to plan for and manage future housing growth, three levels of housing
change have been identified for Hobsons Bay, these include the:
1.
2.
3.

Limited Change Area
Moderate Change Area
Substantial Change Area

A description of the housing change areas is provided in Figure 28.

New Residential Zones
The Housing Change Areas align with the three New Residential Zones that were
introduced into the Victoria planning scheme on 1 July 2013 and further
reformed in April 2017. The three residential zones are the:





3.2

Neighbourhood Residential Zone (NRZ)
General Residential Zone (GRZ)
Residential Growth Zone (RGZ)

How have the Housing Change Areas been applied?

Determining the application of the Housing Change Areas has been undertaken
following an assessment of the four criteria (identified in Part Two) on all
residential land across the suburbs.
This assessment has been summarised in the following sections presented as
Eastern, Central and Western Precincts. Further information on expected housing
demand and how it is determined is contained in Section 4.3.
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HOUSING CHANGE AREAS
‐ EASTERN PRECINCT
3.3

Housing Change Areas – Eastern PrecinctPrecinct
Eastern Precinct suburbs:






Newport East
Newport West
Spotswood – South Kingsville
Williamstown
Williamstown North

The Eastern Precinct is expected to accommodate
around 40 per cent of the overall housing growth for
Hobsons Bay (2016‐36), this is about 177 new dwellings
per annum

Housing diversity (2016):

Housing Growth (2016‐36):

2.4%

38.2%
58.2%
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Separate house

Medium density

High density

64

65

66

HOUSING CHANGE AREAS: NEWPORT EAST

67

68

69

70

HOUSING CHANGE AREAS: NEWPORT WEST

71

72

73

74

HOUSING CHANGE AREAS: SPOTSWOOD – SOUTH KINGSVILLE

75

76

77

78

HOUSING CHANGE AREAS: WILLIAMSTOWN

79

80

81

82

HOUSING CHANGE AREAS: WILLIAMSTOWN NORTH
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HOUSING CHANGE AREAS
‐ CENTRAL PRECINCT
3.4

Housing Change Areas – Central Precinct

Central Precinct suburbs:




Altona – Seaholme
Altona North
Brooklyn
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The Central Precinct is expected to accommodate
around 44 per cent of the overall housing growth for
Hobsons Bay (2016‐36), this is about 194 new dwellings
per annum

Housing Growth (2016‐36):

Housing diversity (2016):
2.5%

33.5%
63.7%

Separate house

Medium density

High density

85

86

87

88

HOUSING CHANGE AREAS: ALTONA ‐ SEAHOLME

89

90

91

92

HOUSING CHANGE AREAS: ALTONA NORTH

93

94

95

96

HOUSING CHANGE AREAS: BROOKLYN
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HOUSING CHANGE AREAS
‐ WESTERN PRECINCT
3.5

Western Precinct suburbs:

Housing Change Areas – Western Precinct





Altona Meadows
Laverton
Seabrook

The Western Precinct is expected to accommodate
around 16 per cent of the overall housing growth for
Hobsons Bay (2016‐36), this is about 72 new dwellings
per annum

Housing diversity (2016):

Housing Growth (2016‐36):

2.7%

23.7%

73.4%

98
Separate house

Medium density

High density

99

100

101

HOUSING CHANGE AREAS: ALTONA MEADOWS

102

103

104

105

HOUSING CHANGE AREAS: LAVERTON

106

107

108

109

HOUSING CHANGE AREAS: SEABROOK
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3.2

Housing Framework Plan

Figure 29: Proposed Housing Change Areas (New Residential Zones)

The recommended Housing Change Areas identified for the Eastern, Central and
Western precincts form the Housing Framework Plan (refer Figure 30).
The Housing Framework Plan identifies the location for future housing growth
and the level of change that is considered appropriate in Hobsons Bay over the
next 20 years.
Figure 29 shows the breakdown of the three New Residential Zones (Housing
Change Areas) based on the proposed boundaries shown in the Housing
Framework Plan.

2%

21%

77%

NRZ

GRZ

RGZ
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HOUSING FRAMEWORK PLAN
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PART THREE: HOUSING CAPACITY ASSESSMENT
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Figure 31: Four opportunities for housing supply

4.0

HOUSING CAPACITY ASSESSMENT

A housing capacity assessment has been prepared to identify how much new
housing could potentially be accommodated in the municipality based on an
assessment of land use constraints and opportunities.

i

ii

Strategic
Redevelopment Areas &
Sites

Activity Centre
Catchments

4.1 Housing opportunities
Opportunities for future residential development in Hobsons Bay have been
identified as (refer Figure 31):
i)
ii)
iii)
iv)

Strategic Redevelopment Areas (SRAs) and sites33
activity centre catchments
other infill development
shop top housing in commercial areas (in C1Z)*

The Housing Framework Plan provided in Section 3.2 identifies proposed Housing
Change Areas based upon the four criteria used to determine the level of housing
change in each suburb. The Housing Framework Plan is a key output of the
Housing Strategy and guides the implementation of the new residential zones.

iii
Other Infill
Development

Future
Housing
Supply

iv
*Commercial Areas
(Shop top housing in
C1Z)

* The capacity model does not include assumptions on potential dwelling yields from
shop top housing in the Commercial areas (C1Z in activity centres). Further
assessment on opportunities for shop top housing can be considered by structure
plans/urban design frameworks.

The housing capacity model conservatively estimates the potential dwelling
yields for these opportunities areas over the next 20 years, based upon the
proposed Housing Change Areas identified in the Housing Framework Plan.

33 Strategic Redevelopment Areas identified in the Industrial Land Management Strategy
(2008) for a potential residential outcome. Strategic redevelopment sites are sites with a
permit application for 10 or more dwellings.
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HOUSING OPPORTUNITIES: STRATEGIC REDEVELOPMENT SITES
4.1.1. Strategic Redevelopment Areas and Sites
One of the key sources of potential new dwellings in Hobsons Bay is in Strategic
Redevelopment Areas (SRAs) and Strategic Redevelopment Sites (SRS).

Strategic Redevelopment Areas
A major source of new housing supply for Hobsons Bay is the Strategic
Redevelopment Areas (SRAs) on brownfield land. The SRAs are large tracts of
land originally identified in the Hobsons Bay ILMS for redevelopment.
The SRAs that have already been rezoned to accommodate residential use
include Precinct 15 (Altona North Strategic Site), part Precinct 20 (Former Port
Phillip Woollen Mills), part Precinct 16 (Caltex site) and part Precinct 13 (Kororoit
Creek Road). The remainder of Precinct 16 is yet to be rezoned.

Strategic Redevelopment Sites
Strategic Redevelopment Sites are identified as redevelopments with 10 or more
dwellings proposed.

Estimated dwelling yield
The potential new dwellings expected from the SRAs and strategic
redevelopment sites over the next 20 years has been estimated to be 4,619
dwellings34.
*The estimated yield for the SRAs are subject to change and are expected to be
higher. This is due to the fact that some of the SRAs are still in the early stages of
being redeveloped and the final dwelling capacity and timeframes for completion
are uncertain.

The SRA account for a total of around 91 hectares of land with Precinct 15
accounting for 66 hectares.

Estimated dwelling
yield from Strategic
Redevelopment Areas
& Sites
= 4,619

34

This total excludes SRAs and sites that have been identified as within activity centre
catchments (discussed in the next section).
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HOUSING OPPORTUNITIES: ACTIVITY CENTRES
4.1.2

Activity centre catchments

In line with State planning policy objectives, activity centres are expected to
accommodate a significant proportion of new housing growth.
Assessing the potential dwelling yield in activity centres included looking at
development opportunities on residential land and commercial zoned land
(Commercial 1 Zone)35 located within a catchment area defined by walking
distance from the centre. The methodology for identifying potential supply is
outlined in Figure 32.
Figure 32: Methodology for identifying supply – activity centres

Step 1: Identify commercially‐zoned areas & establish Activity Centres
boundaries

The assessment included 15 activity centres with a catchment area of either
400/200 metres depending upon the type of activity centre (shown in Table 10
and Figure 33). The activity centres included in the assessment include the major
centres and key neighbourhood centres where there has been/is expected to be
increased pressure for new residential development.
Table 10: Activity centre catchment boundaries
Activity Centre

Suburb

Pier Street
Altona Gate
Borrack Square
Williamstown Central – Douglas Parade
Williamstown Central – Nelson Place
Williamstown North – The Range
Central Square
Aviation Road & Woods Street
Challis Street
Harrington Square
Newport Junction
Somers Parade
Spotswood
The Circle
Vernon Street

Altona
Altona North
Altona North
Williamstown
Williamstown
Williamstown
Altona Meadows
Laverton
Newport
Altona
Newport
Altona
Spotswood
Altona North
South Kingsville

Walkable
Catchment
400m
400m
400m
400m
400m
400m
400m
400m
200m
400m
400m
200m
400m
200m
200m

Although 800 metres is generally used as the walkable catchment distance for
activity centres with train stations, a smaller catchment of 400 metres has been
used in the assessment to provide a more conservative estimate of what
opportunities may be realised for ‘in‐centre’ developments.

35

Assessment within Commercial 1 Zone does not include assumptions on the potential
development of shop top housing.
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Figure 33: Activity centre catchment boundaries (.id assessment)
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Step 2: Calculate the amount of developable land
In each catchment area, any parcels of land not available for development are
removed from analysis. This includes open space, reserves and parkland,
schools, churches, civic buildings, strata plan sites, roads, rail, and parcels less
than 400 square metres. Recent dwelling approvals and major sites are also
excluded. The resulting hectarage is assumed available for development, i.e. the
amount of developable land.

Adjustments account for existing stock and some demolition activity. In general,
higher scores tend to result in higher densities due to the higher desirability of
the centre.
Table 11: Activity centre assessment

Neighbourhood Residential Zone (NRZ) parcels are treated separately for the
purposes of this exercise due to the more prescriptive nature of the zone (see Step
5).
Step 3: Activity Centres typology assessment
Not all available land in each activity centre will be developed. The proportion of
land that will be developed depends on the attractiveness of the centre and
resulting land values. Each centre was assessed to determine its development
potential based on six attributes shown in Table 11. The maximum score for each
centre is seven.
Step 4: Apply dwelling density assumptions
A mix of densities (25, 50, 75, 100 and 150 dwellings per hectare gross) was
applied to the resulting developable land area (excluding lots in the NRZ). The
density assumptions were based on the proposed housing change areas (i.e. the
allocation of the new residential zones) identified in the Housing Framework
Plan.
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Dwelling density assumptions were derived from examining relevant examples of
desirable locations and urban forms, such as areas with high amenity, access to
services and open space.

Table 12: Potential dwelling yield – activity centres (excluding NRZ parcels)

The assessment conservatively identifies opportunities for 2,972 additional
dwellings in nominated Activity Centres (Table 12) – excluding NRZ parcels.
Removing dwellings assumed to be lost to demolition (535), and accounting for
dwellings on major sites in Activity Centres, the net result is 4,252 net additional
dwellings.
Pier Street (Altona) has the greatest net gain, with an identified 908 dwellings,
primarily due to the number of higher density buildings expected to be
constructed in the Mixed Use Zone and the availability of larger lots.
Williamstown Central – Nelson Place has an identified 602 net dwelling gain, but
this is primarily due to the major development at Waterline Place on the former
Woollen Mills site.

Table 13: Developable area assumptions for NRZ lots in activity centres

Other Activity Centres with significant residential opportunities include Laverton
Station/Aviation Road (556 dwellings) and Spotswood (415).

1
2

Those centres with lower scores are small or contain relatively large areas of
NRZ.

4
5
6
7

3

Existing Existing Existing lots 801- lots 1,001- Existing
lots 400- lots 501- lots 651 - 1,000
1,500
lots above
500 sq m 650 sq m 800 sqm sqm
sqm
1,501 sqm
Median Area sq m
450
575
725
900
1,250
1,750
Driveways parking & setbacks
20%
10%
10%
9%
9%
9%
Garden Area Requirement
25%
30%
35%
35%
35%
35%
Developable Area (sq m) [[1-[1x(2+3)]]
248
345
399
504
700
980
Average dwelling footprint (s qm)
120
120
120
120
140
160
Total Dwellings (5/4) rounded
2.0
3.0
3.5
4.0
4.0
6.0
Net Dwelling Gain (including demolition)
1.0
2.0
2.5
3.0
3.0
5.0

Step 5: Assessing opportunities on NRZ lots in activity centres
Lots identified within the Neighbourhood Residential Zone were assessed
differently due to the difference in the development potential e.g. maximum two
storey height limit and minimum garden area requirement.
For the purpose of this conservative assessment, lots smaller than 400 square
metres were regarded as having no development potential.

The assessment identified a potential 944 dwellings on NRZ parcels in activity
centres. Together, with the assumptions on the other zones, there is opportunity
for an additional 5,196 dwellings in Activity Centres.

Estimated dwelling
yield from Activity
Centre Catchments
= 5,196
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HOUSING OPPORTUNITIES: OTHER INFILL DEVELOPMENT
4.1.3. Other infill development
The gradual ageing of the dwelling stock, particularly where dwellings fall into
disrepair, is an important source of new housing supply in established parts of
Australian cities. A major source of additional dwelling supply is infill
development on existing residential lots.
Infill development, typified by the demolition of an older house and its
replacement by two or more new houses, has been one of the main drivers of
dwelling growth in established suburbs across Australian cities, and Hobsons Bay
has not been immune to this trend.

The housing capacity assessment was based on the proposed New Residential
Zones (Housing Change Areas) provided in the Housing Framework Plan36.
Step 2: Establish out‐of‐centre boundaries
The out‐of‐centre boundaries were defined as the suburbs/localities in a
municipality minus the activity centres and the SRAs. These boundaries enable
development opportunities outside activity centres by suburb to be quantified.
Figure 34: Methodology for identifying supply – other infill development

This section looks at the potential for infill development outside the identified
Activity Centres in Hobsons Bay based on an analysis of lot size and residentially
zoned land.

Identifying infill dwelling opportunities
The methodology to assess infill development potential outside Activity Centres
defines out‐of‐centre boundaries and categorises developable land by lot size
(see Figure 34).
Step 1: Identify suitable residential zones
In July 2014, three new residential zones were introduced into the Victoria
Planning Scheme, replacing the R1Z and R2Z zones. The new residential zones are
General Residential Zone (GRZ), Residential Growth Zone (RGZ) and
Neighbourhood Residential Zone (NRZ).

36

Though residential uses are permitted in the Mixed Use Zone (MUZ), they were not
included here as all MUZ area located outside of activity centres are captured in the
Strategic Redevelopment Sites assessment.
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Step 3: Calculate gross developable land
Land parcels unavailable for development are removed, resulting in a specified
area of land available for development. This includes parcels that have been
developed since 2004 as well as non‐residential uses. Former school sites that
are under consideration for potential residential development were also
excluded from the assessment.
Step 4: Identify developable land parcels
Development potential is influenced by parcel or lot size. For the purposes of this
report, parcels less than 400 square metres, or with an existing flat or apartment,
or areas recently developed are regarded as having no development potential.
Step 5: Demolition and replacement assessment
The assessment is based on the following considerations:
i. Lot size ‐ this indicates the potential (or attractiveness) for a lot to be
redeveloped at a higher density. With a larger lot, the potential for higher
yield increases. For the purpose of the housing capacity assessment,
residential lots less than 400 square metres were regarded as parcels with ‘no
opportunity’. Residential lots with flats and apartments (strata parcels) are
also regarded as parcels with ‘no opportunity’ for further development.

hazard facilities may have environmental attributes which precludes high
density development. This influences the form of any residential
redevelopment. Such constraints are often reflected in planning policies
through parameters such as height limits, dwelling densities and forms
considerate of neighbourhood characteristics.
Assumptions for redevelopment in these areas reflect any relevant
constraints. In Hobsons Bay, this is particularly relevant in Williamstown and
Newport East. Often, heritage areas overlap areas to be allocated to the
Neighbourhood Residential Zone, which also has constraints attached to
redevelopment of lots.
Lot size analysis by location
The assessment identified just over 17,008 lots greater than 400 square metres
in Hobsons Bay, with around 65 per cent of these between 500 and 700 square
metres (refer Figure 35).
Figure 35: Lot size analysis – existing lots in infill areas (Hobsons Bay)

ii. Age of existing dwelling stock ‐ older residential areas have a greater
potential to be redeveloped for newer developments. The age of the housing
stock can mean it is often more economical to demolish a dwelling and
replace it with higher density developments (units, townhouses etc.). In
general, the older the area, the more likely it will attract higher density
redevelopment activity. In contrast, areas developed in the last 10 years are
less like to be developed in the next 20‐30 years. Recent development sites
are regarded as parcels with ‘no opportunity’ for a similar reason.
iii. Planning, heritage or environmental significance ‐ many older residential
areas have some heritage significance, while areas near beaches or major
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However, not all parcels of land in established suburbs will be redeveloped, nor is
the demand for infill development uniform across the municipality. Recent
trends in Australian cities have shown that suburbs with older housing stock,
particularly those closer to the CBD, are more likely to be redeveloped37.

Table 14: Assumptions regarding infill development (New Residential Zones)*

From this pool of potential infill supply outlined in Figure 35, assumptions can be
made about the likely rate of development in each small area, and therefore
make a determination on the potential number of additional dwellings that can
be achieved through infill development.
Assumptions are largely conservative and consider the following:





the age of the existing dwelling stock
proximity to public transport nodes
contemporary patterns of building and subdivision activity
the size of the existing lot

*The majority of lots identified for substantial change (RGZ) are within the
activity centre catchment boundaries.
Table 15: Potential dwelling opportunities on existing lots (excluding activity
centres & strategic redevelopment sites)

Assumptions regarding the Housing Change Areas are outlined in Table 14. These
dwelling assumptions are for the three new residential zones which include the:
Neighbourhood Residential Zone (NRZ), the General Residential Zone (GRZ) and
the Residential Growth Zone (RGZ).
The assumptions take into consideration the likely development outcome on
what might be achieved on different sized lots, this is based on the parameters of
each zone and what has typically been occurring within Hobsons Bay over the
past few years. The results of these assumptions are shown in Table 15 and 16.

37

Housing.id, Analysis of housing consumption and opportunities (April 2016).
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Table 16: Potential dwelling opportunities on existing lots by zone (excluding
activity centres & strategic redevelopment sites)

These assumptions indicate that there is potential opportunity for an additional
6,466 dwellings in Hobsons Bay (excluding strategic redevelopment sites and
activity centres) through infill development (refer Table 15).
Whilst the Neighbourhood Residential Zone is proposed is the most restrictive
residential zone, the assessment estimates that it can potentially deliver just over
75 per cent of the total infill development opportunities (refer Table 16).
The General Residential Zone is estimated to provide just under 24 per cent. It
should be noted that the Residential Growth Zone is expected to account for
very little infill development as these areas are mostly located in activity centres
with dwelling opportunity captured separately.

Estimated dwelling
yield from Infill
Development
= 6,466
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HOUSING OPPORTUNITIES: COMMERCIAL AREAS

4.1.4

Commercial areas – shop top housing

In‐centre development refers to dwellings which occur within the commercial
areas of activity centres. There is potential for key activity centres within
Hobsons Bay to accommodate some new dwellings in the form of shop top
housing. Given that most of these centres have access (walkable access) to train
stations and services, this type of housing should be encouraged where
appropriate in accordance with the Hobsons Bay Activity Centre Strategy.
Just over one per cent38 of dwellings are currently located in‐centre (in the
commercial zone). The type of housing in such locations is predominantly higher
density one and two bedroom apartments.
Any additional dwellings which may occur in‐centre within commercial zoned
land in the future will further increase the dwelling supply for Hobsons Bay. The
estimated supply would need to be quantified in the preparation of structure
plans or urban design frameworks, as these documents will provide guidance
over the detailed application of zones and overlays affecting the yield of land in
these areas.

Estimated dwelling yield
from Commercial Areas

= to be identified through
structure plans/urban design
frameworks

38

Around 1.2 per cent of total land use in Hobsons Bay.
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Figure 37: Potential housing opportunities in Hobsons Bay

4.2 Estimated housing supply
The housing capacity assessment conservatively estimates that Hobsons Bay has
development sites/opportunities to provide a net gain of 16,281 dwellings, as
summarised in Figures 36 and 37.
Figure 36: Estimated dwelling supply

40%

i

ii

Strategic Redevelopment
Areas & Sites
4,619 (28%)

Activity Centre
Catchments
5,196 (32%)

iii

Future
Housing
Supply

Other Infill Development
6,466 (40%)

32%

iv
Commercial Areas
(Shop top housing in C1Z)
TBC

28%
Activity centres

Strategic redevelopment sites

Infill opportunities

Around 60 per cent of housing opportunities have been identified within activity
centres and key opportunity sites with the remainder (40 per cent) potentially
available from other infill opportunities.
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4.3 Estimated housing demand

Figure 38: Housing distribution between established areas and growth area
greenfields (Plan Melbourne)

Housing demand has been identified in the Housing Strategy Background Report
(Volume One) as an additional 8,849 new dwelling (443 new dwellings per
annum) in Hobsons Bay by 2036.
This is based on an anticipated increase in population of around 19,252 residents
by 2036 with the majority of this anticipated growth from the expected
residential developments in the SRAs.
Based on an estimated housing demand of 443 new dwellings per annum, this
means that the potential supply of 16,281 dwellings represents around 37 years
of supply.
Housing requirements: Western subregion
Plan Melbourne identifies housing requirements (‘housing distribution figures’)
for the Western subregion (refer Figure 38) which includes Hobsons Bay,
Brimbank, Melton, Moonee Valley and Wyndham councils.
It is expected that an additional 1,550,000 new dwellings are required by 2051
across Melbourne, with around 150‐160,000 of these in the established areas in
the Western subregion.
Plan Melbourne however does not specify what the housing requirements are for
each individual councils in the subregions.

4.3.1 Housing demand by suburb
The estimated housing demand in each suburb (i.e. the distribution of the 8,849
dwellings required by 2036) has been identified in the Housing Strategy
Background Report39 and is shown in Figure 39 and included in the Housing
Change Areas analysis in Section Three of this document.
The forecasted housing demand varies between the suburbs as it is based on
factors such as expected household sizes, development opportunities and
vacancy rates. This is analysed in more detail in the Housing Strategy Background
Report.

39

Addendum: Demographic and Housing Needs – 2016 ABS Census Updates (December
2017).
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Additional dwellings (2016‐36)

Figure 39: Forecast housing demand (2016‐36)

Figure 40: Housing demand (2016‐36) vs supply
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Although supply for additional housing is not expected to be an issue in the
municipality, the location of new housing needs to be appropriately planned.
Source: forecast.id (2016)

4.4 Housing supply vs demand
Based on the housing capacity assessment identified in this report, there is
enough capacity/housing opportunities in Hobsons Bay to comfortably meet
expected housing demand over the next 20 years (refer Figure 39).

Currently, the spatial distribution of new dwellings constructed in Hobsons Bay
does not align well with the location of the municipality’s activity centres.
The Housing Strategy presents an opportunity to better align housing growth in
appropriate locations through the application of the proposed housing change
areas identified in the Housing Framework Plan.

It is expected that the strategic redevelopment sites alone could accommodate
more than half (52 per cent) the total forecasted dwelling demand by 2036.
New dwellings that might occur as shop top housing within activity centres,
which represent additional opportunities that have not been included in the
capacity assessment.
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SUMMARY
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5.0 SUMMARY

planned to better align with activity centres and areas with existing community
infrastructure and services.

The Hobsons Bay Housing Strategy Background Report identified the need for a
Housing Framework Plan and a housing capacity assessment for the municipality.

It is recommended that the Housing Framework Plan be used to manage housing
growth and change in Hobsons Bay and to implement the New Residential Zones.

The Housing Framework Plan identifies the appropriate housing change areas to
manage and guide future housing growth and change in Hobsons Bay over the
next 20 years.
The housing capacity assessment identifies the potential dwelling supply for
Hobsons Bay over the next 20 years (2016‐36). The assessment is based on:




the identification of a number of land use, environmental, built form
and accessibility constraints which could impact on the provision of new
housing
a housing capacity model which considers four key sources
(opportunities) for additional residential development in Hobsons Bay

The housing capacity assessment identifies that there is enough capacity/housing
opportunities in Hobsons Bay to comfortably meet expected housing demand
over the next couple of decades.
The future development of substantial strategic redevelopment sites are
expected to accommodate just over half the new housing anticipated.
Whilst supply/opportunities for additional housing is not expected to be an issue
in the municipality, the location of new housing needs to be appropriately
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APPENDIX A – OVERLAYS IN THE HOBSONS BAY PLANNING SCHEME
Overlay

Constraints

Heritage (HO)

A planning permit is required to subdivide land, demolish/remove
a building and to construct a building or carry out works.

Design and
Development
(DDO)

Built form outcomes will need to be considered in land covered by
a DDO, e.g. foreshore height limitations.

Land Subject to
Inundation
(LSIO)

A planning permit is required for building and works to subdivide
land affected by an LSIO.

Special Buildings
(SBO)

A planning permit is required to construct a building (including
single dwellings) or carry out works and to subdivide land. Some
building and works are exempt from this requirement. Areas
covered by an SBO may have limited capacity for multi‐unit
development as it is liable to inundation from overland flows from
urban drainage systems.

Environmental
Audit (EAO)

A Certificate or Statement of Environmental Audit is required for
sensitive uses on land covered by an EAO. There are a number of
known contaminated sites within the municipality, this can be a
constraint on constructing new houses due to the financial costs of
remediation and may drive dwelling densities.

Environmental
Significance
(ESO)

An ESO applies for protection of the Kororoit Creek Corridor. This
overlay does not impact on any residentially zoned land.

Public
Acquisition
(PAO)

The PAO identifies land which is proposed to be acquired by an
authority. In Hobsons Bay, the acquisition authorities include
VicRoads and HBCC for the purpose of roads and municipal
reserves respectively.
. The PAO affects small areas of land within the municipality, a
planning permit is required for Section 1 and 2 uses within the
zone, for buildings and works and to subdivide.
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APPENDIX B – DESIGN & DEVELOPMENT OVERLAYS (DDO)
DDO10
DDO
DDO1

DDO2

DDO3
DDO4

DDO5

DDO8

DDO9

Purpose
Westgate Bridge Approaches ‐ to ensure the adequate
safety and amenity of the West Gate Bridge and its
approach viaducts, motorists using the bridge and
nearby properties.
Birmingham Street Area ‐ to ensure that development
enhances the amenity of Melbourne Road and the
residential area along Birmingham Street.
To provide design and development guidelines for 65
Nelson Place, Williamstown.
Foreshore Height Limitation ‐ applies a maximum two
storey height limit to protect and enhance the
environment of the Hobsons Bay foreshore.
Newport Lakes Residential Development ‐ to minimise
the visual impact of any new development to preserve
the general amenity of the Newport Lakes parkland.
Foreshore Height Limitation of three storeys ‐ Mill Lane
and Garden Street; Nelson Place; Ferguson Street
between Nelson Place and the Strand, James and Aitken
Streets; and Rifle Range Estate ‐ to protect and enhance
the environment of the Hobsons Bay foreshore.
Mason Street, Newport – Residential Development
Adjoining Newport Lakes Reserve to protect the
amenity of the Newport Lakes parkland.

DDO11

DDO13

DDO14

DDO15

DDO16

Design and development guidelines for The Former
Caltex Terminal (South Kingsville).
Design and development guidelines for Precinct 20 ‐
Former Port Phillip Woollen Mills and
Surrounds.
Design and development guidelines for Part Precinct 9
‐ Former Cabots Site 302‐330 Millers Road, Altona
North.
Design and development guidelines for Land At 222‐
238 And 240‐258 Kororoit Creek Road, Williamstown
North.
To ensure development does not adversely affect or
put at risk the construction, integrity or operation of
the Project or West Gate Tunnel.
To ensure development does not adversely affect or
put at risk the construction, integrity or operation of
the Project or West Gate Tunnel.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The Housing Strategy provides a policy framework for managing housing in Hobsons Bay over the next 20 years1. The Housing Strategy is
needed to guide the future residential development in the municipality to ensure that the right homes are being provided in the right places.
Hobsons Bay needs to plan for a growing and changing population. The
municipality is home to 95,395 residents (2018) and is expected to increase to
around 112,642 by 2036.
This growth and change needs to be strategically planned for to ensure that we
are not only planning for future housing needs of our community but that we are
also guiding new development to the right locations, to ensure we are protecting
areas from inappropriate levels of development.
All suburbs experience change over time. The degree of change varies depending
on a number of factors such as location, opportunities for new development and
the desirability of an area.
The Housing Strategy is planning for around an additional 19,252 people over
the next 20 years, this equates to a demand for around 8,849 new homes (443
new homes per annum to 2036).
Council cannot prevent growth from occurring, it is how we respond to managing
change that is important.
Housing is not just about bricks and mortar, it also has wider impacts on
community health and wellbeing. Planning for housing therefore extends beyond

1 1

just land use matters to also include social, environmental and economic
considerations.
The Housing Strategy is the key strategic planning document to manage
residential development over the next 20 years, from the most recent Australian
Bureau of Statistics Census in 2016, until 2036. It also supports the
implementation of the New Residential Zones in Hobsons Bay.
The Housing Strategy is supported by a Background Report (Volume One) and a
Housing Framework Plan and Capacity Assessment (Volume Two) which provides
the strategic context and evidence base for the Housing Strategy.
The Background Report identified a number of housing needs in Hobsons Bay,
including the need for:








more housing diversity
housing in better locations
more affordable housing and affordable living
housing which supports ageing in place
good residential amenity
housing which respects neighbourhood character
housing which is more energy efficient and promotes sustainable living

Based on the latest 2016 ABS Census data and .id forecast data which considers potential demographic and development changes up to 2036 only.
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Hobsons Bay’s suburbs are under pressure to accommodate new medium and
higher density infill development. In general, there has been no pattern in the
location of new infill development in the municipality. The Housing Strategy has
the opportunity to realign new housing in more desirable locations and better
fulfil State urban consolidation policy objectives.
It is estimated that an additional 443 new homes will be required per annum to
2036. This compares to a recent construction rate of around 359 new dwellings
per annum in the municipality (over the period 2011-16).
It is important that this new housing growth is directed to areas suited to
accommodate change and increased densities. This is why three levels of housing
change have been identified to appropriately identify where limited, moderate
and substantial change can be accommodated across the suburbs – these
housing change areas have been identified in the Housing Framework Plan.

This strategy includes four housing policies (refer Figure 1) with objectives and
recommendations to address housing needs and issues including:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Population growth and change
Housing location and housing type
Housing affordability and affordable housing
Housing design, functionality and sustainability

The strategy includes an implementation plan with recommended actions for
each of the four policy objectives, as well as indicators for the monitoring and
review of the strategy to ensure that it remains relevant and effective over the
years.
Figure 1: Housing policy

The Housing Framework Plan is one of the key outputs of the Housing Strategy as
it shows where future housing can be located and the preferred housing types
and densities. It has been prepared in conjunction with the Neighbourhood
Character Study (2019) and will help guide the application of the New Residential
Zones in Hobsons Bay.
The housing capacity assessment conservatively estimates a total of 16,281 new
dwelling opportunities (37 years of supply based on estimated housing demand)
in the municipality with the largest opportunity for new medium/high density
dwellings to be accommodated in areas with access to key activity centres
(around 32 per cent) and on Strategic Redevelopment Areas and sites (around 28
per cent).
The key challenge for managing housing growth in the municipality is not just
about supply but also about ensuring that new housing is being provided in the
right location and are homes that match residents’ changing needs.
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GLOSSARY
ABS

Australian Bureau of Statistics

Accessible Design

Housing designed that is able to accommodate
wheelchair users in all areas

Active Transport

Non-motorised forms of transport involving physical
activity, such as walking and cycling

Activity Centre

Vibrant hubs where people shop, work, meet, relax and
often live

Inclusionary Zoning

A statutory planning control requiring developers to set
aside a proportion of properties for social housing or
make an off-site contribution

LPPF

Local Planning Policy Framework

MHF

Major Hazard Facilities

MPS

Municipal Planning Statement

NATSEM

National Centre for Social and Economic Modelling

Adaptable Design

Housing that can be easily adapted to become an
accessible house if needed

Neighbourhood Character

The look and feel of a residential area

BCA

Building Code of Australia

Plan Melbourne

The Metropolitan Planning Strategy for Melbourne

BESS

Built Environment Sustainability Scorecard

PPF

Planning Policy Framework

CSIP

Community Service and Infrastructure Plan

SDAPP

Sustainable Design Assessment in the Planning Process

DCP

Development Contributions Plan

SPPF

State Planning Policy Framework

ERP

Estimated Resident Population

SRA

Strategic Redevelopment Area

ESD

Environmentally Sustainable Design

Universal Design

Housing designed to meet the changing needs of most
home occupants throughout their lifetime

GCCSA

Greater Capital City Statistical Area

VPP

Victorian Planning Provisions

HBCC

Hobsons Bay City Council

Walkable Catchment

ILMS

Industrial Land Management Strategy

An area mapped around a pedestrian destination usually
showing a 400m (5 minute) or 800m (10 minute) walk

WSUD

Water Sensitive Urban Design
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PART ONE: INTRODUCTION
Hobsons Bay is home to around 95,395 residents (2018) across a diverse mix
of suburbs. The municipality is experiencing increased housing demand due
to a growth in population, an increase in smaller household sizes and the
availability of large Strategic Redevelopment Areas for new housing
opportunities.
The Hobsons Bay Housing Strategy plans for housing up until 2036, to guide
the future residential development in the municipality to ensure that the
right homes are provided in the right places.

1.1 What is a Housing Strategy?
A Housing Strategy is a planning document that guides appropriate future
residential development in an area. This ensures that we are planning for the
changing needs of residents by putting the right homes in the right places.
The Hobsons Bay Housing Strategy considers a 20 year forecast (2016-36) and
includes analysis of information and data from both the past and what is
expected in the future.

1.2 Why do we need a Housing Strategy?
As with other metropolitan areas in Melbourne, Hobsons Bay is experiencing
increased housing demand due to a growth in population and an increase in
smaller household sizes. The availability of large redevelopment sites (Strategic
Redevelopment Areas) on redundant industrial land is also providing a significant
increase in housing in some of our suburbs.

Hobsons Bay is located within good proximity to the CBD with access to the
coast, open space and key transport routes. It also has a diverse mix of suburbs
from established areas with significant heritage and neighbourhood character to
more recently developed areas with newer housing stock. These are some of the
key attributes that attract residents to the municipality and make Hobsons Bay
their home.
There has been an increase in medium and higher density residential
development in our suburbs and this trend is set to continue as established areas
across Melbourne are expected to accommodate a growing population.
However, Hobsons Bay also has a number of land use constraints. Almost one
third of land is used for industrial purposes and is home to a number of State
significant petrochemical industries and Major Hazard Facilities. Industrial and
environmental constraints can have an impact on the supply of new housing.
One of the key challenges is balancing the increased pressure to accommodate
more houses and people in Hobsons Bay with the need to protect our suburbs
from inappropriate development.
Whilst there is often resistance to changes in established communities, it is
important to recognise that new housing can deliver a number of benefits, such
as increasing the choice of housing available, regenerating an area with low
quality housing stock and having more people live within walking distance of
public transport and services.
Hobsons Bay currently does not have a Housing Strategy to respond to and
manage the demand for increased residential development. Identifying not only
where this new housing can go but also what level of change is appropriate is an
important part of the Housing Strategy.
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The Hobsons Bay Housing Strategy ensures that we are planning for the changing
needs of residents by putting the right homes in the right places.

1.3 How will Council manage residential
development in Hobsons Bay?

1.4 What does the Housing Strategy do?
The Housing Strategy:


sets out how Council is planning to respond to population growth and
change

All suburbs experience change over the years. The degree of change varies
depending on a number of factors such as location, opportunities for new
development and the desirability of an area.



identifies where new housing can be located and guides the levels of
housing change across the suburbs

Council cannot prevent growth from occurring. It is how we respond to managing
that growth and change that is important.



determines the potential capacity of the suburbs to deliver new housing



responds to the changing resident profile across Hobsons Bay to ensure
that new housing is matching residents’ needs



identifies opportunities for new medium and higher density housing in
line with State government urban consolidation policies



identifies opportunities to encourage more affordable housing and
affordable living



sets out Councils expectations in terms of built form and sustainability
considerations



provides more certainty for the community, developers and
stakeholders

Through applying a suite of planning tools and policies available to local
government (such as the New Residential Zones), Council can guide the level of
housing change considered appropriate across our suburbs. For example,
encouraging growth in well-located areas with access to public transport and
existing services and limiting growth in other areas.
This strategy sets out Council’s long term plan for managing residential
development in Hobsons Bay to provide more certainty for the community,
developers and other stakeholders.
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1.5 How was the Housing Strategy developed?

Table 1: Housing Strategy process

Council developed this strategy following consideration of a wide range of data
and key planning documents, as well as an understanding of housing needs in the
municipality based on feedback from the community and stakeholders.
The strategy is an evidence-based document which considers land use, social and
environmental factors. Preparation of the strategy includes an integrated and
holistic approach involving internal departments across the organisation.
The Housing Strategy process is summarised in Table 1.
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1.6 Structure of the Housing Strategy

Figure 2: Structure of the Housing Strategy

The strategy has been developed using strong evidence-based planning including
analysis and assessment of various data and forecasts relating to housing needs
and supply, based on potential land use constraints and opportunities.
The Housing Strategy consists of three main documents (refer Figure 2):
1.

Background Report (Volume One) - provides a detailed assessment of
housing needs

2.

Housing Framework Plan and Housing Capacity Assessment (Volume
Two) – identifies appropriate housing change areas and assesses
potential housing supply and opportunities

3.

Housing Strategy (Volume Three) – the strategy which sets out the
housing policy and an implementation plan to guide the provision of
housing in the municipality.
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1.7 Where does the Strategy apply?
The Strategy applies to the established suburbs of:











Altona-Seaholme
Altona Meadows
Altona North
Brooklyn
Laverton
Newport (East and West)
Seabrook
Spotswood-South Kingsville
Williamstown
Williamstown North

PART TWO: POLICY CONTEXT

The Residential Zone areas are shown shaded in Figure 3.
This does not include Comprehensive Development or
Mixed Use Zones that also enable housing.

Figure 3: Residential Zone areas in Hobsons Bay
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PART TWO: POLICY CONTEXT
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PART TWO: HOUSING POLICY
Housing is affected by Commonwealth, state and local policy, with each level
of government having different roles and responsibilities in relation to
housing. The strategy has been prepared in the context of the relevant policy
framework.

Table 2: Key roles and policies*

2.1 Housing policy context
The key policies which have informed this strategy are detailed in the
Background Report and are summarised in Table 2.
At the local level, Hobsons Bay has a role in using the tools provided by the
Victorian Planning Provisions to manage and influence housing, for example,
applying the appropriate planning controls (such as zones and overlays) to set
out the right land use and built form requirements. As well as having the right
policies in place in the local planning scheme.

Homes for Victorians (2017)

Hobsons Bay 2030 Community
Vision
Council Plan (2017- 2021)

2.2 How will the Strategy address policy gaps?
Hobsons Bay currently does not have a Housing Strategy and so to date, has had
limited influence in managing the location and type of new infill development
across the suburbs.
Population growth and over-development continues to be a concern for the
community, particularly in relation to the effects it will have on the existing
community and the protection of our heritage, neighbourhood character and
open spaces.
Without a Strategy in place, the location and type of new housing that occurs is
dictated by market demand and site opportunities in an ad hoc manner.
*Not an exhaustive list
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Through understanding expected housing needs and balancing this with
protecting existing neighbourhood character, Council is better placed to manage
housing growth and change.

Figure 4: Hobsons Bay 2030 Community Vision

2.3 How will the Strategy address the key
objectives in the Council Plan?
By having a long term strategy in place to manage and plan for future population
growth and change in Hobsons Bay, the Housing Strategy helps address Goal
Three in the Council Plan (2017-21) which aligns with Priority One in the Hobsons
Bay 2030 Community Vision (refer Figure 4).
Goal Three: A well designed, maintained and environmentally sustainable place is about managing future growth and development to ensure it has consideration
and respects our natural and built environments (refer Figure 5).

Figure 5: Hobsons Bay Council Plan (2017-21)

It includes Council working with all levels of government, key stakeholders and
the community to ensure urban development is appropriate and considers
neighbourhood character and heritage.
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PART THREE: WHO LIVES IN HOBSONS BAY?

An understanding of who lives in Hobsons Bay and how resident’s needs are
likely to change in the future is an important part of the Housing Strategy.
The Housing Strategy Background Report identified the resident profile in
Hobsons Bay. This section summarises the key changes expected in the
resident profile in Hobsons Bay in relation to housing.

Figure 6: Population changes in each suburb (2011-36)

Williamstown North - The Rifle
Range
Williamstown

3.1 Population changes
In 2016, the Hobsons Bay population was 93,392. This is expected to grow to
around 112,642 by 2036.
The Housing Strategy is planning for around an additional 19,252 people over
the next 20 years (963 additional residents per annum). This is a growth rate of
0.85 per cent per annum.
Population growth in Hobsons Bay has typically been slower than the
metropolitan average. Between 2011 and 2016, the growth rate was about half
of that of the metropolitan Melbourne (1.38 per cent compared to 2.6 per cent).
The population of Hobsons Bay is distributed across 11 suburbs. However, the
population is not evenly distributed across the municipality and the future
population changes are not consistent across the suburbs (refer Figure 6).
Altona Meadows has the largest population (22 per cent of total) and Brooklyn
has the smallest population (2 per cent of total).
The Housing Strategy is planning for population growth in all suburbs over the
next 20 years, except in Seabrook.

Spotswood - South Kingsville
Seabrook
Newport West
Newport East

2036

Laverton

2016

Brooklyn

2011

Altona North
Altona Meadows
Altona - Seaholme

-

5,000 10,000 15,000 20,000 25,000
Population
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3.2 Age structure

3.3 Household changes

In 2016, the majority of residents (22 per cent) were aged between 35 to 49
years. Over the next 20 years, growth is expected to occur in all age groups
however, it is the older age groups which are forecast to experience the greatest
increases, indicative of an ageing population (refer Figure 7).

In 2016, Hobsons Bay was home to around 34,193 households, an increase of
around five per cent from 2011.

The number of residents aged 65 years and over increased by around 44 per cent
by 2036 compared to 2016. The number of frail elderly persons (aged 85 years
and over) is forecast to increase by around 37 per cent.
Figure 7: Change in age structure – Service age groups (2016-36)

The dominant household type in 2016 was couples with children, accounting for
almost a third of total households. Followed by couples without children and lone
person households, each comprising nearly one-quarter of the total.
By 2036, there is expected to be 44,348 households in Hobsons Bay – an increase
of over 10,000 new households. Although couples with children are expected to
decline over the next 20 years, this household type will still remain the most
dominant in Hobsons Bay.

4,500
4,000
3,500

No. Persons

Understanding the types of households that live in the municipality and the
forecasted changes helps to identify what types of housing is required to meet
residents’ needs.

3,000

There are emerging household types that also need to be planned for. It is
expected smaller household types (these include lone person households and
couples without children) will show the most significant growth in total numbers
(refer Figure 8).
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The key issue is that smaller households are forecast to grow faster than larger
households such as families and group households. This will impact on the
demand for more housing diversity. However, the expected change in household
types are not uniform across the municipality. In many areas, family households
are declining in number, whilst in others they are increasing.

Service Age Groups (Years)
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Figure 8: Change in household type (2016-36)
3,000

No. Households

2,500
2,000
1,500

3.3.1 Household sizes
The growth in smaller household types results in a lower average household size
(i.e. fewer people per house). Declining household size tends to increase the
demand for housing, even if the population is stable or growing slowly.
In 2016, the average household size in Hobsons Bay was 2.56 which remains
unchanged compared to 2011. It is forecast that the average will decline to
around 2.51 by 2036.

1,000
500
-
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PART FOUR: EXISTING HOUSING IN HOBSONS BAY
Understanding what existing housing we have in Hobsons Bay in terms of
quantity and type, helps to identify how much and what type of additional
housing we might need in the future to accommodate a changing resident
profile.

4.1 Total number of dwellings
In 2016, there were around 37,183 dwellings in Hobsons Bay. This is an increase
of around five per cent since 2011. In terms of growth rate, this is around an
additional 359 new dwellings per annum over the five year period (1 per cent
per annum).
Figure 9: Total number of dwellings in Hobsons Bay (2011-16)

2011
35,388
Source: profile.id (2016)

2016
37,183

4.2 Housing location
The distribution of the dwellings across Hobsons Bay is shown in Table 3 below:
Table 3: No. dwellings per suburb (2011 & 2016)
Area
Hobsons Bay
Altona-Seaholme
Altona Meadows
Altona North
Brooklyn
Laverton
Newport East
Newport West
Seabrook
Spotswood-South Kingsville
Williamstown
Williamstown North

2011

2016

35,595
5,568
7,448
4,657
802
1,845
1,726
3,336
1,802
1,976
4,681
1,754

36,938
5,986
7,572
4,888
881
1,964
1,727
3,515
1,787
2,063
4,773
1,782

(Source: profile.id, 2016)

Almost two-thirds of all dwellings in Hobsons Bay are located in just four
suburbs: Altona Meadows, Altona North, Altona-Seaholme and Williamstown
(refer Figure 10).
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Figure 10: Dwelling distribution in Hobsons Bay (2016)

4.3 Housing diversity and density
Housing diversity is about having a range of housing types including different
densities and sizes. The types of housing include separate, medium density and
high density as defined in Table 4.

16%

37%
Altona - Seaholme
21%

Altona Meadows
Altona North
Williamstown
Other suburbs

13%

13%

Achieving a mix of housing types and densities (housing diversity) in an area is an
important objective of housing policy; this is to ensure that a range of housing
types are available for residents throughout their life stages.
There has been notable changes in housing diversity in Hobsons Bay over recent
years. The proportion of separate houses has decreased from 75 per cent in 2011
to 65 per cent in 2016. This is in line with the infill development opportunities
being realised across the suburbs (e.g. the replacement of a single house with
multi-unit development).
In 2016, there were 24,152 separate houses in Hobsons Bay, 12,040 medium
density dwellings and just 637 high density dwellings (refer Figure 11).
Figure 11: Housing diversity in Hobsons Bay (2016)
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Housing diversity and densities vary across the suburbs. In general, the older
suburbs in the eastern side of the municipality have a more dense and diverse
housing stock than those in the western part of Hobsons Bay.
Figure 12 compares the types of housing in Hobsons Bay to Greater Melbourne.
Whilst the proportion of separate houses is similar, Hobsons Bay has a higher
percentage of medium density dwellings and a much lower percentage of high
density dwelling types.
Figure 12: Dwelling type (2016)
70.0

Table 4: Definitions of housing types (ABS Classification)
Housing
Type

Definition

Separate
house
(low
density)

Separate houses or detached dwellings, are standalone dwellings on their own grounds, which are
separated from neighbouring dwellings by at least
half a metre.

Medium
density

Semi-detached, row, terrace or townhouse etc. –
these dwellings have their own private grounds and
no other dwelling above or below them, but are
either attached on at least one side or separated
from neighbouring dwellings by less than half a
metre.

% of dwellings

60.0
50.0
40.0

20.0
10.0
0.0
Medium
density
Hobsons Bay

Source: profile.id (2016)

High density

Caravans,
cabin,
houseboat

% of total
stock
(2016)*
65.0%

32.4%

Flats, units or apartments in a one or two storey
block – these dwellings do not have their own
private grounds and may share a common entrance
foyer or stairwell. They may have other dwellings
above or below them. A storey is any level which
includes dwellings or car parking space. The
medium density classification only includes flats up
to two storeys high.

30.0

Separate
house

Example

Other

Flats attached to a house – includes granny flats
and bungalows attached to a house but with
separate provision for food preparation.

Greater Melbourne

High
density

Flats, units or apartments in a three or more storey
block – these dwellings do not have their own
private grounds and usually share a common
entrance foyer or stairwell. They will have other
dwellings above or below them. A storey is any level
which includes dwellings or car parking space. The
high density classification includes all flats in three
storey and larger blocks.

1.7%

*Other dwelling types account for 0.8 per cent.
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Figure 14: Housing types and number of bedrooms (2016)

4.3.1 Number of bedrooms
Housing diversity also includes consideration of housing size and the number of
bedrooms. An understanding of housing size is useful to identify what existing
housing stock there is in Hobsons Bay and the trend for future housing
requirements.

Figure 13: Number of bedrooms in Hobsons Bay and Greater Melbourne (2016)

30%
25%
20%
15%
10%
5%

60.0

0%

50.0

Share (%)

35%

Share (%)

In 2016, the majority of dwellings had three bedrooms (just over 50 per cent) as
shown in Figure 13. This was around 10 per cent higher than the Greater
Melbourne average. The other notable differences include the number of
dwellings with zero or one bedrooms in Hobsons Bay were about half that of
Greater Melbourne as well as fewer four bedroom dwellings.

40%

Small (0 to Medium 3 Large 4+ br Small (0 to Medium 3 Large 4+ br
2)
br
2)
br

40.0

Separate house

Greater Melbourne

30.0

Medium & High Density

20.0
Source: ABS, Census of Population and Housing (2016)

10.0
0.0
0 or 1 2 bedrooms3 bedrooms 4 bedrooms5 bedrooms Not stated
bedrooms
or more

No. of bedrooms
Hobsons Bay

There are notable differences when the number of bedrooms and housing types
are considered (refer Figure 14). Three bedroom separate houses dominate the
housing stock in Hobsons Bay and there is a lower share of separate four or more
bedroom houses compared to Greater Melbourne.

Greater Melbourne
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4.4 Changes in housing stock

Figure 15: Change in housing types (2011-16)
+5,000

The extent of change in housing stock in a suburb depends upon a number of
factors, the main ones being lot size, the age of the dwelling and any
development constraints such as heritage overlays.

A typical example of infill development in the municipality is the replacement of
older detached single level housings (not constrained by heritage) with multi
units, often double storeys with smaller gardens/private open space.
Over the period 2011 to 2016, the greatest change in housing stock in Hobsons
Bay was the:



increase in medium density housing
trend for new dwellings to contain more bedrooms

The increase in medium density housing (refer Figure 15) is in line with the type
of infill development experienced in the municipality as older housing stock is
replaced by units and townhouses.

Housing Change (No.)

Suburbs with smaller lot sizes and newer housing stock are less likely to undergo
much housing change (e.g. Altona Meadows and Seabrook) than areas with
larger lot sizes and ageing housing stock (e.g. Altona, Altona North and Laverton).

+4,000
+3,000

+2,000
+1,000

0
-1,000

Separate
house

Medium
density

High density

Caravans,
cabin,
houseboat

Other

-2,000
-3,000

Housing Type

Medium density housing increased by 50 per cent (an additional 4,028 dwellings)
from 2011 to 2016. Separate houses decreased by 2,423 dwellings (a nine per
cent decrease). High density housing only increased by 134 dwellings but this
represented a 27 per cent increase from 2011.
Although housing density has been increasing, new dwellings in Hobsons Bay
contained more bedrooms.
Over the period 2011 to 2016, the greatest change was in the increase in the
number of four bedroom dwellings (increase of over 11 per cent), as shown in
Figure 16. There has been a decline in the number of bedrooms with one or
fewer bedrooms (five per cent decrease).
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Figure 16: Change in number of bedrooms in Hobsons Bay (2011-16)
+700
+600

Despite medium density housing representing the greatest increase in housing
types in Hobsons Bay over the ten year period (2001 to 2011), the fact that the
majority of new housing types contained three plus bedrooms (suited to
family/group type households) means that the new housing stock is not meeting
the needs of smaller households seeking one/two bedroom homes.

+500

No. of dwellings

The trend away from smaller homes is interesting in light of declining average
household size and the increase in smaller households, particularly those
occupied by one person.

+400
+300
+200
+100
0
-100

0 or 1 2 bedrooms3 bedrooms4 bedrooms5 bedrooms Not stated
bedrooms
or more

No. of bedrooms

There is a trend away from smaller homes despite declining average household
size and the increase in smaller households.
This is part of the Australia-wide trend towards larger homes, a trend which may
not be environmentally sustainable. Factors which influence this trend include:






the desire for space – to work from home, to provide a bedroom for
every child (including those in separated families) or the desire for a
spare room for visitors and family
increased affluence
the perception of increased capital gain from buying larger homes
higher developer profits from large format housing
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PART FIVE: WHAT ARE OUR HOUSING NEEDS?
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PART FIVE: WHAT ARE HOBSONS BAY’S HOUSING NEEDS?
Identifying housing needs is not just about how much housing is required
over the next 20 years but also about what type of housing is needed to
support Hobsons Bay’s growing and changing population.

5.1 How much additional housing do we need?
It is estimated that an additional 8,849 homes are needed in Hobsons Bay over
the next 20 years. This equates to an extra 443 new homes per annum to 2036.

It is important to note that ‘housing demand’ (population growth) is primarily
driven by the availability of new housing developments, i.e. if there’s a suburb
with a large SRA for new residential development then this will show in housing
data as a ‘housing need’ (demand).
The capacity for Hobsons Bay to accommodate this expected demand has been
assessed in the Housing Capacity Assessment report (Volume Two).

Figure 17: Forecast housing demand (2016-36)2

2016
37,542

2036
46,391

Source: forecast.id (2016)

Figure 18 and Table 5 outlines the change in dwellings required in each suburb
from 2016 to 2036. The greatest changes are in the suburbs of Spotswood-South
Kingsville (+86 per cent), Altona North (+58 per cent), Laverton (+49 per cent)
and Williamstown (+20 per cent).
Growth is being driven by the Strategic Redevelopment Areas (SRAs) in these
suburbs with the exception of Laverton.

2

The reader should note that the 2016 dwelling number presented here varies from that
presented in Figure 9. This is because the forecasting tool makes adjustments to the
dwelling count (Figure 17) derived from the Census.
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Figure 18: Forecast housing demand (2016-36)

Additional dwellings (2016-36)

3,500

Table 5: Forecast no. dwellings required (2016-36)
Area

2016

2036

37,542
6,039
7,717
4,981
902
1,967
1,748
3,543
1,807
2,100

46,391
6,895
8,185
7,863
1,042
2,923
1,854
4,040
1,815
3,902

No.
8,849
856
468
2,882
140
956
106
497
8
1,802

%
23.6
14.2
6.1
57.9
15.5
48.6
6.1
14.0
0.4
85.8

442.5
42.8
23.4
144.1
7.0
47.8
5.3
24.9
0.4
90.1

4,922
1,816

5,919
1,953

997
137

20.3
7.5

49.9
6.9

3,000
2,500
2,000
1,500
1,000
500
-

Hobsons Bay
Altona-Seaholme
Altona Meadows
Altona North
Brooklyn
Laverton
Newport East
Newport West
Seabrook
Spotswood-South
Kingsville
Williamstown
Williamstown
North

Change (2016-36)

Per
annum

Source: forecast.id (2016)

Source: forecast.id (2016)
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It is estimated that an additional 8,217 households (411 households per annum)
need to be accommodated in Hobsons Bay by 20363.
Hobsons Bay has a range of household types. Although the dominant household
type is ‘couples with children’ which is expected to continue to be the most
common type in the future, the forecasts identity an emergence in smaller
household types over the next 20 years (i.e. an increase in lone person and
couples without children households), as shown in Figure 19.

Figure 19: Change in household types in Hobsons Bay (2016-36)
3,000

No. Households

5.2 What household types need to be
accommodated?

2,500
2,000

1,500
1,000
500
-

In terms of housing needs, there is a continued need for family-sized homes but
also an increasing demand for smaller medium and higher density housing
formats including one and two bedroom dwellings.

Source: forecast.id (2016)

3

There is a difference between the estimated additional number of households and the
additional number of dwellings forecast over the next 20 years as the forecast factors in
the expected vacancy rate of dwellings estimated to be around five per cent.
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5.3 What is our forecast housing supply?

5.4 Housing supply vs demand

The housing capacity assessment conservatively estimates that there are
potential development opportunities for an additional 16,281 dwellings across
Hobsons Bay (refer Figure 20).

Based on the housing capacity assessment identified in this report, there is
enough capacity/housing opportunities in Hobsons Bay to comfortably meet the
forecasted housing demand (refer Figure 21).

Figure 20: Potential housing opportunities in Hobsons Bay

It is expected that the strategic redevelopment areas and sites alone could
accommodate more than half the total forecasted dwelling demand by 2036.
Figure 21: Housing demand (2016-36) vs supply
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2000
Activity centres

Strategic redevelopment sites

Infill opportunities

0
Housing Demand

Housing Supply

Around 60 per cent of housing opportunities have been identified within activity
centres and key opportunity sites with the remainder (40 per cent) potentially
available from other infill opportunities.
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5.5 Community feedback on housing needs and
issues
The community values Hobsons Bay for its access to the coast, proximity to the
central business district, freeways, natural open spaces, heritage and sense of
community. There are a diverse range of suburbs in the municipality and each
suburb has its own appeal valued by residents.

Consultation on housing needs

The consultation identified key issues in relation to affordability and ageing in
place.
Subsequent community engagement undertaken in 2016 as part of the Hobsons
Bay 2030 Community Vision and the Council Plan (2017-21) also identified these
issues, in addition to: no over development/overcrowding and having improved
transport options and more services and facilities.
The community concerns are summarised below.
Figure 22: Summary of community concerns

Community engagement on housing needs undertaken in preparation of the
Housing Strategy Background Report (late 2014) provided some insight into how
residents’ housing needs might change in the next 10 years.
The main reasons for people needing to move in the future are to either upsize,
downsize or move to a different location.

How might residents’ housing needs change in the next 10 years?
Respondents from the Round One consultation on Housing Needs noted
the following key requirements:
Property
 lower maintenance
 more bedrooms
 cheaper household costs
 less bedrooms
Location





stay in the same location
closer to the train station
quieter location
closer to shops/services
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5.6 What type of housing do we need?

Housing in better locations

Based on the analysis of the changes to the resident profile, the housing profile
and feedback from community consultation, the expected future housing needs
for Hobsons Bay are outlined below.

New housing within Hobsons Bay has generally been developed in an ad-hoc
manner as and when infill development opportunities arise across the suburbs.
Whilst new high density apartment buildings have generally been developed in
locations close to existing train stations and/or within activity centres, the
majority of new medium density housing has been provided in locations outside
of areas where increased densities should be encouraged, such as within
walkable catchments to existing transport and services.
Future housing growth needs to be directed to areas which maximise access to
existing community infrastructure and services and away from areas susceptible
to flooding and in close proximity to industry. This means encouraging medium
and higher density residential development within accessible areas where
appropriate.
Over the past decade, the majority of new dwellings have come from infill
development rather than large redevelopment sites (urban renewal sites). A
major source of future housing supply in Hobsons Bay is expected to come from
key SRAs which in some cases are not ideally located to existing services.
For new housing expected to be accommodated in these key sites that are not
within walkable catchments to public transport, there is a need to ensure that
transport options are improved and provided in these areas to service residents.
The location of future housing also needs to minimise potential conflicts with
existing industrial uses, including consideration of existing pipeline
infrastructure, and reduce adverse amenity impacts.
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More housing diversity
The dominant housing type in Hobsons Bay is detached three bedroom houses.
Although housing diversity varies across the suburbs, there is an opportunity to
increase diversity in a number of locations.
With a declining household size due to a growth in smaller household types in
most suburbs, there is need for smaller housing types (i.e. one and two bedroom
dwellings) across the municipality but particularly in suburbs where there is a
very high proportion of low density separate houses, for example, Seabrook,
Altona Meadows and Laverton.
Despite the growth in smaller household types (lone person households and
couples without children) and an increase in medium density housing, there has
also been an increase in the number of bedrooms in new homes being built over
the past decade.
The trend of larger homes being constructed is a mismatch with the emerging
smaller household types. Whilst it is acknowledged that smaller households do
not automatically occupy dwellings with fewer bedrooms, improving the supply
of different housing types is a critical determinant of the type of housing people
can live in.
A mix of housing types has a number of benefits but primarily it is important to
ensure there is a choice of housing available for residents throughout different
stages of life.
In order to improve housing diversity and housing choice, a mix of housing types
and densities are required.
Whilst there is a forecasted demand in smaller household types, there will still be
demand for larger family sized homes to accommodate the dominant household
type in the municipality - couples with children. Therefore, there is a need to
balance housing diversity across all suburbs.

Housing which respects heritage and neighbourhood
character
With a forecasted growth in new housing and medium to higher density housing
types, there is a need to ensure that new development does not adversely
impact on existing streetscapes and neighbourhoods and respects
neighbourhood character.
As residential areas in Hobsons Bay are predominantly low scale, any increase in
infill development can be perceived as a high impact on streetscapes and existing
neighbourhood character by the community.
New residential development needs to be designed to a high quality and
appropriately respond to the neighbourhood character objectives and guidelines
which will be guided by the Hobsons Bay Neighbourhood Character Study (2019).

More affordable housing and affordable living
Hobsons Bay was traditionally regarded as an ‘affordable’ municipality however
the gentrification of the eastern and central parts of the municipality has eroded
housing affordability. The decline in affordability is affecting both renters and
home purchasers.
With the continual rise in the costs of housing and rents and the forecasted
increase in population over the next 20 years, the likely trend is a decrease in
housing affordability and an increase in housing stress.
There is a demand for more affordable housing types in the municipality to assist
low income households in the rental market, particularly for vulnerable
households identified as lone person households, one parent households and
people with a disability. Elderly residents (aged 60 years and over) who do not
fully own their own home (i.e. still paying off a mortgage) are also vulnerable and
are likely to be in housing stress.
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There is a need for more diversity in housing options across the municipality
which can assist with housing affordability by providing dwellings at various price
points. This can enable renters and purchasers that want smaller dwellings types
or want to downsize to have a suitable alternative in their suburb.
There is a link between housing stress and affordable living. If the cost of living is
reduced so that a household has less expenditure on transport and utility costs
(e.g. gas and electricity), then this may increase the amount of income available
to allocate to housing. This highlights the importance of locating new housing
supply close to existing services and public transport.

Another important aspect to providing housing which enables residents to age in
place is for housing which incorporates accessible/universal design.
The new housing stock which is being developed in Hobsons Bay is however
predominantly double storey townhouses. Furthermore, the majority of new
housing which has been constructed in Hobsons Bay over the last decade is
located outside of areas which are walkable to public transport and community
services. The housing trend is therefore not supportive of an age friendly
municipality.

Housing which supports ageing in place

In regards to housing design, there is currently no universal design requirements
for private housing in Victoria. The lack of universal design requirements in the
Victorian Building Codes means the majority of private residents are not
accessible.

Hobsons Bay has an ageing population. It is expected that there will be a
substantial increase in the older age groups over the next 20 years, it is forecast
that there will be around 44 per cent more residents aged 65 years and over by
20364.

Whilst there is a preference for people to age in place, there will still be a
proportion of residents that will need access to retirement villages and nursing
homes for assisted care. It is therefore expected that demand will also increase
for these accommodation types.

This increased growth indicates a requirement to address the housing needs of
older people, particularly as the incidence of disability increases with age. An
estimated 15 per cent of residents aged 55 years and over have a disability
(require assistance with core activities).
Older people generally have a preference to age in place to maintain their
independence and community connections. Community consultation identified
that the types of housing required for this demographic is generally smaller
(lower maintenance) and single storey living.

4

Hobsons Bay Housing Strategy Background Report (Addendum) – 2016 ABS Census
Updates (December 2017).
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PART SIX: HOUSING POLICY DIRECTION
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6.1 How are we going to plan for housing needs?

Figure 23: Hobsons Bay Housing Strategy Policy Directions

Hobsons Bay is under increasing pressure to accommodate new medium and
higher density housing. Responding to this pressure is important to ensure we
are planning for the current and future needs of residents, and that we are
putting the right homes in the right places.
This strategy sets out the framework for planning for Hobsons Bay’s long term
housing needs through the application of four housing policies (shown in Figure
23).
A key component of the strategy is the Housing Framework Plan (in Policy Two)
which identifies the location for future housing growth and the level of housing
change that is considered appropriate in Hobsons Bay over the next 20 years.
The strategy will provide greater clarity to the community and development
industry regarding the types of housing change expected over the next 20 years.

What has informed these housing policies?






state government direction
local policies and strategies
identifying demographic and housing changes
community feedback
housing capacity assessments
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POLICY ONE: POPULATION GROWTH AND CHANGE
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POLICY ONE: POPULATION GROWTH AND CHANGE
Hobsons Bay needs to plan for an increasing and changing population. This
includes planning not only for housing but also planning for the supporting
community infrastructure and services within the municipality.
POLICY AREAS:
1.1

Planning for population growth and change

1.2

Planning for community infrastructure and services

1.1 Planning for population growth and change
It is estimated that over the next 20 years the population will grow by around
19,252 residents, generating demand for an additional 8,849 new homes by
2036.

KEY CHALLENGES:


ensuring new housing matches residents’ current and future housing
needs based on expected population growth and change



directing housing growth to appropriate locations whilst balancing
the competing demands of residential, environmental, industrial and
employment uses



ensuring the provision of community infrastructure and services that
are required by a growing and changing residential population

Population growth will not be uniform across the municipality. The highest
growth is being driven by large Strategic Redevelopment Areas in the north and
east of the municipality. The remainder of growth will be from smaller scale
incremental infill development across the suburbs.
The population is not only growing but also changing. Hobsons Bay has an ageing
population and a shrinking household size. It is estimated that by 2036, there will
be a 44 per cent increase in the number of residents aged 65 years.
There will also be changes to the household types, whilst family households will
remain the most common household type in the municipality, there is expected
to be an increase in the smaller household types (couples without children and
lone person households). The impact on housing provision is that smaller
household sizes (fewer people per dwelling) create an increase in demand for
dwellings, even if the population is stable or growing slowly.
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It is important that a diversity of housing types is provided to match the changing
needs of the population throughout Hobsons Bay.
New housing required
In terms of housing growth, it is expected that 443 new dwellings per annum are
required from 2016 to 2036 to provide homes for 8,217 additional households.
This compares to the recent growth rate of around 359 new dwellings per annum
in the municipality (2011-16).
The location and scale of new housing is a major consideration in planning for
population growth as it influences a number of land use, social, environmental
and economic factors as well as impacting on community health and wellbeing
(discussed further in Housing Policy Two).
Hobsons Bay has a diverse mix of residential, industrial and commercial areas.
One of the key challenges of planning for population growth in the municipality is
balancing the competing demands of residential, environmental, industrial and
employment uses. It is important that residential amenity and the operations of
existing industry and businesses are not adversely impacted by the provision of
new homes.

Recommendation
It is recommended that Council implement the final Housing Strategy including
the Housing Framework Plan (in Policy Two), to manage population growth and
change in Hobsons Bay.

1.2 Planning for community infrastructure and
services
A growing population places increased pressure on community infrastructure
and services but it also helps to support the provision and upgrade of
infrastructure and services.
Whilst there is often resistance to changes in established communities, it is
important to recognise that new housing can deliver a number of benefits, such
as increasing the choice of housing available, regenerating an area, revitalising an
activity centre (with new shops/cafes) and attracting new community services
and facilities.

There are a number of land use constraints in the municipality which may impact
on new housing provision, these have been identified in the Housing Framework
Plan and Housing Capacity Assessment report (Volume Two).

Decisions around directing more growth/density in an area versus improving
infrastructure and services need to be weighed up appropriately. Through
directing growth to the right areas, Council is better placed to manage and cater
for additional residents and the pressures on supporting infrastructure and
services.

Planning for new homes needs to match residents’ needs now and in the future,
for Hobsons Bay this means that new homes should allow for ageing in place and
housing diversity to cater for all household types.

The Hobsons Bay community has concerns about the effect of population growth
on existing services. Council needs to plan ahead for accommodating additional
residents over the next 20 years and beyond to make sure that new
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infrastructure needed by the community is provided when and where it is
needed and that funds are available to provide the infrastructure5.
Council is preparing a draft Community Services and Infrastructure Plan (CSIP) to
provide the strategic framework to understand community service demand, the
quality of facilities6 and what is required in order to meet the needs of the
municipality’s changing population.
In the case of infrastructure and services where Council is not the direct service
provider, such as public transport, it is recommended that Council continue to
advocate to the agencies and state government for improvements/upgrades in
line with the Hobsons Bay Advocacy Priorities 2019 (or its successor) and other
strategic documents such as the Integrated Transport Plan.
Infrastructure Australia’s report Planning Liveable Cities: A place-based approach
to sequencing infrastructure and growth identifies common challenges across
Australian cities with satisfactorily sequencing infrastructure and housing. It
recommends changes to planning systems, governance and funding
arrangements to better manage rapid growth.
Ageing community infrastructure and drainage
Managing Hobsons Bay’s ageing community infrastructure is a key challenge for
Council. In particular, the upgrade of drainage assets vital for stormwater
management.

The expected increase in population and new residential development is likely to
exacerbate the frequency of flooding from stormwater events in Hobsons Bay.
This is due to an increase in hard surfaces increasing stormwater runoff.
There are numerous ways to manage and help alleviate this issue. One way is to
require new multiunit developments to provide onsite stormwater detention
measures (to reduce stormwater runoff).
Currently, there is an internal process in place which requires that planning
applications of multiunit developments of four or more in Hobsons Bay are
required to provide onsite stormwater detention as a condition on a planning
permit.
There is an opportunity to investigate lowering the threshold of this trigger to
capture all developments of two or more dwellings, and to provide guidelines
upfront for developers to consider the requirement of onsite stormwater
detention at the early stages of their proposed development.
This issue should be addressed more holistically in conjunction with best practice
stormwater management in Hobsons Bay and associated Environmentally
Sustainable Design policy.
Community infrastructure and climate change

There are known capacity issues of drainage infrastructure across the
municipality with substantial costs to upgrade existing assets and cater for future
capacity demand.

The impacts of climate change will also place increased pressure on community
infrastructure and services. Hobsons Bay is particularly vulnerable to the adverse
effects of climate change due to its coastal location. As outlined in Council’s
Climate Change Policy 2013 these impacts will be diverse, affecting people,
infrastructure and the environment.

5

6

Development Contributions Guidelines, DTPLI (March 2007).

Community facilities in the CSIP include: Kindergartens, Maternal and Child Health
Centres, Childcare Centres, Community Meetings Spaces, Community Centres and Seniors
Centres.
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Considering Hobsons Bay’s environment, key risks for our community include:
flooding, sea level rise and storm surges, heat vulnerability and extreme weather
events.

infrastructure and services. This can help support financial outcomes via
developer contributions.
Development Contributions

Local impacts of such risks may include: property damage, health implications,
increased cost of food, increased infrastructure maintenance and clean-up costs,
and loss of biodiversity and habitat.
In order for the municipality to appropriately respond to such changes, Council
needs to support and encourage adaptive and resilient communities. This means
providing the broad strategic directions and a framework for decision-making.

It is important that Council has effective mechanisms in place to fund community
infrastructure/facilities, particularly in a rate-capping environment. As such,
Council may explore a range of innovative approaches to funding community
infrastructure/facilities in partnership with stakeholders such as state
government and external service providers to ensure that services can continue
to meet demand into the future.

Effective environmental and land use policy will facilitate a coordinated and cooperative approach to environmentally sustainable development and encourage
long-term planning for the benefit of the municipality and the broader
environment. Responsible land use planning and infrastructure development will
provide opportunities for the community to experience new, more sustainable
ways of living, be able to respond quickly and effectively to emergencies and be
ready to adapt to further change.

The use of Development Contribution Plans (to collect financial contributions for
development and community infrastructure) and Open Space Contributions are
the key mechanisms to collect contributions for new development.

There are a number of ways in which Council can respond and help the
community to increase its resilience. One way is ensuring that the built
environment is planned and developed sustainably with our natural environment
and the community as the primary focus.

It is recommended that Council:
- review and adopt the Community Services and Infrastructure Plan (CSIP)

Social Impact Assessments
7

Hobsons Bay requests Social Impact Assessments (SIA) for development
applications of 20 or more dwellings. The SIA helps to identify the demand that
new developments (additional residents) are placing on existing community

The Hobsons Bay Open Space Strategy (2018) will help guide open space
contributions sought by Council.

Recommendation

- investigate the opportunities to alleviate the pressures on the drainage
infrastructure, in particular reducing stormwater runoff through requiring all new
multiunit developments to provide onsite stormwater detention
- support and encourage adaptive and resilient communities by adhering to
Victoria’s Climate Change Act 2017 and Council’s Climate Change Policy
- undertake the strategic work to prepare Development Contribution Plans for
incorporation into the Hobsons Bay Planning Scheme, in accordance with the

7

Hobsons Bay City Council, Preparing Social Impact Assessments Applicant Guidelines
(2011).
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Planning and Environment Act 1987, to secure financial contribution towards
development and community infrastructure.
- advocate for improved processes and tools to better deliver and sequence
supporting infrastructure at the local level
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Table 6: Recommended Actions – Policy One: Population growth and change
POLICY ONE: POPULATION GROWTH AND CHANGE
OBJECTIVE: To understand the levels of population
growth and change in the municipality over the next
20 years in order to plan for new housing and
supporting community infrastructure and services.

OVERVIEW: Around 19,252 residents (8,849 new homes) need to be accommodated over the period
2016-36. Hobsons Bay needs to plan for an increasing and changing population which has consequences
on housing and community infrastructure and services.

Recommended Actions:

1.1: Planning for population growth and change


implement the Housing Strategy into the Hobsons Bay Planning Scheme, make it a Background Document, and ensure consistency between the key strategies
outlined in this objective and the Municipal Planning Statement



ensure new housing meets demands of the existing and future population through meeting the objectives of Policies Two, Three and Four in this strategy

1.2: Planning for community infrastructure and services


review and adopt the Community Services Infrastructure Plan (CSIP) for Hobsons Bay



investigate the opportunities to alleviate the pressures on the drainage infrastructure, in particular reducing stormwater runoff through requiring all new multiunit
developments to provide onsite stormwater detention



investigate opportunities to further support and encourage adaptive and resilient communities in Hobsons Bay in line with Victoria’s Climate Change Act 2017 and
Council’s Climate Change Policy



undertake the strategic work to prepare Development Contribution Plan Overlays (DCPO) for incorporation into the Hobsons Bay planning scheme to ensure new
development contributes to the provision of supporting community infrastructure and services (to apply the Developer Infrastructure Levy and the Community
Infrastructure Levy)



advocate for improved processes and tools to better deliver and sequence supporting infrastructure at the local level
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continue to advocate to the State government for transport improvements and other community services/facilities in accordance with the Hobsons Bay Advocacy
Strategy (2014-18, as updated/amended), Integrated Transport Plan (2017-30) and other key strategic documents
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POLICY TWO: HOUSING LOCATION AND HOUSING TYPE
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POLICY TWO: HOUSING LOCATION AND HOUSING TYPE

The location and type of new housing are important considerations in
planning for housing as they shape how a suburb functions and the choice of
housing available to residents.
Determining where additional housing can go and the type of housing change
required, ensures we are putting the right homes in the right places. A
Housing Framework Plan has been prepared to guide and manage future
housing in Hobsons Bay.

KEY CHALLENGES:


managing an increasing demand for medium and high density
housing



directing housing growth to locations with access to public transport
infrastructure and community services to support urban
consolidation principles



increasing housing diversity to ensure there is a mix of housing types
to meet residents’ needs



ensuring that housing enables residents to age in place

POLICY AREAS:
2.1

Preferred locations for future housing

2.2

Preferred types of housing change

2.1 Preferred locations for future housing
Housing location is one of the most important considerations when planning for
future housing as it influences a number of land use, social, environmental and
economic factors. These include: the provision of transport services and
community infrastructure, residential amenity, access to open space and to retail
and employment. The location of housing also contributes to community
wellbeing and social cohesion.
Not all areas of Hobsons Bay are suitable to accommodate increased housing
growth. Some areas have better access to train stations, shops and services,
whereas other areas are located further away from public transport and services
or are close to industrial areas with poor amenity.
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Identifying preferred locations for additional housing provides the opportunity to
better align housing growth in Hobsons Bay in more appropriate areas. This will
support a shift in the trend of new medium and high density infill development
occurring ad hoc across the municipality.

estimated housing demand based on Hobsons Bay’s growing and changing
population.

State planning policy is to encourage infill residential development in areas
located within or close to activity centres and at sites that offer good access to
transport and services.

Hobsons Bay is an established municipality with no greenfield (undeveloped)
sites, new housing therefore has to be absorbed into existing suburbs. There are,
however, significant ex-industrial brownfield sites (Strategic Redevelopment
Areas) that have been identified for potential residential use in the central and
eastern areas of the municipality.

However, a balanced approach is required to ensure that other factors are also
considered when determining the preferred locations for future housing, for
example, whether there is strong heritage or neighbourhood character values in
an area or other constraints such as being located in proximity to a Major Hazard
Facility.
Four key criteria have been use to help determine the location and type of future
housing in Hobsons Bay (see Figure 24). Consideration of this criteria has been
applied in a balanced manner to ensure we are putting the right homes in the
right places.
Figure 24: Criteria for guiding housing location and change

Opportunities for new housing

Over the past decade, the majority of new dwellings in Hobsons Bay have come
from infill development rather than large redevelopment sites. There are key
SRAs that are expected to accommodate a significant proportion of new housing
supply (e.g. in Altona North and South Kingsville). Some of these redevelopment
areas are not ideally located to existing services. In these instances, it is
important that the necessary community infrastructure and services are
provided to support a new residential population community.
The housing capacity assessment identifies four opportunities for
accommodating increased housing growth in the municipality:
Figure 25: Opportunities for new housing

This criteria has been assessed in more detail in the Housing Framework Plan and
Housing Capacity Assessment (Volume Two) along with an understanding of the
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2.2 Preferred types of housing change
The level of housing change will not be uniform for all areas across Hobsons Bay.
Some areas are better placed to accommodate more diverse housing types whilst
others are more suited to limited change in the housing stock.

The application of the Housing Change Areas are shown in the Housing
Framework Plan in Figure 27.
Table 7: Housing Change Areas and the New Residential Zones

In order to accommodate additional new housing and to achieve housing
diversity that better matches residents’ needs, three Housing Change Areas have
been identified for Hobsons Bay (see Table 7):




Limited Change Area
Moderate Change Area
Substantial Change Area

New Residential Zones
There is a suite of residential zones and planning tools available to help achieve
the preferred level of change required to meet housing needs. The three
residential zones (New Residential Zones) include:




Neighbourhood Residential Zone (NRZ)
General Residential Zone (GRZ)
Residential Growth Zone (RGZ)

The New Residential Zones were introduced by the Victorian Government to
provide more certainty to the community and developers about the type of
development that can be expected in an area. The proposed translation of the
housing change areas to the New Residential Zones are outlined in Table 7.
The New Residential Zones have different purposes and requirements which
impact on built form, this is identified further in Sections 2.4 to 2.6.
The Housing Change Areas have been applied in a balanced way across the
suburbs to ensure a diversity of housing stock can be achieved, whilst factoring in
any constraints and meeting Hobsons Bay’s housing needs.
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Achieving housing diversity
The three Housing Change Areas/New Residential Zones allow a mix of different
housing types to be achieved through a range of densities.
A range of housing options are required to cater for the needs of a diverse and
changing resident base in Hobsons Bay.
Housing diversity in our suburbs is important as it helps respond to the changing
needs of the community throughout different life stages and helps support
ageing in place. Housing diversity also impacts on housing affordability. An area
with a mix of housing types also provides a mix of housing at different price
points.
Housing diversity is changing in Hobsons Bay, particularly with the increase of
medium density development occurring across the suburbs. The increase in
density is also coupled with an increase in the number of bedrooms per dwelling.
Whilst there is an expectation and pressure on established neighbourhoods to
accommodate higher density infill development, there is also the need to protect
against the loss of family sized homes with good sized gardens, particularly in
suburbs which are forecast to experience a growth in family households.
Diversity is ensuring there is a good mix of all housing types.
Whilst Council can use the New Residential Zones to assist with delivering
housing diversity, there is currently no ability to specify diversity in terms of the
number of bedrooms.

Supporting ageing in place
Planning for a diversity of housing types in areas with good access to transport
(e.g. around train stations/bus services) and within walking distance to
shops/community services is important to support an ageing friendly community.

Housing which enables residents to age in place will support an ageing
population. This can be achieved through providing:





housing types which match the preferences of older people e.g. single
level living, smaller homes (for lower maintenance) with good access to
transport and community services
housing diversity which enables opportunities for older residents to
downsize within their community
housing which incorporates accessible/universal design (see Section 4.2)

Consultation on housing needs for the Housing Strategy identified that there is
an unmet demand for these housing types in Hobsons Bay.

Managing the impacts of housing change in our suburbs
All suburbs experience change over time. Changes in housing development can
be a contentious issue within communities with concern about the impact on
character within streetscapes and the pressure on existing services and facilities.
Council cannot prevent change from occurring but can guide the preferred level
of housing change and plan for an increasing number of residents.
Community concerns around the impact of new housing in their suburbs have
been considered and factored into the decision-making process when
determining where future housing can be accommodated.
The Hobsons Bay Neighbourhood Character Study along with the Schedules to
the New Residential Zones have an important role in protecting neighbourhood
character and in shaping the preferred built form outcomes for new residential
development across the suburbs.
Further guidance on managing residential built form is provided in Policy Four:
Housing design, functionality and sustainability.
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2.3 Housing Framework Plan
A Housing Framework Plan has been prepared which identifies the location for
future housing growth and the level of change that is appropriate (see Figure 27).
The Housing Framework Plan is one of the key outputs of the Housing Strategy as
it determines how housing growth and change will be managed in Hobsons Bay
over the next 20 years.
Directing housing growth to key activity centres and train stations is the
overarching principle guiding the application of the Housing Change Areas. The
preference for future housing is to concentrate new development in areas
closest to activity centres to make better use of existing community
infrastructure and services.



Potential capacity for new housing
Based on the Housing Framework Plan provided in Figure 27, the housing
capacity assessment conservatively estimates a total of 16,281 new dwelling
opportunities (37 years of supply based on estimated housing demand of 443
new dwellings per annum to 2036) in the municipality (refer Figure 26).
Figure 26: Estimated dwelling supply8

The Limited Change Areas have been applied to areas with the least potential to
accommodate housing growth or where growth is not encouraged, whilst the
Substantial Change Areas show where higher levels of housing growth are
supported.






Altona North (Millers Road)
Newport
Spotswood (being drafted)
Williamstown North/Williamstown

i

ii

Strategic Redevelopment
Areas & Sites
4,619 (28%)

Activity Centre
Catchments
5,196 (32%)

iii

The Moderate Change Areas strike a balance between allowing increased
housing densities whilst also respecting neighbourhood character.
There are some activity centres identified on the Housing Framework Plan as
being subject to the preparation of a structure plan or urban design framework,
which may further inform the application of the New Residential Zones in these
locations. These include:

Harrington Square (Altona)

Other Infill Development
6,466 (40%)

Future
Housing
Supply

iv
Commercial Areas
(Shop top housing in C1Z)
TBC

The housing capacity assessment conservatively estimates that:


over a quarter of the potential supply is from known large strategic
redevelopment areas and other key sites

8

Hobsons Bay Housing Strategy: Housing Framework Plan and Capacity Assessment (April
2019).
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15 of Hobsons Bay’s activity centres are expected to provide around one
third of the total new housing supply



other infill development (from areas outside of SRA and activity centres)
could potentially deliver around 6,466 new homes – estimates suggest
that there is still a lot of suburban infill development that can occur
within the Limited and Moderate Change Areas in Hobsons Bay



there are further opportunities to increase dwelling supply within
activity centres in the Commercial 1 Zone in the form of shop top
housing (would need to be investigated as part of a more detailed study
e.g. a Structure Plan)

Recommendation
It is recommended that Council directs future housing growth and densities in
accordance with the preferred locations and housing change areas identified in
the Housing Framework Plan and in accordance with the Neighbourhood
Character Study guidelines.

2.3.1 How will the Housing Framework Plan be implemented?
The Housing Framework Plan will be used to apply the three New Residential
Zones in Hobsons Bay and will be included in the local planning scheme.
A more detailed overview of the recommended level of housing change for each
suburb is provided in Appendix B.
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HOUSING FRAMEWORK PLAN

Figure 27: Hobsons Bay Housing Framework Plan
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2.4

Limited Change Areas

Limited Change Areas are recommended for areas where housing growth and
densities should be limited. These may be in locations where there is a strong
heritage and/or neighbourhood character which needs protecting, or where
increased growth is not desirable because they are located away from services
and facilities or within close proximity to industrial uses.
How will the Limited Change Area be applied?
The Neighbourhood Residential Zone (NRZ) will be applied to the areas
identified for limited change.
What type of housing can be expected in the Limited Change Area?
It is important to note that the Neighbourhood Residential Zone does not stop
new housing development, it does however restrict new development to low
scale housing with a maximum two storey (nine metre) height limit.
The expected housing types are single and double storey houses/ townhouses
and units.
The areas recommended for limited change are shown in Figure 28.

Table 8: Neighbourhood Residential Zone Requirements

Requirements

Maximum building
height/number of storeys
Can these heights/number of
storeys be varied in a
schedule to the zone?
Is there a requirement for a
minimum garden area?

Neighbourhood Residential Zone
(NRZ)
Yes. Mandatory 9 metres/2 storeys.
Yes. Councils can set a mandatory
height limit greater than 9 metres/2
storeys.
Yes – mandatory.

Table 9: Minimum Garden Area Requirements
The minimum garden area requirements were introduced to protect the open
garden character of our suburbs. It requires a certain amount of area on the site
to be set aside for outdoor open space.
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LIMITED CHANGE AREAS

Figure 28: Proposed Limited Change Areas (Neighbourhood Residential Zone)
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2.5

Moderate Change Areas

Moderate Change Areas are recommended for areas where modest growth of
additional housing types can be accommodated whilst respecting neighbourhood
character. These include locations close to key activity centres and where there
are opportunities for increased residential development and housing diversity.
How will the Moderate Change Area be applied?
The General Residential Zone (GRZ) will be applied to the areas identified for
moderate change.

Table 10: General Residential Zone Requirements

Requirements

What type of housing can be expected in the Moderate Change Area?
A mixture of single dwellings, medium density housing (such as dual occupancies,
villa units and townhouses) and high density developments (e.g. three storey
apartments) are expected in this change area. Development will be limited to a
maximum of three storeys (11 metres).
The areas recommended for moderate change are shown in Figure 29.

Maximum building
height/number of storeys
Can these heights/number of
storeys be varied in a
schedule to the zone?
Is there a requirement for a
minimum garden area?

General Residential Zone
(GRZ)
Yes. Mandatory 11 metres/3 storeys.
Yes. Councils can set a mandatory
height limit greater than 11 metres/3
storeys.
Yes – mandatory unless specified in a
schedule to the zone.

Table 11: Minimum Garden Area Requirements
The minimum garden area requirements were introduced to protect the open
garden character of our suburbs. It requires a certain amount of area on the site
to be set aside for outdoor open space.
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MODERATE CHANGE AREAS

Figure 29: Proposed Moderate Change Areas (General Residential Zone)
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2.6

Substantial Change Areas

Substantial Change Areas are recommended for areas where future housing
growth and increased densities would be encouraged, such as Strategic
Redevelopment Areas and areas with access to a train station and activity centre.
How will the Substantial Change Area be applied?
The Residential Growth Zone (RGZ) will be applied to the areas identified for
substantial change.
What type of housing can be expected in the Substantial Change Area?
A mixture of townhouses and apartments with underground car parking are
expected in this change area.
While there is a discretionary 13.5 metre (four storey) height limit, apartment
developments can be higher than this and would need to be assessed on a site
by site basis.
The areas recommended for substantial change are shown in Figure 30.

Table 12: Residential Growth Zone Requirements

Requirements

Maximum building
height/number of storeys
Can these heights/number of
storeys be varied in a
schedule to the zone?
Is there a requirement for a
minimum garden area?

Residential Growth Zone
(RGZ)
No. Discretionary 13.5 metres (four
storeys).
Yes. Councils can set a mandatory
height limit that is at least 13.5
metres.
No.

Other areas of substantial housing change
There are a number of large sites in Hobsons Bay that are, or are considered
likely to be, accommodating housing growth and increased densities. These
include:





Strategic Redevelopment Area – expected to be rezoned from industry
to a use which enables residential development (South Kingsville)
Mixed Use Zones (Spotswood, Williamstown and Altona)
Comprehensive Development Zone (Williamstown North, Altona North
Strategic Site)
Public Use Zones with proposed residential uses (Spotswood and
Laverton)
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SUBSTANTIAL CHANGE AREAS

Figure 30: Proposed Substantial Change Areas (Residential Growth Zone)
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Table 13: Recommended Actions – Policy Two: Housing Location and Housing Type
POLICY TWO: HOUSING LOCATION AND HOUSING TYPE
OBJECTIVE: To direct housing growth to identified
Strategic Redevelopment Areas and activity centre
catchments supported by public transport and
community services, and ensure a diverse range of
houses at appropriate locations and densities are
provided across the municipality, to meet the needs of
current and future residents in Hobsons Bay
throughout their life stages.
Recommended Actions:

OVERVIEW: Residential infill development in Hobsons Bay has been predominantly occurring outside of
activity centre catchments. This trend does not support urban consolidation policies and there is a need
to direct housing growth to better locations. There is also a lack of housing diversity across a number of
suburbs which limits housing choice for residents, particularly for residents that wish to age in place in
the community.

2.1 & 2.2: Preferred locations for future housing and type of housing change


update the Hobsons Bay Planning Scheme to include the key strategies and objectives regarding housing location, density and diversity



implement the Housing Framework Plan into the Hobsons Bay Planning Scheme to apply the New Residential Zones and to guide and manage housing change across
the municipality through a planning scheme amendment



request Strategic Redevelopment Areas/strategic redevelopment sites provide a diversity of housing types, sizes (mix of bedrooms) and tenure in line with demand



finalise the Structure Plans for the Newport and Spotswood Activity Centres and undertake Structure Plans/Urban Design Frameworks in accordance with the Activity
Centre Strategy (2019), to inform the location of appropriate housing change in these centres



investigate opportunities to advocate to the State government regarding enabling councils to specify the mix of housing including the number of bedrooms in an
area, to ensure that new housing is meeting demand
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POLICY THREE: HOUSING AFFORDABILITY AND AFFORDABLE HOUSING
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POLICY THREE: HOUSING AFFORDABILITY AND AFFORDABLE HOUSING
Housing affordability is a key determinant in the role and function of housing in
the community. Housing affordability not only impacts on households but also
has major implications on the wider economy and social cohesion within
communities.
POLICY AREAS:
3.1
Housing affordability
3.2

Affordable housing

3.3

Homelessness

3.4

Empty homes

Hobsons Bay, like many areas around Melbourne, has experienced an increase in
housing prices and rents in recent years. The decline in housing affordability has
placed increased pressure on the need for more affordable housing and
affordable living.
Hobsons Bay is reasonably desirable given its proximity to the CBD, access to
freeways, open space and the coast. Hobsons Bay has been a relatively
affordable location for housing although this has changed over the years,
particularly with the gentrification of the eastern and central parts of the
municipality. Household incomes have struggled to keep up with this increase in
market house prices and private rentals, thus decreasing housing affordability in
Hobsons Bay.
While the rising cost of houses has shown signs of abating in the broader
metropolitan Melbourne market, house prices are not affected equally across
the metropolitan area. With the forecasted increase in population over the next
20 years it remains important to be attentive to levels of housing stress and

increasing demand for affordable housing, which may be influenced by other
economic factors such as low wage growth and tighter lending conditions.

KEY CHALLENGES:


declining housing affordability for purchasing and renting



the cost of living is increasing which impacts on housing stress



increasing the supply of affordable housing in the absence of
mandatory requirements in State policy



reducing the levels of homelessness through increasing the supply of
affordable housing



reducing the number of long-term empty homes

Many residents in the municipality are experiencing issues with housing
affordability and potential opportunities and actions are required to help
improve housing affordability and to match housing to residents’ needs.

Difference between housing affordability and affordable housing
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Housing affordability refers to the relationship between expenditure on housing
(prices, mortgage payments or rents) and household incomes, whereas
affordable housing refers to housing which is affordable to particular income
groups (e.g. low and moderate incomes). Hobsons Bay Affordable Housing
definitions are explained in Figure 31.

3.1

Housing affordability

Housing affordability is important as it impacts on households, the economy
(national, regional and local), social equity and social cohesion within
communities.
The key housing affordability issues in Hobsons Bay include9:






residents/households in housing stress and declining rental affordability
residents/households that are vulnerable in the housing market
economic implications and impacts on key workers
rates of homelessness and issues with rooming houses
high proportion of empty homes in the municipality

Residents in housing stress
Around 9.4 per cent (3,221) of households in Hobsons Bay were experiencing
housing stress (in 2016), with more than 23.9 per cent of renting households in
housing stress and 8.4 per cent in mortgage stress10.
Mortgage stress


9

mortgage stress in Hobsons Bay was most common amongst couples with
children and single parent households

As identified in the Housing Strategy Background Report (Volume One), Section 7.4.6.



the highest level was in Altona North and Brooklyn, where around 17 per
cent of households with a mortgage were in stress (these areas had high
proportions of low income households)

Rental stress





rental stress in Hobsons Bay was most common amongst lone person and
single parent households
the lone person households in rental stress were mostly those aged over
45 years – this is of some concern as the effects of rental stress will be
harder felt if these households age and move onto the aged pension
the highest level was in Laverton where around 28 per cent of rental
households were in stress – while Laverton is often seen to be the most
affordable suburb in the municipality, it attracts a high proportion of low
income households

Housing affordability affects everybody who needs to rent or purchase a home
but there are groups/household types more impacted by affordability than
others.
The Background Report identified the vulnerable groups/households that are
considered more ‘at risk’ to housing affordability in Hobsons Bay, including:






low income households
people with a disability
older people (aged 60 years and above who do not fully own their own
home)
single parent families (particularly women escaping Family Violence)

10 This reflects ABS 2016 Census data, noting the Housing Strategy Background Report
(Volume One) was completed in 2016, using 2011 data
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Generally, high rent and high mortgage households are located in the eastern
part of Hobsons Bay. Most of the dwellings which are affordable are confined to
the western suburbs of Altona Meadows and Laverton.
A key issue in Hobsons Bay is the decline in rental affordability. There are around
2,309 low income households in the rental stress (2016), paying near median
rents who will be struggling to afford to stay in Hobsons Bay. A significant
component of low income renters were single parent families 11.

Economic implications
Housing affordability also impacts on the local economy, particularly on
employment. If employees are unable to afford to live close to work then there
are a number of impacts including:



Affordable living
There is a link between housing affordability and affordable living. Households
experiencing housing stress usually need to make compromises on areas of
expenditure in order to meet housing costs. Severe housing stress leads to a
constant juggle of household expenditure in order to meet mortgage/rent
payments. Failure to make these housing payments can lead to homelessness.
If the cost of living is reduced so that a household has less expenditure on
transport and utility costs such as gas and electricity, then this can assist with the
capacity to meet housing costs .
The broader planning and built form considerations that have a role in affordable
living include:



reducing the cost of living by increasing housing supply near services, jobs
and public transport12
improving the environmental performance of buildings through
incorporating ESD into new homes



local industries facing additional costs and impacts on competitiveness
(e.g. job retention, recruitment costs, etc.)
workers facing additional costs in the form of transport or housing,
resulting in a fall of disposable income
workers may change their place of work to be closer to home, further
reducing the labour force pool available

Hobsons Bay plays an important regional role, providing a range of job
opportunities for the wider western subregion. This issue is most pressing for
Hobsons Bay strategic industries which are expected to drive employment
growth, these include:





transport, postal and warehousing
construction
health care and assistance
manufacturing

The ability to attract skills and labour in these industries will be a key
requirement for the Hobsons Bay economy. Housing affordability is one
consideration to attract and retain skills.

11

This reflects ABS 2016 Census data, noting the Housing Strategy Background Report
(Volume One) was completed in 2016, using 2011 data
12 Direction 5.1, Plan Melbourne (2017).
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In 2016 29.6 per cent of Hobsons Bay City’s workforce were local residents. This
means 70.4 per cent of the Hobson’s Bay workforce live outside of Hobsons
Bay.
In terms of the strategic industries, Health Care and Social Assistance and Safety
has a relatively high share of workers who live in Hobsons Bay. This highlights the
preference of workers to live locally, meaning that they will be more impacted by
changes to house prices and rents in Hobsons Bay.
Transport, Postal and Warehousing however has a very low self-sufficiency (the
proportion of workers who live and work in the municipality) meaning that the
Transport sector in Hobsons Bay relies on labour from other areas of Melbourne.

Opportunity

Description

Increase housing diversity
(housing types) across the
municipality

Increasing housing diversity across the municipality
in terms of housing types and the number of
bedrooms is important as it encourages the supply
of housing at different price points, this allows
opportunities for first home buyers and low-middle
income households to access private market
housing.

Encourage infill
development in well
located areas

New housing which is well located to public
transport facilities and existing services and
community infrastructure promotes active transport
and reduces the expenditure associated with owning
a car.

Encourage
environmentally
sustainable design within
new dwellings

Housing which incorporates environmentally
sustainable design reduces household expenditure
on utility bills, promoting affordable living.

Increasing the supply of
houses through reducing
the number of empty
homes

Empty homes are a wasted resource and can
negatively impact on housing affordability as they
fuel an ‘under supply’ of housing. It is estimated that
around nine per cent (3,417 homes) in Hobsons Bay
are empty or underutilised. Whilst the Victorian
Government recently introduced a Vacant
Residential Land Tax, it is not known at this stage
how effective this mechanism will be. There is an
opportunity for Council to advocate to the Victorian
Government for increased monitoring of the extent
of empty homes and how it is being tackled.

Key workers
Another key consideration in regards to the local workforce and housing is the
impact on key workers. Key workers can be defined as employees providing an
essential service (e.g. teachers, police, nurses). As key workers find themselves
unable to buy housing, further demand is placed on providing private rental and
this demand translates to higher rents.

Opportunities to address housing affordability
At the State level, there is assistance for first home buyers to enter the property
market with the First Home Owners Grant13.
At the local government level, there is little opportunity to directly influence
private market housing (private purchases and rentals). The opportunities that
have been identified in this strategy are outlined in Table 14.
Table 14: Opportunities to address housing affordability for market (private)
housing
Market Housing

13

In 2018 the FHOG was $10,000 in metropolitan areas for homes valued up to $750,000.
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Advocate for mechanisms
to reduce private market
rents

The National Rental Affordability Scheme (NRAS)
was a mechanism introduced by the Federal and
State governments to address the shortage of
affordable private rental housing to allow low and
moderate income households to rent at a rate at
least 20 per cent below the market value rent. The
scheme played an important role in preventing
homelessness by providing secure housing to many
people at risk. The scheme was abolished in 2014.
Council should advocate to the Federal government
to reintroduce a similar tool to reduce market rents
for those at risk to prevent homelessness and take
the pressure off the demand for social housing.

Recommendation
It is recommended that Council implement the opportunities identified in Table
14 to assist housing affordability in Hobsons Bay.

3.2

Affordable housing

There was previously no single definition of affordable housing prior to the
introduction of the new definition into the Act. In the absence of an agreed
definition, Hobsons Bay adopted its own in the Affordable Housing Policy
Statement (2016), as provided in Figure 31. This policy statement calls for 10 per
cent affordable housing within Strategic Redevelopment Sites and encourages
affordable housing in activity centres and established suburbs.
Affordable housing consistent with this definition refers to both market (private)
housing and non-market (social) housing. Council’s Affordable Housing Policy
Statement is primarily concerned with increasing the provision of social (nonmarket) housing in the municipality given the limited legislation within Victoria to
support market affordable housing.

Social housing in Hobsons Bay
There are around 1,250 social housing dwellings in Hobsons Bay with the highest
proportions of households in social housing occurring in Williamstown , Altona
North and Williamstown North. Social housing properties are dispersed across
the rest of the suburbs.

A definition of affordable housing was introduced into the Planning and
Environment Act 1987 on the 1 June 2018 as follows:

In 2011, 991 households in Hobsons Bay were living in social housing, accounting
for around 2.9 per cent of total households, this is the same as the Greater
Melbourne average. Victoria has a massive undersupply of affordable housing
dwellings with over 30,000 of people on the housing waitlist.

‘…affordable housing is housing, including social housing, that is appropriate for
the housing needs of any of the following-

Opportunities to increase affordable housing

(a) very low income households;
(b) low income households;
(c) moderate income households.’
The thresholds for the income ranges are specified by a Governor in Council
Order.

There are no mandatory mechanisms within the planning framework in Victoria
(pursuant to the Planning and Environment Act 1987) to directly increase the
supply of affordable housing stock. There are a number of policies within the SPP
that relate to the provision of affordable housing, namely in Clause 16 (Housing)
and Clause 11 (Settlement).
Whilst these State policies set the intention for planning to address affordable
housing, the Victorian Planning Provisions do not explicitly provide for the use of
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specific planning mechanisms to protect existing supplies of affordable housing,
or require contributions to or inclusion of affordable housing or social housing
stock. Council has been successful in negotiating the provision of affordable
housing in Strategic Redevelopment Areas, notably the Precinct 15, Altona North
Strategic Site, Precinct 13 (former Hobsons Bay Caravan Park) and Precinct 16
(the former Caltex site).

It is recommended that Council continue to advocate to the Victorian
government for Inclusionary Zoning to increase affordable housing supply rather
than relying on voluntary agreements.

There are however opportunities emerging for local government to explore to
increase the provision of non-market housing (social housing). The new
amendments to the Act to facilitate the provision of affordable housing as part of
new development applications (based on voluntary agreements), have been
introduced to formalise the voluntary agreement arrangements that a number of
councils have been using (with varying success) to secure new affordable
housing. Hobsons Bay has achieved this within a number of development sites
across the municipality.
Council is a strong advocate of affordable housing and has been successful in
securing a number of affordable housing outcomes within developments.
As per Council’s Affordable Housing Policy Statement, Council is also
investigating the development of an Affordable Housing Trust to further support
the implementation and perpetuity of affordable housing within Hobsons Bay, as
well as looking at innovating opportunities for increasing affordable housing on
Council-owned land.

Recommendation
In the absence of Statewide Inclusionary Zoning to support the implementation
of affordable housing, Council has adopted an updated Affordable Housing Policy
Statement (2016) and is committed to its implementation. It is recommended
that Council continue to review the opportunities available at the local level to
increase the supply of social housing in the municipality and review the
affordable housing policy statement as required.
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Figure 31: Hobsons Bay Affordable Housing definition
Affordable housing definition (Hobsons Bay Affordable Housing Policy
Statement):

Homelessness

Private home ownership where the purchasers mortgage costs do not
exceed 30 per cent of the gross income of the occupant.

It is inherently difficult to accurately determine the number of people
experiencing homelessness. The 2016 census identified an estimated total of
3,987 people experiencing homelessness in Melbourne’s Wester Region14. This
constitutes 16 per cent of Victoria’s homeless population. Around eight per cent
of those experiencing homelessness in Melbourne’s West were in Hobsons Bay
(in 2016.

Rental housing that is owned and managed by private individuals or
corporations and where rent does not exceed 30 per cent of the gross
income of the household.

Homelessness is an issue which needs to be addressed at the broader level with
proactive measures that prevent homelessness in the first place.

Market and non-market affordable housing that is occupied by households in the
lower 40 per cent of the income distribution scale including key workers.
Affordable market housing (private housing)

Non-market housing (social housing)
Rental housing that is owned and managed by the Director of Housing.
Rental housing that is owned and managed by a not for profit housing
organisation.
Affordable market and non-market housing provide
housing choices, which are of appropriate size, liveable, accessible and
incorporating the principles of universal design, secure in tenure and
located in good proximity to employment services and critical
infrastructure such as transport
are
managed under tenant selection and rent setting policies that ensure
occupants do not pay more than 30 per cent of their income on rent

Recommendation
Council should address homelessness as part of the affordable housing agenda
including exploring the actions and opportunities in the Affordable Housing
Policy Statement to increase the supply of social housing.

Rooming Houses
Rooming houses are classed as a form of homelessness due to their insecure
tenure15. Council has a regulatory role in the operation of rooming houses. It is a
legal requirement (under the provision of the Public Health and Wellbeing Act
2008) that operators of rooming houses need to register the rooming house with
the local council and they must meet various building regulations and health and
safety regulations (such as overcrowding, cleanliness and hygiene).
There are 11 registered rooming houses within Hobsons Bay (2016).

and are
delivered and managed by not for profit organisations in a manner
intended to implement the aims of Council’s Municipal Public Health and
Wellbeing Plan as amended from time to time.

14

3.3

Based on Plan Melbourne Metropolitan Melbourne regions

Whilst rooming houses have traditionally accommodated disadvantaged and
vulnerable people, there is evidence that this profile is changing with other
sections of the community such as international and domestic students,
15

Based on ABS classifications of homelessness.
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travellers, low-income earners and some type of key workers16, turning to
rooming houses as a cheaper accommodation option as private rental costs rise.
Tenancy mix can be an issue in rooming houses as they house some of society’s
most excluded and vulnerable individuals, often on a legally insecure or ‘nontenured’ basis. There is often a high turnover of tenants and some
neighbourhood disturbance and complaints to local councils 17. Councils have a
responsibility to carry out inspections of any properties to make sure they are
safe, properly registered and meeting the minimum standards18.
Whilst the current number of registered rooming houses in the municipality is
relatively low in Hobsons Bay, there has been a rather high proportion of
prosecutions which have been a burden to Council’s resources. There has also
been a number of unsuccessful prosecutions primarily due to the existing legal
framework which makes it difficult to get powers of entry to the property to
collect the necessary evidence.

Recommendation
It is recommended that the number of rooming houses in the municipality are
monitored as well as any enforcement incidents. Council should explore the
opportunities to advocate for changes to legislation on rooming houses which
could alleviate some of the identified issues.

16

AHURI, Victoria Discussion Paper Rooming house futures: governing for growth,
transparency and fairness (Feb 2015).
17 ibid

3.4

Empty Homes

Empty homes is an issue which can impact on affordable housing. Hobsons Bay
has around 1,000 homes (almost three per cent) that are empty and a further
2,390 homes that were underutilised in 201319.
There are many disadvantages to empty homes, not only do they create more
housing demand, fuel the ‘under supply’ of housing and impact on affordability
but they also impact on an area. Homes left vacant for a long period of time can
become unsightly if not maintained and attract crime/vandalism which impacts
on the neighbourhood.
The Victorian Government introduced a Vacant Residential Land Tax20 which
came into effect on 1 January 2018. The Vacant Residential Land Tax is a tax on
residential properties in Melbourne's inner and middle suburbs (including
Hobsons Bay) which are unoccupied for more than six months a year.
Whilst the introduction of the tax marks a step in the right direction to help
alleviate the issue of empty homes, it is unknown how effective the tax will be as
there are a number of exemptions and employs a self-reporting model (so
owners of vacant residential property will be required to notify the State
Revenue Office of any vacant properties that they own).

18

The Minimum Standards were introduced under the Residential Tenancies Act 1997.
As identified in Background Report (Volume One).
20 Also referred to as the Vacant Residential Land Tax.
19
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Recommendation
There is an opportunity to address the empty homes issue as part of the housing
affordability agenda, in particular to monitor the rates of empty homes in
Hobsons Bay and the effectiveness of the new Vacant Residential Land Tax.

Table 15: Recommended Actions – Policy Three: Housing affordability & affordable housing
POLICY THREE: HOUSING AFFORDABILITY & AFFORDABLE HOUSING
OBJECTIVE: To improve housing affordability in
Hobsons Bay and increase the supply of affordable
housing in the municipality.

OVERVIEW: Housing affordability has been declining in Hobsons Bay and over nine per cent of
households are in housing stress, particularly for households in the private rental market. Despite the
recent slowing of the broader housing market in metropolitan Melbourne, it remains important to be
attentive to levels of housing stress and increasing demand for affordable housing, including social housing.

Recommended Actions:
3.1: Housing affordability - Market (private) housing


update the Hobsons Bay Planning Scheme to include the key strategies and objectives regarding housing affordability (where appropriate)



support the increase in housing diversity (housing types) across the municipality to encourage the supply of housing at different price points



monitor housing affordability to understand the levels of housing stress (for both renters and purchasers) in the municipality



assist in reducing the levels of housing stress through reducing the cost of living for households by directing housing growth to areas with access to good public
transport and community facilities in order to reduce car dependency



assist in reducing the levels of housing stress through reducing the cost of living for households through incorporating ESD measures into new dwellings to
reduce ongoing utility costs



advocate to the Federal and Victorian government for the introduction of schemes and/or taxation tools to reduce market rents for households at the risk of
homelessness and take the pressure off the demand for social housing

Rooming Houses
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monitor the number of rooming houses and any enforcement incidents in the municipality and explore opportunities to advocate for changes to legislation
which could alleviate some of the identified issues

3.2: Affordable housing – Non market (social) housing


update the Hobsons Bay Planning Scheme to include the key strategies and objectives regarding affordable housing (where appropriate)



review the Hobsons Bay Affordable Housing Policy Statement (2016) when required to adapt to best practice and legislatives changes



include the Hobsons Bay Affordable Housing Policy Statement as a Background Document in the Hobsons Bay Planning Scheme



support the implementation of affordable housing in the municipality through exploring the actions as recommended in the Affordable Housing Policy Statement
(2016) including actions relating to: land use planning, service provision, establishing a Housing Trust, advocacy and leadership and partnering to maintain existing
public housing stock

3.3: Homelessness


reduce levels of homelessness through implementation of the Hobsons Bay Affordable Housing Policy Statement to increase the supply of affordable housing

3.4: Empty Homes


monitor the rates of empty homes to gauge the effectiveness of the new Vacant Residential Land Tax and advocate to the Victorian government for further
mechanisms to tackle this issue if required
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POLICY FOUR: HOUSING DESIGN, FUNCTIONALITY AND SUSTAINABILITY
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POLICY FOUR: HOUSING DESIGN, FUNCTIONALITY AND SUSTAINABILITY
Housing design, functionality and sustainability considers the built form aspects
of housing. Built form considerations are an important part of the Housing
Strategy as they impact on neighbourhood character, residential amenity,
functionality, liveability and environmental sustainability associated with
residential land uses.
POLICY AREAS:
4.1

Housing design, heritage and neighbourhood character

4.2

Housing design and functionality

4.3

Housing and sustainability

Consideration of both the external and internal areas of housing design is
important. Three key areas of housing design have been identified in the Housing
Strategy which new housing should consider, these include:
1) Housing design, heritage and neighbourhood character

KEY CHALLENGES:


respecting existing heritage areas and preserving neighbourhood
character whilst also planning for increased housing growth



having clear planning controls that shape and protect neighbourhood
character



achieving good design outcomes for high density residential
development



managing internal amenity in residential development, particularly
for medium and high density housing



managing amenity issues associated with non-residential uses in
residential areas



designing homes which can meet the changing needs of occupants
over their lifetimes



reducing the environmental impacts associated with residential
development and uses including reducing greenhouse gas emissions
and enhancing community resilience



promoting more sustainable living and affordable living through
reducing household utility costs and car ownership

2) Housing design and functionality
3) Housing and sustainability
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4.1

Housing design, heritage and neighbourhood
character

Hobsons Bay is a diverse municipality with housing stock representing all eras.
The eastern side of the municipality has older housing stock than the western
side.
The community values the character of their neighbourhoods and there is some
concern regarding inappropriate development impacting on existing character,
particularly in the eastern parts of the municipality where there are higher
development pressures and significant heritage areas.
One of the key challenges of the Housing Strategy is to respect existing heritage
areas and preserve neighbourhood character whilst also planning for housing to
accommodate an increasing population.

What is neighbourhood character?
Neighbourhood character is about the look and feel of the streets in a
neighbourhood. Many features contribute to neighbourhood character including
building height and form, vegetation and materials.
With the expectation for established neighbourhoods to accommodate more
medium and higher density infill development, it is imperative that new housing
is designed to a high quality and appropriately responds to neighbourhood
character.
The key housing design elements are in relation to the external built form include
building setbacks, building height, front fence height and private open space.

Neighbourhood character and amenity are often the major factors in
determining whether a permit should be granted, and they are often the main
points of contention in the community.

Key design issues
The Background Report identified the following key design issues for new
housing in Hobsons Bay21:





domination of frontages by garages, hard surfaces and driveways
intrusions into the ‘backyard zone’
inadequate space for canopy trees and unsympathetic landscaping
unenforceable provisions on side setbacks

Other design issues adversely impacting on neighbourhood character in Hobsons
Bay include:




use of colour and materials
the way pitched roofs and semi-basement car parking are
accommodated
interfaces with parks and laneways

This strategy considers the outcomes of the revised Neighbourhood Character
Study (2019) which identifies 28 precincts and six neighbourhood character
types.
New residential development must meet the Neighbourhood Character Precinct
Guidelines and the proposed schedules to the New Residential Zones.
The Neighbourhood Character Precinct Guidelines and proposed schedules play
an important role in shaping the residential built form and give better guidance

21

From Neighbourhood Character Community Consultation on the Issues and
Opportunities Report (August 2014).
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to the community and developers as to the expected design response of new
housing in an area.
It is anticipated that Hobsons Bay will experience the addition of more high
density development (i.e. three or more storey apartments) over the next 20
years. Achieving quality design outcomes for these development types is highly
important due to the visual prominence on existing streetscapes.

The key issues regarding housing design and functionality in Hobsons Bay
include:





residential amenity
waste management and resource recovery
lifetime homes (accessible for all, adaptable and universal design)
older persons housing

Residential amenity
Recommendation
To address housing design and character issues through the use of the New
Residential Zone schedules and Neighbourhood Character Precinct Guidelines (as
recommended by the Neighbourhood Character Study 2019) and the Better
Apartment Design Standards (for higher density dwellings).
The preparation of future structure plans and urban design frameworks should
also provide further guidance for high density built form.

4.2

Housing design and functionality

Housing design and functionality is an important aspect of housing. Homes
should not be built as a short term provision but with consideration of occupants
needs within the community.
Homes that are well-designed provide good internal and external amenity and
are versatile to meet the changing needs of occupants over their lifetimes
(‘lifetime homes’) and contribute to health and wellbeing.
Another key area of housing design which needs to be considered based on the
fact that Hobsons Bay has an ageing population, is older persons housing (e.g.
aged care facilities).

There is no formal definition of ‘residential amenity’ but in basic terms, it is
about the pleasantness of a place or area.
The current planning controls in place to manage amenity impacts are contained
in Clause 54.04 (one dwelling), Clause 55.04 (two or more dwellings) and Clause
58.04 (apartment developments) are primarily concerned with addressing access
to daylight, restricting overshadowing and protecting overlooking/privacy to the
private open space areas and habitable room windows.
Residential amenity however also includes other factors such as the internal
layout of a dwelling and the size of the rooms, as well as environmental
conditions such as noise and odour/air quality. These matters go beyond the
remit of ResCode.
The increase in medium and high density infill development is impacting on
residential amenity as some developments are pushing the boundary to
accommodate the maximum number of dwellings on a lot.
The internal amenity of a residential dwelling is often compromised when lot
yield, size or site constraints apply, impacting on outlook, access to daylight,
privacy, noise and room sizes. This is an issue with apartments (particularly high
rise) leading to the development of apartments which provide poor residential
amenity for the occupants.
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This issue has been acknowledged by the Victorian Government with the release
of the Better Apartments Design Standards22 with new guidelines around internal
design, amenity and functionality to address these issues.
Internal amenity issues however are not just related to apartment developments,
other housing types can also be subject to poor internal amenity and there is
currently no planning controls to guide this.

Reverse living
Within Hobsons Bay, there has been an increase in the number of applications
for new housing with ‘reverse living’ arrangements (where the kitchen and living
areas are located on the upper floor(s) and the bedrooms are on the ground
floor).
These types of developments are adopting ‘balcony open space’ which under the
planning scheme is a lower area requirement and generally an indication that the
developer is pushing the limit resulting in an overdevelopment of the site. The
introduction of the minimum Garden Area requirements in the Neighbourhood
and General Residential Zones should help alleviate this issue.
Whilst reverse living arrangements can be acceptable in some instances for
example where there is a view, or an opportunity for greater surveillance
adjacent to open space and parkland, these types of dwellings do not support
accessible homes/universal design requirements or allow ageing place and
should be discouraged.

Internal layout
The internal layout and size of rooms should provide sufficient space, storage
and amenity for the housing type and size and for the intended occupant. For
example, a new house which is proposed to have three bedrooms and be
targeted towards families should have appropriately sized living areas and
22

Better Apartments Design Standards (December 2016).

private open space and storage areas to provide amenity and functionality for
the reasonable requirements of a family.
In some instances, households which lack appropriate storage space (either in
the home or through a garden shed) use the garage space for storage, forfeiting
a place to park the car. The result of this is that more cars end up parked on the
street which were not originally accounted for when the dwelling was planned
and constructed.
Minimum internal room dimensions for bedrooms and living areas in apartments
have been introduced through the Better Apartment Guidelines Design
Standards, but there are no equivalent standards or guidelines for other dwelling
types. The Building Regulations 2018 (which adopts the National Construction
Code) contains minimum standards for the design and construction of buildings
including requirements for ceiling heights for habitable and non-habitable rooms,
natural light, ventilation and some sound insulation but not for room sizes.
As demand for housing continues to increase within established suburbs like
Hobsons Bay and land values increase, there is likely to be more applications for
dwellings with reduced internal spaces. This could compromise the amenity and
functionality of dwellings.

Recommendation
It is recommended that council explore opportunities (which may include an
advocacy role to the Victorian Government) to introduce guidelines/internal
space standards into the planning system to better manage internal amenity for
key parts of new homes (excluding apartments), notably bedrooms, storage and
floor to ceiling heights23.

Non-residential uses in residential areas

23

Similar to the Space Standards used in the UK planning system.
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Within residential areas, there are a range of non-residential uses that do not
require a planning permit that can be accommodated, which provide services to
the local community (e.g. medical facilities, place of worship).

The location of street furniture and trees, on street parking, power and light
poles and overhead wires may also affect waste and resource recovery
collections.

In some areas of the municipality, the encroachment of non-residential uses in
residential areas has raised some amenity issues, for example, traffic and parking
issues and noise on neighbouring properties. In addition, the issues can also
impact on neighbourhood character.

Assessments of waste and resource recovery provisions in a development are
most often provided prior to a planning permit being issued. This includes an
assessment of a Waste Management Plan for the development proposal.

There are opportunities to address potential adverse amenity impacts (for
example, through the preparation of a local planning policy), however this would
only be useful where a permit is triggered for the use.

Recommendation
It is recommended that Council continue to monitor the impacts of the
encroachment of non-residential uses in residential areas and investigate options
to manage such impacts if required.

Waste management and resource recovery
An important area of housing design and residential amenity which is often given
little consideration is how waste management and recycling services (resource
recovery) are incorporated into new housing design and development,
particularly for apartments and mixed use developments.
The issues with the provision of waste management and resource recovery
services in higher density developments include the appropriate number of bins
and collections, on-site bin storage space, kerbside bin presentation space and
access to roads and buildings by collectors. Access to and knowledge of the
waste systems by occupants is also a significant issue.

In Hobsons Bay, there has been an increase in the number of planning
applications requiring a review of waste and resource recovery provisions for
proposed residential developments, particularly for higher density housing.
Along with the increasing growth in the number of planning applications, there is
an increasing number of developments that Council is unable to service because
access arrangements, bin sizes and collection frequencies that are suitable for
higher density development are often not compatible with Council collection
services.. In these instances private waste and resource recovery operators are
required to service the developments.
There is potential that the increasing number of high density developments and
the number of private waste and resource recovery operators may have a
detrimental effect on particular neighbourhoods due to an increase in truck
movements, noise from the use and collection of bins, and bins in public
thoroughfares and streets. The extent of this impact is unknown and currently
being managed through reviews of Waste Management Plans for proposed
developments.
Existing policy and guidance
The following provides an overview of state planning policy and guidance
material and local planning processes that address waste management in
housing:


24

the Victorian Governments’ Better Apartments Design Standards24
require councils to consider Waste Management Plans when assessing

Better Apartments Design Standards (December 2016) was implemented in April 2017.
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terms of the guidance material, checklists and Waste
Management Plan templates.

planning approvals for higher density developments of four storeys and
above (Clause 55.07-11 and Clause 58.06-3). There are no formal
requirements for developers to prepare a Waste Management Plan for
higher density developments below four storeys (unless there is an
application requirement in local policy)


the Apartment Design Guidelines for Victoria (Design Guidelines)25
support the Better Apartments Design Standards. In addition, Clauses
11.03-2 (Activity Centre Planning) and 15.01-2 (Urban Design Principles)
of the State Planning Policy Framework (SPPF) require planning to
consider the Apartment Design Guidelines for Victoria



the Metropolitan Waste and Resource Recovery Group (MWRRG)
established a toolkit26 to assist councils to adopt and implement waste
management planning considerations for residential developments that
are three storeys and below, into their planning approvals process



Sustainability Victoria’s Better Practice Guide for Waste Management
and Recycling in Multi-unit Developments (Better Practice Guide)27
assists those involved in designing, planning, developing, building and
managing all types of developments to incorporate better practice
waste management and recycling into all stages of a development’s life.
It also includes design options for residential developments that are up
to four storey
o

25

Internal review processes

the Better Apartments Design Standards requires waste and
recycling management facilities to be designed to be consistent
with Sustainability Victoria’s Better Practice Guide. The
MWRRG toolkit and Better Practice Guide are very similar in

Better Apartments Design Guidelines (August 2017). Section 2 (Building and
Performance) provides guidance on waste and recycling.
26 Improving resource recovery in multiunit developments toolkit (September 2017).



Council reviews waste management proposals for developments,
particularly for higher density housing and mixed use developments.
Currently developers are required to provide a Waste Management Plan
for developments of 10 dwellings and above. This trigger aims to
address servicing issues associated with a large number of bins placed
out on a kerb at any one time and that there are appropriate internal
storage facilities for these number of bins. Standard conditions of
permit provide guidance on elements of a Waste Management Plan that
an applicant must consider



Clause 22.13 of the Hobsons Bay Planning Scheme - Environmentally
Sustainable Development, sets out a number of policy objectives under
key sustainability categories, including waste management. This local
policy applies to new residential or mixed use development with two or
more dwellings and requires a Sustainable Design Assessment (SDA) or
Sustainability Management Plan (SMP) and that the policy objectives
should be met. . Applicants can use the Built Environment Sustainability
Scorecard (BESS) tool to assess development applications at the
planning permit stage. Waste is identified as one of the nine
environmental categories BESS assesses and provides actions regarding
building re-use, food and garden waste and convenience of recycling.
Generally an SDA/SMP will refer to basic waste and recycling provisions
of the building and its operations with less detail that a Waste
Management Plan will provide. A SDA/SMP will often refer to further
details provided in a Waste Management Plan if one is required.

27

https://engage.vic.gov.au/better-practice-guide-waste-management-multi-unitdevelopments
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There is some existing state policy relevant to planning for waste and resource
recovery in high density housing. However, a key issue is that there are a number
of planning tools available to guide waste management in housing and
potentially unclear local triggers and processes. This may cause confusion with
applicants and Council’s statutory planning team.
Therefore it is recommended that the Sustainability Victoria’s Better Practice
Guide and/or the MWRRG toolkit including guidelines and templates are
integrated into Hobsons Bay’s planning processes.
There is also an opportunity for Council to explore extending its waste and
recycling collection services to cater for high density and mixed use
developments with smaller trucks, onsite collections and varied bin sizes and
collection frequencies. This would require further assessment and a business
case for consideration by Council.

Lifetime homes
Homes should be designed as a long term provision i.e. designed to meet the
changing needs of occupants over their life stages (‘lifetime homes’).
There is a 60 per cent chance that a house will be occupied by a person with a
disability at some point over its life28. Longer life spans and higher proportions of
older people in our community make it more likely that every home will be
required to respond to the needs of a person with a physical limitation whether
they are the primary resident or a visitor 29.
As the needs of individuals are specific to their personal circumstances there is
no single solution to designing a home to meet changing needs, however several
approaches exist30:

Recommendation
It is recommended that Sustainability Victoria’s Better Practice Guide and/or the
MWRRG toolkit including guidelines and templates are integrated into Hobsons
Bay’s planning processes.





accessible homes
adaptable homes
universal homes

Council should explore extending its waste and recycling collection services
suitable to high density and mixed use developments.

The terms accessible, adaptable and universal design are often used
interchangeably but there are differences between the three meanings as
outlined in Table 16.

28

30

Livable Housing Design Guidelines, p.10 (2012).
Housing of the future: The livable and adaptable house factsheet, Australian
Government (www.yourhome.gov.au), p. 455.
29

Housing of the future: The livable and adaptable house factsheet, Australian
Government (www.yourhome.gov.au).
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Table 16: Definitions of accessible, adaptable and universal design

Design
Accessible home

Adaptable homes

Universal homes

Definition
Designed to meet the needs of people requiring higher level of
access from the outset, and usually designed and built with a
specific person’s needs in mind. An accessible house meets
Australian Standard AS1428.1-2001 (Design for access and
mobility) and is able to accommodate wheelchair users in all
areas of the dwelling. The Standards only apply to public
buildings and common areas and not private housing.
Designed to meet the changing needs of most home occupants
throughout their lifetime but are not initially accessible
however, can be easily adapted to become an accessible house
if needed.
For example, ensuring that there is the scope in a multi-level
house to allow for the future installation of vertical lifts or
staircase lift should they be required. Other modifications
include for example, introducing grab rails in bathrooms and
increasing lighting levels in response to vision impairment.
An adaptable home meets Australian Standard AS4299-1995
(Adaptable housing).
Designed to meet the changing needs of most home occupants
throughout their lifetime without the need for specialisation.
This is based on principles not rules through technical standards.
They are built to meet the changing needs of residents across
their lifecycle and allows people to age in place.

The issue is that there are currently no planning controls requiring accessible,
adaptable or universal design in single private dwellings (Class 1a buildings).

Hobsons Bay has an ageing population and around 18 per cent of the population
has a disability, this creates a demand for housing which can cater for residents
of all abilities.
The Hobsons Bay Disability, Access and Inclusion Strategy includes a key direction
to improve access of housing beyond minimum accessibility compliance
requirements31. Housing should therefore be encouraged to incorporate
universal design principles.
Although there are several approaches to designing homes to meet residents’
changing needs, the universal design approach is the one that benefits the
majority of residents over their lifetime and can deliver ‘lifetime homes’.

Universal homes
There is a misconception that universal housing is obtrusive and unattractive
only benefitting a minority of the population and that it will increase costs and
impact on affordability.
However, universal housing has many benefits. Homes which are designed with
comfort, safety and ease of access as core design features benefit everyone,
including people with disabilities, an ageing population, people with temporary
injuries and families with young children. Universal housing also promotes social
cohesion as it provides lifetime homes within communities.
There are also cost benefits – incorporating universal design features and fittings
during construction reduces the need for later retrofitting. It is estimated that it
is 22 times cheaper to incorporate liveable design principles into new housing
than retrofitting later32.
There is currently no universal design regulation for private housing in Victoria.
The lack of universal design requirements in the Victorian Building Codes means

31

Disability, Access and Inclusion Strategy (2013-2017), p.12.

32

Livable Housing Design Guidelines (2012), p. 10.
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the majority of private residents are not ‘liveable homes’ and do not support
ageing in place.
There are however ‘Livable Housing Design Guidelines’ prepared by Livable
Housing Australia33 in 2012, as a way to encourage developers to incorporate
inexpensive universal design elements in to new homes in Australia. The
guidelines provide technical advice and guidance on the key living features that
make a home easier and safer to live in for all people of all ages and abilities34.
Given that there is no requirement in the VPP for private housing to comply with
universal design standards, local Councils can only encourage developments to
include universal design35.
There is an opportunity for Council to work with developers at the early stages of
a development application to encourage universal design to be incorporated into
new homes.
Council can play a greater role in educating and informing developers of the
benefits of universal design within new private residential development based on
the Livable Housing Design Guidelines.
There is also an opportunity to strengthen this requirement in the local planning
scheme and require that a proportion of dwellings in a multi-unit development
incorporate the guidelines into the design 36.

33

Livable Housing Australia is a partnership between community and consumer groups,
government and industry.
34 The Guidelines should only be applied to the parts of the building classes not covered by
Disability Standards and the Building Code of Australia (Volume 1 and 2).

Recommendation
It is recommended that Council prepare information and guidance material for
applicants of residential developments to educate and encourage the benefits of
incorporating universal design principles based on the ‘Livable Housing Design
Guidelines’.
The option to include a local policy in the Hobsons Bay Planning Scheme should
also be investigated.
The Hobsons Bay SIA Applicant Guidelines (2011) should be updated to include
reference to any guidance material/factsheets and any local policies in relation to
universal design requirements.

Older Persons Housing
Hobsons Bay has an ageing population (like many other municipalities in
Melbourne), it is estimated that the number of residents aged 55 years and over
will be 44 per cent higher in 2036 compared to 2016.
Older persons housing has different needs to conventional housing (e.g. aged
care facilities). There is concern that there is a mismatch (shortfall) in the type of
homes suited to older persons (aged 55 years and over), as the majority of the
existing housing stock would require significant modification and cost to be made
accessible and useable to ageing residents.

35 Council currently requests a Social Impact Assessment (SIA) for applications of 20 or
more dwellings. However, the SIA guidelines (Preparing Social Impact Assessments
Applicant Guidelines, 2011) are concerned with the accessibility of the proposed
development i.e. for people with a disability, rather than the broader requirements of
universal design for all occupants.
36 Example: Clause 21.06 (Built Environment), Objective 4 – Housing Change of the
Banyule Planning Scheme
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Whilst the preference for many older residents is to age in place within their own
home, this may not be an option for the older residents requiring some form of
care or assistance. This can range from:




minimal care/assistance with a high degree of independence of
residents such as independent living units and retirement villages
accommodation which offer some level of care/assistance such as
serviced apartments, retirement villages and low care hostels
accommodation providing maximum care/assistance to residents such
as nursing homes

The location and design of older persons housing is particularly important.
New housing intended for older/ageing residents should be located in residential
areas which are within reasonable walking distance to public transport, shops,
community facilities and open space/recreational areas to encourage social
cohesion within the community. The design of this housing type should be
catered towards the needs of this demographic profile.

In response to the need to accommodate an ageing population, a number of
Councils in Victoria have prepared individual local policies and guidelines to guide
the provision of older persons housing, including objectives around preferred
locations, amenity, design and car parking requirements for aged persons
housing.
The purpose of the policy is to guide applicants at the earliest stage of the
planning application process and to assist planners with assessing such
applications.

Recommendation
Given that there still remains a lack of information/guidance available at the
state level on the development of older persons housing and that Hobsons Bay
has an ageing population, it is recommended that Council considers preparing an
Older Persons Housing policy for inclusion in the local planning scheme.

The Housing Strategy identifies three key components in terms of supporting an
age friendly municipality, these include:
1)

Housing diversity – ensuring there is a diversity of housing across
Hobsons Bay to enable residents to downsize to a more suitable type of
home within their community

2)

Housing location – ensuring that housing is well located with access to
community services and infrastructure including public transport

3)

Housing design - encouraging housing that is accessibly and universally
designed to accommodate residents as they age in place

There is currently no specific guidelines or standards in relation to the siting
(location), internal layout and design of aged persons housing.
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4.3

Sustainable design and sustainable living

Residential buildings are a major contributor of greenhouse gas emissions.
Greenhouse gases contribute to climate change – this change is evident in events
such as incidents of extreme flooding, fire, heat and drought events and sea level
rise. Typical sources of these greenhouse gas emissions include the generation of
electricity and the use of fuel for private vehicles.
Hobsons Bay is a low lying coastal municipality and is vulnerable to climate
change-induced sea level rise. There is a need to address potential mitigation
measures, such as sustainable housing and promoting sustainable living, that
reduce the likelihood of adverse climate change impacts.
The municipality is also experiencing an increase in infill development. This not
only increases the demand for water supply but also increases the coverage of
hard surfaces, reducing permeability and resulting in more stormwater run-off,
and increasing the risk of flooding.
Responding to climate change can lead to reductions in the burden of ill-health,
enhance community resilience, and improve air quality by reducing pollution. 37

Sustainably designed homes improve the energy efficiency of buildings which not
only assists in reducing greenhouse gas emissions but also helps reduce utility
bills, promoting affordable living. The benefits of environmentally sustainably
designed buildings are not just confined to the environment, but also have a
wider range of health, social and economic benefits39.
The location of housing can also influence sustainable outcomes, for example,
locating housing near to a train station and other community services can reduce
car dependency.
The Background Report (Volume One) identifies that opportunities to improve
sustainable design and promote more sustainable living exist at three main levels
in planning:
1) planning for land uses and settlement patterns which integrate with
existing infrastructure and services to achieve sustainable outcomes
2) incorporating Environmental Sustainable Design (ESD) into residential
buildings
3) promoting the inclusion of integrated water planning in new
developments

In Hobsons Bay, it is estimated that around nine per cent of total greenhouse gas
emissions are from residential buildings and a further 11 per cent from
residential transport38.
With around 20 per cent of total greenhouse gas emissions attributed to
residential activity, there is a significant opportunity to reduce these harmful
emissions from these uses through improving the energy efficiency of homes,
and through reducing car dependency.

37
38

DELWP, Climate Change and Victoria.
Data from Low Carbon West Strategy, Arup (2012).

39 Advisory Committee and Panel Report, Environmentally Efficient Design Local Policies
(April 2015), p. 18.
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Housing location and sustainability
Locating housing and future population growth to areas with suitable access to
existing public transport infrastructure and community services is a key policy
basis for the Housing Strategy.
This opportunity aligns with Plan Melbourne (Direction 2.1) which reinforces
sustainable outcomes through managing the supply of new housing in the right
locations to create a sustainable city.
The Hobsons Bay Community Greenhouse Strategy (2013-30) identifies
opportunities and actions to reduce greenhouse gas emissions arising from
residential travel (primarily through the promotion of active transport, travel
behaviour change programs and the development of an Integrated Transport
Plan). There is scope for the Community Greenhouse Strategy to be reviewed to
recognise the importance of locating new residential development in proximity
to existing public transport infrastructure and services.
While directing future housing growth to areas with existing infrastructure and
services is a key policy basis for the Housing Strategy, it is important that those
infrastructure and services are maintained or upgraded to ensure capacity to
serve a growing population.
There is scope to align broader sustainability planning in Hobsons Bay with
planning the Housing Strategy. For example, constraint mapping from electricity
providers may identify areas where the electrical grid is at capacity. There is an
opportunity in these areas to promote solar panels/energy to reduce the peak
load in summer and avoid black outs.

ESD and new housing
Environmentally Sustainable Design (ESD) in residential development is about
reducing the environmental impacts associated with the construction and

operation of dwellings and holistically about minimising the environmental
footprint.
The Background Report (Volume One) identified that Council has an opportunity
to influence the design of new developments to be more sustainable in its role as
a planning and building regulator. Up to 70 per cent of the energy efficiency of a
building is determined by its design.
With the forecasted increase in the construction of new housing, the opportunity
to incorporate ESD into residential buildings is significant.
As the VPP currently plays a limited role in achieving sustainable development for
new housing, many councils have prepared a local ESD policy to effectively
influence ESD in new housing. Council has followed suit by implementing an ESD
policy at Clause 22.13 of the Hobsons Bay Planning Scheme, with the overarching
objective that development should achieve best practice in environmentally
sustainable development from the design stage through to construction and
operation. The policy provides objectives and application requirements for
specified types of development, including new residential or mixed use
development with two or more dwellings, to demonstrate performance across
areas of environmental sustainability.

Planning and building systems
There is some overlap between the role that planning and the building systems
play in ESD. The building system plays a significant role in implementing
sustainability through the building approval process to ensure that developments
achieve a minimum energy rating. The building system role is particularly
important as a building permit is required for all new dwellings where a planning
permit is not always required.
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The building regulations however do not cover the wider area of environmental
sustainability (e.g. indoor environment quality). They only deal with the thermal
energy rating of the building envelope.

Management Plan41 including the use of rainwater tanks, stormwater harvesting
systems or passive irrigation systems to reduce stormwater run-off and better
manage water resources.

The Building Code of Australia (BCA) contains energy efficiency provisions that
are to be met in satisfying legislated energy ratings. This means that new homes
must be built to a minimum six star energy rating. Single dwellings (Class 1) must
also either have a rainwater tank connected to all sanitary flushing systems, or a
solar water heater system installed.

ESD in existing housing

However, the building regulatory system is generally not involved at the initial
design stage of development where many of the key opportunities of
incorporating ESD into buildings occur. This is why ESD policies through the
planning system are important as they influence the design stage at the start of
the process.
In addition to including an ESD policy in the local planning scheme, there is also
an opportunity to advocate for a review of the Building Regulations to determine
how they can achieve more in terms of sustainability 40.

Integrated water planning
The Background Report (Volume One) identified that Council also has a
prominent role in promoting the inclusion of integrated water planning in new
developments to help improve the management of water. Plan Melbourne
includes a direction (Direction 6.3) to ‘Integrate urban development and water
cycle management to support a resilient and liveable city’.

The majority of homes in the municipality were constructed prior to any ESD or
minimum energy rating requirements. With sustainable technologies becoming
more accessible to households (e.g. solar panels), there are opportunities for
existing homes to minimise greenhouse gas emissions and to minimise the
environmental footprint
As part of Council’s commitment to assist the community to reduce carbon
emissions to zero by 2030, Hobsons Bay has participated in a number of
initiatives and programs to assist households including the solar panel buy
program and offering energy advice.
Council should continue to explore opportunities to assist existing households to
maximise the energy efficiency and environmental sustainability of their homes
and to reduce their energy bills and living costs.

Recommendation
There are significant opportunities in Hobsons Bay to reduce greenhouse gas
emissions associated with residential buildings and residential transport to
promote sustainable living. Given the wider environmental, economic and social
benefits of incorporating ESD, it is a key policy area which Council should be
strengthening and including within goals and objectives relating to sustainability.

New housing development should have consideration of best practice
stormwater management in accordance with Council’s Integrated Water
40

In line with the findings from the Environmentally Efficient Design Local Policies

Advisory Committee (p.74).
41

Integrated Water Management Plan, Hobsons Bay City Council (2014-19).
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In terms of achieving more sustainable outcomes through managing the
locations of housing growth, it is recommended that the Housing Framework
Plan be implemented to guide future housing densities and location.

Council should monitor the effectiveness of the ESD policy that has been
introduced into the local planning scheme to influence ESD in new housing.
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Table 17: Recommended Actions – Policy Four: Housing Design, Functionality and Sustainability
POLICY FOUR: HOUSING DESIGN, FUNCTIONALITY AND SUSTAINABILITY
OBJECTIVE: To encourage housing that fits in with
preferred neighbourhood character, is designed to
meet the needs of residents throughout all stages of
life and to increase the energy efficiency of homes to
reduce greenhouse gas emissions and promote
sustainable living.

OVERVIEW: Housing design, functionality and sustainability considers the built form aspects of housing.
Built form considerations are an important part of the Housing Strategy as they impact on
neighbourhood character, residential amenity, functionality, liveability and environmental sustainability
associated with residential land uses.

Recommended Actions:
4.1: Housing design, heritage and neighbourhood character


update the Hobsons Bay Planning Scheme to include the key strategies and objectives regarding built form, heritage and neighbourhood character



adopt the Neighbourhood Character Study as a Background Document in the Hobsons Bay Planning Scheme



update local policies Clause 22.07, 22.08, 22.09 and 22.10 relating to neighbourhood character to align with the Neighbourhood Character Study (2019)



ensure substantial heritage precincts and those areas recommended for the application of the NCO be included as Limited Change Areas in the Housing
Framework Plan



apply the Neighbourhood Character Overlay (NCO) to the special character areas identified in the Neighbourhood Character Study (2019)



apply schedules to the New Residential Zones which reflect neighbourhood character and development objectives in line with the design guidelines provided in
the neighbourhood character precinct brochures



ensure new housing is consistent with the recommendations of the Neighbourhood Character Study and the precinct brochures



ensure new housing respects heritage precincts consistent with the Hobsons Bay Heritage Study and Heritage Overlays
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4.2: Housing design and functionality


update the Hobsons Bay Planning Scheme to include the key strategies and objectives regarding housing design and functionality

Residential amenity


apply the schedules to the new residential zones which specify requirements to the built form



explore opportunities (which may include an advocacy role to the Victorian Government) to introduce guidelines/internal space standards into the planning
system to better manage internal amenity impacts for new houses



continue to monitor the impacts of non-residential uses encroaching into residential areas and explore options to manage these impacts if required

Waste management and resource recovery


continue reviewing development proposals and their Waste Management Plans particularly higher density housing and mixed use developments



integrate into Hobsons Bay’s planning processes Sustainability Victoria’s Better Practice Guide and/or the Metropolitan Waste and Resource Recovery Group’s
(MWRRG) “improving resource recovery in multiunit developments” toolkit including guidelines and templates



explore extending Council’s waste and recycling collection services to high density and mixed use developments with smaller trucks, on-site collections and
varied bin sizes and frequency of collections

Lifetime homes


develop universal housing design guidelines based on the Livable Housing Design Guidelines (2012) and supporting factsheets, for use by the private sector and
Council officers



investigate the inclusion of a new policy in the Hobsons Bay Planning Scheme requesting a percentage of dwellings in a new developments (threshold to be
determined) to be universally designed in accordance with the Livable Housing Design Guidelines (2012)



establish internal referral processes and develop staff skills to assess residential applications which incorporate universal/accessible design elements



advocate to the State Government to include more stringent accessibility and universal design requirements for private dwellings in the VPP
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revise and update the Hobsons Bay SIA Guidelines to align with universal/accessible homes objectives

Older persons housing


consider preparing and implementing an Older Persons Housing local policy for inclusion in the Hobsons Bay Planning Scheme (for residents aged 55 years and
over)

4.3: Environmentally Sustainable Design and Sustainable Living
 update the Hobsons Bay Planning Scheme to include the key strategies and objectives regarding environmentally sustainable design and integrated water
management


monitor the effectiveness of the ESD policy and explore opportunities to improve ESD outcomes as appropriate



prepare educational material and factsheets to guide permit applicants on ESD requirements based on the Sustainable Design Assessment in the Planning
Scheme Process (SDAPP) framework



establish internal processes between town planning and sustainability departments to ensure that there is clarity regarding the roles and responsibilities when
requesting and assessing Sustainable Design Assessments/Sustainability Management Plans



provide training to Council officers responsible for dealing with/assessing SDA/SMP for applications



request Best Practice ESD and integrated water management principles and technologies on large SRA sites with the aim of achieving a carbon and water
sensitive development



consider the review and update of the Community Greenhouse Strategy (2013-30) to include actions regarding improving the energy efficiency of new residential
buildings and to support the recommendation of locating new medium/high residential development close to public transport and services, to support active
transport and reduce motor vehicle dependency



investigate programs and initiatives to retrofit existing older housing stock to improve environmental efficiency



continue to advocate to State Government and the Australian Building Code Board to strengthen ESD policy in the Victorian Planning Provisions and the Building
Regulations respectively
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PART SEVEN: IMPLEMENTATION PLAN

7.1 Implementation plan
The effectiveness of the Housing Strategy in achieving the objectives set out in
the four policy areas is dependent upon the implementation of the actions and
recommendations identified. Implementation of the Housing Strategy will
require a strong and coordinated approach by Council and relevant Council
departments.
Some of the actions identified may also require additional resources for effective
implementation.
This section sets out the proposed implementation plan for the Hobsons Bay
Housing Strategy and recommendations for future monitoring and review.

7.1.1

Statutory implementation

Council’s Municipal Planning Statement and local policy will be reviewed to
include the key issues and policy direction provided in the Housing Strategy and
also in relation to Neighbourhood Character.
This will include a new Clause 21.08 (Housing) and Clause 22.07-10
(Neighbourhood Character). The Housing Strategy will be included as a
Background Document in the Hobsons Bay Planning Scheme.

7.1.2

Recommended actions

The recommendations for the implementation of the Housing Strategy are
provided under four key policy objectives. The timeframes for actions are
allocated based on their assigned level of priority for completion: high, medium,
low or ongoing (refer Table 18).
Table 18: Summary of recommended actions for implementation
HOUSING POLICY
ONE
PLAN FOR POPULATION
GROWTH AND CHANGE
HOUSING STRATEGY

Implementation of the key policy directions of the Housing Strategy requires
a number of actions. Actions for each of the four housing themes identified in
this strategy are outlined in the Implementation Plan.

No. Actions
8

TWO

HOUSING LOCATION AND TYPE

5

THREE

HOUSING AFFORDABILITY AND
AFFORDABLE HOUSING

13

FOUR

HOUSING DESIGN,
FUNCTIONALITY AND
SUSTAINABILTIY

26

A total of 52 actions have been identified with 38 assigned as High Priority. Table
19 outlines an indication of timeframes.
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Table 19: Priority timeframes (indicator)
Priority

Timeframe (indicator)

High
Medium
Low
Ongoing

1-3 years
3-6 years
7-10 years
Undertaken on an ongoing basis

A number of the actions require input from across the organisation. It is
important that the responsible department considers the recommended actions
within their future work plans accordingly.

7.1.3

Training

The inclusion of the final Housing Strategy (including adoption of the New
Residential Zones and schedules) and Neighbourhood Character Study will
impact upon the Hobsons Bay Planning Scheme.
Training sessions will be required for those departments impacted by the change
in policy.
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POLICY ONE ACTIONS: POPULATION GROWTH AND CHANGE
No

Action

Responsible Department

Priority

1.1

Implement the Housing Strategy into the Hobsons Bay Planning Scheme, make it a Background
Document , and ensure consistency between the key strategies outlined in this objective and the
Municipal Planning Statement

Strategic Planning

High

1.2

Ensure new housing meets demands of the existing and future population through meeting the
Objectives of Policies Two, Three and Four in this strategy

Strategic Planning/Town
Planning

Ongoing

Community Infrastructure and services
1.3

Review and adopt the Community Services and Infrastructure Plan (CSIP) for Hobsons Bay

Social Planning

High

1.4

Investigate the opportunities to alleviate the pressures on the drainage infrastructure, in particular
reducing stormwater runoff through requiring all new multiunit developments to provide onsite
stormwater detention

Infrastructure & City
Services/Sustainability/Town
Planning

High

1.5

Investigate opportunities to further support and encourage adaptive and resilient communities in
Hobsons Bay in line with Victoria’s Climate Change Act 2017 and Council’s Climate Change Policy

All of Council

High

1.6

Undertake the strategic work to prepare Development Contribution Plan Overlays (DCPO) for
incorporation into the Hobsons Bay planning scheme to ensure new development contributes to the
provision of supporting community infrastructure and services (to apply the Developer Infrastructure
Levy and Community Infrastructure Levy)

Strategic Planning/
Infrastructure & City
Services/Finance

High

1.7

Advocate for improved processes and tools to better deliver and sequence supporting infrastructure
at the local level

Strategy and Advocacy
Department

Ongoing

1.8

Continue to advocate to the State government for transport improvements and other community
services/facilities
in accordance with the Hobsons Bay Advocacy Strategy (2014-18), as
updated/amended

Strategy and Advocacy
Department

Ongoing
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POLICY TWO: HOUSING LOCATION AND HOUSING TYPE
No

Action

Responsible Department

Priority

2.1

Update the Hobsons Bay Planning Scheme to include the key strategies and objectives regarding housing
location, density and diversity

Strategic Planning

High

2.2

Implement the Housing Framework Plan into the Hobsons Bay Planning Scheme to apply the New
Residential Zones and to guide and manage housing change across the municipality

Strategic Planning

High

2.3

Request Strategic Redevelopment Areas/strategic redevelopment sites provide a diversity of housing
types, sizes (mix of bedrooms) and tenure in line with demand

Strategic Planning/
Town Planning

Ongoing

2.4

Finalise the Structure Plans for the Newport and Spotswood Activity Centres and undertake Structure
Plans/Urban Design Frameworks in accordance with the Activity Centre Strategy (2019), to inform the
location of appropriate housing change in these centres

Strategic Planning/
Town Planning

High

2.5

Investigate opportunities to advocate to the State government to enable Councils to specify the mix of
housing including the number of bedrooms in an area, to ensure that new housing is meeting demand

Strategic Planning

Ongoing
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POLICY THREE: HOUSING AFFORDABILITY AND AFFORDABLE HOUSING
No

Action

Responsible Department

Priority

Housing Affordability: Market (private) housing
3.1

Update the Hobsons Bay Planning Scheme to include the key strategies and objectives regarding housing
affordability (where appropriate)

Strategic Planning

High

3.2

Support the increase in housing diversity (housing types) across the municipality to encourage the
supply of housing at different price points

Strategic Planning/ Town
Planning

High

3.3

Monitor housing affordability to understand the levels of housing stress (renters and purchasers) in the
municipality

Strategic Planning/ Social
Planning

Ongoing

3.4

Assist in reducing the levels of housing stress through reducing the cost of living for households by
directing housing growth to areas with access to good public transport and community facilities in order
to reduce car dependency

Strategic Planning/ Town
Planning

High

3.5

Assist in reducing the levels of housing stress through reducing the cost of living for households through
incorporating ESD into new dwellings to reduce ongoing utility costs

Sustainability/Strategic
Planning/ Town Planning

High

3.6

Advocate to the Federal and Victorian government for the introduction of a scheme/taxation to reduce
market rents for households at the risk of homelessness and take the pressure off the demand for social
housing

Strategic Planning/ Social
Planning

Ongoing

Rooming Houses
3.7
Monitor any changes in the number of rooming houses in the municipality and any enforcement
measures required

Public Health/Strategic
Planning/Social Planning

Ongoing

Empty Homes
3.8
Monitor the rates of empty homes to gauge the effectiveness of the new Vacant Residential Land Tax
and advocate to the Victorian government for further mechanisms to take this issue if required

Strategic Planning/Social
Planning

Ongoing
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Affordable Housing: Non-Market (social) housing
3.9

Update the Hobsons Bay Planning Scheme to include the key strategies and objectives regarding
affordable housing (where appropriate)

Strategic Planning/Social
Planning

High

3.10

Review the Hobsons Bay Affordable Housing Policy Statement (2016) when required to adapt to best
practice and legislative changes

Social Planning/Strategic
Planning

High

3.11

Include the Hobsons Bay Affordable Housing Policy Statement as a Background Document in the Hobsons
Bay Planning Scheme

Strategic Planning/Social
Planning/Town Planning

High

3.12

Support the implementation of affordable housing in the municipality through exploring the actions as
recommended in the Affordable Housing Policy Statement (2016) including actions relating to: land use
planning, service provision, establishing a Housing Trust, advocacy and leadership and partnering to
maintain existing public housing

Social Planning/Strategic
Planning/Town Planning

High

Social Planning/Strategic
Planning/Community
Development

High

Homelessness
3.13
Reduce levels of homelessness through implementation of the Hobsons Bay Affordable Housing Policy
Statement to increase the supply of affordable housing
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POLICY FOUR: HOUSING DESIGN, FUNCTIONALITY AND SUSTAINABILITY
No

Action

Responsible Department

Priority

Strategic Planning

High

Strategic Planning

High

Strategic Planning

High

Strategic Planning/ Town
Planning
Strategic Planning/Town
Planning
Strategic Planning/Town
Planning

High

Strategic Planning

High

Strategic Planning/ Town
Planning

High

Environmental
Management/Town
Planning
Environmental
Management/Town
Planning

Ongoing

Housing design, heritage and neighbourhood character
4.1
4.2
4.3
4.4
4.5

Update the Hobsons Bay Planning Scheme to include the key strategies and objectives regarding built form,
heritage and neighbourhood character
Adopt the Neighbourhood Character Study as a Background Document in the Hobsons Bay Planning
Scheme
Update local policies Clause 22.07, 22.08, 22.09 and 22.10 relating to neighbourhood character to align
with the revised Neighbourhood Character Study (2019)
Apply schedules to the New Residential Zones which reflect neighbourhood character and development
objectives in line with the design guidelines provided in the Neighbourhood Character Precinct Brochures
Ensure new housing is consistent with the recommendations of the Neighbourhood Character Study

4.6

Ensure new housing respects heritage precincts consistent with the Hobsons Bay Heritage Study and
Heritage Overlays
Housing design and functionality
4.7

Update the Hobsons Bay Planning to include the key strategies and objectives regarding housing design
and functionality
Residential amenity
4.8
Apply the Schedules to the New Residential Zones which specify requirements to the built form
Waste management
4.9
Continue reviewing development proposals and their Waste Management Plans particularly higher density
housing and mixed use developments
4.10

Integrate into Hobsons Bay’s planning processes Sustainability Victoria’s Better Practice Guide and/or the
Metropolitan Waste and Resource Recovery Group’s (MWRRG) “improving resource recovery in multiunit
developments” toolkit including guidelines and templates

High
High

High
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4.11

Explore extending Council’s waste and recycling collection services to high density and mixed use
developments with smaller trucks, on-site collections and varied bin sizes and frequency of collections

Lifetime homes
4.12
Develop universal housing design guidelines based on the Livable Housing Design Guidelines (2012) and
supporting factsheets, for use by the private sector and Council officers
4.13

Investigate the inclusion of a new policy in the Hobsons Bay Planning Scheme requesting a percentage of
dwellings in a new developments (threshold to be determined) to be universally designed in accordance
with the Livable Housing Design Guidelines (2012)
4.14
Establish internal referral processes and develop staff skills to assess residential applications which
incorporate universal/accessible design elements
4.15
Advocate to the State Government to include more stringent accessibility and universal design
requirements for private dwellings in the Victorian Planning Provisions
4.16
Revise and update the Hobsons Bay Social Impact Assessment (SIA) Guidelines to align with
universal/accessible homes objectives
Older persons housing
4.17
Consider the preparation and implement an Older Persons Housing Local Policy for inclusion in the
Hobsons Bay Planning Scheme (for residents aged 55 years and over)
Environmentally Sustainable Design

Environmental
Management

High/Medium

Social Planning/Building/
Town Planning/Strategic
Planning
Strategic Planning/Town
Planning/Social Planning

High

Social Planning/Strategic
Planning/Town Planning
Strategic Planning/Social
Planning
Social Planning/Strategic
Planning/Town Planning

High

Social Planning/Strategic
Planning/Town Planning

Medium

High

Ongoing
High

4.18

Update the Hobsons Bay Planning Scheme to include the key strategies and objectives regarding
environmentally sustainable design and integrated water management

Strategic
Planning/Sustainability

High

4.19

Monitor the effectiveness of the ESD policy and explore opportunities to improve ESD outcomes as
appropriate
Prepare educational material and factsheets to guide permit applicants on ESD requirements based on the
Sustainable Design Assessment in the Planning Scheme Process (SDAPP) framework
Establish internal processes between Town Planning and Sustainability departments to ensure that there is
clarity regarding the roles and responsibilities when requesting and assessing Sustainable Design
Assessments/Sustainability Management Plans
Provide training to Council officers responsible for dealing with/assessing SDA/SMP for applications

Sustainability/Town
Planning
Sustainability/Town
Planning

High

Sustainability/Town
Planning

High

4.20
4.21

4.22

High
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4.23

Request Best Practice ESD and integrated water management principles and technologies on all sites with
the aim of achieving a carbon and water sensitive development

4.24

Consider the review and update of the Community Greenhouse Strategy (2013-30) to include actions
regarding improving the energy efficiency of new residential buildings and to support the recommendation
of locating new medium/high density residential development close to public transport and services, to
support active transport and reduce motor vehicle dependency
Investigate programs and initiatives to retrofit existing older housing stock to improve environmental
efficiency
Continue to advocate to State Government and the Australian Building Code Board to strengthen ESD
policy in the Victorian Planning Provisions and the Building Regulations respectively

4.25
4.26

Sustainability/Town
Planning/Strategic
Planning
Sustainability/Strategic
Planning

High

Sustainability

Ongoing

Strategic
Planning/Sustainability/
Building

Ongoing

Medium
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PART EIGHT: MONITORING AND REVIEW
The Housing Strategy is a long term planning document which will require
monitoring and reviewing to ensure it remains relevant and effective over
the years.

9.1

Interim review and monitoring

Changes to housing as a result of new policy can take several years to
become evident. It is recommended that a full review of the adopted
Housing Strategy be undertaken at five year intervals.
The review presents an opportunity for some key indicators and housing data to
be reviewed prior to the full housing strategy review. Once the Housing Strategy
is implemented, it is recommended that the key objectives be monitored as
outlined in Table 20.
The actions/indicators for monitoring and review provided in Table 20 should be
updated with any future review of the Housing Strategy.
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Table 20: Recommended Actions for Monitoring and Review
Ref.

Monitoring

Action

Review Period
(5 Year
Intervals)

Data & Tools

POLICY ONE: POPULATION GROWTH AND CHANGE
1.1

Population forecasts in Hobsons Bay

Update the demographic forecasts when new census data is
available
1.2
Dwelling forecasts in Hobsons Bay
Update the expected dwelling demand for Hobsons Bay when
new census data is available
POLICY TWO: HOUSING LOCATION AND HOUSING TYPE

Yes

.id profile and forecasts

Yes

.id profile and forecasts

2.1

Location of infill development

Identify where new infill development is occurring

Yes

2.2

Changes to housing diversity

Yes

2.3

Changes to dwelling density in centres

Identify the changes to housing types (separate, medium, high
density) following the release of the new Census data
Identify housing densities within the defined activity centre
catchments

VM rates data, Building
Permit Data, Planning
Permit Data
.id profile and forecasts

2.4

Increase in shop top housing

Identify the increase in shop top housing in the commercial areas
of the activity centres

Yes

2.5

Increase in higher density
developments

Identify increases to high density dwelling stock (residential
development of four or more storeys)

Yes

2.6

Access to public transport

Compare the percentage of dwellings within 800m of a train
station

Yes

2.7

Levels of car ownership

Compare the levels of car ownership across the municipality

Yes

Yes

VM rates data, Building
Permit Data, Planning
Permit Data, Latest Aerial
Imagery
VM rates data, Building
Permit Data, Planning
Permit Data
VM rates data, Building
Permit Data, Planning
Permit Data
VM rates data, Building
Permit Data, Planning
Permit Data
Profile.id data
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2.8

Travel modes of residents

Monitor the travel modes of residents using public transport,
active transport or private vehicles.

Yes

Data from the Integrated
Transport Plan/include
within the annual resident
satisfaction survey

Yes

ABS Census data

Yes

House price data (e.g.
Hometrack data)
Rental price data
ABS Census data, profile.id,
Speculative Vacancies from
Prosper Australia, City West
Water, Essential Services
Commission
Statewide Rooming House
Register

POLICY THREE: HOUSING AFFORDABILITY AND AFFORDABLE HOUSING
Housing Affordability: Market (private) housing
3.1
Levels of housing stress
Identify changes in the levels of housing stress in the municipality
and the vulnerable households
3.2
Changes in housing prices
Identify changes in house prices at the suburb level
3.3
3.4

Changes in rental prices
Number of empty homes

Identify changes in rental prices at the suburb level
Monitor the number of vacant and underutilised homes in the
municipality

3.5

Changes in the number of rooming
Monitor the changes in the number of registered rooming houses
houses
in the municipality
Affordable housing: Non-Market (social) housing
3.6
Number of social housing dwellings
Identify changes in the amount of social housing properties in
Hobsons Bay
3.7
Rates of homelessness
Explore opportunities to undertake street count to more
accurately assess the number of people experiencing
homelessness in Hobsons Bay
Identify changes to the homeless population in Hobsons Bay
POLICY FOUR: HOUSING DESIGN, FUNCTIONALITY AND SUSTAINABILITY
Housing design, heritage and neighbourhood character
4.1
Disputes regarding neighbourhood
Monitor the changes in VCAT disputes regarding neighbourhood
character
character

Yes
Yes

Yes

Yes

ABS Census data, Profile.id

Yes

ABS Census data/street
count

Yes

Planning Permit
Applications & VCAT
decisions
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Waste and resource recovery management
4.3
Number of Waste Management Plans

Monitor the number of Waste Management Plans reviewed as
part of town planning proposals

Yes

Number of Waste
Management Plans
submitted and recorded
through greenlight and/or
the Vault
Bin sizes and number,
collection frequencies and
collection methodologies
(data from Waste
Management Plans)
Number and percentage
increase per development
and per dwelling or tenancy
(data from greenlight and
Waste Management Plans)

4.4

The scope of waste and recycling
services in higher density housing and
mixed use developments

Monitor the scope of waste management proposals for
developments where waste and recycling is proposed to be
undertaken privately. This includes bin sizes and number,
collection frequencies and collection methodologies

Yes

4.5

Increase in the number of waste and
recycling services not provided by
Council but provided by private waste
and recycling service providers

Monitor the increase in the number of waste and recycling
services not provided by Council but provided by private waste
and recycling service providers

Yes

Monitor the number of new dwellings which incorporate
universal design in accordable with the Livable Housing Design
Guidelines (2012), comply with AS1428.1 (Accessible Homes
Standard) and/or comply with AS4299 (Adaptable Homes
Standard)

Yes

Planning Permit
Applications, SIA

Monitor changes in the number of aged care facilities and
retirement villages in the municipality including the location of
any new facilities

Yes

VM rates data, Building
Permit Data, Planning
Permit Data

Monitor the location and type of new infill development and
changes in car ownership and travel mode

Yes

Annually monitor the number of developments requiring a BESS
assessment (or other enviro tools) and the average scores being
achieved to check whether performance is increasing

Yes

Can be undertaken in
accordance with Actions 2.1,
2.3, 2.4, 2.6, 2.7, 2.8.
Planning Permit
Applications, Greenlight,
Sustainability referral
reporting data

Lifetime homes
4.6
Number of new dwellings which
incorporate universal design, comply
with AS1428.1 (Accessible Homes) or
AS4299 (Adaptable Homes)
Older persons housing
4.7
Number of new aged care facilities
and retirement villages
Environmentally Sustainable Design
4.8
Location of new infill development
and car dependency
4.9

Number of BESS assessments and the
average scores
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4.10

Improvements to the energy efficiency
of existing older housing stock

Identify the uptake of residents participating in any energy
efficiency or renewable energy programs in the municipality (e.g.
no. solar panels installed)

Yes

Planning Permit
Applications, Building
Permit Applications,
Program results and data
(program dependent)
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